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1. Chapter One: Introduction 

Traditional research into dialect variation and phonology has been 

predominantly concerned with language variation in practice; although there 

has always been some underlying interest in stereotyping and attitudes 

towards dialects and the people associated with them (Niedzielski & Preston, 

2003), the patterns and sources of variation, rather than lay peoples’ 

understanding and perception of language, maintained the focus of scholarly 

attention. Until the advent of “folk linguistics” in the mid-1960s 

(Hoenigswald, 1966), wherein the listener became the subject of interest and 

societal implications in how language varied became a topic worthy of 

scholarly investigation, non-linguists’ perspectives on speech, such as their 

opinions of and attitudes towards dialects, were predominantly overlooked as 

scholarly endeavors when compared with the task of investigating language 

production, describing variation in speech (Krapp, 1925; Kurath, 1941), and 

mapping these differences1. Furthermore, in the field of speech perception, 

variation itself could be seen as problematic, as differences among speakers, 

for example, idiosyncratic or dialectal variation, present a challenge in the 

study of widespread spoken language perception. While it has been suggested 

that listeners are able to ignore sources of variation in the interest of 

communication, abstraction may in fact be necessary for comprehension 

(Pisoni, 1993); sounds are cognitively normalized into abstract categories so 

that, despite variation in the signal, one is able to understand different 

speakers. The sources of variation may not be completely discarded but, in 

fact, maintained by the listener resulting in differences in perception.  

These opposing foundational approaches to the fields of dialect variation 

and speech perception resulted in a lack of combined efforts into research on 

the perception of variation. More recently, however, a scholarly focus on the 

listener’s point of view has risen in prominence, taking into account the 

interaction of implicit (subconscious or passive) information and explicit 

knowledge, such as attitudes and apparent associations, for dialects 

(Niedzielski, 2010; Niedzielski & Preston, 2003). Advances in social, 

psychological, and cognitive studies from linguistic perspectives have 

brought together these disciplines in an effort to understand how we recognize 

                                                 
1 For example, the Dictionary of American Regional English project (DARE), begun in 1965. 
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and react to differences heard in speech, merging the study of variation and 

diversity in both production and perception. 

The history of the United States, in particular, is built on cultural and 

linguistic diversity. Through multiple waves of internal and external 

migration, settlement, and colonization, language across the United States has 

diversified and transformed along with changing social attitudes towards 

what is most fashionable, prestigious, or widely-spoken. This varied history 

of mixing and leveling has shaped pronunciation in American English, 

resulting in multiple forms of speech in geographical, social, and cultural 

spheres. Furthermore, American speech of all varieties has become pervasive 

in the English-speaking world as both native and non-native listeners are 

exposed to a wide variety of accents that are used in marketing, advertising, 

media, and business (Kachru, 1985; Bhatia, 2006; Gerritsen et al., 2007; 

Piller, 2003). It is because of the profound effects accented speech can have 

on a listener’s perception of and attitudinal associations toward a speaker that 

it is now a matter of keen interest to examine the aspects of an accent that are 

relevant to such perceptions for both native and non-native listeners (Atagi & 

Bent, 2013; 2016; Clopper & Bradlow, 2009; Adank et al., 2009; Alford & 

Strother, 1990). 

American accents have been shown to differ in both perception and 

production in a number of ways, including prosody (Clopper & Smiljanic, 

2011), stress (Berg, 1999), duration (Fridland et al., 2014), and both 

consonantal and vocalic systems (Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong, 2005; Labov et 

al. 2006; Thomas, 2001). Certain vocalic sounds in particular are responsible 

for variation in accent which have been shown to differ significantly across 

regional dialects (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c), and smaller dialects often 

comprise these regiolects that have prevailing features. Further examination 

is warranted, however, into how the phonemes differ between regions 

acoustically, and how differences or similarities between accents influence 

attitudes towards them. Attitudinal studies have also shown a great deal of 

contrast in how dialects across US regions are perceived domestically and on 

a global scale, for example, some being described as more or less “correct” 

or “intelligent” sounding than others (Preston, 1989; Ladegaard, 1998). In 

addition to these regiolects, the tenuous concept of a ‘General’ standardized 

American accent persists (Smakman, 2012; Lippi-Green, 1997; Kretzschmar, 

2010). The model of a “Standard American accent” is difficult, if not 

impossible, to formally define due to its ever-changing and impressionistic 

character. Still, regardless of whether a concretely defined standard accent 

exists in practice, it is hard to deny its presence in perception, and the idea 

that a selection of pronounced features can provide commonality across 

groups, or change listener attitudes across regional and social boundaries, 
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makes the role standardization plays in accent perception a topic worth 

exploring. 

The present study, therefore, aims to address the acoustic-attitudinal 

interface with respect to accent perception. It provides an overview of 

phonetic variation within speech from regional speakers, to closely evaluate 

which featural factors differentiate one accent from another and, chiefly, 

investigates the impact of acoustic versus attitudinal factors in pronunciation 

and listeners’ perceptions. Ultimately, this project examines whether 

information listeners receive from the speaker (e.g., acoustic similarities 

between varieties) is reconciled with pre-existing associations: attitudinal or 

social associations which lead to perceptions of difference between accents. 

Both native and non-native listeners’ perspectives are taken into account, due 

to interest in the use of accented English in both domestic and international 

settings. Furthermore, comparing native and non-native listeners provides for 

two groups who have different sensitivities, exposures, and associations with 

US English varieties, thereby making a contrastive analysis of listener 

responses possible.  

1.1. Contribution of the research  

Perception has recently come to the forefront of dialectology and 

sociophonetics—not only how varieties of a language differ in pronunciation 

or how societal categories may be reflected in these variations, but also how 

listeners, and society in general, react to these differences in speech (Thomas, 

2002a; Long & Preston, 2002). It is important, therefore, to join detailed 

acoustically-based methods with social and psychological interests in order 

to shed light on what influences people’s perceptions of language, both 

among native and non-native speakers of English. In particular, dialects and 

regional accents, especially in the case of English, now affect our 

communications and interactions on a global scale, and investigations into the 

factors which influence people’s perceptions of and attitudes towards various 

pronunciations are of interest in many fields. Acoustic modeling and speech 

recognition, for example, benefit from insights into both acoustic/phonetic 

and perceptual characteristics of speech—businesses require machines that 

can recognize dialectal data based on acoustic characteristics, and presumably 

want devices that produce appealing and intelligible speech for a listener as 

well.2 The underlying cognitive processes behind the conclusions listeners 

make when hearing an accent are also of interest; for example, which aspects 

                                                 
2  E.g., Droppo & Acero’s (2010) integration of string edit distances for Microsoft’s speech recognition 

research. 
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of an accent are important to perception and the associations developed by a 

listener. 

This study, therefore, contributes to the merging of folk and 

sociolinguistics with cognitive linguistics and acoustic phonetics in 

dialectology. From the recordings gathered and examined in this project, it is 

possible to evaluate acoustic features and distance measurements to 

determine how much the speakers differ between each other regionally, and 

where the variation occurs in terms of specific phonemes. Then, through the 

collection of native and non-native listeners’ opinions and perceptions of 

perceived distance, identifiability, and attitude judgments, one can compare 

these perceptions and the acoustic distances to investigate the possible effects 

of, for example, markedness, attitude, and standardization on perception. It 

aims to address aspects of perception in relation to acoustic 

similarity/differences between accents which have not been widely examined 

(e.g., aesthetic qualities such as “appeal”), and sheds light on which factors 

impact perception. 

With respect to the speech samples gathered in this project, quality 

recordings were made from individuals who belong to a demographic often 

targeted but not obtained in modern cross-regional, large-scale research: 

male, non-mobile, rural, non-college educated, middle-aged speakers. 

Previously, dialect research concentrated on these aforementioned speakers 

as sources (so-called “NORMS”: non-mobile, older, rural males; Chambers 

& Trudgill, 1998). However, in order to gather large quantities of data, it is 

understandable that a researcher may come to rely on available resources, 

such as university students and faculty, and residents of the towns and cities 

where labs or universities are located. While this is a logistically sensible 

approach and may result in a controlled amount of well-gathered material, it 

leads to a potential bias in speech by using speakers who are, for the most 

part, highly educated and mobile. Those who do not use this option often 

gather recordings from urban centers, such as the Atlas of North American 

English (Labov et al., 2006), and/or use previously gathered legacy data 

which may not be of high enough quality for detailed acoustic examination, 

nor contain all of the relevant factors needed for a particular study.3 

It should be noted that this study primarily focuses on regiolects—

geographically based categorical dialects in which many specific, sub-

dialects may be contained. It is not intended to be a comprehensive 

description of American regional dialects and does not strive to act as a 

linguistic atlas or define dialect regions based on the samples obtained. 

                                                 
3 The Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and South Atlantic States (LAMSAS; Kurath et al., 1939; 

Kretzschmar et al., 1993), for example, contains data from 1933–1974, while The Atlas of North 

American English (ANAE; Labov et al., 2006: 3) contains a combination of data building from 1933, 

but primarily focuses on regional, urban data from between 1992–1999. 
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Instead, it is principally designed as a study of the perception of accents 

commonly found across regions of the United States. Naturally, speakers used 

for this study could exhibit some features based on their sub-regions or other 

idiosyncratic characteristics, but care was made to find speakers who 

exemplified those features that characterize the regional standard, as 

referenced within previous literature (see Chapter 2.2). Furthermore, it is 

acknowledged that listeners hear more than simply vocalic variation, and that 

dialects differ on other aspects as well; however, due to the significant 

contribution of vowels in regional variation (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c), and 

the fact that they offer a well-documented, multi-faceted, and precise means 

of acoustic measurement, they remain as the primary focus of this work. 

1.2. Research questions  

In particular, this thesis addresses the following topics and additional sub-

questions pertaining to how acoustic-vocalic factors and attitudinal factors 

contribute to the perception of US accents. It should be noted that the goal of 

this research is not to document a representative account of features in 

regional varieties of American English. The principal inquiry instead 

investigates the perception of accent difference/similarity by listeners, and 

whether these perceptual distances between varieties align with acoustic-

vocalic differences. Especially in cases where distances do not match, how 

may attitudinal and other perceptual judgments help to explain the 

misalignments between them—that is, do listeners hear what is actually 

produced or do they hear what is expected as influenced by associations and 

attitudes? In order to pursue this overarching line of enquiry, several sub-

topics relating to production and perception are explored. The following sub-

questions are arranged in order of how they are addressed within this work. 

What accent qualities were expected from different US regions, and what did 

the speakers produce? 

In order to form a basis for regional comparison, it is first established whether 

the speech samples adequately adhere to prior accounts of American dialect 

differences. Individual regional speakers are expected to exhibit features 

characteristic of seven broad regions: Central North, Inland North, South, 

Midland, New England, Texas, and West, with the inclusion of a non-

regionally based sample, which does not exhibit highly marked features of 

other regions.4 Naturally, some underlying, idiolectal variation is to be 

                                                 
4 Further sub-divisions or broader categorizations could be made for these regions; Clopper & Pisoni 

(2004c), for example, describe six regions (including both North and South Midland), while Labov et 
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expected. Those who exhibit general regional characteristics and meet 

demographic requirements were then put forth for the acoustic analysis and 

perceptual study. 

How are differences in pronunciation between the eight varieties explained 

by the acoustic features and distance measurements between the eight chosen 

speakers?  

In particular, do vocalic-acoustic distances between the regions differentiate 

them enough to relate to traditional regional varieties? Which phonemes are 

responsible for large distances or similarities between regions? Do these 

phonemes that are significant in terms of defining clusters constitute marked 

features, that is, those which are particularly salient? It is anticipated for the 

acoustic distances to result in the regions’ grouping in clusters that are similar 

to conventional regional boundaries and reflect those pre-established 

relationships (i.e., North vs. South, and similarities between West and 

Midland, etc.). The greatest distances are expected to be caused by those 

phonemes that have been previously recognized as significant in dialect 

classification, as well as perceptual categorization (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c). 

How do the acoustic and perceptual factors work together to explain 

differences/similarities between the acoustic and perceptual data? 

Ultimately, the interactions and contributions of acoustic and socio-

perceptual data could shed light on the underlying cognitive processes that 

govern listeners’ impressions of differing accents, for example, how similar 

or different they are, or whether they constitute a ‘standard’ variety. Several 

sub-questions will also be addressed: 

a) What are listeners’ attitudinal and underlying impressions of each 

accent? 

b) How similar or different are the accents perceived to be from one 

another? 

c) What role do identifiability and certainty of identification play in 

perception and categorization? 

d) Are listeners’ perceptual ratings sensitive to region of origin (i.e., 

listener provenance)? 

e) Ultimately, what is the relationship between attitude judgments 

(appeal, familiarity, intelligence, etc.) and the categories formed by 

acoustic distance—especially from standardized varieties and those 

considered ‘general’? 

                                                 
al. (2006) describe many more possible sub-divisions within the above regions, and early observations 

of American dialects, such as Mencken (1921), reveal as few as three regions (North, South, and West) 

(Labov, 1991; Wells, 1982). These seven were chosen considering these previous studies’ divisions, 

and the exclusion of boundaries setting apart solely urban dialects. 
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Perceptual distances are expected to form similar clusters as acoustic 

distance, but will likely be impacted by additional random factors, and socio-

cultural factors such as stereotyping, familiarity, or identifiability. This 

follows previous qualitative models of dialect perception as influenced by 

attitudinal factors (Niedzielski & Preston, 2003), and this work aims to 

explore these hypotheses through quantitative, statistically motivated 

analyses. Attitudinal judgments are anticipated to occur in the same groups 

as perceptual distances while accents that are acoustically more similar to the 

Standard/Non-regional variety will be rated more positively, as has been 

shown in previous sociolinguistic studies (Giles, 1970; Bishop et al., 2005; 

Coupland & Bishop, 2007; Grondelaers & van Hout, 2010). 

Furthermore, because non-native listeners have different biases, 

expectations, and sensitivities than native speakers, it is of interest to see 

whether their attitudinal results are reflected in the same way as native 

listeners. In this case, the non-native listeners come from locations with high 

proficiency in English and which have high levels of media exposure to 

American English—namely, Scandinavia and Northern Europe. An 

additional subject of interest for this thesis is the ability of both native and 

non-native listeners to correctly identify the origin of each accent (percent 

correct, percentage within the correct group). Here, the focus is to investigate 

the role of identifiability and certainty of identification with respect to a 

listener’s accent assessment, as identifiability is suggested to play a role in 

the process of accent judgement and perception (Preston & Niedzielski, 2010; 

Preston, 2013). 

From the perspective of non-native listeners, perceived distances between 

the varieties are not expected to vary to the extent of native listeners; that is, 

although the clusters may be overarchingly similar, native listeners are 

expected to recognize more distinction between the varieties than non-native 

listeners (Clopper & Bradlow, 2009). Additionally, because the native 

listeners’ language, regardless of their own dialect, is more similar than that 

of the non-native listeners, the relationship between linguistic similarity and 

perceived intelligibility is expected to result in more distinct categorization 

and comprehension by the native listeners (Best, 1995; Clopper & Bradlow, 

2009; Atagi & Bent, 2013).  

1.3. Overview of thesis 

The structure of this thesis follows the history and background of research 

into dialect variation and perception and describes the methods used in the 

design and collection of speech materials, as well as the perceptual data. The 

analysis of acoustic and perceptual data is then examined and discussed. 
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The following section of this work (Chapter 2) focuses on the theoretical 

frameworks this research relies upon, as well as previous works on dialect 

variation and perception. Research in dialectal variation is ever-growing and 

changing; especially in recent years there have been growing contributions in 

the fields of sociolinguistics, acoustics, socio-phonetics, and 

cognitive/perceptual dialectology. Chapter 2 reviews flagship studies in these 

fields and describes the theoretical background and terminology adopted in 

this thesis.  

Chapter 3 details processes for gathering recording data and qualifying 

regional accents, creating elicitation material, and choosing dialect regions. 

While much of this dissertation weighs heavily on acoustic phonetics in terms 

of analysis, section 3.2 delves into methodological considerations based on 

socially-inclined reasoning behind variation. The field methodology provides 

justification for such factors as speaker, location, and elicitation material 

choices that are grounded in sociolinguistic theory.  

Chapter 4 then discusses the methodology behind finding the acoustic 

distance measurements, including normalization processes and the results of 

such measurements. An overview of distances between varieties, 

phonological observations, and a more in-depth look at characterizing 

phonemes between dialects are provided. 

Chapter 5 begins by providing additional background on perceptual and 

cognitive studies in phonetic and dialectal research. A review of the 

perceptual survey and methods behind its implementation and the data 

collected therein are given. Then a review is made of the analysis and results 

of the acoustic measurements in conjunction with data from the perceptual 

tests and aims to identify statistical trends and significant outcomes drawn 

from the comparisons, in addition to a qualitative analysis of the results. 

Finally, Chapter 6 provides an overall review of the results, conclusions, 

and implications. 
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2. Chapter Two: Previous research and 
terminology 

This work adopts an acoustic-phonetic analysis partnered with speech-

perception experiments to investigate vowel variation and change at a 

dialectal level, with the aim to combine quantitative analysis of language 

features alongside other forms of attitudinal assessment in a mixed-

methodological approach. The acoustic analysis concentrates on both 

observed and measured differences in the vowel formants of individual 

speakers, while the perceptual experiments rely on participants’ responses to 

the speech samples. The listeners are grouped based on nativeness and 

location, and results are analyzed for attitude-judgment as well as the 

perception of pronunciation. 

The foundation of this thesis is therefore set within the framework of 

sociophonetics (Deshaies-Lafontaine, 1974), which is itself a broadly defined 

discipline, inherently mixed in its methodologies and purpose, covering the 

use of phonetic tools and methodologies to investigate sociolinguistic 

phenomena. Essentially, sociophonetic research attempts to investigate the 

relationship between different realizations of pronunciation, such as 

variations in the pronunciation of a vowel, and social factors, such as identity, 

gender, attitude, or socio-economic class. The discipline was founded as a 

subset of sociolinguistics that concentrated specifically on phonetic variables 

as opposed to, for example, lexicon or syntax, and although the moniker has 

existed since the 1970s, by the mid 1990s research in this discipline veered 

toward vowel variation in the United States (Labov, 1991; 1994; Fridland, 

2001; Thomas, 2001). Recent work, however, has expanded the area of focus 

considerably to include a wide range of languages and experimental 

methodologies (Thomas, 2002a; Hay & Drager, 2007; Preston & Niedzielski, 

2010). Many of these works combine acoustic or statistical evaluations of 

phonetic variation with perceptual tests (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c; Clopper et 

al., 2006) and it is now commonplace to find sociophonetic research that 

involves everything from cognitive and psychological to computational 

linguistics (e.g., Stringer & Iverson, 2014; Nerbonne & Kretzschmar, 2003).  

A related and largely contemporary field, dialectometry, also served as the 

initial inspiration for this study’s comparative, metrical nature. Dialectometry 

involves the use of computational and quantitative techniques to study dialect 
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variation; the analysis is typically composed of large amounts of aggregated 

data, such as vowel measurements or word forms, to elicit information on 

varieties, often in terms of sociolinguistic, diachronic, or geographic effects 

(Nerbonne & Kretzschmar, 2003; Kendall & Fridland, 2016; see section 2.2.2 

for further review of dialectometry). Aspects of the measurement and analysis 

methodology used herein were derived from this line of research, as well as 

the overall goal of assessing relative variation between regional varieties 

based on many phonetic features. 

2.1. Conventions and terms: Acoustics, phonetics, and 
dialectology 

The phonetic portion of this research involves the study of acute 

characteristics and variation of certain vowel phonemes that are present in 

American English dialects, using acoustically-based investigative methods 

and comparing the acoustic characteristics that comprise each phoneme. 

Phoneme refers to the smallest contrastive unit of sound, which provides 

distinction for a unit of meaning, and Phone refers to the smallest realized 

sound segments that are exhibited in each language variety; humans have the 

capacity to produce and perceive numerous phones, but these are restricted 

by the languages and dialects to which one is exposed. For example, the word 

pin contains three phonemes, written using the International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA): /p/, /ɪ/, and /n/, with the ‘p’ being an allophone of /p/, actually 

pronounced [pʰ]. This illustrates how English can contain separate phones, 

[p] and [pʰ], which are categorized under the same phoneme, /p/, because they 

are non-contrastive: [spʰɪn] is not a meaningful word, so the two sounds are 

in complementary distribution (i.e., they can co-exist in English without 

crossing environments). This work adheres to the International Phonetic 

Alphabet in transcription conventions, with a few minor exceptions: notably, 

/r/ for the postalveolar approximant [ɹ]. Phonetic symbols are enclosed within 

brackets [ ] to denote a more precise transcription, while broader phonemic 

categories are transcribed in slashes / /. While the IPA is the standard form of 

transcription used for acoustic analysis, in order to aid readability and 

familiarity, Wells’ (1982) lexical sets will be used at times for further 

clarification (Table 2.1).5 Additionally, phonological conventions are used at 

times to describe phenomena and sound changes, such as “>” meaning 

                                                 
5 Some would choose to omit these categorical words, on the basis that assigning keys for each 

pronunciation runs contrary to the purpose of variationist work (Thomas, 2001). This is a valid 

argument; however, they are provided here for the sake of nominal, categorical, phonemic clarity, and 

no direct pronunciatory definition should be derived from them. 
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“becomes” and a single slash “/” meaning “occurring” before or after a 

phonological environment. 

 

Table 2.1. Illustrating vowel phoneme symbols and transcription conventions 

IPA Example Lexical Set (Wells, 1982) 

ɪ  bid KIT 

ɛ  bed  DRESS 

æ  bad  TRAP 

 ɑː  pod LOT 

ʌ  bud  STRUT 

ʊ  book FOOT 

ɝː bird,  NURSE 

ɚ6 patter BUTTER 

iː  bead  FLEECE 

eɪ  bayed  FACE 

ɔː  paw THOUGHT 

oʊ  boat GOAT 

uː  boo GOOSE 

aɪ  buy PRICE 

ɔɪ  boy CHOICE 

aʊ  pout MOUTH 

 

2.1.1. Acoustic-phonetic properties of speech sounds 

While vowel phonemes are often represented in transcriptions by the 

categorical notation illustrated in Table 2.1, understanding their acoustical 

properties is also a crucial component of this work, and conventions relating 

to collecting and describing the data acoustically are addressed below. 

Acoustic phonetics examines representations of physical sound patterns, 

composed of waves that spread through an elastic medium at the moments of 

articulation and perception. In speech, the acoustic signal that is produced 

(and ultimately processed by a listener’s brain via the ear) originates from the 

                                                 
6 With /ɝ/ː occurring in stressed syllables, /ɚ/ only in unstressed positions. 
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vocal apparatus, composed of the lungs and mouth, nose, and throat. The 

lungs and glottis source the vibrating air needed for sound production, and 

the upper vocal tract provides a filter to create unique sounds, agitating 

molecules in the air waves that move to a listener’s ear (Chiba & Kajiyama, 

1941; Fant, 1960). The properties of these acoustic signals can be explained 

in phonetic terms to describe variation among languages’ sounds; 

furthermore, the signal contains information about an individual speaker’s 

physiological, psychological, and health-related conditions in addition to 

linguistic-communicative information that a listener must process almost 

instantaneously. 

Advances in technology have made collecting and describing these 

acoustic signals far easier than in the past—a microphone picks up the 

variations in air pressure (i.e., the acoustic signal), which are then digitized 

and recorded with computer software.7 These variations in air pressure within 

a given period of time can be represented via waveform. In this type of graph, 

silence shows no change to the base line, whereas noise will provide up and 

down movements illustrating the vibrations caused by the change in air 

pressure. The size of the pressure variations is the amplitude (measured in 

Pascals): loud noises with more energy have a higher amplitude (large waves) 

than quieter sounds with less energy and lower amplitudes. This is illustrated 

below (Figure 2.1) in the difference between consonants (lower amplitude) 

and vowels (higher amplitude), as vowels in general carry more energy with 

longer periods of voicing. Voicing refers to the presence of vocal fold 

vibration in the production of a sound—vowels are voiced, and consonants 

may either be voiced (e.g., /b/) or voiceless (/p/). Vowels also feature 

sustained periodic waves, which feature more regularly distributed patterns 

than other types of noise. With higher amplitudes and periodic waves, vowels 

become easier to detect, and become important, for example, when one must 

decide where the boundaries of a measurement window lie for a specific 

sample. 

                                                 
7 In addition to recording the speech signal, there also exist a number of experimental laboratory 

methods for examining articulation and speech production, such as electropalatography and point-

tracking devices which measure articulatory properties directly, and imaging techniques such as MRI 

and ultrasound. These methods offer further options to measuring variation in production. 
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Figure 2.1. Waveform with a sine wave (top) and complex wave (bottom). The most basic 

visual representation is the waveform diagram, which shows Amplitude (in Pascal) (y) over 

Time (x) from a baseline (0), such as standard atmospheric pressure, with sound waves 

causing changes to the pressure as they travel. 

As illustrated above, speech sounds produce complex waves that are 

composed of several different waves producing one repetitious pattern. A 

sound’s complex waves can be broken down into its component waves using 

a Fourier Analysis (here performed automatically using the Praat software: 

Boersma & Weenink, 2019), and illustrated using a Spectrum Diagram, 

which provides the Frequency (x-axis) and Amplitude (y-axis) for a specific 

wave at a specific point in time. Both the frequency and amplitude are critical 

units of information in the analysis of speech; however, because the speech 

signal changes, one must be able to measure how the frequency changes over 

a period of time, for example, the duration of a vowel. In order to do this, a 

spectrogram is used. A spectrogram shows three dimensions: Frequency (y-

axis), Amplitude (color or darkness), and Time (x-axis), and is essentially the 

information from a series of spectra over time. From this image, one can 

observe variations in the acoustic signal, and carry out measurements. 

Because it contains much of the information present in the acoustic signal 

presented in a visual manner, spectrograms form the basis of the data for this 
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acoustic analysis, and it is from these spectrograms that vowels are measured 

and recorded as the acoustic data, as detailed in Chapter 4.8 

The number of repetitions per second, or frequency (measured in hertz: 

Hz), of the wave is critical in measuring differences between sound 

samples—the closer together the waves appear, the higher the frequency.9 The 

lowest sound that the vocal folds produce when vibrating is the fundamental 

frequency (or F0), which corresponds most closely to pitch in perception. 

Additional, higher frequencies are produced that are multiples of the F0, 

called harmonics. Based on the filter (e.g., tongue location, nasality, openness 

of mouth), some harmonics have higher amplitude than others, and appear as 

dark bands on a spectrogram (Figure 2.2). These are called formant 

frequencies (F1, F2, F3, F4) and contain crucial information to distinguish 

one vowel phoneme from another. The four formants correspond to different 

characteristics of a phoneme, and vowels can generally be characterized by 

the first two formants, though the third contains key information in 

understanding certain characteristics that can also affect vowels, such as 

rhoticity. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Spectrogram of the words “bit, bide.” 

 

                                                 
8 Praat uses Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) to track formants in a spectrogram, as mentioned in 

Chapter 4. 
9 One must also keep the frequency of a sound in mind when making a recording, as the sampling rate 

dictates which frequencies are recorded. Typical produced frequencies for human speech have a 

maximum of roughly 20 kHz (Monson et al., 2014), but intelligibility is possible even at 3.4 kHz (that 

of a telephone conversation). Therefore, with the sampling rate being roughly twice the produced 

frequency (according to the Nyquist sampling theorem), acoustic studies on noise may require sampling 

rates of as much as 90 kHz, while spoken data can often be recorded at 44 kHz without loss of 

comprehension.  
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There also exists a clear correlation between the frequencies of the first two 

formants and the dimensions of a traditional vowel diagram used in 

phonology: a higher F1 corresponds to a lower vowel, and higher F2 

corresponds to a fronter vowel. The vowel diagram, or vowel plot (Figure 

2.3), is used in phonetics and phonology to illustrate the position and 

categorization of vowels with respect to articulated characteristics, most 

notably how open or closed the mouth is and whether the vowel is pronounced 

in the front or back of the mouth. Vowels may alternatively be described in 

terms of jaw and tongue height (high-low/close-open), how far back in the 

mouth the vowel is articulated (front-back), tenseness (tense-lax), length 

(long-short), and how round the lips are in articulation (roundedness). Though 

vowel plots only display two dimensions using height and backness (F1 and 

F2), the importance of F3 should still be noted with respect to additional 

phonetic characteristics, such as lip rounding, rhoticity, and to indicate a 

transitional period to and from a vocalic state.  

With backness and height being the two characteristics chiefly 

demonstrated in a vowel plot, and because of the relation between F1 and F2 

and height and backness, one can use the formant measurements of a vowel, 

as seen on a spectrogram, to plot its position and properties visually. From 

there, comparisons with other vowels on the plane may be observed and 

noted. 

 

Figure 2.3. Vowel diagram: x-axis reflects F2, y-axis reflects F1.  
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In order to make an analysis of speech data, one must use a combination 

of the above acoustic-phonetic information. The waveform can be used to 

find where vowels and consonants begin or end in a word, and the 

spectrogram is used to observe and measure phonetic characteristics. These 

visual and measurable cues help distinguish phonetic features, such as manner 

and place of articulation, as well as voicing, vowel height, backness, 

roundness, and rhoticity. Plotting the first two formants on a two-dimensional 

plane can also help visually in determining differences between vowel 

properties, for example when comparing two different dialectal 

pronunciations of “goat”, and the actual formant measurements may be 

compared, as they are here, using distance metrics and/or statistical methods. 

2.1.2. Accents and dialects 

Within a language, there exists a finite set of possible sounds that are used 

contrastively. These sounds are organized into groups and systems respective 

to different languages; Hindi has a different phonetic inventory than Japanese, 

which has a different inventory than English, and these sounds interact with 

each other to form a unique phonological system within each respective 

language. Before we are born, humans are exposed to this language-specific 

subset of the sound inventory, providing the building blocks for one’s accent 

(Moon et al., 2013). Exposure to inter- and intra-linguistic variation is, 

therefore, an aspect of life experienced by all, both in production and 

perception, and, while it is difficult to acquire a new phonetic inventory and 

phonological system than the one acquired natively, standardization and 

accommodation are processes which can impact elements of one’s speech, 

making it possible to adapt one’s accent to be more or less marked (Labov, 

1972; Trudgill, 1974; Beebe & Giles, 1984).10 

When describing language and dialect variation there exist multiple 

degrees of generality—an Appalachian dialect from the Smoky Mountains is 

not of the same specificity as Southern American English, or American 

English at large in comparison with Australian English. In this instance, 

regiolects, or “regional dialectal standards” are the main focus. These 

regiolects exist within one language variety (e.g., American English) and 

encompass a larger set of phonological characteristics, some of which may be 

evident in more insular regional dialects, but also apply to a more widespread 

population. However, they do not go so far as to filter out all regional 

characteristics, and while a speaker would be understood intelligibly as 

speaking “American English,” this standardized, yet regional, variety would 

                                                 
10 The same regional, dialectal, and sociolinguistic principles exist for sign languages as well (Stamp et 

al., 2016). 
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not be considered a “General” or nation-wide standard of pronunciation due 

to the inclusion of marked features, such as /aɪ/ monophthongization in the 

South or r-lessness in New England. Regiolects, therefore, do not necessarily 

comprise a type of language variety independently, but exist along a standard-

dialect continuum which may furthermore be influenced indexically by 

situational and discourse functions (see Auer, 2011; Auer & Hinskens, 1996). 

This continuum is illustrated below in Figure 2.4—the standardized variety is 

at the bottom, with existing sub-varieties. At the top of the figure are insular, 

local dialects, and regiolects comprise the central area. It is important to note 

that, as a continuum, there is a great deal of overlap and transition, and not all 

varieties are listed. For example, the Midland may be divided into the North 

and South Midland, the South contains subregions such as Texas in addition 

to the Inland and Traditional or “Deep” South, and that coastal, “Tidewater” 

varieties of the South could feasibly be considered a regiolect in and of itself. 

Additional social boundaries are also present in many dialect divisions 

regardless of whether they are geographically based, such as gender or class 

influences in conjunction with migratory or insulation effects, and some local 

dialects that are only found in certain geographical regions or locations, such 

as the “Yat” dialect of New Orleans, are not subject to features from the 

region within which it lies (the South).  

  

Figure 2.4. Dialect continuum ranging from local varieties of American English to 

standardized, with examples of American dialects. 
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The term accent itself has a number of technical definitions used both 

within and outside linguistics, especially in phonology with respect to 

segmentation, stress, and prosody. Even when referring to varietal 

pronunciation of a language group such as English, there are different types 

of accents, often distinguished by the level of nativeness of a speaker, and so-

called first and second language varieties (“L1” and “L2”). This distinction is 

especially relevant in the discussion of World Englishes,11 wherein speakers 

from a country outside of the “inner circle” (Kachru, 1985) learn English as 

their first language, producing an “accented” variety which is sometimes 

perceived as an L2, having been influenced by another language such as Hindi 

or Spanish, but in fact is the L1 of those speakers. In broader discourse, 

“accent” is often confounded with the term dialect; however, in addition to 

phonological variation, different dialects may have separate morphological, 

syntactic, or semantic and lexical structures. Therefore, the term “accent” will 

be used here to refer specifically to a variety’s manner of pronunciation. In 

other literature, “dialect” has been used to refer to pronunciation, but only in 

contexts where it is self-evident that pronunciation is the sole focus.  

Finally, the term standard is one that remains highly complex and widely 

debated and is discussed in further detail in Section 2.3.1. In this work 

“standard” is defined as an abstract variety, which lacks the highly marked 

features that are characteristic for one or more dialect regions. Additionally, 

here the terms “Non-regional” and “Minimally-marked” are used, as opposed 

to “Standard”, when referring to the sample that is analyzed as representing 

the phonetically least-marked variety; that is to say that Standard American 

is conceptual, while the Non-regional sample evidenced herein is an example 

of standardized American speech. Minimally-marked varieties refer to those 

varieties that are grouped together in the acoustic analysis of phoneme 

variation and exhibit few extremes in the vowel formant spectrum. Finally, 

“General” may be used similarly for those varieties that are grouped together 

medially in the perceptual analysis. 

An additional, important issue to note is that all of the aforementioned 

varieties differ on a degree of markedness of their features. However, the term 

“markedness” is itself difficult to define precisely. Haspelmath (2006) 

addresses many of these difficulties, exemplifying several different uses of 

the term throughout linguistics in twelve different ‘senses’ under four 

headings: markedness as “‘complexity’, ‘difficulty’, and ‘abnormality’”, and 

as a “multidimensional correlation” or combination of the twelve senses 

described (p. 26). Hume (2004) has also discussed how many of the factors 

that comprise markedness are together related to a linguistic element’s 

                                                 
11 For an extensive review of the topic, see Bolton & Kachru’s (2006) multi-volume series on World 

Englishes. 
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predictability. There, Hume mentions “perceptual salience, articulatory 

simplicity, functional load, social factors, and the speaker/hearer’s 

experience” (and consequently their expectations) with a linguistic element 

as factors that together play a role in its predictability of occurrence and, 

therefore, its markedness (p. 184).  

With respect to the production and perception of accents, such factors are 

often implicit in the notion of markedness, but much remains obscure. What, 

for example, is the contribution of stereotypability and salience in the 

perception of a feature: acoustic phonetic properties, extremity within the 

productive vowel space, or a combination thereof? Here, the approach to 

markedness is drawn from previous research into dialect perception and 

description which have addressed the topic, such as the Atlas of North 

American English (Labov et al., 2006; hereafter also referred to as “ANAE”). 

Labov (1972) describes three degrees of salience with respect to the 

perception of dialectal features: those that are a) stereotyped and present in a 

listener’s conscious awareness, b) marked in a listener’s subconscious 

awareness but not highly present consciously, and c) indicative, which are not 

noticeable to a listener but nevertheless differentiate varieties. Trudgill (1986) 

furthers this approach by addressing the salience of features that are overtly 

stigmatized, undergoing some change, and substantially different in form. 

The ANAE describes phonetic features in terms of both perception and 

production and utilizes stages to describe how advanced a variety is within a 

certain system or shift, such as the Southern Shift. The present study follows 

along these lines and relies on vowel measurements and observed differences 

in plotted formants to evaluate whether a variety is marked in production and 

examines perceptual and attitudinal judgment scores to evaluate markedness 

in perception. 

2.2. Previous work in the study of dialect variation and 
perception 

A tradition of studying dialect variation has existed in the United States nearly 

from its inception; as long as diverse groups of people migrated and mingled 

across the North American continent, mixing languages and linguistic styles, 

there has been interest in the way people speak. Early scholars described the 

divergence in American versus British English, and a few, such as Mencken 

(1921), Krapp (1925), and Kurath et al. (1939), began to document the wide 

variety of pronunciations and geographic areas. These observational accounts 

laid the groundwork for dialectology, which has since expanded to include 

aspects of sociolinguistics, phonetics, language perception, documentation, 

and historical linguistics. The methods involved in investigating and 
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analyzing variation among dialects has also broadened to include phonetic 

documentation, computational metrics, and perceptual tests. 

Due to the nature of this project, bodies of research from multiple fields 

were consulted to form a theoretical and methodological foundation, most 

notably a combination of sociolinguistics, dialectology, acoustic phonetics, 

and speech perception. In this chapter, a review of pertinent literature is 

undertaken, in light of both the relevance to the work at hand as well as the 

topic of dialectology and variational perception at large. Initially, topics 

related to dialectometry and aggregated data analysis were used as a starting 

point in choosing a methodology for objectively examining variation in US 

accents. After looking into an efficient means of comparing the different 

pronunciations both phonetically and perceptually, acoustic distances became 

more relevant as opposed to impressionistic phonetic transcriptions. The topic 

was then considered in light of perceptual studies that incorporate the 

phonetic analysis of dialects. These two methods of inquiry, however, are not 

mutually exclusive, as dialectometry and dialectology in the United States 

have begun to incorporate perceptual perspectives (as discussed in Section 

2.2.3), while addressing acoustic and phonetic properties. 

2.2.1. American dialectology: Produced variation and change 

Much of the work on regional varieties of American English has focused on 

geographically based regiolects, such as those evidenced in the ANAE and 

elsewhere (Labov et al., 2006; Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong, 2005; Thomas, 

2001).12 These broader “lects” are often composed of a multitude of smaller 

varieties that exist on a continuum, but which maintain certain characteristic 

features to some degree. Similarities that allow for the categorization of 

accent varieties may be studied in order to determine isoglossic boundaries 

and to study language change, as these varieties are also subject to social and 

supralinguistic factors, such as population shifts throughout time, as well as 

broad pronunciation trends (for example, the cot-caught merger’s spread 

across regions).  

The Atlas of North American English (Labov et al., 2006) is one notable 

work that contains a wealth of information on phonological characteristics of 

American English, providing information on mergers, isoglosses, and vocalic 

                                                 
12 This, however, does not diminish the substantial work done on locations that are also geographically 

based, such as individual cities or locations (e.g., Pittsburgh (Tucker, 1944; see Labov et al., 2006), 

Charleston (Baranowski, 2007), Ocracoke Island (Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1997), or smaller sub-

regions such as the Smoky Mountains (Hall, 1942; Montgomery & Hall, 2004; Reed, 2014)). Such 

studies have made valuable contributions using smaller samples and discrete data-gathering techniques, 

working to provide a detailed picture of many of the United States’ smaller and more isolated varieties 

of English. 
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shifts across the US and Canada that are based on phonological and phonetic 

data. However, it additionally illustrates differences in the formant 

frequencies between dialects as well as discussing phonotactics of different 

sound shifts therein, and how these contribute to forming dialect regions. The 

data for the atlas was collected from the TELSUR recorded telephone surveys 

of over 600 speakers from across America, as well as supplemental research, 

and it is especially useful when investigating acoustic and geographical 

locations for such iconic features as the Northern Cities Shift, the Southern 

Vowel Shift, and the cot-caught merger. The many phonologically-based 

isoglosses and detailed phonetic material within serve as valuable references 

for this study in support of the hypotheses surrounding phonetic similarity of 

regions, as well as for consultation in the analysis.  

Thomas (2001) also investigated vowel production in various American 

dialects, including African American and Mexican American varieties. His 

participants included 200 speakers from North Carolina, Texas, Ohio, 

Oklahoma, as well as areas of New England, the North, and West, and 

archival recordings, some dating to the late 1800s. This work provides a 

detailed and informative look at the acoustic features of individual speakers, 

and reviews general phonemic characteristics of speakers in the North, 

Southeast, and South-Central states, as well as a look at Caribbean 

Anglophone creole, southern African American English, and Mexican 

American English. 

Dialectal variation is not the only topic of high interest with respect to 

American English. Previous work on varieties of American English has 

largely focused on those that are geographically based (Clopper, Pisoni, & de 

Jong, 2005; Labov et al., 2006; Thomas, 2001), regions commonly associated 

with some form of “General American” in perception (Preston, 1989; Clopper 

& Bradlow, 2008; Hillenbrand et al., 1995; Hagiwara, 1997; Wright & Souza, 

2012), or some combination thereof. There have been a number of studies on 

the vocalic characteristics of so-called “General American” (GenAm) 

English, that is, a variety of American English which exhibits no 

overwhelmingly regional features, though it may contain degrees of various 

other accents, and may also be referred to as “standardized”. 

One study that laid the groundwork for phonetic description of GenAm 

English was done by Peterson and Barney (1952) on the vowel measurements 

of 33 men, 28 women, and 15 children for Bell Laboratories, and how well 

the vowels could be identified. The study resulted in a data set containing 

formant values for standardized American speech—however, there was no 

control for dialect or social conditions. Hillenbrand et al. (1995) revised the 

study and performed a similar task, this time with North-Midwestern speakers 

from Michigan, and Wright and Souza (2012) additionally investigated how 

vowels of speakers from the Pacific North-west compared to both Hillenbrand 
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et al. and Peterson and Barney along with their vowel-identification ability. 

Hagiwara (1997) again referred to the initial two studies with a look at 

speakers from California. The notion of regional specificity with respect to 

American English accents was addressed in the Hillenbrand et al. (1995) 

study, in Hagiwara’s (1997) study, and more recently in Jacewicz and Fox’s 

(2013) study on cross-generational regional variation. Each of these post-

Peterson and Barney studies argue for further investigation of American 

dialects in general, and note that not one single region can serve as data for 

“General American”.  

It has thus become more suitable to specify regional terms for vowel 

systems rather than use broad labels such as “General American English”, as 

discussed in the aforementioned studies. Clopper et al. (2005) specifically 

note the importance of this based on the distinct nature of the six regional 

varieties they studied, as do Wright and Souza (2012) with respect to 

researchers and clinicians. The approach adopted here recognizes the regional 

distinctiveness of American dialects, while acknowledging the presence of 

varieties which may not fit into regionally-marked categories due to dialect 

leveling, transitions, or social influences leading to the loss of marked 

features. As noted in Section 2.3.1, these varieties are described as minimally-

marked where appropriate when relating phonetic information, and when 

related to perceptual qualities are described as adopting a ‘General’ 

classification. Due to its complexities in definition and identification, the 

topic of standardized, general American English is addressed in further detail 

in Section 2.3.1. 

2.2.2. Dialectometric approaches to language variation 

Because one of the aims of this study is to compare differences in 

pronunciation, it becomes necessary to break down utterances into smaller 

units in order to be able to compare them on a more precise level. Several 

computational methods, such as Levenshtein distance, have been applied for 

this purpose, in order to evaluate linguistic differences discretely (e.g., 

Shackleton, 2010; Nerbonne et al., 1999; Heeringa & Gooskens, 2003). 

Furthermore, in addition to splitting utterances into smaller components, 

computational analyses of distance are able to address the number of 

differences which occur across longer or shorter strings by taking the length 

of a string into account in conjunction with each unit’s distance. Here, those 

units are composed of sounds across the entire utterance, in terms of either 

transcribed phonemes or acoustic properties, looking at how the parts of an 

utterance contribute to the whole understanding in a quantitative manner, and 

making direct correspondence to perceptual measures possible.  
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With respect to methods in analyzing variation, the quantification of 

discrete relationships between vowels using distance measurements, such as 

string edit distance, has been successfully used within dialectology to support 

dialectal boundaries, historical changes, and perception between varieties 

(Nerbonne et al., 2008; Heeringa et al., 2006). In particular, recent decades 

have shown an increase in quantitative studies in vowel production and 

perception from a sociolinguistic perspective, or wide-scale variation among 

languages and dialects. This method of comparison and analysis has thus been 

applied to language varieties in Europe and elsewhere, such as in the 

Netherlands, Scandinavia, and the British Isles (Bezooijen & Gooskens, 

1999; Nerbonne & Heeringa, 1997; Heeringa & Gooskens, 2003; Shackleton, 

2010; Maguire, 2008; Leinonen, 2011).  

 String edit distances have also been used in dialectal research to describe 

and define dialect regions and to illustrate isoglosses by comparing 

differences between speech samples. These differences can be mapped or 

compared to other variables, such as perceptual, sociological, or geographic 

data (e.g., Heeringa & Gooskens, 2003; Heeringa et al., 2006). The aim can 

be to illustrate change and variation between languages and dialects, or 

relation between different varieties over geographic distance or time, and 

discuss the relationship of similarities between varieties and listeners’ 

perceptions. Below, previous studies involving dialect distance measurement 

are reviewed, as well as the use of phonetic transcriptions as opposed to 

acoustic measurements.  

A robust body of research exists in dialectometry, recently carried out on 

Dutch dialects as well languages of Scandinavia, using string-edit distances. 

The Levenshtein distance is one such measurement, based on differences 

between the phonetically-based strings such as additions, deletions, 

substitutions, insertions, swaps (metathesis), and context. Originally 

developed by Vladimir Levenshtein (1965), it has been used as well by 

Shackleton (2009) in studying the phonological and syntactic relationships 

between British dialects. Nerbonne and Heeringa (1997) and Heeringa (2004) 

also used this technique to measure twenty Dutch dialect distances showing 

how, via cluster analysis, the distances correlated closely with traditional 

dialect isoglosses in the Netherlands and Belgium. In addition, this 

methodology has been used to research and develop a means of analysing 

phonetic data from the South-eastern United States, as well as international 

varieties of English (Nerbonne et al., 2011; Wieling et al., 2012). 

Wilbert Heeringa has also done extensive research on methods with which 

to analyze dialects abstractly. Heeringa’s (2004) doctoral dissertation 

provides information on the application of such methods as string distance 

measurement, phone versus feature methods, and various weighting methods 

such as Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers (1988), Almeida and Brown 
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(1986), and Vieregge (1984), and acts as a resource in terms of reviewing 

different methodologies and descriptions of techniques in dialectometry. He 

provides a thorough description of each method, describing their original 

functions as well as their benefits to dialectometry. He also discusses string 

measurement itself, focusing on the Levenshtein algorithm, and other 

statistical means of analysing linguistic data, not only describing 

computational means of performing dialect studies, but also offers reviews of 

perceptual and corpus-based methods. 

There, of course, exist other ways of analyzing such differences in addition 

to Levenshtein and string-edit distances. Gooskens (1997) employed 

perceptual methodologies to her study which examined differences within 

Dutch dialects as well as the identifiability of dialects within the British Isles, 

using perceived divergence of Dutch dialects via acoustic experiments, 

wherein the verbal and prosodic information for each speech fragment was 

manipulated to only provide certain elements, then judged and identified by 

other Dutch speakers. She also researched mutual intelligibility in Dutch and 

German, as well as Scandinavian languages, to investigate a similar 

phenomenon; for example, Kürschner, Gooskens, and van Bezooijen (2008; 

see also Gooskens, 2006; Gooskens et al., 2010) showed that Danes were 

found to understand other related languages, such as Norwegian or Swedish, 

better than speakers of those languages understood Danish. A number of 

factors to explain this were proposed, one being language-attitude towards 

Danish from other Scandinavians. 

Heeringa and Gooskens (2003) later investigated perceptual information 

for 15 Norwegian dialects and its relationship with phonetic distance. They 

used Levenshtein distance to measure the transcribed phonetic differences 

between the varieties and correlated the distance scores to perceived distance 

between varieties (as judged by Norwegian listeners from each of the dialect 

areas). They also classified the varieties based on the Levenshtein and 

perceptual distance scores, wherein they found a strong north-south divide, 

with the two groups composed of mostly central vs. southeastern varieties. In 

correlating the Levenshtein and perceptual distance scores, they found a 

“high, strongly significant correlation,” illustrating the validity and accuracy 

of using such a distance method to relate perceived and phonetic difference. 

Again, prosody was studied via acoustic manipulation; one version of a 

reading passage (The North Wind and the Sun) was monotonized, and 

listeners judged perceptual distance on a scale of 1 to 10. Levenshtein 

distances were also weighted on the basis of spectrogram analysis, using a 

distance metric derived from differences between bark-filtered spectral 

segments (Gooskens & Heeringa, 2004). This yielded a significant correlation 

between the Levenshtein distance and perceived distance (r=.67 p< .001) 

(Gooskens & Heeringa, 2004). Geographical aspects were also taken into 
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consideration, as the flat, Dutch landscape lends itself to travel and 

communication more easily than that of Norway, where mountains, fjords, 

and waterways may block dialect expansion. 

Later, Heeringa, Johnson, and Gooskens (2009) compared an acoustically-

based distance measurement method with Heeringa and Gooskens’ (2003) 

semi-acoustic method and Gooskens and Heeringa’s (2004) Levenshtein 

distance results. They found that their results were comparable to those of the 

semi-acoustic method, and distances which incorporated some aspects of 

transcription performed slightly better. Since previous uses of Levenshtein 

distance measurement that rely on phonetic transcriptions have performed 

accurately in corresponding to perceived distance, they proposed a means of 

using formant trajectories to measure acoustic differences between 

Norwegian dialects that would match the accuracy of transcribed and semi-

acoustic methods.  

On the basis of single-word comparisons (85 in total) z-scores per frame 

were calculated and compared to reflect relative positions of the formants and 

provide some speaker normalization. This method was used in contrast with 

the approach of comparing the first three formants’ values individually. They 

additionally indicated voiced versus voiceless segments via ‘zero-crossing 

rates’, that is, how often the amplitude of a waveform crossed the zero line. 

Upon comparison with Heeringa and Gooskens’ (2003) semi-acoustic 

method, as well as Gooskens and Heeringa’s (2004) study on perception of 

Norwegian dialects, they found that their results were comparable to those of 

the semi-acoustic method. 

Heeringa, Gooskens, and De Smedt (2008) conducted a study of how 

respondents’ familiarity with a dialect could affect their perceptual ratings. 

Specifically, they investigated whether participants based their ratings on 

linguistic information found in recordings of the dialect, or upon previous 

knowledge of a dialect which influenced their opinions, and caused them to 

make generalizations. By correlating people’s perceptual distance with 

phonetic distances (Levenshtein distance), as well as previously studied 

objective distances, they were able to determine that listeners who had 

previous knowledge of a dialect used that information in their judgments. This 

study was then used to determine whether personal perception scores were 

more or less representative of a dialect than were objective measurements. 

This point is of particular consideration in the present work, especially given 

potential differences between native and non-native listeners’ exposure and 

judgments of familiarity towards US regional dialects. Furthermore, the 

notion of comparing objective and perceptual measurements becomes a 

foundational research question presented herein. 

Although phonetic analysis provides large amounts of data which can be 

categorized and compared for similarities and differences, it is not the only 
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type of linguistic data analyzed using dialectometric methods. McMahon et 

al. (2007) have also used a form of edit distance between phonemes to 

determine similarity between British words and related forms found in 

Germanic languages, based on a word-list of English cognates. Through this 

study, they were able to illustrate phonemic similarity between these related 

language varieties, and illustrate the relations using web diagrams. This 

contributed to the development of methods for measuring phonetic distances, 

especially with respect to the English language. Jäger (2015) conducted a 

study of mass lexical comparison to create a statistically based and automated 

classification of Eurasian languages. For this, string-edit distance and 

techniques from computational biology were adopted, such as phylogenetic 

inference, resulting in structures of macrofamilies. Using similar techniques, 

a character-based and aligned-sequence comparison (implementing distance 

matrices and cluster analysis) made a large-scale investigation of several 

language families possible using machine learning (Jäger, 2018). These 

studies together share a historical quality which has been largely unexplored 

in other studies of phonetic distance. 

While the previously reviewed dialectrometric research has largely 

concentrated on using string-edit distances to illustrate and map dialectal 

differences, the field continues to develop with the application of statistical 

means to quantify differences. Leinonen (2010), for example, examined 

dialectal variation among Swedish vowels from 98 rural sites in Sweden and 

Swedish-speaking Finland. There, she measured vowel features acoustically 

by means of a principal component analysis (PCA), which resulted in maps 

illustrating each vowel’s pronunciation at the site and how pronunciation 

varied by age. An aggregated factor analysis of the data (see also Leinonen, 

2008) presented a dialect continuum in Sweden that did not have strict, 

isoglossic boundaries, but instead illustrated broad regional variation, 

suggesting the leveling of Swedish dialects to a large extent by different age 

groups. The integration of sociolinguistic variables, such as age, with a 

quantitative, statistical analysis of acoustic features to illustrate regional 

variation is an aim shared in the present project. However, it is not only the 

produced variation that is of interest, but furthermore, listeners’ perceptions 

of such variation. 

2.2.3. Perception of dialects and speech 

While it is constructive to recognize how regional dialects in the United States 

differ and to evaluate the characteristics between, for example, the Inland and 

Central North, New England, the South East, Texas, Midland and the West, 

one must go further to apply the impact such characteristics and variation 

have on the associations made as a listener. To understand this, perceptual 
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studies may be used to gather information on what influences a person’s 

understanding and evaluation of speech, and to do so there have been several 

approaches taken in the pursuit of perceptual analysis: 

 

 Perceptual dialectology: participants make judgments of and 

attitudinal associations with varieties, usually without listening to 

any speech. 

 

 Dialect Perception: participants listen to speech and make 

judgments or assessments about the speaker or variety 

 

 Speech perception: participants listen to speech and make 

judgments or assessments about what is being said 

 

The study of perception in dialectology has played a large role in 

distinguishing, identifying, and describing American dialects, and as noted 

above may coincide with research on production. Perceptual studies may 

range from sociolinguistic intelligibility or attitude-based surveys (e.g., 

McCloy et al., 2015; Clopper & Bradlow, 2008; Gooskens, 2013; Preston 

1993; Adank et al., 2013), classification studies (Tamasi, 2003; Clopper, 

Pisoni, & de Jong, 2005; Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c, 2006), or identification 

tests, to neural experiments using such methods as EEG or fMRI (Brunellière 

et al., 2009; Conrey et al., 2005; Goslin et al., 2012; Stringer & Iverson, 

2014). This vein of research provides much of the motivation for the present 

study, to examine how listener origin could have an effect on perception, and 

yielding information about which varieties are most identifiable, appealing, 

and what phenomena may be responsible for these perceptions. A few central 

studies on the perception of dialect variation are reviewed below, while it is 

discussed further in Chapter 5.  

Perceptual dialectology & attitude research 

Several investigations of listener’s perceptions towards language varieties 

have made use of experiments which focus on their preconceived notions and 

attitudes. Such examples include investigations into attitude and stereotyping, 

or labelling tasks, and there is a large body of work referencing the grouping 

and categorization of dialect areas from the perspective of other American 

listeners (Niedzielski & Preston, 2003). A method of perceptual study has 

also been employed which relies on participants’ subjective reactions to 

language, a “layman’s perspective”, or “folk dialectology” (Hoenigswald, 

1966; Preston, 1986, 1993, 1999; Niedzielski & Preston, 2003). This often 

involves the interaction of implicit and explicit knowledge of language 

varieties, that is, to quote Niedizielski (2010), “[sociolinguistic] variables 
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below the level of conscious awareness” (p. 258), versus the evaluative 

attitudes, impressions, and definitions about varieties of a language. These 

interact to form a responding comprehension on the part of a listener—

referred to by Preston (2010; 2011; 2018) as “Language Regard”—the 

process of “production, noticing, classifying, imbuing, and responding” to an 

utterance. Studies of explicit, attitudinal beliefs may involve activities 

wherein a participant indicates perceived dialect areas on a map, sometimes 

with a short description of their associations with a certain dialect region, and 

without hearing any actual speech samples. 

Preston (1986, 1994, 1999, 2011) has been especially influential in this 

field, bringing to light research not only in language attitude, but linguistic 

insecurity in American dialects, the relationship between dialectal and 

perceptual continua. Preston (1996), for example, had participants rate 50 

states, New York City, and Washington, D.C. for ‘degree of difference’, and 

his 1994 study used sociolinguistic interviews to highlight the presence of 

shared linguistic beliefs and impressions between speakers with respect to 

African American English. It is these pre-existing associations that lead one 

to study “the processes of [listeners] thinking about language” (Preston, 1994: 

285), from production to perception, and response. Notably, Preston (2011) 

recognizes the connection between production and comprehension and makes 

the distinction between perception (hearing the signal and making a 

classification), language regard (attitudes, associations, stereotypes, and 

preconceptions), and comprehension (understanding leading to a reaction to 

hearing an accent). 

This framework was explicated in Niedzielski and Preston (2003), and 

adapted in Preston (2011:13) to further illustrate the process through which a 

listener notices and responds cognitively to a variety, as detailed below: 

 

Speaker produces an [ɪ] in “pen”. 

1. Hearer notices, since their own pronunciation is [ɛ]. 

2. Hearer classifies the speaker as “Southern.” 

3. Hearer retrieves caricatures of “Southerners” […] and imbues [the 

production] with them. 

4. Hearer responds. 

 

It is also noted therein that Step 2 (referred to as ‘identification’ in the present 

work) is particularly crucial; if the listener does not have enough exposure or 

experience with the variety, the classification may be inaccurate, resulting in 

potential mistaken associations as well. While the above framework is not a 

comprehensive account of the process—the level of conscious awareness of 

pronunciation differences and the emergence of expectations being two 

aspects which occur at some point between the listed steps and are not 
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clarified distinctly—the present research aims to complement this model by 

empirically investigating the connections between production, classification, 

associations, and the response.  

Tamasi (2003) also principally investigated this subject of folk attitudes 

and listeners’ perceptions of American dialects on topics such as social status 

and solidarity from a cognitive perspective. She explored how listeners 

categorized different dialect regions based on linguistic traits as well as 

attitudinal characteristics, and described and identified the regions as well. 

Participants were also able to geographically categorize samples to some 

regional degree, such as Southern versus Northern or Mid-western accents. 

These studies that utilize common knowledge of and attitudes towards 

different linguistic varieties illustrate how cultural knowledge and mental 

representations of dialects can influence a person’s perceptions and 

judgments about a single dialect as well as its relationship among others.  

The results of such investigations into biases, stereotypes, and attitudes are 

valuable in their own right, but the combination of attitudinal results with 

other perceptual tasks, such as perceived distances and 

classification/identifications, provide a fuller data set with which phonetic 

data may be compared directly.  

Dialect Perception 

In addition to attitudinal judgments, investigators also focus on the perception 

of those specific qualities that comprise dialect variation, and test it in terms 

of categorization, identification, or other judgments based on those features. 

With respect to perceptual and acoustic-phonetic similarity, American dialect 

research has focused largely on particular features that characterize regions 

and listeners’ abilities to identify the regional background of talkers from 

such regions.  

Among other topics, studies in dialect perception have looked at 

identification ability, attitude-judgments of intelligibility, and perceived 

similarity between regions and have found, for example, that a combination 

of factors can impact perceptual similarity of dialect regions. Clopper et al. 

(2006) noticed that gender, region of origin, and the markedness of the accent 

at hand may all play a part and act together in influencing perception, and 

Preston (1989) found that, depending on the location of origin for listeners, 

proximity to the speaker’s origin impacted how they perceived the variety.  

Classification tasks can also be used in terms of speech perception, in order 

to link acoustic cues to both native and non-native listeners’ performance 

skills. Atagi and Bent (2013, 2016), for example, showed that listeners 

classify non-native accents by their overall similarity to each other and their 

perceived native language, while Clopper and Bradlow (2009) showed that 

non-native listeners were not as accurate in classifying speakers by their 
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dialects by not using acoustic cues accurately, and furthermore that they also 

attend to cues that are present and important in their own languages. Bent et 

al. (2016) further examined how native dialects and non-native accents are 

organized perceptually by using free classification tasks and examining 

distance to a standard variety.  

In Clopper and Pisoni’s (2004c) study, they investigated native listener 

perceptions of six dialect regions: New England, North, South, South 

Midland, North Midland, and West. For each region they found 

measurements of features to differ significantly between dialects, reflecting 

observations and descriptions of phonological dialect variation in the US 

found in previously established, often qualitatively-based, literature. These 

significant features included: r-fullness, fricative voicing, fricative duration, 

/u/ backness, /oʊ/ diphthongization, and /æ/ backness, while those not 

significant included measurements of differences in vowel brightness (around 

/r/), /æ/ diphthongization, /aɪ/ diphthongization and /oi/ monophthongization. 

Following a multiple regression analysis with perceptual categorization tasks 

completed by 23 native listeners, significant features in terms of the 

categorization of each dialect were evident: /æ/ tensing, raising e.g., “hat”; 

/oʊ/ back/fronting e.g., “goat”; /u/ back/fronting e.g., “tune”; /oi/ gliding e.g., 

“foil”; /ɑ/ fronting/raising e.g., “wash”; +- rhoticity e.g., “car.” This study 

provides a fitting example of how one may expand upon established 

descriptions of regional American English dialects by analyzing the impact 

of phonetic cues on dialectal perception. Clopper, Pisoni, and de Jong (2005) 

provide insight into the quantitative analysis of phonetic features in American 

dialects and their perception. These features can also be used to identify and 

categorize the varieties by naïve listeners, and to indicate which features are 

significant for identification (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c). Similarly, the current 

research aims to use phonetic features and combinations of features as a point 

of comparison, to see if phonetically similar varieties are clustered in a similar 

manner both acoustically and perceptually, and what impact underlying 

associations and stereotypes may have on perceptions. However, attitudinal 

ratings are also instrumental in this task.  

With respect to appeal and attitude towards accents, there have been a 

number of studies on global varieties of English. In this work, both native and 

non-native participants’ underlying associations with American dialects are 

examined to see how different regions are ranked in terms of standardness, 

based only on participants’ underlying sentiments. Non-native and native 

attitudes towards regional varieties of English have yet to be thoroughly 

addressed. Randall and Strother (1990) approached this topic by examining 

responses from 31 L1 and 66 L2 speakers of English from 24 different 

countries based at the Florida Institute of Technology. They listened to and 

rated speech from male and female speakers from three regions: North (New 
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York); Midwest (Illinois); South (South Carolina), using a modified matched 

guise technique on 24 positive and negative traits such as well-

educated/poorly educated; ambitious/lazy; professional/ nonprofessional; and 

gentle/harsh (p. 485). This study focused specifically on perceptions of 

gender between the regions and concluded that “L2 speakers of English are 

able to detect regional accent differences in US English” and that L2 listeners 

could rate their attitudes based on pronunciation variation without the same 

cultural biases as native speakers (p. 492).  

The results were summarized using the mean ratings for each of the three 

regions as compared between L1 and L2 speakers and revealed similarities 

between their ratings for a number of selected characteristics, but not all of 

the examined characteristics were addressed. This direct comparison of L1 

and L2 attitudes with respect to regional varieties of US English offers insight 

from several perspectives, and work along these lines could be expanded with 

a more precise statistical analysis of the results to show how much native and 

non-native listeners differ, especially given the widespread origins of the L2 

listeners in the case of Randall and Strother’s study. Here, a direct comparison 

of native and non-native attitudes is also undertaken; however, in order to 

control for listener backgrounds and examine the effect of underlying 

expectations, this work focuses on listeners from Northern Europe, where 

exposure to and proficiency in English are relatively high.  

Kinzler and DeJesus (2013) expanded the line of investigation into regional 

attitudes to incorporate children’s evaluations of social desirability, 

personality characteristics, and geographic origins of northern and southern 

speakers in different age groups. Younger children showed less preference 

towards one variety over another and less evidence of stereotyping influence, 

while older children (9–10 years old) began to show evidence of stereotyping 

more akin to those of adults, for example towards southern varieties, that was 

not evident in the younger participants.  

Schüppert and Gooskens (2010, 2011) also addressed the attitude 

judgments of children, but in the context of Danish and Swedish language 

perception. They aimed to investigate an asymmetry between Danish and 

Swedish mutual intelligibility: adult Danish speakers recognize more of 

spoken Swedish than adult Swedish speakers recognize of spoken Danish. 

However, this asymmetry was not evident in preschoolers who did not carry 

the same exposures and biases as adults. This is similar in nature to the present 

research, which aims to investigate asymmetry between acoustic and 

perceived distances: whether listeners attend to attitudinal biases over 

acoustic information. Furthermore, non-native listeners are included for 

comparison with a group who has a lower level of exposure to dialects than 

native listeners and different biases. It is in light of the different attitude 

judgments that the perception of dialectal varieties further comes into play. 
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(Dialectal) Speech Perception 

As opposed to researching participants’ judgments of speech with respect 

to assigning categories based on the speaker, community, or attitudinal 

characteristics of speech, here the focus is on the subject’s ability to perceive 

speech variation, for example to recognize differences in the acoustic signal, 

differences in phones, judge intelligibility between varieties, or perform tasks 

based on differences between varieties’ pronunciations. Research into speech 

perception with respect to pronunciation has also often focused on cross-

dialectal intelligibility, or how well listeners understand speakers of another 

dialect in contrast to their own (McCloy et al., 2015; Clopper & Bradlow, 

2008; Gooskens, 2013; Preston 1993; Adank et al., 2013; Tamasi, 2003). 

As found in perceptual dialectological research (e.g. Preston, 1996), 

geographic proximity facilitates perception and leads to more specificity in 

identification, but can also lead listeners to apply their own stereotypes when 

perceiving a sample (Niedzielski, 1999). Niedzielski (2010) also showed that 

listeners from Michigan had no explicit awareness that their own variety 

contained several regionally-marked, non-standard features; even upon 

hearing vowels that significantly diverged from the ‘standard’ vowel 

pronunciation, they still matched the token to the standard vowel phoneme. 

The notion was put forth that, “speakers in regions characterized by high 

degrees of linguistic security (i.e., speakers who believe that their regional 

dialect is ‘standard’) have a great deal at stake in their self-stereotype, and 

this causes them to filter out information (in this case, acoustic evidence) that 

runs counter to their own beliefs” (p. 261). 

When perceptual reactions to dialectal features are the focus of an 

experiment, some researchers opt to remove problematic aspects of variation 

involved in real speech data, and instead use synthesized, or re-synthesized, 

data to elicit responses from participants. While some authenticity is lost in 

this manner of experimentation, there is a greater degree of control, and 

furthermore such methods have shown to be sufficient in participants’ 

perception of phonetic categories and some degree of variation (Schwab, 

Nusbaum, & Pisoni, 1985; Greenspan, Nusbaum, & Pisoni, 1988). While this 

is customary in neural experiments where reactions are highly sensitive and 

timed to the millisecond, it has recently been used in studies involving 

dialectal differences as well. These studies have further applied what we 

know about speech variation in the investigation of how other factors are 

perceived.  

Kendall and Fridland (2012), for example, investigated the ability of 

listeners to perceive mid-front vowels in the Southern Shift using online 

vowel-perception tasks, finding production and perception to be affected by 

vowel shifts that occur across U.S. dialects based on the region of origin for 

both speakers and listeners; speakers from the South, for example, differed in 
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where mid and high front vowel targets were produced, and this distinction 

led to a difference in how those vowels were subsequently categorized by 

listeners. Kendall and Fridland (2016) furthermore investigated the 

perception of several vowel shifts across the US, using synthesized stimuli 

presented to 550 participants, and found that individuals’ own production of 

vowels impacted their perception of shifts and mergers represented by the 

stimuli. Plichta and Preston (2011) illustrated how dialect continua are 

reflected perceptually by re-synthesizing the progression of /aɪ/ 

monophthongization in the word guide, which resulted in listeners exhibiting 

sensitivity to minor phonetic changes along a geographic spectrum from 

North to South. 

In the neuro-cognitive realm, researchers such as Brunellière et al. (2009), 

Goslin et al. (2012), and Stringer and Iverson (2014) have been investigating 

accent and vowel perception in terms of event related potentials (ERPs) and 

how the brain may respond to differences in accent depending on a listener’s 

region of origin or native language. 

The perception of English in a globalized setting is also growing in interest 

with respect to speakers of English as second language and the perception, 

learning, and use of dialects. While it can be expected that non-native listeners 

would have less aptitude in dialect categorization or identification than native 

speakers, Bent and Bradlow (2003) showed that, when presented with non-

native accented speech, non-native listeners in fact performed better than 

native listeners in speech intelligibility tasks. Bradlow and Pisoni (1999) also 

found that non-nativeness did not necessarily negatively impact a listener’s 

ability to recognize words that varied in pronunciation, and further research 

has shown that language learners attend to features that are found in familiar 

varieties of English, for example that Dutch learners’ dialect has an effect on 

their ability to discriminate between English vowels (Escudero & Chláková, 

2010; Escudero & Williams, 2012). 

Data Analysis: Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches 

In the past, many sociolinguistic studies, especially those with a focus on 

listener attitude and opinion, have taken a subjective stance on analysis, using 

qualitative measures to describe and examine sociolinguistic factors (e.g., 

those evident in folk linguistic or attitudinal studies, such as Preston, 1989; 

Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013). Participants are commonly divided into groups 

based on perceived or reported social characteristics, and phonological 

studies of dialectal variation, for example, often describe an accent in terms 

of observed features, such as ‘openness’ or ‘closeness’ of vowels’ production, 

or how ‘nasal’ or ‘round’ a vowel is perceived by the researcher or listener. 

Recently, sociolinguistic studies have looked into these characteristics in 

more depth, using thorough, quantitative measurements to analyze variation. 
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These have been introduced with the aim to explain or uncover, for example, 

which linguistic features are more salient than others, and can be used to 

answer questions regarding diachronic changes, differences in groups, and 

predictive relationships between features and social characteristics. Statistical 

testing and quantitative analysis have thus become de rigueur for modern 

sociolinguistic studies, and are widely adopted in sociophonetics and 

dialectology, and work well alongside subjective observations to describe 

linguistic phenomena in social settings. 

As with other experimental disciplines, basic principles of experimentation 

are established in the initial phases of sociolinguistic research, such as 

deciding on a hypothesis, sampling techniques, and potential variables that 

will be used for comparison. Most often in sociophonetic research, data is 

based on a collection of sounds, often vowels, which are characterized by 

properties related to how they are produced in the vocal tract, for example 

height and forwardness of the tongue, roundness of the lips, or nasality. These 

characteristics are determined by measuring properties of sound waves, as 

described earlier in this chapter, and their frequencies. Most notably, the first 

three formant frequencies of a vowel, the F1, F2, and F3, can be correlated to 

these physical productive properties (e.g., height and forwardness), and so 

these measurements (originally in hertz) provide continuous, numerical data 

which can be recognized as variables which describe a vowel’s features. This 

data can be normalized across speakers, or used in distance metrics as well, 

maintaining continuous data in the analysis. Categorical and binary methods 

are also useful in describing phonetic data, such as whether a vowel exhibits 

a property or not (e.g., +/- nasal, rhoticity). 

When studying perception, the data is somewhat more complicated and 

challenging to measure with precision. Unless one is working with recorded, 

physical examples of perception, such as eye-tracking saccades, neurally 

measured voltages from ERP’s using EEG, or voxels using fMRI, direct 

measurements of perception are difficult to obtain. Therefore, as in many 

psycho-perceptual studies, one must rely on participant activity and reporting 

through tests and questionnaires. As opposed to the linear data provided by 

acoustic analysis, these tests and surveys often result in categorical and 

ordinal data, based on judgment ratings in Likert scales or classification tasks, 

as well as subjective, open-ended responses. When comparing these two types 

of data, one must take into account what types of analysis can provide a 

meaningful evaluation of relationships between the variables at hand. 

The analysis of groups and clustering is especially useful in investigating 

both perceptual and produced dialectal variation, for example geographical 

(especially North-South) distinctions and those evidenced in categorization 

tasks (Tamasi, 2003; Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong, 2005; Clopper & Pisoni, 

2004c, 2006a). When varieties are grouped together, either by featural 
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similarity or by listeners’ judgments, one can explore and analyze the 

variables that underlie these similarities. 

Clopper and Pisoni (2007), for example, used multi-dimensional scaling to 

bring to light three primary properties relating to dialect classification: 

geography (northern versus southern-ness), markedness, and gender. Multi-

dimensional scaling is a method which illustrates differences or similarities 

between variables, with each data point placed in a multidimensional space 

reflecting its distance from all other points spatially—the more different one 

point is from all the others, the further it will be; however, if two are very 

similar to each other but different from all others, they will be close together 

and reflect the distance from all other points. It can thus be used to visualize 

categories and similarity between data. 

Principal component (PCA) and cluster analyses also provide a means by 

which one can explore and describe similarities, differences, or relationships 

between variables. These methods both work to identify underlying structures 

within a data set—principal component analysis acts as a data reduction 

technique by identifying those variables which are most responsible for 

variation within the data set, and cluster analysis identifies groupings and 

similarities within the data using distance and clustering algorithms to 

establish groups, which can then be illustrated in a hierarchical tree plot. The 

goal of clustering is to allocate the data into clusters of objects, while ensuring 

that the data in the clusters are a) similar to each other (referred to as a 

cluster’s ‘compactness’), and b) suitably distinct from data in other clusters 

(its ‘separation’). Furthermore, a factor analysis (FA) is similar to PCA in 

output (several factors which contain variables characterized by their 

contribution to that factor) but identifies structures within the data set in 

relation to a hypothesis on said data structures, not simply based on the 

relation to variables. The analysis is centered around the relationships 

between variables and commonalities, as opposed to individual variables. 

Thus, while PCA is often exploratory or descriptive in nature, used to reduce 

data to its most influential points, FA aims to interpret underlying, latent 

factors in the data. 

Grieve (2012), for example, introduced a method using a multivariate 

spatial analysis and factor analysis that managed to combine geography and 

geographically-based vowel formant data (gathered from the ANAE), to 

visualize patterns of variation in phonological patterns and shifts, found 

through factor analysis. Four factors were found to account for 86% of the 

phonetic variation between samples, which were then mapped 

geographically: Factor 1, which accounted for 39% of the variation in the 

phonetic data, was strongly associated with the Southern Shift; Factor 2 

(23%) was associated with areas characterized by the Northern Cities’ Shift; 

Factor 3 (18%) distinguished the West and Factor 4 (6%) set apart the 
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Midland and West from other parts of the United States. Leinonen (2008) also 

addressed regional phonological variation, but in Swedish dialects. Through 

the examination of acoustic-phonetic measurements, a factor analysis 

revealed nine factors which corresponded to geographic distribution patterns 

of phonetic variation. Clopper and Paollilo (2006) also employed factor 

analysis to investigate the underlying relationships between vocalic features 

of American English (measured by the first two formants), and talker 

variability. They found both vowel categories and gender to be evident in the 

factor analyses. Shackleton (2007, 2010) acts as an additional resource in the 

detail of quantitative and statistically based tools for analyzing phonetic data, 

such as distance measurements, cluster analysis, principal component 

analyses, and multidimensional scaling. Shackleton’s (2010) work principally 

addresses phonetic relationships between British English and regional 

American varieties, and Shackleton (2007) also investigated phonetic 

differences between American varieties. The above literature provides a 

foundation for the computationally-driven analysis of socio-dialectal 

variation as adapted in the present work. 

Statistical tests 

Descriptive and, data permitting, inferential statistical tests and models may 

also be used to compare the differences between variables, explore predictive 

relationships, or pinpoint significant factors in sociolinguistic variation. One 

of the most widely used is the t-test, which compares the means of two 

distinct, continuous sets of data, to see whether they are different. 

Multifactorial methods are also useful when investigating two or more 

independent variables. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), a general linear 

model, like the t-test, involves the sample means of continuous dependent 

variables (while independent variables can be either continuous or 

categorical). Post-hoc tests, such as Tukey’s W, will provide further insight 

into how particular variables differ. Clopper and Pisoni (2004c), for example, 

demonstrated the use of serial one-way ANOVAs and posthoc tests with 

vowel formant values to elucidate which features differed significantly 

between dialects in production. Inferential statistics, such as linear regression 

or logistic regression analysis may be used to indicate the predictive effect of 

a set of variables on another. However, in order to perform linear regression, 

the test must predict continuous values, and is not suitable for binary or 

categorical dependent variables, nor to predict frequencies, which are often 

the case with perceptual data. A logistic regression analysis, on the other 

hand, requires a categorical or binary dependent variable which may be 

influenced by the independent predictor variable (which can be categorical or 

continuous), such as that employed in Clopper and Pisoni (2004c). There, 

researchers used a logistic regression to identify which phonemes were 
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significant predictors of classification for certain dialects with dialect 

affiliation as the binary, logistic variable, and the acoustic measurements as 

predictors. Other methods using categorical data, such as Chi square, can be 

used when count data is examined for a relationship between the dependent 

and independent variables, and is especially useful with categorical data. One 

can count, for instance, the frequency of a rating in a Likert scale, or the 

number of people who are from a certain area.  

There exist a multitude of further statistical tests, methods, and variations 

which may be useful in the analysis of acoustic and perceptual linguistic data. 

Some, such as mixed-effects modelling (also known as hierarchical or multi-

level regression), can incorporate random effects to take into account what 

effect a subset of variables, categorical or continuous, may have on 

overarching factors. This is particularly useful when several variables are 

implicated, as is often the case in social research, when variables are nested 

or hierarchical, as is often the case in phonetic research, and when repeated 

measures are used. While one of the benefits of such a model is its ability to 

account for individual variation, the results of the model may also be 

aggregated and analyzed in a similar manner to an ANOVA, but with random 

factors addressed. These are among the most common methods for analysis 

of sociophonetic data, and are incorporated in the results discussed in Chapter 

5.  

2.2.4. Summary of literature 

The present study looks to a number of fields to create a multi-faceted 

approach to the study of dialectal variation, in both perception and 

production. From acoustic analyses to metrical distance comparisons, the 

aforementioned studies illustrate the degree of potential coordination between 

disciplines, as well as identify subjects that are worth investigating or 

supporting further. One common thread throughout the previously mentioned 

literature is the focus on the phonetic or perceptual analysis of vowel 

pronunciations, despite the differences in methodologies, from folk 

perception to acoustic measurement; therefore, the suitability of each 

previously documented methodology was weighed with respect to the present 

study’s research questions and aims. 

2.3. Phonemic and regional descriptions 

Many works on cross-regional variation in American English contain detailed 

descriptions of the North American English vowel system (Wells, 1982; 

Labov et al., 2006; Thomas, 2001). However, some variations in notation and 
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classification do exist, so these are revisited below to provide a basis for their 

use in this work. In addition to a description of vocalic word classes, this 

section also includes a brief description of phonological environments and 

phenomena in American English.  

The American English vowel system is best presented by describing its 

phonemic inventory categorically before detailing some of its variable 

characteristics. This abstract representation of the vowel system sets a model 

from which comparisons may be made, and deviations from the model can be 

described. Present in North American English are also a series of shifts and 

mergers—changes occurring to the vowel system which not only affect a 

single pronunciation, but multiple vowels’ pronunciations collectively. It is 

important, therefore, not to think of each individual vowel in isolation, but to 

also consider how the entire vowel system may be impacted by different 

pronunciations. As described in Wells (1982), the American English vowel 

system is portrayed as containing the phonemes shown in Figure 2.5, and a 

description of the most notable and relevant deviations for major vowel 

categories follows. 

 

 Figure 2.5. General American vowel inventory (adapted from Wells, 1982: 120). The first 

group, /ɪ/, /ɛ/, /æ/, /ʊ/, /ʌ/ are typically prevented from occurring in open, stressed 

monosyllables, while /ə/ and /ɚ/ only occur in unstressed syllables. 

/æ/ Hat, Back: 

This vowel has a number of variants, of which raising and tensing, 

lengthening, and ingliding are all effects that occur in regional 

pronunciations. Varieties are often categorized within two groups: 1) those 

which realize /æ/ in two ways (short and tense [æ], and lengthened [æ:] to 

glided [æᴶə]), and 2) those with only versions of short [æ], which may be 

raised [eæ~iæ] (Thomas, 2001; Wells, 1982; Labov et al., 2006). 

Tensing to some extent is present in all regional varieties, often before 

nasals (Wells, 1982: 477). In the northern regions, /æ/ may be greatly raised 

and even diphthongized [eæ~iæ] (or, [eə~iə]): [kiæt] “cat” and this raising 

plays a fundamental role in the Northern Cities Shift. In the Central North this 

tensing may go even further before /g/, as in [beɪg] “bag”. 

Both groups (raised, but also lengthened /æ/) are exhibited in southern 

regions, as /æ/ may be tensed in the South as well; however, it is not often 

present in southern varieties that have reached the level of southern shift in 
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which /æ/ is further lengthened with an offglide, as in [kæᴶət] “cat”. As 

described in the ANAE, in the early stages of the Southern Shift /æ/ is tense 

and raised, but in the fullest advancement of the Southern Shift, the /æ/ 

syllable breaks into two distinct parts, wherein the first maintains a low-front 

position followed by a glide, associated with the so-called “southern drawl” 

(Labov et al., 2006: 121).  

/ɑ/, and /ɔ/ Father, Cot, Dawn: 

These three vowels are interrelated to a great extent in American English: 

LOT (Don, cot) is typically a low, mid vowel, but is subject to movement and 

variation, often due to neighboring vowels involved in a shift or merger. It 

has a number of realizations depending on region [a~ɑ~ɒ] and may be further 

back in the vowel space [ɑ̙] (lower F2) if the cot-caught merger is present (see 

below), or fronted in dialects which distinguish /ɑ/ and /ɔ/. In parts of the 

Inland North and Central North, the cot vowel may be quite forward in the 

vowel space, and realized as [ɑ], an effect attributed to the Northern Cities 

Shift (Labov et al., 2006: 87; Thomas, 2001: 23), and in Eastern New England 

it may have a back, rounded quality often represented by [ɒ]. 

The presence of a merger between /ɔ/ and /ɑ/ (the cot-caught merger) is 

one of the most notable characteristics used to distinguish regional varieties, 

resulting in similar pronunciations of caught and cot, or dawn and Don. Its 

presence or absence and form plays a part in other shifts and mergers as well 

(such as the Northern Cities Shift and the distinction between father-bother 

[ɑ]-[ɒ] in New England). Most notably the merger is present in the West and 

Midland regions, as well as in New England, and may exist both in production 

and perception. While useful in helping to distinguish dialect regions, such a 

merger cannot be used as a definitive criterion for defining a dialect area, due 

to its tendency to expand across areas (as explained in the ANAE: 120). As 

such, this phenomenon occurs in a number of different regions in the United 

States. 

/oʊ/ Goat, Boat, Show: 

The standard form of the GOAT vowel may contain both a minor onglide and 

an offglide [oʊ]~[əu], and is subject to fronting of the nucleus, fronting of the 

glide, lowering of the nucleus, and monophthongization depending on region 

(Thomas, 2001: 28).  

Fronting of /oʊ/>[əu] has spread throughout the United States and has 

become frequent in transitionary regions, such as the West. In the Midland 

and South, however, the nucleus may be heavily fronted, and the vowel may 

even be extended, as in [geʉt] goat. It is typically further back and more raised 

in Northern accents (specifically Central North and Inland North) than 

Southern or Midland varieties, and exhibits less forward movement in the 
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vowel space at the offglide (Clopper, 2004; Clopper et al., 2005; Labov et al., 

2006: 105). 

/u/ Tune, Boot, Goose: 

The fronting of /u/ is found primarily in Southern speech but has been making 

its way across the country into the southern Midland and West regions as well, 

especially in alveolar contexts (Labov et al., 2006: 284). It was found by 

Clopper, Pisoni, and De Jong (2005: 1665) to be produced “significantly 

higher by the Southern male talkers” than the Midland, and it was also noted 

by Clopper and Pisoni (2004c: 8) that, “Western talkers also demonstrate a 

similar trend of fronted /u/ productions (Syrdal, 1996; Hagiwara, 1997),” to 

the extent that Western and Southern talkers were both expected to exhibit 

and be classified based on significant /u/ fronting. 

/oi/ Foil, Boil, Choice: 

An advanced feature of the Southern Shift, /oi/ glide-reduction is present in 

Southern speech, as evident in works by Thomas (2001, 2004), Clopper and 

Pisoni (2004c: 8, 14). It is especially notable in Texas, especially before /l/, 

and may have implications in the back-upgliding shift (Labov et al., 2006: 

251). Elsewhere it maintains its diphthongal qualities. 

/aɪ/ Like, Tide, Price: 

In addition, /aɪ/ monophthongization is included as a feature due to its 

prevalence as a marker of southern speech, especially in the Inland South and 

Texas (Labov et al., 2006: 129; Thomas, 2008). However, its salience is 

dependent on phonetic environment; for example, /aɪ/ was not found to be a 

significant determinant of regionality in Clopper and Pisoni (2004c: 15) due 

to influence from voiceless consonants such as /k/ in like, which could result 

in the production of stronger upglide in the pronunciation of the preceding 

vowel (Ladefoged, 1993). Different stages of the Southern Shift have also 

been shown to vary in the amount of /aɪ/ glide-reduction, some exhibiting 

nucleus lengthening with different amounts of offglide, also depending on 

phonological context, such as more glide-reduction appearing before voiced 

vs. voiceless consonants (Labov et al., 2006: 125–126). 

/ʊ/ Put, Book, Pull: 

Though relatively consistent in its variety of pronunciation, regional 

differences in height affect the vowel in words such as put, or book, most 

evident in the South. One notable instance where this phoneme differs is 

between the Texan and other Southern varieties, wherein /ʊ/ is more strongly 

fronted, though Thomas (2001) notes that fronting may occur throughout the 
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South. In New England, it was also shown to exhibit more rounding than other 

regions (p. 32, 64) 

/i/ Bead, Deed, Read: 

There is not a great deal of documented variation with /i/ in regional varieties 

across the United States; variation in the FLEECE vowel’s pronunciation is 

mainly exhibited in the Southern Shift, with centralization and the addition of 

an inglide. Evidence also exists that reduced gliding may occur among some 

northern speakers (Thomas, 2001: 15). 

/ɪ/ Bit, Pill, Dig 

The BIT vowel is implicated in the third stage of the Southern Shift, wherein 

it may be fronted and presents a great deal of gliding in southern varieties. It 

may also be backed in the Inland North (Labov et al., 2006 ANAE map 10.2: 

79), and centralized as a result of the Northern Cities Shift (Thomas, 2001: 

16).  

/ɛ/ Bed, Bet, Den:  

The DRESS vowel is subject to both raising and lowering, relative to region. 

It is implicated in the Northern Cities Shift, wherein it is lowered (Thomas, 

2001: 18), and its raised, fronted counterpart is a well-known and stereotyped 

feature of Southern American English (Thomas, 2008), as presented in the 

second stage of the Southern Shift. Raising to near [ɪ] is most notable before 

nasals, an aspect of the phenomenon known as the pin-pen merger. 

/ʌ/ But, Muster, Luck: 

This mid-back vowel is height-wise varied throughout much of the United 

States and may be realized anywhere from rounded [ɔ] to backed [ʊ] in some 

Northern varieties. It is subject to a great deal of microvariation in terms of 

F2 (fronting-backing) and may be pronounced more centrally in a number of 

regions, as [ɜ] (Eckert, 1987, as cited in Thomas, 2001: 27; Labov et al., 2006 

ANAE maps 10.2 & 10.11: 89). 

/eɪ/ Bait, Fade, Make: 

This vowel is implicated in a number of sound changes and illustrates a 

continuum in height between southern, northern, and western varieties. In the 

North, it is generally higher and more front than the South (Labov et al., 2006. 

ANAE maps 10.17–18: 84) and mixed in the West and Midland. In southern 

varieties of American English, it is frequently backed and lower [ɛɪ], even to 

the point of [æɪ] as evident in Thomas’s (2001) speakers from the Inland 

South and Appalachia (p. 17, 118–119). The offglide may also be reduced, 

resulting in [e], as in the Central North region. 
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/aʊ/ Bout, Loud, House: 

The nucleus of this diphthong is especially subject to variation among some 

well-known dialects. Canadian raising, for example, affects this vowel in 

parts of New England, and is most notable in southern Low Country varieties, 

such as the Virginia Tidewater, North and South Carolina, and Georgia 

coastal regions, as [ʌu~ʌo] (Thomas, 2001: 39). Additionally, fronting and 

offglide-lowering to [æɔ] is possible in multiple, widespread regions 

(including much of the South, the North-East, and the Midland), subject to 

social constraints such as gender (Frazer, 1994), and prestige (see Thomas, 

2001: 41). 

Liquids: Rhoticity and lateralization 

There exists a large degree of variation in the production of vowels with 

liquids /l/ and /r/. There are also inherent social effects to bear in mind, 

especially with respect to rhoticity in the pronunciation of many English 

words; for example, r-intrusion in etymologically r-less words (typically after 

non-high vowels and /ə/ as in idea [aɪ’dijɚ], pillow [‘pɪlɚ], wash [warʃ], or 

daughter [‘dartɚ]) is often stigmatized and suppressed in varieties of English, 

such as Appalachian, RP, and New Zealand English (Broadbent, 1991; Hay 

& Warren, 2002). Clopper and Pisoni (2004c) also found the presence of a 

lower F3 in the word wash as a significant perceptual predictor of 

categorization for an accent as being from the South Midland (r²=0.38), 

though it was not a significant acoustical predictor. The lack of /r/ in post-

vocalic coda position can furthermore designate local identity in Eastern New 

England (Nagy & Irwin, 2010), as well as age and education in Southern 

American English (Feagin, 1990). 

Acoustically speaking, these consonants can have a significant effect on 

surrounding vowels. The lateral liquid /l/, for instance, contains some 

similarity to a high back unrounded vowel, and its presence can affect an 

adjacent vowel’s F2, such as lowering of F2 for front vowels (Carter & Local, 

2007; Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996; Ladefoged, 2001). In addition, it is 

noted that vowels that precede /l/ in the same syllable may be diphthongized 

or broken into two components, and the consonant may additionally trigger 

mergers (Feagin, 1996; Di Paolo & Faber, 1990). 

+/- r: Rhoticity e.g., “car” 

Non-rhotic dialects in the United States now include varieties of African 

American English, southern Tidewater and Low-country English, and 

southern Piedmont English, where vestiges remain often in class-restricted 

form (Thomas, 2008), as well as in eastern New England. Because r-lessness 

remains common and relatively stable in much of eastern New England, it is 

a feature indicative of this region in production but especially in perception 
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(Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c: 14). Still, there is evidence that the preservation of 

non-rhoticity there is weakening due to the rhotic General American norm 

which has become so widespread and established that even parts of eastern 

New England are demonstrating rhoticity (Wells, 1982: 520). Similarly, the 

traditional southern accent has been shown by the ANAE (Labov et al., 2006) 

and Thomas (2001) among others to be rapidly receding, where even in areas 

such as Eastern Virginia, a traditionally highly r-less area, many younger 

natives have become rhotic (Thomas, 2001: 111). There are additional social 

implications to the r-less accent that are most notable in the South, where 

many African American accents present this form, and white southerners who 

previously maintained r-lessness may be showing more affinity to Inland 

Southern features, such as r-insertion. 

Additional notes on consonants 

In the case of the principal data examined in the present study, consonantal 

differences are relatively rare and often lexicalized. One key consonantal 

feature was originally included in the elicitation material: /z/ versus /s/ 

distinction in ‘greasy’. However, since this is a lexicalized phonological 

phenomenon, it was decided that this feature would not be included in the key 

features under examination, especially as this feature is known to vary intra-

speaker (as was also illustrated within the present data, wherein no speaker 

used the /z/ form alone). Other consonantal differences between US varieties 

include final /ŋ/ (-ing) (Cambell-Kibler, 2007), which is morphologically 

restricted but its absence can be associated with southern-ness, /sk/ 

metathesis, which is lexically restricted and often associated with African 

American Vernacular English, and intervocalic /t/ tapping, which is a 

widespread feature throughout American English of different varieties.13 

While it is theoretically possible to analyze consonants acoustically or in 

terms of articulation and compare them as such (in terms of, e.g., voice onset 

time, extent of contact area, speed of articulator movement), the 

measurements, and therefore distances, would not be the same as those for 

vowels measured via formant trajectory. More work is needed on ways to 

measure consonantal differences acoustically before a standard method is 

available to be applied in terms of acoustic distance. In the case of the primary 

data included here on American English accents, the contexts across regions 

do not change, and attention to possible consonantal effects on neighboring 

vowels was made when creating the elicitation material. Overall, differences 

between regional varieties of US English are more encoded vocalically than 

consonantally (Labov et al., 2006). Furthermore, because a formula for 

distance measurements between both consonants and vowels is not yet 

                                                 
13 Regional variation among these other consonants was not evident in the present data. 
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formalized, here only vocalic distances are taken into consideration for the 

key features under investigation, and rhoticity as a factor is incorporated as 

supplemental data by F3 measurement. 

Shifts within the vowel system 

A series of “chain shifts” are known to affect the vowel inventories of regional 

dialects. These shifts involve the movement of one or more phonemes which 

influence the position of those surrounding phonemes, which in turn affect 

other adjacent phonemes, and so on. The major chain shifts affecting regional 

vowel pronunciation are the Northern Cities Shift and the Southern Shift, 

along with the recently developing Northern California Shift (see below 

Figure 2.6; Labov, 1991; Wolfram & Schilling, 2015; Eckert, 2004b; Eckert 

& Mendoza-Denton, 2006). Even though each of these affects different 

vowels, some similarities exist: tense vowels often rise, lax vowels and 

upgliding diphthongs’ nuclei lower, and back vowels are fronted (Labov et 

al., 2006: 16). Speakers from different locales may have all or only certain 

portions of each shift as well, which often occur in stages. The Northern Cities 

Shift primarily affects the Inland North region, and can be characterized by 

the raising of low-front vowels such as /æ/ and fronting of low-back vowels 

such as /ɔ/. Front, lax vowels are also centralized, and the central lax vowel 

/ʌ/ is pushed further back. The Southern Shift involves a rotation of front 

vowels and centralizing of back vowels: /ɪ/ and /ɛ/ may be tensed and 

lengthened to the point of a diphthong, while /i/ and /eɪ/ are lowered and 

laxed, and /u/ and /oʊ/ are fronted. /æ/ may also be raised, as noted in the 

previous section.  

 

Figure 2.6. Major chain shifts in the United States: The Northern Cities Shift and Southern 

Shift, with stages outlined (Adapted from Wolfram and Schilling, 2015: 372; Labov et al., 

2006). 
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2.3.1. Regional descriptions 

This section describes geographic regions in the United States, and 

specifically those that serve as the basis for varieties examined in this project: 

those in the North (New England, Inland North, Central North), South (Texas, 

Inland South, South General), and regions in Transition (Midland, West), in 

terms of what pronunciation features define them as well as their 

backgrounds.14 Some vowel features can be found across a number of regions 

and are not definitive of a single region in particular, while for regions without 

highly marked key features, it is the unique convergence of features that 

define them. These conservative or passive features, also known as 

“indicators” (Labov, 1972), are more subconscious than highly stereotyped 

or marked features. For example, the South and Midland both exhibit some 

degree of /u/ fronting. However, /u/ fronting in much of the Midland 

(including Kansas, Oklahoma, and Nebraska) exists in concurrence with the 

cot-caught merger, which is not present in the South, and the /u/ may be 

fronted further than elsewhere; in other words, it is not enough to define a 

region by the presence of one feature alone, but the properties of that feature 

and its effects on given vowels must be examined. Furthermore, regions in 

transition, such as the Midland and the West, tend to exhibit a broader 

assortment of features, such as /u/ fronting alongside Canadian-raising. Thus, 

while some regions can be characterized by specific, highly marked features, 

others are characterized by a combination of features and the lack of others. 

The following regions and their boundaries are defined by phonological 

criteria as specified in The Atlas of North American English (Labov et al., 

2006), Clopper and Pisoni (2005), Thomas (2001), and Clopper, Pisoni and 

de Jong (2005).15 Below is a summary of the characteristics examined in each 

region, and the following provides a brief description of the regions under 

investigation in this project. As in the ANAE, here dialect boundaries are 

primarily described by their participation level in certain vowel system 

mergers and shifts. 

The North 

The northern region of the United States is geographically expansive and 

historically diverse, being subjected to high amounts of East-West migration 

from the north-eastern United States towards the upper Midwest since its 

early settlement in the 17th and 18th centuries. A few features in particular are 

                                                 
14 Although the Inland South is not investigated as a region in the final analysis of this study, it was 

incorporated into the pilot test and provides contrast with Texas and the eastern South so that it warrants 

discussion in this section. 
15 Other studies to use similar methods in distinguishing dialect boundaries include Clopper (2005) and 

Clopper and Pisoni (2004c) which identified 6 dialect regions: North, New England, Mid-Atlantic, 

South, Midland, West. 
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key to this region, with their convergence or absence forming the boundaries 

for sub-regions within the North. The ANAE provides the following criteria 

for defining the isoglossic boundaries of the North as a whole: maintaining a 

single phoneme /æ/ (not splitting as in the Mid-Atlantic states and New York 

City), and /oʊ/ backness (reflected in a lower F2), and, with the exception of 

Eastern New England and parts of the Central North, distinction of the low-

back vowels in cot-caught: /ɑ/ and /ɔ/. The pronunciation of /aʊ/ and /aɪ/ are 

also notable for all of the North; the nucleus of /aʊ/ is farther back than that 

of /aɪ/ for New England, the Inland North, and the Central North, while the 

opposite is true in the Midland and South (Labov et al. 2006: 107; 188). 

Central to many of these distinctions is the Northern Cities Shift (Labov, 

Yaeger, & Steiner, 1972; Eckert, 1988). In this chain shift, the tense, front 

vowel /æ/ is shifted upwards (before both nasal and non-nasal codas), /ɑ/ is 

fronted, and /ɔ/ is lowered. The lax vowels /ɛ/, /ɪ/, and /ʌ/ are shifted back as 

well (see Figure 2.6). 

In addition to /oʊ/ backness, Clopper and Pisoni (2004c) found /u/ 

backness to be a significant predictor for categorization as Northern, stating: 

“The centralization of the /oʊ/ offglide is also found in the categorization of 

Northern talkers where /oʊ/ diphthongization and /u/ backness were 

significant predictor variables for categorization as Northern (r2=0.27)” (p. 

14). This is in opposition to strong /u/ fronting found in the South, and while 

it is a feature spreading to some extent throughout the United States, northern 

regions remain more conservative in adopting this feature than, for example, 

the West and Midland (Labov et al., 2006 ANAE map 12.1: 154). It is also 

noted in the ANAE that this conservativeness is most striking following non-

coronals, dividing the North from the Midland and South. 

The North is here divided into three smaller subregions: New England, 

Inland North, and Central North, following the ANAE’s delineations which 

are based on their advancement of features found in the Northern Cities Shift 

and the low-back merger, as well as the presence of some additional, unique 

features such as post-vocalic r-lessness in New England. 

New England 

New England can be divided into two areas, Western New England, which 

shares some phonological traits with the Inland North, and Eastern New 

England (Kurath et al., 1939). Originally colonized by English settlers (and 

later by immigrants from Scotland, Ireland, Portugal, Italy, and Scandinavia, 

among others), the most notable feature in Eastern New England speech is 

the lack of rhoticity when preceding a consonant or in isolation, in words such 

as park [pak]. This is often attributed to its early settlement by immigrants 

from southern England starting with the Plymouth colony in 1620 and the 

“Great Migration” in 1640 of 21,000 English settlers to the Massachusetts 
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Bay colony and Boston areas (Johnson, 2010). Later migrations settled 

throughout the Connecticut River Valley and Western New England, and 

onward towards the Great Lakes, setting the stage for the settlement of the 

Inland North. It has also been subject to linguistic description, with the 

Linguistic Atlas of New England (Kurath et al., 1939). Hereafter, “New 

England” refers solely to the Eastern variety.  

In contrast with the Inland North, a version of the low-back, cot-caught 

merger is also present in much of New England, independently occurring 

from other mergers and containing unique attributes due to its historically 

British roots. There, the merger between /ɔ/ and /ɑ/ may be realized as [ɒ], 

which exists alongside the distinction between /a/-/ɒ/; therefore, words such 

as caught and cot are both pronounced with [ɒ]~[ɔ] (Thomas, 2001: 62)), 

while a separate group of words maintain the further fronted [a], such as 

rather or aunt (Wells’ 1982 BATH wordclass; see also Nagy & Roberts, 

2004). Also noted as significant in the classification of the New England 

accent is its conservative pronunciation of the back-mid /oʊ/ vowel, which is 

elsewhere subject to minor and extreme fronting (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c: 

14; Thomas, 2001: 29). In New England, however, the /oʊ/ offglide remains 

centralized.  

Distinctive features for this region are therefore expected to include: Post-

vocalic, pre-consonantal r-lessness, Low-back merger [ɒ]~[ɔ], and the 

possible presence of the [a] word class. Conservative features include the 

maintenance of back /oʊ/ and /u/ (i.e., lack of fronting). 

Inland North 

As its name suggests, the Inland North comprises the core of the northern 

region, from upstate New York, through the Great Lakes region and the upper 

Midwest. It was settled in the mid-1800s by a variety of settlers, including 

Scots-Irish and English speakers, and from its early establishment has 

remained a relatively linguistically stable region. It has since been attributed 

as the basis for “General American” speech and the Broadcast Standard 

(Kenyon & Knott, 1944). It has also been professed by speakers within the 

region as one of the most ‘correct’ and standard varieties, as found by Preston 

(1991) wherein Northerners reported high linguistic security and appeal for 

their dialect, likely based on its purported status as the basis for standard 

pronunciations. 

Phonologically, it is most clearly defined by the Northern Cities Shift 

(Labov et al., 2006: 121), which is aptly named for its initial observation in 

urban centers of the North: the front vowel /æ/ is fronted and raised, /ɑ/ is 

fronted, and /ɔ/ is lowered. This layout also provides resistance to the low-

back, cot-caught merger, which is not evident in this region. 
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Central North 

This part of the North region, located in the upper mid-west, is composed of 

North Dakota, Minnesota, sections of north-western Wisconsin, and small 

parts of both Michigan and Montana. The area was settled by linguistically 

diverse groups, including the French in the 17th century, Scots-Irish, and 

Finnish and other Scandinavian immigrants throughout the 19th and 20th 

centuries. It is frequently (often heavily) stereotyped due to portrayals in 

media, and contains the accents of the cities Fargo, Bismarck, and Duluth. 

However, despite its recognition and associated stigma, research into this area 

is lacking in comparison to other regions of the United States. It is 

characterized in the ANAE as a “residual region” and “transitional area” 

because of its lack of participation in the neighboring sound systems (such as 

Canadian raising and the Northern Cities Shift, nor is it classified with the 

West; Labov et al., 2006: 141), and characterized therein by these factors 

alone. That is not to suggest, however, that the accent region is without 

distinctive or interesting features. One of the most familiar features attributed 

to this region is its pronunciation of back vowels; /oʊ/ in this case is 

pronounced far back, and the glide may be greatly reduced, while /u/ is 

maintained conservatively in the back and not fronted, and may also elicit 

some glide reduction, and the /eɪ/ in face may also be subject to some glide 

reduction. The implication of glide reduction in these vowels is often 

attributed to the unique settlement history of the region, and to the large 

proportion of other languages present, such as Norwegian, Finnish, and 

German (Thomas, 2001: 17). In opposition to the Inland North, the low-back 

merger is present in much of this region as well. 

South 

“The South” is a vast cultural area with a deep-rooted history of movement 

and mixing of peoples and languages, among them English, including many 

British dialectal varieties, French, Gullah (as well as several West-African 

languages), Spanish, and Native American languages as well. Likely the most 

widely recognized regional variety of American English, a few predominant 

features characterize southern speech, though a large amount of variation 

exists within this region which is often stigmatized and subject to 

stereotyping. A study by Dennis Preston (1996), for example, found that over 

90% of his participants (from Michigan, Indiana, and South Carolina) deemed 

Southern American English to be a distinct variety of American English, 

though it was also found to be the most “incorrect” variety. This may be due 

to its frequent and widespread portrayal in media, which features exaggerated 

accents or misrepresentations of southern grammar in film and television, and 

may be compounded in the future by the international dissemination of reality 

shows which inaccurately imply a genuine representation of southern 
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speakers. Stigmas exist against many of the rural varieties as well, such as 

those found in the Inland South and Appalachia (Luhman, 1990), and even 

among southern speakers attitudes are constantly evolving with respect to 

what is considered popular or socially desirable speech. 

 Within “The South” are many sub-regions such as Appalachia, Tidewater, 

Central Texas, or the South-east, and local dialects which exist within the 

region and may contain southern features, such as Cajun (Acadia), or may be 

more isolated varieties, such as the dialects found on coastal islands (e.g., The 

Outer Banks), or whose origins and social factors may distinguish them, such 

as Charlestonian and varieties of African-American English. 

Due to this widespread geographical variation, as well as the impact of 

highly mutable social factors within the region, it is difficult to define one 

“Southern Dialect”. The lack of rhoticity, for example, is one feature that is 

traditionally characteristic of a southern accent; however, the white, r-less 

southerner is quickly becoming an antiquated stereotype as this feature 

disappears from the South. As the lack of rhoticity in southern accents appears 

to be waning in some areas, its status remains variable based on location in 

the south. This could be based on who settled the area and what it was used 

for, such as the Scots-Irish settlement of the mountain-valley chain in 

Appalachia or English prevalence in coastal settlements, as well as a number 

of social restrictions, such as age, gender, and education. McCullough (1996; 

as cited by Thomas (2001: 122)), for example, found women to be more r-ful 

in Warren County, North Carolina, which was traditionally very r-less, than 

men. Additionally, it is also noted how proximity and similarity to r-less 

African American English may even encourage white southern speakers to 

become more r-ful. So, while r-lessness is a notable feature that is 

recognizably “southern”, it does not serve the purpose of a distinguishing 

characteristic for this region, having neither geographic nor social stability. 

So-called “intrusive-r” is also present in various regions of the South, but 

occurs in the Midland as well. 

Similarly, the pin-pen merger is a feature that maintains notoriety as 

characteristic of the South, though it is rapidly spreading to the Midland, and 

has been reported throughout parts of California (Labov et al., 2006 ANAE 

map 9.5: 68). While some speakers may not produce the merger to its full 

extent, with /ɪ/ and /ɛ/ merged in production and perception before nasals, 

raising and fronting of /ɛ/ before nasals is to be expected within much of the 

South. 

With these social, historical, and geographical factors in mind, however, 

there do exist some predominant features with which one can categorize a 

general southern regional standard. The South may be defined by, for 

example, the Southern Vowel Shift (starting with glide reduction of /aɪ/), as 

well as strong fronting in /oʊ/ and /u/, and maintaining the distinction between 
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cot-caught (Labov et al., 2006: 139, 242). The Southern Vowel Shift, as noted 

above, is initiated by Stage 1: glide reduction in /aɪ/ wherein the nucleus may 

be fronted, followed by Stage 2: centralization/lowering of /eɪ/ and 

consequential fronting/raising of /ɛ/, and Stage 3: lowering of /i/ and 

consequential raising of /ɪ/; as noted above, speakers may have some or all of 

these stages depending on their location within the South (Labov et al., 2006: 

127).  

While the front vowels are among the most cited as distinctive for this 

region, back vowels are also implicated in a chain shift in the South, 

exhibiting degrees of regional variation evident in the “Back Upgliding Shift” 

(Labov et al., 2006: 127), wherein the /ɔ/ vowel may be split into an upgliding 

diphthong [ɑɔ]: [dɑɔg] or even [dɑʊg] dog; in its furthest extent, the 

diphthong /ɑʊ/ is then also fronted and raised, almost to /e/’s position; 

therefore, there would be no confusion between clod [klɑʊd] and cloud 

[kleʊd]. In fact, /æ/ may also be raised (before both nasal and non-nasal 

codas), but this is localized primarily to the Inland South, and is evident in 

the ANAE in the mountainous regions of Tennessee and Kentucky (Labov et 

al., 2006. Map 14.3: 193). 

Within the southern super-region there are distinct degrees of intensity with 

respect to these features, most notably /aɪ/ glide reduction which defines the 

boundary for this region, with additional differences in phonological 

environment (glide deletion is more common, for example, before resonants 

such as /r/, /l/, or /m/). Predominantly, /aɪ/ is reduced to /ɑ/ before voiced 

consonants in the whole southern region; however, in Central Texas and the 

Inland South (centered around the Appalachian region), /aɪ/ is 

monophthongized before both voiced and voiceless consonants (Labov et al., 

2006: 246). Additionally, in the ANAE’s analysis of the South, the Inland 

South /ɪ/ bit was shown to be raised and fronted even higher than /i/ beat, 

differentiating it from the rest of the South and Central Texas, wherein /ɪ/ 

maintains a lower, backer position than /i/.  

The back-upgliding shift is most persistent in the central, inland areas of 

North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee, but to a lesser extent present 

in parts of Texas and the Midland region as well (Labov et al., 2006: 255). 

The upgliding diphthong /ɔɪ/ boil is also subject to variation within the South, 

being reduced to [ɔ:] (most frequently preceding /l/). This feature is highly 

recognizable, but somewhat scattered throughout the region, being most 

evident in the inland-eastern portion of the South, with a handful of examples 

in Texas (Labov et al., 2006: 251–252). 

Along this continuum of features, the southern United States is divided into 

the following regions: South, Texas, and Inland South. These reflect the 

different “stages” and strengths these features reflect, as illustrated in the 

ANAE’s map 11.6 (Labov et al., 2006: 131). However, as noted previously, 
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social factors are common influencers in this region, and speakers tend to 

show a great deal of variation along the continuum. 

A speaker from the South is expected to exhibit at least some degree of /aɪ/ 

glide reduction before voiced consonants, centralization/lowering of /eɪ/, 

fronting/raising of /ɛ/, and potentially lowered /i/ and raised /ɪ/, all in 

accordance with the latter stages of the Southern Shift, though the /ɛ-ɪ/ merger 

before nasals is also expected to be present. Back vowels /oʊ/ and /u/ should 

experience fronting and one would expect distinct low-back vowels /ɔ/ and 

/ɑ/. There may also be evidence of the back-upgliding shift in some areas, 

wherein /ɑ/ is raised, and /ɔ/ is split into a diphthong. 

Texas is expected to show evidence of all of the features mentioned above, 

with the possible exception of the back-upgliding shift. In addition, /aɪ/ glide-

reduction should be present before both voiced and voiceless consonants.  

Features of the Inland South could potentially contain all of the above, 

including glide reduction before voiced and voiceless consonants in [aɪ] and 

[ɔɪl] and the back-upgliding shift wherein /ɑ/ is fronted and raised, and /ɔ/ is 

split; consequently, /æ/ may also be raised. With respect to the Southern Shift, 

/ɪ/ may be raised and fronted to the greatest extent, near /i/ which is lowered 

and the two vowels may actually be in interchanging positions, with a similar 

phenomenon occurring with the raising and fronting of /ɛ/ towards /eɪ/.  

Regions in Development/Transition 

The following regions contain a number of features that are developing or in 

transition. Their histories are predominantly transient in nature, and the 

regions are situated between the boundaries of several others which are host 

to established linguistic features. Clopper et al. (2005) also note the absence 

of certain marked features in these regions from neighboring varieties as 

significant predictors of dialect affiliation or categorization, which may 

suggest that listeners attend to what features are not present when 

categorizing accents, as well as those that are. In particular, the West and 

Midland were actively settled by immigrants to America more recently than 

other regions (e.g., following the Homestead Act of 1962),16 such as New 

England, and by a wide range of peoples. This varied character makes these 

regions more receptive to ongoing shifts and mergers from their neighboring 

regions, and, though they are still distinct, in general contain fewer marked, 

and more conservative features without the homogenization illustrated by 

other, more established regional varieties. Further dialect regions whose 

statuses are not determined, are considered in development, or are unlike the 

previously mentioned established dialect regions include the Mid-Atlantic 

                                                 
16 US National Archives (2016). The Homestead Act of 1962. 

https://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/homestead-act 
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metropolitan region, Florida, and other areas such as Alaska and Hawaii, 

which are subject to migration from across the mainland United States and 

contain high levels of dialect contact, as well as being home to additional 

cultural dialects of American English and their respective native languages.  

West 

The region labeled as “The West” is an expansive area that borders several 

regions, though boundaries along this area are somewhat fluid and variation 

also exists within. This is the result of a highly mobile, and relatively recent, 

history of migration, and the area is not easy to define, neither geographically 

nor by its features. It was identified as a distinct linguistic area of the United 

States briefly by Mencken (1921), who notes a difference between the 

“Middle West” and the “Far West”, as well as Krapp (1925), who described 

it as one of three regions in the United States: North, South, and West (or 

General) American. As groups of people began to migrate further westward 

in the 1800s, contact between different dialects and pronunciations of English 

grew, to the extent that there was mixing and leveling in pronunciation. Even 

in modern-day, the West is home to a broad assortment of social groups and 

ethnicities whose ancestries vary in their time spent in the West. To quote the 

ANAE, “This region lacks the high levels of homogeneity and consistency 

that was found for most other dialects. The West shows trends or tendencies 

that differentiate it from its neighbors, but many of its characteristic features 

are also found in quite distant regions, like western Pennsylvania” (p. 284). 

Instead, it is defined by the convergence of unmarked and transitional 

features, such as the low-back cot-caught merger, and lack of participation in 

Southern, Northern, or Canadian Shifts (p. 138–139). Clopper and Pisoni’s 

(2004c) investigation into acoustic-phonetic properties as predictors for 

dialect affiliation resulted in no significant predictors for the West, and with 

respect to dialect classification by listeners, /oi/ diphthong maintenance, a 

passive characterization, was the only resulting significant predictor of dialect 

classification as “West”. 

However, this is not to say that the West does not have distinctive 

characteristics, and in fact it contains several developing sub-regions that 

should be noted—for example, vowel patterns found in the Pacific Northwest, 

California, and Arizona. California, in particular, exhibits a combination of 

emerging vowel shifts and mergers, most notably the Northern California 

Shift, which involves the fronting of back vowels, such as /u/ and /oʊ/, and 

lowering of /ʊ/, and lowering of front vowels (Eckert & Mendoza-Denton, 

2006: 141; Wolfram, 2016). Furthermore, Oregon has come under 

investigation for its similarities among urban and younger populations to 

vocalic systems in Northern California (McLarty et al., 2016) as well as its 

retention of the low-back merger, while Utah is receiving some attention for 
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its mixed use of widespread regional features such as the pronunciation of lax 

vowels before /l/ (e.g., milk [mɪlk] as [mɛlk]; Lillie, (1997), and in the 

Southwest, Arizona’s position between geographical regions and diverse 

cultural history have resulted in a number of interesting features, such as cot-

caught distinction and some influence of southern features, such as /aɪ/ glide 

reduction, /u/ fronting, and aspects of the Northern California Shift (Hall-

Lew, 2006; Hall-Lew et al., 2016).  

In general, however, its resistance to regionally marked features, such as 

monophthongized /oi/, r-lessness, or raised /æ/, and participation in widely-

spreading phenomena, such as the cot-caught merger and /u/ fronting, provide 

the basis for the West as a regional variety. 

Midland 

The Midland region, like the West, is the product of mass migration and 

mixing from several language varieties, and, unlike other regions which have 

experienced large amounts of migration, its history is deeply ingrained with 

blending of people and groups from across the United States, resulting in a 

high-contact linguistic situation. As described by Kretzschmar (2014), 

The complex systems of speech in these inland American localities were established, 
again, by mixed populations of speakers, including some people who had been resident 
in the original colonies, some speakers who had arrived at ports of entry and stayed 
some time there (a frequent occurrence), and some speakers who proceeded more 
directly to the frontier. (Kretzschmar, 2014: 11) 

    

The rush of settlement in the 19th century caused this to happen within a 

relatively short period of time, and during the Westward Expansion those who 

did not continue towards the Pacific coast settled in the broad expanses of 

land in the middle of the country. This became especially true following the 

Homestead Act of 1862, in which the US government gave “free” land 

(formerly inhabited by Native Americans) west of the Mississippi River to 

settlers from many diverse backgrounds, including women, former slaves (in 

1866), and immigrants. 

Additionally, being centered within the United States, the Midland borders 

many other regional accents and therefore can vary greatly due to proximal 

influence, for example from North to South. Therefore, exhibited within are 

a range of features, extending from Southern /u/ fronting and r-insertion 

(typically found in the Appalachian region), to more centralization also found 

in southern varieties (e.g., of /oʊ/), and retention of the cot-caught merger. It 

may be defined passively, as the West, with retaining /oi/ diphthongization 

(distinguishing it from the South), but not containing highly-marked regional 

features. 
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Clopper and Pisoni (2004c) differentiated the North and South Midland, 

wherein the North Midland exhibited no features that were significant 

acoustic predictors of that region, and the South Midland only showed 

significant /oʊ/ backing and /u/ fronting. In perception, only the passive 

feature /oi/ diphthong maintenance was found to be a significant indicator of 

the North Midland, while the South Midland exhibited some influence from 

Southern features, such as /u/ fronting, r-insertion, and [z] for /s/ in greasy.  

Mid-Atlantic 

The East Coast of the United States, having been colonized early in the 

nation’s history, is densely populated and urbanized, and is home to many of 

the nation’s city centers, such as New York, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C., 

and Baltimore. These cities are so closely situated that they comprise what is 

essentially a continuous urban area, as opposed to, for example, the Midland, 

which contains small pockets of urban centers among rural, sparsely 

populated areas, and the West, which is populated most densely in a few, 

large, urban areas on the West coast, with large rural areas towards the central 

West and only a few large cities. Consequently, speech in this area is heavily 

impacted, as the nature of the population in this area grows and changes, 

though a few, established accent features of this region are maintained. 

Due to the densely populated, urban nature of this region, with numerous, 

local dialects as well as its propensity to be impacted by frequent social 

change, the Mid-Atlantic was not considered as a major regiolect within the 

scope of this project. Areas that are not densely populated, such as the Eastern 

Shore of Maryland, often have very localized accents and altogether the 

region exhibits a great deal of influx from other regions. 

Not to be confused with the “Transatlantic” or “Mid-Atlantic” accent used 

by actors, linguistically, the Mid-Atlantic region is said to include parts of the 

states of New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West 

Virginia (Lippi-Green, 2012; Labov et al., 2006: 237). A few of the most 

notable features include the absence of the cot-caught merger, raising of /oʊ/, 

a split [æ]~[eə] system, and strong /u/ and /aʊ/ fronting. The areas where these 

features exist, however, are mostly confined to geographically small, urban 

locations (e.g., Baltimore, Philadelphia), and are subject to social parameters, 

for example, the strength of /aʊ/ fronting in Philadelphia, and how /aɪ/ 

centralization is affecting more young males in the city as well (Labov et al., 

2013; Conn, 2005). 

Canada 

Due to its close proximity, shared borders, and shared history with many of 

the dialect regions found within the United States, a mention of Canadian 

phonology and vowel features is relevant to the present work. In fact, many 
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regions of the United States exhibit ‘Canadian Raising’ or take part in the 

‘Canadian Shift’. 

Unfortunately, due to time and travel constraints, obtaining recordings 

from Canada was not possible for the current project. Canadian English does, 

however, provide many features worthy of investigation in terms of accent 

distance and perception, especially when considering its close proximity to 

much of the northern United States, and shared phonological features with 

various US accents such as /aʊ/ and /aɪ/ raising, and /oʊ/ glide reduction in 

the North and Central North. 

Standard(ized) American English 

American English, as a distinct variety, set itself apart from British English 

early in its history. As early as the early 1800s the widespread “barbarisms” 

of the former colonies’ language were noted in England, as well as a degree 

of dialect leveling with respect to both vocabulary and pronunciation. Among 

the offending features was the pronunciation of /a/ in bath as /æ/; as noted by 

Mencken (1921), as early as 1789 “flat a”, or /æ/, was recorded for the 

pronunciation of such words as wrath, bath, and path to rhyme with hath. 

Mobility and mixing of peoples were cited as influences as well, with 

reference to The Pioneer Dictionary of Americanisms (Pickering, 1816), 

which “called attention to it in the preface to his Vocabulary and ascribed it, 

no doubt accurately, to the restlessness of the Americans, their inheritance of 

the immigrant spirit, and ‘the frequent removals of people from one part of 

our country to another’” (Mencken, 1921: 29). Subsequently, by the early-to-

mid 20th century, dictionaries had become more set in their pronunciation 

guidelines (Kenyon & Knott, 1944), and a Broadcast standard was established 

for TV and Radio (e.g., the NBC Handbook of Pronunciation (1942)).  

This generalized, characteristic way of American speech is therefore the 

product of migration and the mixing of languages, dialects, and cultures, 

including but not limited to the early influence of Scots-Irish, German, 

French, Spanish, several African languages such as Igbo, Chinese, Russian, 

British English, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, Native American languages, 

and many others. While other standard languages may be directly linked to 

prestige, in the United States highly prestigious dialects associated with 

wealth were largely confined to coastal cities such as Boston or Charleston, 

whereas Standardized or General American varieties were the product of 

migration, mixing, and westward expansion (Kretzschmar, 2008; 2010). As 

Krapp (1919) mentions,  

Relatively few Americans spend all their lives in one locality, and even if they do, they 
cannot possibly escape coming into contact with Americans from other localities. The 
result is that a ‘pure dialect,’...must be sought elsewhere than in our much-traveling 
and very adaptable cultivated and educated classes. (p. viii)  
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Although in modern times there is prestige associated with speaking a 

standardized or General American variety, it does not have the same position 

as, for example, Received Pronunciation (R.P.) in the U.K., nor was it born 

from language planning or policy. In fact, the very notion of a universally 

enforced or prescribed way of speaking in the United States was instead 

avoided, and even described as more “democratic” (Krapp, 1925: iii). 

The description and demarcation of a Standard American English accent 

(or “General American” as it is widely known) differs greatly from the other 

varieties described, as it has no formal definition, especially in terms of 

pronunciation, no geographical location, and highly mutable social 

constraints in actual practice. It has been known as Standard, General, 

Broadcast, and Network American English, while standardized varieties of 

American English also exist in the global setting as lingua franca, such as 

American international and business Englishes. Although these terms are 

routinely interchanged, differences in communities of practice, purpose, 

origins, and the leniency of rules surrounding usage exist to distinguish them. 

The term “standard” with respect to language can have many connotations, 

including correctness, commonality, prestige, frequency, familiarity, or how 

widely-spread it is spoken. For the purposes of this work and in terms of 

pronunciation it is best described negatively, as by Krapp (1919, 1925), and 

by Wolfram and Schilling (2006) who state that “Standard American English 

seems to be more determined by what it is not than by what it is” (p. 12), a 

sentiment shared by Kretzschmar (2008). Wells (1982) also refers to its lack 

of regional features, noting that, regardless of its popularly perceived 

connection to the West and Midland or Northern speech: “Obviously, GenAm 

is not a single, unified accent. But as a concept referring to non-eastern non-

southern accents, the label has its uses” (p. 470). In other words, the 

Standardized American accent is more the result of avoiding characteristic 

regional features (or certain combinations of features), which would indicate 

a particular region of origin. Although its history can be tied to westward 

expansion and the “American heartland”, a standardized or general American 

accent is not synonymous with those regions which contain indicative, albeit 

minimally-marked, features. In practice, Standardized American accents exist 

on a continuum, while broad phonological classifications are in place to 

describe it categorically. This openness to variation, however, could be 

considered contrary to the very notion of a “Standard” as a variety that is 

governed by set rules. Within this work, herein lies the distinction between 

the terms “General” and “Standard”—while both may represent an abstract 

variety of leveled speech, a formal standard is more consistent, with less 

variety in its rules and characteristics. The term General American, however, 

has been used frequently, and at times obscurely, to refer to a wide range of 
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leveled, or minimally-marked speech, including regional varieties. The term 

Non-regional is therefore preferred over “General” or “Standard” to refer to 

the speech sample which is not attributed to any particular location in 

production. 

Because standardization as a process affects speech from many directions, 

it is heavily influenced by social factors, such as education, occupation, 

gender, mobility, and familial as well as cultural background, but location 

also plays an important role. Urban areas in particular may motivate 

standardization as opposed to rural regions (as a result of the combined social 

factors), and the regions in transition mentioned above (the Midland and 

West) have been shown to exhibit fewer salient features or be involved in 

fewer major vocalic shifts, and are often described by speakers and outsiders 

alike as being “accentless”. Phonetically, if one were to take into account the 

mean vowel measurements of each American dialect, the ANAE illustrates 

how “if one were to recognize a type of North American English to be called 

‘General American’, it would be the configuration formed by [Canada, West, 

and Midland] dialects,” whose vowel measurements are not as exaggerated 

as other varieties, based on the first two principal components of these 

measurements” (Labov et al., 2006: 146). 

With so many monikers alongside the variability of features, the question 

remains as to how a Standard American variety should be defined: socially, 

by the demographics of those who speak it; phonologically, by the features it 

has; phonetically, where pronunciations lie within the vowel-space; or 

geographically, in stereotypical notions of where the “General American” 

accent is spoken, such as the Midwest or Inland North. The question of “Who 

speaks with a standardized accent?” is therefore difficult to answer 

definitively, though the combination of these factors, alongside the region of 

origin for a speaker, affect the chances that stronger, more prominent regional 

features will be reduced or discarded within the accent continuum. 

To summarize on terminology, here the term “Standard” reflects a 

linguistic ideal, often used as a pedagogical model, lacking features which are 

marked for one or more dialect regions as characteristic. Because of the lack 

of essential properties and the inability to define it distinctly somewhat defies 

the inherent definition of “standard”, here the term “Non-regional” as 

opposed to “Standard” is used for the accent in production with reference to 

the speech sample used. Accents which can be attributed to a particular region 

but exhibit only passive or leveled features in production (e.g., the Midland) 

are considered standardized, and belong to the group of General accents, just 

as Texas belongs to the Southern group; thus Standard American is a concept, 

while Non-regional and standardized American English are used in practice, 

and General is a categorical descriptor. For the purposes of this project, the 

Non-regional American accent does not contain prominent examples of 
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marked features (i.e., those which, even if they are not perceptually salient or 

stereotyped, are still measurable and classifiable as distinctive for a region) 

such as r-lessness in New England, /oi/ or /aɪ/ glide reduction in the South and 

Texas, or /eɪ/ glide and /oʊ/ glide reduction in the Central North, /u/ fronting 

as shown in the Midland, or the Northern Cities Shift. 
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3. Chapter Three: Fieldwork and stimulus creation 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Methodologies that have been employed in sociophonetic and perceptual 

research are wide-ranging, from making use of discrete, calculable data for 

the measurement of precise differences in speech (both natural and 

synthesized, or re-created using matched-guise techniques), to qualitative 

descriptions of laypeople’s impressions of a dialect, as well as listeners’ 

categorization and identification activities. This project has made a point to 

incorporate several approaches for running and analyzing perceptual tests 

based on speech variation. Although it is impossible to disentangle the 

methods used in this study from their purpose, it is deemed best to address 

the methodology in several parts: Fieldwork (Chapter 3), Production (Chapter 

4), and Perception (Chapter 5), though naturally there will be cross-

referencing between them. This chapter focuses primarily on the steps taken 

to design and create the elicitation material, the fieldwork and data collection 

process, the initial analysis of speech data, as well as measurement 

techniques. The methods adopted for the perceptual portion of this project are 

addressed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

Early research on American dialect variation dating from the 19th century 

relied heavily on observational and anecdotal data, often filtered by an 

author’s prejudice towards a speech community as well as transcription 

errors. By the 1920s, scholars and language enthusiasts, such as H. L. 

Mencken and George P. Krapp, began to use established phonetic symbols to 

document variation which led to detailed collections of linguistic atlases, such 

as Hans Kurath’s (1941) Linguistic Atlas of New England, or the American 

Linguistic Atlas Project, begun by Kurath et al. (1939), previously housed at 

the University of Georgia and, as of 2018, at the University of Kentucky.17 

These early works still hold substantial value in current linguistic research, 

and have paved the way for such comparative works as the Atlas of North 

American English (Labov et al., 2006). Using modern technological resources 

                                                 
17 http://www.lap.uga.edu/Site/Atlas_Projects.html (Kretzschmar, 2001) 
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such as the telephone and internet-based corpus collections, these projects 

have managed to collect unprecedented amounts of data from a widespread 

area; this has made it possible to paint a broad picture of linguistic trends 

across the country.  

As a result, there currently exist several corpora that contain valuable 

material for this field of research. Among these, the TELSUR project, a 

collection of 700 telephone recordings of speakers from various towns and 

cities in the United States is one of the most well-known, and has been used 

in such projects as the Atlas of North American English (ANAE: Labov et al., 

2006). Other corpora include the Dictionary of American Regional Accents 

(DARE; daredictionary.com), the Nationwide Speech Project Corpus 

(Clopper & Pisoni, 2006), the International Dialects of English Archive 

(IDEA; dialectsarchive.com), the Linguistic Atlas of Middle and Southern 

American States (LAMSAS: Kurath, 1949; Kretzschmar et al., 1993) and the 

Speech Accent Archive (accent.gmu.edu). All of these corpora serve to 

catalog and preserve records of dialect variation for research. However, their 

contents vary extensively; some are larger than others, and each has different 

constraints to manage subject matter differently. The TELSUR data, for 

example, provides a wealth of data to be aggregated and analyzed across 

much of the United States. However, the participants vary widely in their 

demographics, the contents of each sample, and when the recording was 

made. Similarly, the IDEA corpus provides easily accessible speech samples 

of English speakers globally, and the elicitation material is a controlled 

reading passage. However, the quality of the recordings varies, as does the 

number of speakers within a chosen demographic. 

The collection of data and analysis of this project’s materials were planned 

with consideration of their use in each stage of the project, including 

elicitation data, recording styles, measurement metrics, and perceptual 

presentation and data collection. This assured that the fieldwork, analysis of 

the recorded speech, and perceptual work merged to form a cohesive 

undertaking, despite the varying backgrounds for each type of work. The 

corpus of speech data was collected with the overarching aim to describe and 

analyze vocalic sources of variation between speakers from multiple regions 

in the US, and to then see how these differences are perceived. It was 

imperative to develop a method which investigated those accent qualities of 

individual speakers from different US regions which were exhibited on an 

observational level, as well as measurable in terms of acoustic-phonetic 

distance. It was then possible to look into how the acoustic distances are 

arranged in general, and whether they are clustered in relation to pre-

established regions, as well as where the greatest sources of vowel variation 

lie. The research thereafter progressed into perception: How do listeners’ 

ratings of perceived distance between accents relate to the acoustic distances? 
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What are listeners’ attitudinal impressions and how do they relate to 

perceptual and acoustic distances? Bearing these questions in mind the 

current chapter describes the choice of methods used in fieldwork preparation 

and data gathering, and segues into Chapters 4 and 5, which present the 

distance measurements and phonetic analysis, and the perceptual 

methodology, respectively.  

3.2.  Overview of methods 

The framework for the project’s design was established upon the comparison 

of vowel measurements between accents to listeners’ perceptions, and the 

initial step in the project’s design involved developing the data which would 

be used for the recordings. After the elicitation material was created, the 

following stage involved gathering data from a varied and widespread 

linguistic and geographic area in order to compare various dialectal regions, 

as found in traditional dialectology. However, instead of customary methods 

such as inviting speakers from various backgrounds into a lab, having 

multiple researchers carry out data collection separately and then compiling 

a corpus, or obtaining legacy recordings, a smaller, more concentrated corpus 

has been created by using documentarian methods: speakers across the US 

regions were sought out in person in their home environments in order to 

assure authenticity, recording quality, and to avoid outside effects which 

could influence the data. 

Many different approaches have been used to carry out prior regional 

dialectal studies—some focus on a particular region/location of the US (e.g., 

Kendall’s 2018 study of southern shift dynamics, or Hall Lew’s 2006 

description of features in Northern Arizona), while others contain speakers 

who originated in many regions, but whose recordings were either gathered 

in a single location, using survey-mechanisms, or by a network of 

investigators (such as those methods used to compile the Atlas of North 

American English). Corpora used in such variation analyses and experiments 

are frequently composed of multiple speakers’ recordings per region as well 

as synthesized vowels to comprise the material for acoustic comparison. 

Listeners for the perceptual tasks have also varied in origin. Many early 

studies use listeners whose regions of origin are either unaddressed, from one 

particular region, or noted as ‘General American’ (Peterson & Barney, 1952). 

While this approach is arguable logistically, especially across such a large 

geographic area as the United States, efforts should be made to address 

asymmetry in listener participation (McCloy et al., 2012). Using a similar 

perceptual model as the present study, this aspect of research design was met 

in Gooskens and Heeringa’s (2004) study on Norwegian dialect 
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comprehension, in which they implemented symmetrical participation; for 

every region represented by a speaker there was also a listener, assuring that 

all participants do not have a biased perspective, nor is the resulting data 

muddled by exceedingly varied respondents. 

 In the present study, individual speakers were approached and interviewed 

in seven regions across the United States. Their recordings were evaluated, 

and individual samples selected from each region were presented to both 

native and non-native listeners who rated each sample. Because the samples 

were intended for use in perceptual tests, it was important to both control the 

data set for acoustic analysis and ensure that the perceptual task was not too 

long. Using this technique, however, means individual and idiosyncratic 

variation within the samples is present. Methodological possibilities 

evidenced in sociolinguistic research include using a matched-guise 

technique (Ball & Giles, 1982) or synthesized data (Fridland & Kendall, 

2012, 2016) when multiple speakers are not available. These methods, 

however, result in the loss of authentic speech data. As addressed in the 

methodology, attempts were made to control this variation in the acoustic 

analysis (e.g., normalization and controlling speaker demographics) and 

perceptually (reminding listeners that there would be individual variation, and 

to attend to the dialect’s pronunciation, as well as ensuring the samples were 

of similar length and quality). While it is impossible to ignore the risks of 

using individual speakers, the advantages of using natural samples for 

perceptual testing were deemed greater. 

Building on the idea of comparing various regions phonetically as inspired 

by dialectometry, this work has adapted the use of string-edit distance to 

calculate distances between the speech varieties. Here, instead of making 

calculations based on additions, subtractions, and categorical changes to 

individual phonemes across a sentence, acoustic measurements were taken 

from the individual phonemes and averaged across the utterances. This 

entailed close consideration of methods for analyzing acoustic differences 

between speech samples, taking into account decisions regarding 

normalization methods, distance metrics (e.g., Euclidean vs. angular 

distance), and physical properties of the sound, such as how much of the 

vowel and resulting trajectory to incorporate in the calculations. These 

considerations and solutions are detailed in Chapter 4. 

Furthermore, based on this groundwork, analytic methods were considered 

that could accept large amounts of aggregated data from different sources, 

and compare numeric, measured data with both binary and ordinal rating 

systems. This work relies on descriptive and qualitative statistical methods to 

elucidate trends in the data and aid in analysis, such as principal component 

analysis, multi-dimensional scaling, and hierarchical clustering to identify 

categorical effects and groupings. A combination of these as well as mixed-
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effects logistic regression models and one-way ANOVAs were used to 

investigate which features stood out statistically and were also relevant with 

respect to perception. Further details of these analytical methods and how 

they are used in light of the acoustic and perceptual data are presented in 

Chapters 4 and 5. 

3.3. Data Collection: Fieldwork preparation and 
procedure 

Research in dialect variation and documentation can make use of several 

approaches to gathering data. Corpora vary in size from thousands of speakers 

to only a handful, and analyses may be qualitative or observational, or based 

on intricate mathematical and statistical algorithms. This field has begun to 

expand into the realm of socio-phonetics as well, examining the interaction 

between phonetic structure and variation with social, regional, and discursive 

elements.  

The intended use of the corpus as well as the possibility for future research 

were considered in its planning and creation. For the current project, the 

recordings were made in-person in the Inland North, Central North, New 

England, South, Texas, Midland, and West regions of the United States—

regions that were deemed distinctive in terms of regionality with established 

and evident accent features, principally following Labov et al. (2006)—with 

an effort to concentrate on non-urban locations (pop. <50,000). A number of 

demographic restrictions were used to reduce the likelihood of 

standardization effects (discussed in detail in section 3.4). While speakers 

from larger towns and cities were also included in illustrations of vowel 

spaces, a distinct aim of this project was to obtain quality recordings of 

speakers in non-urban locations across the United States with similar 

backgrounds—for example, no university education, and not having moved 

out of the state in which they were raised. The participants include male 

speakers between the ages of 30–55 whose speech samples were evaluated in 

terms of broadly defined regional vowel characteristics based on previous 

research into American regiolects. It was decided that one speaker per sub-

region would be chosen for analysis, whose speech sample would be used for 

perceptual research.  

A “standardized”, non-regionally affiliated speaker was additionally 

included for analysis, whose background differed from the other participants. 

With respect to pronunciation, the Non-regional variety exhibits no marked 

extremes in terms of features (such as /oi/ or /aɪ/ glide-reduction, or /æ/ 

raising), and the most important aspects of demographics for the target Non-
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regional speaker were high mobility and education (Clopper & Pisoni, 2006, 

2005; Bowie, 2000). 

The multifaceted nature of this research provoked a similarly diverse 

methodology. The initial data gathering involved fieldwork in multiple 

locations, and the preparation of elicitation material necessitated planning 

with the production tasks, acoustical analysis, and use in perceptual tests in 

mind. Acoustic measurements are taken from speech samples in the form of 

read sentences and word lists (exhibiting characteristic features of American 

accents, see Section 2.3) from across the United States, from which distance 

measurement between them are derived for use in further comparisons. These 

factors, which will be discussed further in Chapter 5, may include perceptual 

variables, such as perceived distance from a standard, intelligibility, appeal, 

and identification, as well as geographic, such as travel distance. Thus, the 

goal of the presented research, which the corpus in use must adhere to, is to 

demonstrate a method of measuring the pronunciation differences between 

various American dialects which aptly represents acoustic distance and is also 

suitable for correlation with perceptual data. 

3.3.1. Elicitation materials 

The intent behind the experimental material’s use—in eliciting speech 

samples, deriving acoustic distance metrics, and ultimately its use in 

perceptual tasks—were considered and each function addressed in its 

construction. The elicitation materials included isolated word/picture 

identification cards, a reading passage, and word-focus sentences, which will 

be detailed below in section 3.3.2. The principal elicitation materials used in 

this study included six ‘condensed sentences’ that were recorded within an 

interview session. These sentences contained key vowel tokens that were 

deemed relevant for regional classification (see section 3.3.2. for further 

details). Because features are subject to contextual acoustic effects which may 

complicate measurements or change a vowel’s quality, and participants are 

subject to fatigue, these and other factors were also considered carefully in 

the material’s creation.  

In order to determine which phonological environments to include in the 

data set, it was imperative to investigate those particular vowels and contexts 

that are especially involved in variation and change between dialects in the 

United States, and to be aware of distinctive word classes in that dialect. 

Therefore, a review of relevant regional features was also necessary before 

choices were made on which words to use. 

The stimuli were designed to be compared across dialects, so that a form 

of string-edit distance could be applied between the sentences (i.e., each 

sample has the same stimulus). Because the resulting material must also be 
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listened to and judged for perceptual qualities by participants, the stimuli were 

made to include material that could be compared acoustically and perceived 

easily, elicited salient dialect features, and maintained the speaker’s linguistic 

authenticity. Of the elicitation materials created for this project, only the six 

‘condensed sentences’ were used in the acoustical analysis and subsequent 

perceptual tests, while all other materials were consulted solely to 

qualitatively aid in assessing the suitability of a speaker’s regional accent.  

Interview 

To create a comfortable setting, a brief interview was conducted. This 

provided natural, conversational speech in a relaxed environment, where the 

participant was asked about growing up in the area, how things had changed 

since they grew up, and other casual topics. It is worth noting that, while a 

few participants exhibited varying degrees of difficulty with the reading 

sections, this provided genuine linguistic data without them having to read 

out loud. 

Condensed sentences 

These sentences provide many regional features, condensed into short 

sentences (similar in design to the “calibration sentences” used in Clopper 

and Pisoni (2004c)). Each sentence incorporates the aforementioned vowel 

categories with consideration given to potential regional vowel variation. In 

total, there are six sets of condensed sentences, each taking roughly six 

seconds to recite, and they were not presented in a fixed order. Only tokens 

with sounds that are not elided, omitted, or greatly reduced due to rapid, 

connected speech are considered in bold. 

 

 Take the noisy goat out to its pen at dawn. Then go to the house and 

cut some new roses:  

o /eɪ/ /oɪ/  /oʊ/ /aʊ/ /ɛ/ /ɔ/ /u/ ʌ/  

 My mother could give very good advice, like, put your towel on the 

rack not the floor:  

o /_r#/ /aɪ/ /ʊ//ɪ/ /ɛ/ /aʊ/ /æ/ /ɔ/  

 Don’s greasy pizza is loaded with good, messy toppings. He’ll wrap 

it in foil, too, if you ask: 

o /ɑ/ /i/ /oʊ/ /ɪ/ /ʊ/ /ɛ/ /ɔ/ /æ/ /oɪ/ /u/    

 Ben’s daughter went to Washington, with a pocket full of coins and 

greasy napkins: 

o /ɛ/ /ɔ/ /_r#/ /ɑ/ /ɪ/ /ʊ/ /oɪ/ /i/ /æ/  
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 Your car made my dad’s driveway so greasy and oily, now, you have 

to wash it:  

o /ɑ/ /_r#/ /eɪ/ /aɪ/ /æ/ /oʊ/ /i/ /oɪ/ /aʊ/ /u/  

 I saw that you bought a lot of pasta today. Now you must make the 

water kettle boil: 

o /aɪ/ /ɑ/ /æ/ /u/ //ɔ/ eɪ/ /aʊ/ /ʌ/ /_r#//ɛ/ /oɪ/ 

 

The vowel measurements garnered from these sentences form the basis for 

the acoustic distance measurements, as the contents are controlled, words are 

not in isolation (leading to more natural speech), many features are exhibited, 

but the length is not so much that comparing strings is difficult. In most cases, 

participants were also asked to re-read the condensed sentences after finishing 

with the other materials. As always, read sentences are not always perfect 

representations of the vernacular, but instead are often formalized. However, 

all speakers’ recordings were closely evaluated to ensure that those chosen 

would contain the necessary features per region.  

Isolated word/picture identification 

Flashcards with images were used to elicit individual words, designed to 

include regional features and lexical sets (see Appendix A for a complete list 

of target words). This provided a more spontaneous environment as well as 

eliminating any difficulties caused by reading out loud. It was also noted by 

a few participants that this portion of the interview was enjoyable and even 

fun, leading to a more relaxed elicitation. This method of elicitation can be 

used as well for perceptual tasks, due to the highly controlled nature. 

Reading passage 

The first paragraph of “The Rainbow Passage” (Fairbanks, 1960) was used to 

elicit long groups of sentences which exhibit certain phonological features; 

the passage itself was designed as an articulation exercise to proportionally 

reflect a broad range of phonemes used in English, and is balanced in terms 

of environment to some extent (e.g., nasality). This may also be used in 

intonational studies, although it is worth noting here that some participants 

exhibited trouble or unease with reading out loud, especially with longer 

passages such as this.  

Word-focus sentences 

These sentences (82 in total, presented in two sets of 41 sentences) were 

designed to focus on one key-feature per sentence, based on regional features 

as well as lexical sets, as opposed to the condensed sentences, which focused 

on many features (See Appendix A for a full list of these sentences). In 

addition, the features were presented in a variety of phonological 
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environments (for example: preceding a voiceless consonant, voiced 

consonant, /r/, N, /l/, _#). Due to the large number of tokens, however, many 

participants exhibited fatigue, and rising intonation became more widespread 

as the task continued, with some asking to stop before the second set was 

completed. 

Task structure 

The tasks were completed in roughly the same order, with variance based on 

how much time was possible by the participant: the interview was always 

done first to provide the speaker with a relaxed environment. This was 

followed by the six condensed sentences, as these were the most crucial to the 

data gathered in this project, and took a relatively short time in comparison to 

the 82 word-focus sentences; if time allowed, the participant was also asked 

to repeat the six condensed sentences at the end of the recording. Then the 

reading passage was completed. After the reading passage, if the participant 

was rushed for time, the picture-cards were presented, and then the first set of 

word-focus sentences. Otherwise, the first set of sentences, then picture-

cards, then second set of word-focus sentences were presented in that order. 

In all cases an effort was made to convey a sense of comfortability and 

informality when approaching and recording speakers. One participant noted 

that it was especially helpful in putting them at ease. In addition, seemingly 

minor things such as dress, demeanor, and even manner of speech were 

important to accommodate the participants, so to normalize the interaction. It 

was important to not come across as a “researcher” looking for “subjects”, 

but instead someone whose primary goal was not to analyze or judge their 

speech. This was especially important in areas with a stigma attached to the 

dialect, such as in Maine, Texas, Arkansas, and Tennessee. 

3.3.2. Features under investigation: Selecting tokens for elicitation 

Care was taken in the creation of the elicitation materials, in not only the type 

of content (such as sentences vs. reading passage), but also which features to 

include, where to place them within a sentence, and which 

words/phonological contexts best suit the features under investigation. In 

order to determine which phonological environments were imperative for 

inclusion in the data set, one must investigate those particular vowels and 

contexts that are especially involved in variation and change between dialects 

in the United States and be aware of distinctive word classes in each dialect. 

Previous studies on US dialect phonology yield many regional definitions, 

classifications and phonological characteristics, some of which have changed 

greatly over the years, for example the dialects of the West and South 

(Hagiwara, 1997; Thomas, 2001). The Atlas of North American English 
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(Labov et al., 2006) provides substantiation for many of the regional features 

as “key features”, that is, those chiefly under examination in this project, as 

does Erik Thomas’ Vowel Variation in New World English (2001), and 

Clopper and Pisoni’s (2004c) study investigating the utilization of certain 

phonetic phenomena as features that are significantly marked for the 

classification of American regional accents. Features which have been 

established in distinguishing dialect boundaries and characterization (as 

described in Chapter 2) are revisited below in Table 3.1 and were considered 

for use in the elicitation materials. 
 
Table 3.1. Regionally marked vowel characteristics considered in constructing elicitation 
material  

Properties affecting phoneme: In
lan

d
 N

o
rth

 

C
e

n
tral N

o
rth

 

M
id

lan
d

 

N
e

w
 En

glan
d

 

W
e

st 

So
u

th
 

Te
xas  

/oʊ/ Offglide reduced [oʊ]→[oː], [o̙ʊ] X X   X       

  Nucleus fronted [o̘ʊ̈]     X     X X 

/u/ Fronted [u̘ʷ]      X    X X X 

/ɔɪ/ Offglide reduced [ɔɪ→ɔ]           X X 

/æ/ Raised higher/front [æ̝] X 
 

          

  High-front inglide [jæ̝] X 
 

          

/ɑ/ Fronted (towards /æ/) [ɑ̘] X 
 

  X       

  Low-back merger complete [ɑ=ɔ]   X X  X X     

/ɔ/ Lowered [ɔ]̞ X             

/ɛ/ Fronted/raised [ɛ→ɪ]       
  

X X 

 Backed X       

/ʌ/ Backed towards /ɔ/ X     X       

/aɪ/ Glide reduced/_+Voice: [aɪ]→[a]           X X 

 Glide reduced/_-Voice: [aɪ]→[a]             X 

  Raising [a̝ɪ] X       

/aʊ/ Raising towards [ʌʊ]/_-V obstruents  X      

/eɪ/ Nucleus lowered [e̞ɪ]   
 

        X 

  Offglide reduced X X           

/ɪ/ Fronted-raised towards /i/             X 

 Backed X       

/r/ Non-rhotic following V        X   
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It is important to reiterate that these features are not claimed to be definitive 

of any dialect region, but rather characteristic; that is, they are useful in terms 

of dialect description, and often present in the given dialects, but not every 

feature is fundamentally essential for an accent to be categorized into a certain 

region (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c). Each phonetic feature consists primarily of 

dichotomous variations in the vowel (e.g., whether the vowel is raised or 

lowered). This was later acoustically investigated in terms of the measured 

differences in formants for each vowel.  

3.4. Field Recordings: speaker demographics, setting, 
social considerations 

 

The quality of a data set relies not only on planning for materials but in the 

details of gathering the data—for example, where, how, from whom, and by 

whom the recordings are made. Each location and subsequent speaker was 

sought based on how centrally they lay within a region, population size and 

distance from a major metropolitan area (in order to avoid, for example, 

suburbs of major cities), as well as individual speaker demographics (such as 

age, sex and gender, educational background, etc.), with the aim to record a 

small sample of non-urban speakers in a natural setting from the various 

regions for acoustic and perceptual comparison. 

3.4.1. Sample size and location 

Previous comparative dialectological studies have varied greatly in the 

number of speakers included in corpora, mostly with respect to their given 

purpose (such as an atlas versus local dialect documentation). The 

aforementioned Atlas of North American English is among the largest, with 

many speakers per region. Having many speakers as opposed to individuals 

smooths and balances idiolectal variation and provides a more accurate 

depiction of average vowel measurements for a dialect region overall. 

However, while taking many speakers’ pronunciations to characterize a 

region is prudent and common in practice, it is not the only possible approach. 

When other factors are taken into account, such as the use of samples in 

perceptual testing and the time it takes a listener to undergo a perceptual 

experiment, not to mention practicality and project logistics, a single-speaker 

approach may be acceptable when certain constraints are taken into 

consideration and the methodology is regulated. For example, Gooskens and 

Heeringa’s (2004) experiment involved one speaker from each of 15 regions 

in Norway, relying on a paradigm in which each recording would be heard by 
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listeners from every other region. They employed a ‘Latin square’ technique 

in the elicitation materials and ensured that each speaker had a listener 

counterpart. Plichta and Preston (2005) also used nine individual speakers 

from separate locations to test whether listeners attended to a singular 

feature—vowel diphthongization—to differentiate dialects located from 

Saginaw, Michigan, to Dothan, Alabama, on a North-South continuum. 

While it is theoretically possible to do a large scale study of accents taking 

the average of many speakers per region (cf. ANAE), in the present case this 

was neither practical in terms of project logistics, would likely sacrifice the 

natural quality of the recordings (if, for example, done over the phone or if 

legacy data were used), and would detract from the consequent perceptual 

data. Most importantly, because the acoustic distances between recordings are 

to be correlated with perceptual tests, they should therefore be composed of 

the same data that the listeners hear to maintain comparability. Even if speech 

data were taken from averages of speakers, the listeners completing the 

perceptual tests can only listen to one speaker at a time. Also, there are time 

and repetition constraints for perceptual tests; only eight recordings were able 

to be used for a manageable survey time-frame, and multiple speakers for 

each region would have lengthened the perceptual survey to too great an 

extent.  

Sample locations 

In addition to the number of samples recorded, the actual locations of the 

samples are, naturally, highly important when studying regional variation. As 

mentioned previously in Chapter 2, sampling has been done with both rural 

and urban speakers in mind—the Linguistic Atlas methodology (Krapp, 

1925) focused on geographic distribution of features, though the population 

and frequency of use was not well represented. The Atlas of North American 

English (Labov et al., 2006), however, took the opposite approach and chose 

to represent only highly populous regions, those with a population of over 

50,000 people. In this case, because the goal of this work is neither to 

represent features of speech used by the majority of the population, nor to 

document the geographic spread of features as accomplished in previous 

dialectal literature, but rather to find examples of regionally-based American 

English for the purposes of perceptual testing, an effort was made to find 

speakers in areas which were primarily composed of rural, small-town 

locations in order to avoid the effects of standardization. 

The initial stage of field work took place in the West (central California 

and Washington State), and the East Coast, where participants were recorded 

in the Mid-Atlantic (Maryland), Eastern and Western New England (Rhode 

Island and Connecticut), and New York City. Participants were then 

interviewed in the North (Minnesota), Inland North (Wisconsin), and Central 
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North (North Dakota). Finally, recordings were obtained in the Midland 

(eastern Colorado, Kansas, and Oklahoma), Texas, and the South and Inland 

South (Arkansas and Tennessee). Follow-up fieldwork later resulted in 

additional recordings by both the author in Maine (New England), and by a 

colleague in South Carolina (South). Included below is Table 3.2, identifying 

the population of the various towns visited per particular region and 

information for all thirty-two interviewees. Any recordings made during the 

trip which were unintelligible (due to wind, traffic, etc.) or otherwise 

excluded from initial analysis (e.g., failure to complete two or more tasks, 

particularly the condensed sentences) are not included. 

For each interview attempt, in order to avoid effects of standardization on 

a speaker, the target speaker was from a defined demographic (non-urban 

location, middle-age, male) and the interview was carried out in all but one 

case by the researcher.18 Several additional regions were visited and 

recordings were made, but speakers were excluded based on demographic, 

recording quality, or dialectal restrictions (e.g., speaking a local or non-

standardized dialect that was not regionally-based, having had dialect 

reduction training, etc.). See Appendix B for a full list of interview locations. 

 
Table 3.2. Locations of eligible speakers’ interviews as well as population. All population 
data gathered from US Census Bureau website. 

 

                                                 
18 The speaker interviewed in Merced, CA lived in and was raised near Atwater, CA: Population (2011) 

28,626. The speaker interviewed in Columbia, SC from the South was from Darlington, SC: Population 

6,214 (2011), and was interviewed by a trained colleague who specializes in Southern US English. 

Additionally, the location of the Standardized speaker’s recording bears no influence on his speech. 

This speaker was chosen due to a lack of regional influence. See Section 2.3.1 for more information on 

Standardized American English. 

Region  
Examined 

City of  
Interview 

City  
Population 

Year  
of Census 

West Merced, CA 80,232 2011 

Non-regional Bothell, WA 34,055 2011 

New England Rockland, ME 7,225 2012 

Inland North Fort Atkinson, WI 12,407 2011 

Central North Jamestown, ND 15,400 2011 

Texas  Graham, TX 8,872 2011 

South East Columbia, SC 130,736 2011 

Inland South Algood, TN 3,526 2011 
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3.4.2. Setting and social considerations 

Because the setting of an interview can impact resulting data as drastically as 

elicitation material or participant demographics, within the fieldwork and 

data-gathering process matters such as interviewer demographics and their 

relationship with the interviewee, speaker demographics, recording session 

setting, and task order and length are all addressed herein. It was the 

researcher’s goal to obtain authentic, natural data and speech with high 

validity, therefore the attention to many sociolinguistic principles in terms of 

data-gathering and demographic considerations were deemed imperative to 

the process. 

Speaker demographics 

Speakers were approached at random in various towns within a particular 

region designated within the ANAE (illustrated in Figure 3.1 and provided 

above in Table 3.2) and asked if they would be willing to be recorded for the 

researcher’s “graduate-student project on American speech”. Many speakers 

were approached at local and volunteer fire departments and police 

departments. People working at hotels, restaurants, shops, and museums were 

also contacted. The meeting was in most cases immediate, and generally 

lasted approximately 25 minutes, though some went as long as two hours, and 

there was no time limit prescribed by the researcher.19 To begin with, 

participants were told of the project’s intent and provided an informed 

consent form, which also described the project, indicated that they could 

withdraw participation at any time, that their personal information would 

remain anonymous, and explained how their recordings would be used. This 

was signed prior to recording. They then supplied the following information: 

 

 Gender 

 Age 

 Ethnic background 

 Location born 

 Location raised 

                                                 
19 The impromptu nature of these recordings sometimes led to speakers being rushed for time, or not 

wanting to complete the entire elicitation set. Initially, the word-sentences were put on flashcards, as 

were the picture-cards, reading passage, and condensed sentences. After a few elicitation sessions, it 

became clear participants were daunted by the stack of cards, and some had trouble reading the reading 

passage because of its print size. So, the passage, along with the word-sentences, were printed on sheets 

of paper, and speakers generally finished at least 50% of the sentences. Surprisingly, this “random 

approach” method worked successfully almost every time; participants were quite willing to sit for 20–

30 minutes and answer questions, read lists, and talk about their lives and the area. 
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 Location parents raised 

 Educational background 

 Occupational background 

 

 
Figure 3.1. ANAE dialect boundary map (adapted from Labov et al., 2006: 148) with 

interview locations of 7 eligible regional speakers (circles) and 1 non-regional speaker 
(triangle). 

 

While these factors are in no way determinative of the way a person speaks, 

steps were taken to ensure clear, unmodified speech from speakers who had 

little influence from standardization. Participants were recorded, and speakers 

were chosen for the project to reflect the following demographics (see 

Appendix B for a complete table of participants): Between the ages of 30–55, 

male, lower middle-class/working class socioeconomic level (based on a 

combined assessment of occupational and educational backgrounds), without 

four-year college/university degree, and not having moved extensively from 

the region in which they were interviewed. Each of these factors is explored 

in more depth below, following an overview of participant demographics in 

Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3. Eight regional speakers’ demographics. For “Ethnicity”, C=Caucasian, 
AA=African American, NR=Not Reported. In “Education”, 2-year colleges include 
vocational training, junior colleges, technical institutes, and community colleges. 
 

Dialect 
region 

Age Place raised Parents 
Raised 

Ethnicity Educational 
Background 

Recent Occupation 

West 44 CA CA NR20 2 year 
college 

Service manager 
inspector pest 
control 

Non- 
Regional 

32 International 
(moved ~3 
yrs) 

VA, NE, 
NY; MD 

C/AA BA Corporate business 
consultant 

New 
England 

40 ME ME C  High school Truck driver 

Inland 
North 

37 WI WI C <2 yr 
 

Construction 
foreman/firefighter 

Central 
North 

42 ND ND C 2 year  Maintenance man 

The 
Midland 

43 Eastern CO, 
KS 

KS C 2 year Hotel front desk 
clerk 

Texas  41 TX TX C 2 year  Assistant Police Chief 

South-
East 

33  SC SC; VA C  High School  IT (computer 
engineer) 

Age 

Age has been shown to effect speech both longitudinally and across 

generational boundaries (Eckert, 1997), that is across “real” and “apparent” 

time. Through these studies using both legacy and contemporary data, age as 

a variable has been linked to conservativism in speech and differences in 

dialect variation (Trudgill, 1988). Additionally, age changes a person’s vocal 

tract physically, sometimes leading to less clarity in recording vowel formants 

(Xue & Hao, 2003). Speakers were between the ages of 30-55 years to 

maintain relatively stable acoustic voice quality. 

Gender 

Several studies have identified the relation between dialectal variables and 

gender, as well as the way in which gender has been linked to promoting or 

inhibiting innovation or standardization within a linguistic community. 

Trudgill (1972), for example, surveyed the use of -ing among two social 

classes in Norwich, England, and found that women were overall more likely 

                                                 
20 This speaker mentioned during the interview session that his family was originally of Hispanic 

descent, but that his parents and he himself had been raised in California. 
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to use the more standard [ɪŋ] as opposed to [ɪn], regardless of class or speech 

style. When a prestigious or positively perceived variety is introduced, 

women have also been shown to shift to the more favorable pronunciation, as 

in Labov’s (1966a) study of r-lessness in New York City, which showed a 

shift towards r-ful pronunciation, an innovation used by higher classes which 

was closer to other US pronunciations. However, there is a difference in effect 

between highly-marked, distinctive features, such as r-lessness, and sound 

changes that are not as easily perceived, as may be the case with innovative 

vowel changes such as the Northern Cities Shift, or u-laxing to [ʊ]; Di Paolo 

and Faber (1990) describe one among a number of studies indicating that 

women were, in fact, leading the way in this sound change in Utah, which 

occurs without the explicit awareness of speakers or listeners, as is the case 

with many vowel shifts and mergers. 

Therefore, while women may exhibit a general tendency to either maintain 

the standard or adapt incoming innovations to language, men have been 

shown to exhibit the more stable, marked, or traditional features of a variety. 

With the latter being more desirable for this study, male participants were 

sought. 

Ethnicity 

Investigations into the relationship between language and ethnic identity have 

grown rapidly in recent decades, with researchers looking into where 

differences lie within dialects with respect to ethnicity and social identity. 

African American Vernacular English (AAVE) is often the topic of such 

discussions, such as Rickford’s (1985) paper on differences between two 

speakers, one white and one black, from South Carolina’s sea islands, which 

found that they differed more in morphology and their grammatical 

characteristics than in phonology. More recent studies have shined light on 

Chicano English (Fought, 2003) and Asian-American varieties (Hanna, 

1997). Ethnic varieties may also share at least some phonological similarities 

with regional varieties, such as AAVE in the South; such minority dialects 

may also influence change with respect to regional standards due to social 

stigmas, as may be the cause among white southerners losing r-lessness, a 

feature common among African-American speakers (Thomas, 2008). Social 

identity in an ethnic community has also been shown to impact language use, 

regardless of a person’s own ethnic background.  

Discussions of how language community and in-group identification can 

influence a speaker’s language use have gained in importance in 

sociolinguistic research on linguistic identity construction, as evidenced by 

language “crossings” of ethnic and linguistic social boundaries (De Fina, 

2007; Cutler, 1999; Rampton, 1995, 2007). However, the highly diverse 

composition of the American populace can make constructing ethnic 
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identities rather complicated, as well as investigating the communities of 

practice and networks of participants. In the present study, participants were 

asked to note their ethnicity, and the results were wide-ranging and 

exemplified the complexity of defining one’s ethnic background. While some 

responses produced clear answers, such as “White”, “African-American”, or 

“Caucasian”, others went into detail describing their family background from 

multiple, previous generations, noting, for example, the Portuguese or Italian 

heritage of their grandparents, or even great-grandparents; one answer was 

simply “Heinz 57”, a once-popular term describing mixed ancestry (though 

not necessarily ethnicity), which refers to the American ketchup brand and its 

diverse ingredients. However, only the regional speaker from the West (in 

this case California) mentioned during the interview session that his family 

was of Hispanic descent, though he and his parents were raised in California, 

and the Non-regional speaker was Caucasian/African-American.21  

In light of the highly diverse makeup of the population and the importance 

of social identity and community on speech, it becomes important to note that 

ethnicity in no way precludes a speaker from having a regional or standard 

dialect; while identification with a particular ethnic group may influence 

one’s speech and desire to exhibit language associated with that group, a 

speaker’s accent is more heavily influenced by their linguistic community of 

practice than their ethnic makeup (Eckert, 2000; Meyerhoff, 2002; Mallinson 

& Childs, 2007). Furthermore, bi-dialectal competence between vernacular 

and standard varieties of English has been strongly evidenced (Rickford et 

al., 2013). Speakers of AAVE, for example, are known to be bi-dialectal in 

most circumstances, with their degree of use being influenced by a 

combination of several social aspects, such as socioeconomic class, 

occupational status, education, and neighborhood (Labov et al., 1968; Baugh, 

2003; Lippi-Green, 2012; Rickford et al., 2015). In the present case, 

occupational status and education were gathered, but detailed information on 

speakers’ communities of practice was not obtained in order to specify 

whether they were a member of a particular ethno-linguistic community. 

Ethnic information was requested of participants but was not considered a 

determining factor for inclusion or exclusion in the study; that is, a speaker 

could not be excluded based on ethnic background alone. Although a diverse 

range of ethnicities were not present in the speakers for this study, 

nevertheless, it is still deemed important to set this determination: that 

ethnicity alone not be a deciding factor for exclusion or inclusion, especially 

given the varied ancestry of many participants as is expected in the United 

States.  

                                                 
21 This was not surprising given that the ethnic composition of California is nearly 40% Hispanic (2010 

Census). As with all speakers, their speech was further assessed for regional suitability (Section 3.4.3). 
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Social hierarchy and socio-economic standing 

Social class in general has been shown play a significant role in people’s 

linguistic behavior, for example negative attitudes towards a lower-class 

accent leading to linguistic insecurity and accommodation by speakers, which 

were notably highlighted in Labov’s (1966a,b) studies on social mobility and 

stratification. Defining these classes subjectively, however, remains difficult, 

as the delineations of social hierarchy can rely on occupation and wealth, but 

also amount of upward mobility and identity, educational background, social 

network, or simply the neighborhood where one resides. Socio-economic 

status is a long-standing factor in dialectal variation. However, the concept of 

social class and hierarchy is difficult to define, especially in comparison to 

factors such as age and, to an extent, gender. Historically, social classes have 

been divided into ‘working’, ‘middle’, and ‘upper class’ with sub-categories 

among the middle and working classes, though the criterion for membership 

are tenuous and naturally differ across different societies. As cited in 

Chambers (2009: 42), the “middle class” may refer to owners, directors, or 

some with inherited wealth, (semi)-professionals, and managers, while the 

“working class” includes clerks, skilled and unskilled manual workers, and 

laborers. 

 Categorization may be based on a combination of several factors which 

are often interrelated, including occupation (e.g., manual labor, clerical 

services, trade, or inheritance/passive income), wealth, social hierarchy and 

lineage (which may be exclusive of wealth), and educational 

level/opportunity. Factors such as these may also be combined into an index 

of social class, as illustrated by sociologists Blishen and McRoberts (2008), 

who provide a socioeconomic index for numerous occupation titles in 

Canada. The definition of class has also been linked in terms of position and 

power in society, and the necessity to produce goods (Aronowitz, 2004). 

These approaches to class, using socially-based indexing and investigating 

other social variables related to occupation and education, add insights to 

linguistic variation as addressed in sociological research. As noted by 

Rickford (1986), taking note of such previously employed techniques and 

systems, the “theoretical machinery”, from the social sciences is highly 

beneficial to sociolinguistics. 

Especially in the United States, where lineage, income, and education play 

a different role than, for example, in the United Kingdom, a multifaceted and 

flexible approach to defining social class in sociolinguistic research is needed. 

For this study, the background questions on occupation and educational level 

comprised the assessment of a speaker’s social class; data from working class 

speakers who were either public servants (e.g., firefighters, clerks, deputies) 

or manual workers was gathered, following Chambers’ (2009) description of 

Working Class. 
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Education 

Educational level may be included as a separate variable, but is often 

associated with social standing, income, and mobility. For this study, it was 

preferred that targeted participants had not obtained a four-year college or 

university degree, and those speakers chosen for the final study had not 

completed more than two years of higher education.  

Mobility 

Mobility has been shown to have a significant effect on the production and 

perception of language (Clopper & Pisoni, 2006; Clopper, 2006; Chambers 

& Heisler, 1999; Bowie, 2000). Clopper and Pisoni (2006), for example, 

investigated how geographic mobility affected categorization and perceptual 

similarity of dialects, wherein region of origin and geographic mobility were 

found to affect perceptual similarity of the regional varieties, though 

residential history did not significantly affect categorization accuracy. In the 

present study, based on residential history determined during the interview 

and the background information provided by the participant, the speaker must 

have been raised and continuously living in the linguistic dialect zone (i.e., 

not having moved from their region for 5 or more years), and where their 

parents were raised was taken into account as well, with one or both parents 

having been raised in the same linguistic region. 

Interviewer demographics 

The goal of controlling demographics here is to minimize standardization on 

the part of the speaker or competing dialect effects between the interviewer 

and speaker as much as possible, as well as to have target groups to whom the 

interviewer may be seen as neither threatening nor intrusive. Usually, in terms 

of demographics, the more similar the speaker and the interviewer, the less 

interviewer effects will be present. This is not the case, though, in terms of 

age: the closer two people are in age, the more likely it is that differences in 

demographics will become noticeable (Di Paolo & Yaeger-Dror, 2010). 

One additional issue is the speaker’s tendency to accommodate the 

interviewer by altering their speech (Giles, 1970). When researching dialects, 

some of which are highly stigmatized, such as many Southern and New 

England varieties, it is important that the researcher’s own accent does not 

influence the speaker to change their speech, for example standardizing as to 

not make their accent so apparent to an outsider.  

Certainly, the perception of the interviewer as an “authority” or a member 

of the so-called “academic elite” also has an effect on a participant’s 

production, as well as success rate for finding participants. Palmen et al. 

(2012) discuss these expectations and effects, foremost that, “According to 

the authority principle, interviewers with more authority should have a lower 
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refusal rate than interviewers with less authority” (160). They also cite a 

number of studies which link speakers of a standard language variety as more 

intelligent, self-confident, more competent than people with a regional or 

non-standard accent, and having higher status than speakers with regionally 

marked accents (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; Milroy & Milroy, 2012; Heijmer 

& Vonk, 2002; Kraaykamp, 2005; Grondelaers & van Hout, 2010).  

Thus, the use of a regional or non-standard accent would be presumed to 

be perceived as less professional, educated, or competent, resulting in a higher 

refusal rate. Critically, however, this assumes the association of standardness, 

high professionalism, and high education with high prestige, which is not 

necessarily the case in the rural United States. The “Liking principle” 

therefore becomes relevant, as found by Mai and Hoffman (2011; as cited in 

Palmen et al. (2012)) who discovered that, with respect to sales and 

marketing, the closer in dialect of the salesperson and client, the more 

positively sales were influenced. This leads to the expectation that, “The 

response rate is higher when interviewers with a regional accent call equally 

accented respondents than when they call respondents who speak the standard 

variety” (Palmen et al., 2012). 

Therefore, similarity between the speaker and interviewer should not only 

make refusals less likely, but is thus likely to positively affect the natural 

validity of a participant’s speech. This is especially the case when authority 

may not be a benefit (as in dialectal research, as opposed to sales). The 

overriding expectation is that those with a higher authority accent, in this case 

standardized American, would result in higher response for a telephone 

survey. However, when conducting field research in non-urban areas with 

stigmatized dialects, having an authoritative accent may be more 

detrimental.22 Overall, interviews were successful from the first attempt in 

most parts of the country, with the exception of the Midland.23  

Due to the breadth of the current research, a large range of social settings 

and situations were encountered, and the speaker and researcher were rarely 

from the same region or community of practice within the US. The targets 

were generally male, over 35 years, of Caucasian or mixed-ethnicity and had 

not completed a 4-year degree program, whereas the interviewer was less than 

30 years, Caucasian, and female. Despite the interviewer’s (researcher) 

                                                 
22 The researcher’s own, self-evaluated accent is a standardized American with minor southern 

influences (/u/ fronting, light /aɪ/ monophthongization, and /oʊ/ centralization). The lack of 

standardness, which signifies authority and amplifies the social distance between interviewer and 

interviewee, may make participants more comfortable and willing to speak their own accent. 
23 In two locations in the Midland, several attempts to conduct interviews were unsuccessful. 

Participants either refused or were told to not take part in the study by people nearby. This was not the 

case for the entire region, however; Kansas (also in the Midland) produced successful interview 

attempts and accommodating reception to the research.  
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standardized southern accent, she was an outsider to all recording 

communities, mostly gaining access through random encounters (New 

England, Inland North, Central North, Midland, Texas), on two occasions 

through extended family (West, Non-regional), and on one occasion through 

a colleague (South). 

At first, attempts were made to use social communications and networking 

to find speakers, but in almost every instance there arose some manner of 

conflict, usually the interviewee notifying the contact person last-minute that 

they would not be able to make the interview. After this occurred on several 

occasions, the researcher tried random sampling, for example approaching 

strangers who might fit demographic requirements of age and gender, and 

asked if they would take part in an anonymous interview for the researcher’s 

project, or if they knew someone who might be interested. This method 

greatly improved the acceptance rate. 

Setting and recording equipment 

The setting and environment for an interview session may have a profound 

impact on the resulting recording. A laboratory setting has its advantages—

noise is reduced and can be nearly eliminated, materials and equipment are 

ready to use, and the researcher is in control of the session. However, when 

trying to obtain natural data, this environment can lead to nervousness, 

formalized reading, and rushing on the part of the participant. Because of the 

added difficulties in convincing participants to come to a separate location, 

in-situ recordings are a suitable option. This increases comfortability for the 

participant, who will therefore be more willing to participate and speak 

naturally, though background noise and set-up become critical issues not 

necessarily present in a lab environment. Some labs, such as Stanford 

University’s sociolinguistics lab, however, have attempted to bridge the gap, 

making a research location look like a comfortable living room in order to 

elicit natural data.  

In the case of this research, gathering the recordings in the field was a key 

aspect of the project, as the locations were widespread, in rural areas, and the 

subjects were approached without prior contact. Because of the impromptu 

nature of recordings (and the difference in locations), the setting varied to a 

small extent, though almost always took place in an empty office in the 

workplace of the interviewee (e.g., fire station, hotel, library, police station, 

museum, shop, town hall). However, the speaker and interviewer were always 

alone in order to limit outside influence on recordings. 

In almost every circumstance, the recording was made in a closed, empty 

room. However, some outside noise (e.g., vacuum cleaners, sirens, phones 

ringing, people knocking on the door) would occur. In the rare case that such 

an interruption disrupted the interview or task, the recordings were either 
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paused and re-started from before the interruption (as was the case for the 

sample used from Texas), or those sections were removed entirely from the 

data. On a few occasions, the researcher failed to re-start the recorder after a 

pause, and the session was re-done from that point. 

The recorder used was a Zoom H4n set to 24-bit/96kHz, with an Audio 

Technica 8351 Lapel microphone, which the speaker attached themselves. A 

test was done to ensure the recording was made at an appropriate volume and 

without excessive background noise before the interview commenced. 

3.4.3. Speaker selection 

Bearing in mind the US regional features described in previous dialectal 

literature, the elicitation materials were expected to elicit featural differences 

in the vowels brought on by regional shifts and mergers, thereby making 

evaluations of dialectal affiliation possible. These comprised the assessment 

criteria for selecting the samples which would be included in the perceptual 

project. The following describes the assessment of speaker production and 

marked features and provides an illustration of their vowel space.24 

“Markedness” in the following paragraphs refers to those features or 

combinations of features which distinguish a variety from others. Highly 

marked varieties contain more distinctive features, while minimally-marked 

regions share the majority of their features with other regions. These, among 

other anticipated features, as evidenced by the aforementioned established 

literature describing phonological processes in US dialects, are described 

below in light of the samples that were gathered and summarized in Table 

3.4. 

The North 

The sample from New England (Figure 3.2) showed post-vocalic, pre-

consonantal r-lessness, which was observed by a low F3 in the spectrograms, 

and the low-back merger [ɑ]~[ɒ]~[ɔ], wherein, while there is a shift to merge 

the cot /ɑ/ towards caught /ɔ/, it is realized further back than the cot-caught 

merger presented in the Central North sample (Figure 3.4). Additionally, /oʊ/ 

and /u/ are not expected to be fronted and maintain a back position, and /u/ in 

fact is realized very far back. Aspects of the Northern Cities Shift are evident 

in the Inland North sample (Figure 3.3), most notably the front vowel /æ/ is 

raised, and /ɑ/ is fronted. The cot-caught merger does not affect the low back 

vowels which remain split, while /u/ and /oʊ/ are also in a farther back 

position. The Central North region is not expected to actively participate in 

                                                 
24 All vowel spaces include average vowel values at the 20% and 80% points and individual tokens 

(light point=mean 20% and 80% together) and are Nearey1 normalized. See Chapter 4 for more 

information on normalization. 
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neighboring shifts and sound changes, such as the Northern Cities Shift. 

However, /oʊ/ in this case is pronounced far back with very little offglide, 

while /u/ is maintained and not fronted, and /eɪ/ shows slightly less offglide 

than average. Unlike the Inland North, the low-back merger is clearly present. 

 

Figure 3.2. New England speaker vowel space 

 

Figure 3.3. Inland North speaker’s vowel space 
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Figure 3.4. Central North speaker’s vowel space 

The South 

In this case, the South-eastern ‘South’ speaker (Figure 3.5) exhibits little /aɪ/ 

glide reduction, even before voiced consonants or word finally, and at times 

even lengthens the nucleus of the vowel; while this may act to emphasize the 

/a/ portion of the diphthong, there always remains some offgliding at the end, 

and the lack of glide reduction may be a consequence of the tokens used for 

elicitation. The offglide of /oi/, however, is well-reduced in comparison to the 

average. There is also the fronting/raising of /ɛ/, and the pin-pen merger /ɪ/>/ɛ/ 

(conditioned to occur before nasals) is clearly present. /æ/ is slightly higher 

than average, and most noticeable in comparison with other varieties such as 

the Non-regional speaker. Back vowels /oʊ/ and /u/ both show fronting. There 

is no cot-caught merger, with distinct low-back vowels /ɔ/ and /ɑ/. Texas 

(Figure 3.6) shows further evidence of Southern sound changes than the 

previous variety, at later stages of the Southern Shift, including /aɪ/ glide 

reduction. For example, /ɪ/ is much higher, nearing /i/, while /ɛ/ is higher than 

average. /eɪ/ and /æ/, on the other hand, are nearly pronounced at the same 

point in the nucleus, while /eɪ/ presents a long glide returning to its position; 

/u/ and /oʊ/ are both fronted in the nucleus as well. 
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Figure 3.5. South speaker’s vowel space 

 

Figure 3.6. Texas speaker’s vowel space 

Minimally-marked varieties (West, Midland, Non-regional) 

The Non-regional variety was expected to exhibit no marked extremes in 

terms of distinctive features (such as /oi/ or /aɪ/ glide-reduction in southern 

varieties, or /æ/ raising in the North), and samples originating in areas 

traditionally considered “General American”, or regions undergoing dialectal 
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development (e.g., the West and Midland; Labov et al., 2006) were expected 

to range in featural markedness with some /u/-fronting evident in the West, 

as well as the cot-caught merger. The West sample (Figure 3.7) closely 

follows the centroid of all varieties for a given phoneme, with caught and cot 

maintaining distinction, but shows the notable fronting of /u/. In a similar 

manner to the West, the Midland (Figure 3.8) is expected to show a mixture 

of influences and a vowel space that more closely resembles the centroid of 

all varieties. However, /ɔ/ and /ɑ/ are much more closely positioned than, for 

example, the South or West, indicating the cot-caught merger. As noted 

above, the Non-regional speaker (Figure 3.9) was not expected to exhibit any 

strongly marked characteristics, such as /ɔi/ glide reduction, the pin-pen 

merger, or /æ/ raising, nor to deviate greatly from the average. The only 

characteristic exhibited in this sample is strong /u/ fronting, a feature which 

is spread throughout the United States in various degrees, though originating 

in the South. 

 

Figure 3.7. West speaker’s vowel space 
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Figure 3.8. Midland speaker’s vowel space 

 

Figure 3.9. Non-regional speaker’s vowel space 
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Table 3.4. Features exhibited by speakers per region, based on qualitative assessment of 
samples and vowel spaces.  

Properties affecting  
phoneme: 

In
lan

d
 N

o
rth

 

C
e

n
tral N

o
rth

 

M
id

lan
d

 

N
e

w
 En

glan
d

 

W
e

st 

So
u

th
 

Te
xas 

N
o

n
 R

eg. 

/oʊ/ Offglide reduced [oʊ]→[oː], [o̙ʊ] X X   X        

  Nucleus fronted [o̘ʊ̈]     X     X X  

/u/ Fronted [u̘ʷ]         X  X X X 

/ɔɪ/ Offglide reduced [ɔɪ→ɔ]           X X  

/æ/ Raised higher/front [æ̝] X  
 

      X     

  High-front inglide [jæ̝] X 
 

           

/ɑ/   Fronted (towards /æ/) [ɑ̘] X 
 

  X        

  Low-back merger [ɑ=ɔ]   X X  X25 
 

     

/ɔ/ Lowered [ɔ̞] X              

/ɛ/ Fronted/raised [ɛ→ɪ]         X X X  

 Backed X        

/ʌ/  Backed towards /ɔ/       X        

/aɪ/ Glide reduced/_+Voice: [aɪ]→[a]           X X  

 Glide reduced/_-Voice: [aɪ]→[a]             X  

/eɪ/ Nucleus lowered [e̞ɪ]   
 

        X  

  Offglide reduced X X            

/ɪ/ Fronted-raised towards /i/             X  

/r/ Non-rhotic following V        X   
 

   

3.4.4. Summary 

During this fieldwork, high-quality recordings were gathered of controlled 

speech-data from seven regions and from one non-regional speaker in the US. 

From the recorded data gathered from personal interviews, it is therefore 

possible to extract the condensed sentences to begin phonetic comparison of 

the dialects to establish acoustic distance measurements between them. Once 

all regions’ recordings were completed, the sentences were reviewed by 

listeners from the various regions in order to obtain perceptual distances and 

data. 

                                                 
25 In this case, /ɑ/ is pronounced back, closer to where [ɔ] is produced, while words with /ɔ/ are shifted 

slightly as a result. 
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4. Chapter Four: Acoustic procedures and 
production analysis 

 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the techniques used in devising an acoustic distance 

measurement and means of investigating differences in the speech sounds 

between samples. Considerations that are taken into account when measuring 

speech are discussed, as well as normalization procedures, and a comparison 

of methods. When considering existing methods for analyzing dialectal 

variation, there has been an increase in quantitative studies of vowel 

production and perception from a sociolinguistic perspective as well as wide-

scale variation among languages and dialects with the advent of 

sociophonetics. Section 4.2 discusses the use of transcribed and acoustic data, 

4.2.1 addresses considerations made when making acoustic measurements, 

and 4.3 reviews approaches to vowel normalization. Section 4.4 then 

describes the acoustic measurement of the present data as featural scores and 

by Euclidean distance. 

4.2. Transcribed vs. acoustic data 

When devising a means of comparing the accents quantitatively, several 

aspects were taken into account. Initially, phonetic transcriptions of speech 

were considered, which could then be compared via weighted Levenshtein 

distance, an approach which would lessen the effects of physiological 

differences among speakers on measurements; such string-based comparisons 

of dialect differences can also adequately approximate perceptual distances 

(Heeringa & Gooskens, 2003; Heeringa, 2004; Wieling & Nerbonne, 2015). 

This is despite, or perhaps owing to, the impressionistic nature of phonetic 

transcription; a listener has the capability to filter unnecessary information 

from speech and is able produce and understand perceptually accurate data. 

Heeringa and Gooskens (2003), for example, found that dialect distances 
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based on transcriptions correlated to perceptual distances significantly better 

than solely acoustic methods, owing to such speaker characteristics as voice 

quality, “while the transcriber as well as the listeners in the perception 

experiment are probably able to abstract from individual speaker 

characteristics to a great extent” (p. 312).  

However, with transcriptions even the most careful, checked notation may 

contain errors and listener-biases, since one person’s perception of the 

acoustic signal can differ from another’s or change due to one’s individual 

physiology and neurology. Depending on the method of distance 

measurement (e.g., Levenshtein Distance), some differences that would be 

perceived as quite large are on equal standing as other changes; for example, 

bath>both would be the same distance as book>back. Even with weighted 

Levenshtein Distance, in which the distance of one vowel category to another 

influences how large its measurement is, the measurements are not always 

reflective of perceived distances.26 From these acoustic measurements, 

visualization of the data also remains possible, and so the end-goal of 

illustrating language change and variation by distances between accents is 

maintained. In principle, the comparison of pronunciation via strings can be 

integrated with acoustic methods as well. 27  There have been previous 

attempts to compare speech samples quantitatively using acoustics, and it has 

been incorporated in automatic speech synthesis and processing.  

Heeringa and Gooskens’ (2003) “semi-acoustic method” measured 

Levenshtein distances between Norwegian dialects based on formant-value 

bundles including the number of segments in a pronunciation as a means of 

normalizing speech rate. There, the principles of Levenshtein distance were 

also adopted, wherein substitutions, deletions, and insertions were counted: 

substitutions, however, were based on the square root of the sum of a formant 

bundle (the first three formants) that differed between two words, squared;28 

deletions and insertions were defined as silence in the spectrogram. Heeringa, 

Johnson, and Gooskens (2009) then aimed to find a fully acoustic 

measurement technique which approaches the quality of semi-acoustic 

measures. Since previous uses of Levenshtein distance measurement that rely 

on phonetic transcriptions have performed accurately in corresponding to 

perceived distance, they proposed a means of using formant trajectories to 

                                                 
26 Context is also possible to account for in acoustic measurements, since surrounding consonants affect 

the vowel formants, especially if transitional information is maintained in the vowel measurement. 
27 Also, it has been shown that segment distances comprised of Levenshtein distance together with 

pointwise mutual information (PMI), are able to correlate significantly with vowel distances in formant 

space (Wieling et al., 2012). 

28  From Gooskens and Heeringa (2003: 303):  

NORWEGIAN DIALECTS EXAMINED PERCEPTUALLY AND ACOUSTICALLY 303

3.4. LEVENSHTEIN DISTANCE

The Levenshtein distances calculates the cost of changing one string into another.

It determines how the one string can be changed into the other in the easiest way by

inserting, deleting or substituting elements. A detailed description of the algorithm

is given by Kruskal (1999). Finding the distance between different pronuncia-

tions on the basis of their transcriptions, the elements are the phonetic segments.

However using the acoustic signal, the elements are spectra or formant bundles.

Now a substitution is calculated as follows. Assume a spectrum or formant

bundle e1 and e2 with respectively t frequencies or formants, then:

d(e1, e2) =

t

i = 1

(e1i − e2i )2

For the calculation of insertions and deletions we used definitions of “silence”.

We defined a “silence spectrum” as a spectrum for which the intensities of all

frequencies are equal to 0. A “silence formant bundle” is defined as a bundle for

which all frequencies are equal to 0. This means that in absolute silence there are

no vibrations.

If we used the Levenshtein distances directly, then longer words would

contribute disproportionately to the estimation of distances between varieties,

which does not accord with the idea that words are linguistic units. Therefore

we normalize each Levenshtein distance by dividing it by the length of the align-

ment. Sometimes the same Levenshtein distance may correspond with different

alignments having different lengths. We will illustrate this by two transcriptions,

although in this paper Levenshtein is applied to spectrograms and formant tracks

rather than to transcriptions. E.g the word bee is pronounced as [bin ] “Biene” in

German and as [bei] “bij” in Dutch. Two possible alignments are:

b i n b i n

b e i b e i

0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1

In the example, equal sounds have a cost of 0 and different ones a cost of 1.

However in our research we used the gradual weights found by the formula which

is given in the beginning of this section. This example shows that the longer align-

ment is the more reasonable one. Therefore we divide the Levenshtein distance by

the length of the longest alignment.

Using 58 words the distance between two dialects is equal to the average of 58

Levenshtein distances. When comparing two words between two dialects for which

no translation is given for one or both dialects, than the distance for that word pair

is taken to be the average of the distances of all word pairs for which translations

in both dialects were available.

All distances between the 15 dialects were arranged in a 15 × 15 matrix.
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measure acoustic differences between Norwegian dialects that would match 

the accuracy of transcribed and semi-acoustic methods. There, instead of 

comparing frequency bundles in hertz or Bark based solely on the first three 

individual formants, z-scores per frame were calculated and compared 

between single words to capture the relationship between the relative 

positions of the formants as opposed to their specific values. They 

furthermore took into account ‘zero-crossing rates’, that is, “the number of 

times per interval that the amplitude waveform crossed the zero line” to 

indicate voiced versus voiceless points (p. 173). They then compared their 

results to Heeringa and Gooskens’ (2003) semi-acoustic method, as well as 

Gooskens and Heeringa’s (2004) study on perception of Norwegian dialects. 

They found that their results were comparable to those of the semi-acoustic 

method, performing nearly as well, though distances which incorporated 

some aspects of transcription were slightly better (r=0.53 for semi-acoustic 

distance of all 15 dialects; r=0.48 for fully acoustic distance). These studies 

support the notion that incorporating some elements of string-based 

measurements into the structure of comparing utterances acoustically is 

advantageous, and this is addressed in the present study’s formulation of 

acoustic-phonetic Euclidean distances (see Section 4.4.2). 

Acoustically-based analysis was therefore chosen over phonetic 

transcription, owing to its faithfulness to the signal a listener receives before 

other judgments or categorizations are made. Also, several analytic 

approaches are facilitated when using continuous, empirical data, such as 

statistical methods (e.g., linear regression and analysis of variance, as well as 

cluster, factor, and principal component analyses; for examples of the latter 

see Clopper & Paolillo, 2006; Grieve et al., 2011; Nerbonne, 2006; 

Shackleton, 2010; Labov et al., 2006). Although a formant-based approach 

necessitated high quality recordings that must be parsed and checked for 

interfering noise, erroneous speech, and furthermore must undergo 

normalization to be comparable to other data, it was deemed preferable to 

relying on transcriptions.  

In line with a formant-based approach, vocalic features are the focus of this 

investigation, owing to the relative ease in preparing and analyzing elicited 

differences between accents which can be measured and compared 

acoustically. While there are other spoken characteristics related to accent 

variation, including duration, consonants, or pitch, properties of the vowel 

system are strongly associated with dialectal divisions in American English 

and relatively straightforward to measure and compare, here using two points 
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in time and the first three vowel formants (properties of sound which aid in 

the identification of each vowel category) to describe each feature.29  

The attention to detail provided by acoustic analysis also comes with risks, 

however; acoustic measurements are inevitably sensitive to variation in the 

speech signal. Some aspects of this, such as anatomical or gender-based 

differences, may be ‘normalized’ (a topic discussed further in Section 4.3), 

but the loss of some material from the speech signal and the ability to manage 

excessive amounts of information is one matter which must be addressed 

when using such a method.  

4.2.1. Considerations when making acoustic measurements 

Once an acoustic analysis was established as a method, it was necessary to 

decide how to divide the sentences and measure distances between them. 

Several options exist in determining how and where to take acoustic 

measurements, as dictated by the specificity and aims of the research design. 

It is possible to measure or qualitatively evaluate differences in 

pronunciation, but to analyze them meaningfully in any depth relies on those 

methods for finding differences. Differences in pronunciation can also be 

assessed using a multitude of variable types: they can be continuous (e.g., 

vowel formants), binary (presence or absence of features), or categorical. 

Considering the speakers’ vowel space layouts (as presented in Chapter 3), 

the differences evident between them were quantified using acoustic 

measurements resulting in featural scores. Based on the y and x axes 

representing F1 and F2, these included determining differences in how high 

or low, forward or back vowels are situated on the plane.30 To do this, the 

process detailed below (Sections 4.3 and 4.4) is to first return to the acoustic 

signal, retrieve the vocalic formant measurements in hertz, and normalize 

them between speakers (Section 4.3). Following normalization, “featural 

scores” are established based on the measurements (Section 4.4.1), and the 

Euclidean distances are taken between the normalized formants (Section 

4.4.2). Normalization of the units is necessary as a basis for comparison 

between samples, working to improve the comparability of varieties which 

vary in terms of dialectal distribution and those which are subject to 

physiological variation as well. 

Working from the string-edit distance model of comparing sentences with 

phonemes, wherein measurements between each phoneme-pair (sometimes 

                                                 
29 In terms of consonantal differences, a combination of transcribed and acoustic methods would be 

possible to obtain comprehensive distance measurements; here, though, focus is maintained on vocalic 

distances.  
30 These terms of ‘height’ and ‘backness’ refer to the vowel plot as a representation of the jaw and 

tongue’s position during vowel production. 
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weighted for greater phonetic differences) would be compiled and averaged 

across the sentences, a method was developed which included noting each 

acoustic Euclidean distance between key phonemes, then averaging them 

across the utterance (described in Section 4.4.2). This ensured that 

comparison of each key feature was addressed even if there was little 

difference between them. Additionally, the entire utterance was also 

incorporated in the final distance measurement, in accordance with how the 

speech would be heard and perceived by listeners, as opposed to individual 

words or phonemes.  

4.3. Normalization 

Vowel-formant normalization, the process of improving uniformity among 

samples for purposes of comparison, is often used within linguistics as a 

means of removing unnecessary information from speech when making 

comparisons for sociolinguistic studies on language variation, or perceptual 

studies on speech. There exist a number of motives for such a process: a) to 

preserve phonemic information during the comparison, b) to preserve 

information about the speaker’s sociolinguistic/regional background, c) to 

minimize anatomical/physiological variation in speakers, and d) to closely 

replicate the normalization process that listeners perform when hearing 

speech (Adank et al., 2004; Flynn & Foulkes, 2011; Fabricius et al., 2009; 

Thomas & Kendall, 2007). However, normalization formulae (of which there 

are many) vary widely in performance given different goals.  

For this study, Nearey (1977) is chosen as a normalization method, and this 

section describes how this and other methods of phonetic normalization 

perform for the purposes of comparing regional variation, while reflecting 

perceptual speech processes. That is to say, because acoustically measured 

distances are also compared with results from perceptual tasks, the samples 

must be normalized for both sociolinguistic/regional comparison as well as 

perceptual testing; therefore, the chosen method must illustrate the ability to 

do both adequately.  

Studies employ two overarching varieties of normalization: vowel-intrinsic 

normalization, focusing on normalizing each vowel individually, which is 

often seen in perceptual studies, and vowel-extrinsic, which uses multiple 

vowels in the vowel-space to normalize. Typically, it is argued that vowel-

intrinsic methods, such as Syrdal and Gopal’s (1986) Bark Difference Metric, 

better resemble the human speech perception-system because they involve 

logarithmic transformations much like the inner ear’s cochlea (such as Bark, 

ERB, and Mel, devised to reflect human perceptual frequencies), but also that 

a person can normalize a single vowel from various speakers (and recognize 
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it as a certain vowel) without having to hear any other vowels from the same 

speaker with which to compare it. Adank et al. (2004), however, suggest that 

an individual has already been exposed to a wide variety of vowels from a 

similarly wide variety of speakers; therefore, vowel-extrinsic methods such 

as Lobanov (1971) or Nearey (1977) are able to reflect human perceptual 

processes as well.  

In this section, various methods, both vowel-intrinsic and extrinsic are 

compared. These methods are further divided by using categories of formant-

intrinsic versus formant-extrinsic—that is, keeping each formant separate or 

looking at the three formants in relation to each other. Additionally, speaker 

intrinsic and speaker extrinsic methods use either the vowels of one speaker 

versus the vowels of many. A speaker-extrinsic method, for example, is used 

in such works as the Atlas of North American English (Labov et al., 2006), 

where vast numbers of speakers are examined across the US and their grand 

mean is used for normalization, and general, regional features are compared 

(Thomas & Kendall, 2007). The benefits and shortcomings of each method 

are examined in depth in terms of the overall project’s goals. 

4.3.1. Vowel normalization methods in sociolinguistics 

There have been many previous studies evaluating normalization techniques; 

however, most focus on either sociolinguistic variation (e.g., Fabricius et al., 

2009; Adank et al., 2004) or speech perception (e.g., Syrdal & Gopal, 1986). 

The aim of the project in question requires the use of a normalization 

technique that can be used for both purposes, without sacrificing any 

important aspect of either (i.e., sociolinguistic information or perceptual 

similarity).  

Adank et al. (2004) reviewed twelve normalization methods using speech 

samples from male and female speakers of eight Dutch-speaking regions and 

evaluated them using linear discriminant analysis to see how well each 

method a) preserved phonemic variation, b) reduced anatomical/ 

physiological variation, and c) preserved sociolinguistic variation. Their 

results were as follows: In preserving phonemic variation, Lobanov, 

Nearey131, and Gerstman normalizations performed best, while the Bark 

transformation actually performed more poorly than hertz (no normalization). 

Similarly, only Nearey1, Lobanov, and Gerstman were able to eliminate 

gender-specific variation overall, while simply using scale transformations 

(log, Bark, ERB, Mel) failed to eliminate gender-specific variation, as 

expected. In preserving sociolinguistic, dialectal variation of the eight 

                                                 
31 Labeled Nearey1 following Adank et al. (2004) to distinguish between this formant-intrinsic method, 

and Nearey2, which is formant-extrinsic. 
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regional varieties, however, Syrdal and Gopal (S&G, a vowel-intrinsic 

method) was able to preserve the most regional variation in the vowels, while 

Gerstman, Lobanov, Nearey1, and Miller (vowel-extrinsic) were next-most 

able. It is additionally noted that “procedures that reduce 

anatomical/physiological variation most effectively show a larger reduction 

of the sociolinguistic variation” (Adank et al., 2004: 3104), illustrating the 

relationship and effect of one method’s focal variable on other variables. 

While this research was also primarily intended for language variation (as 

opposed to perception), the authors make an additional notable point: 

although the primary aim of vowel-extrinsic methods are often for 

sociolinguistic or speech-recognition purposes, and vowel-intrinsic for 

perception, “it should not be overlooked that listeners have had years of 

exposure to different talkers’ voices before being able to categorize vowel 

tokens effectively” (Adank et al., 2004: 3105). 

Fabricius, Watt, and Johnson (2009) referred to the results from Adank et 

al. (2004) and investigated how well the Watt and Fabricius S-centroid 

method (referred to as W&F) performed against Lobanov and Nearey1 in 

terms of socio-phonetic research, using RP English and Scottish English as 

test varieties. W&F is a vowel-extrinsic method based on the centroid value 

established from the three corners of the vowel triangle: the mean minimum 

F1 and maximum F2 for the first point, middle F2 between the maximum and 

minimum for the second, and minimum F1 and F2 for the third. 

 In order to test the methods, they explore how well they a) equalize vowel-

space areas by removing variance between speakers, b) improve overlap of 

vowel polygons by measuring the degree of intersection, and c) reproduce the 

relative vowel positions within a vowel space for normalized values. They 

conclude that W&F performs “at least as well as” Lobanov and Nearey1 in 

these tests. Again, it was noted that perception was not considered in the tests. 

The focus on creating a good visual representation of normalization (and 

comparing geometric, cross-speaker mappings) in Fabricius et al. (2009) 

offers an important perspective, taking into account physical vowel-space 

overlap, as shown in Clopper’s (2009) comparison of the above methods in 

light of sociolinguistic performance, which illustrates strengths and 

weaknesses especially in terms of gender alignment in the vowel space. 

Recently, Flynn and Foulkes (2011) investigated 20 methods, and 

evaluated them for their ability to neutralize the “variation in formant data 

due to inter-speaker physiological and anatomical differences” for speakers 

of British English. He did so by considering two things: SCV (squared 

coefficient of variation) of the compared vowel space areas, and the alignment 

of vowel spaces judged by intersection and overlap (see Figure 4.1). He then 

provided ranks of each method’s coefficient of variation, as well as the ability 

to align the speakers’ vowel spaces. His results showed that vowel-extrinsic, 
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formant-intrinsic, speaker-intrinsic methods (e.g., Gerstman, Lobanov, Watt 

& Fabricius, and Nearey) equalized and aligned the vowel spaces best, and 

that, overall, vowel-intrinsic scaling methods (such as those involving log, 

ERB, Mel, and Bark transformations) performed poorly, though not always 

the worst in terms of SCV.  

 

 

Figure 4.1. Illustration of alignment of vowel space; similarity of the area for two vowel-

space trapezoids after normalization was tested in Flynn & Foulkes (2011). 

4.3.2. Perceptual relevance 

Normalization is not only used in studying production, but also with respect 

to speech perception. In particular, Johnson (2008) addresses the question of 

how we perceive sounds similarly, despite all the inter-speaker differences. 

He states that, “Speaker normalization’ refers to this...line of research 

centering on the fact that phonologically identical utterances show a great 

deal of acoustic variation across talkers, and that listeners are able to 

recognize words spoken by different talkers despite this variation” (p. 363). 

He discusses how the role of vowel formants has been essential in perception, 

especially the first and second formants, though identification and perception 

are also affected by F0, as well as F3 to some extent, among other factors. 

Based on the idea that vowels are “relative patterns, not absolute formant 

frequencies” (p. 366), he also discusses “formant-ratio” methods, the 

aforementioned ‘formant-extrinsic’ varieties, such as Miller and Syrdal and 

Gopal. One issue which arises with such methods is that, despite the proven 

effect of F0 and, to a lesser extent, F3 on perception, they are treated as 

equally important with the other formants in Miller and S&G methods. 

Furthermore, it is noted that the Peterson or Sussman methods do not include 
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F0 at all in these formant ratio models. Additional factors he discusses include 

duration and trajectory, which are especially important factors in American 

vowels and not taken into account with most normalization methods.  

Other methods/algorithms for normalization are furthermore discussed, 

and it is mentioned that “When it comes to scatter reduction...no algorithm 

has been shown to work better than simple statistical standardization of 

formant values,” for example, formant-intrinsic methods of Disner, Lobanov, 

and Nearey (p. 370). However, although effective in reducing the variance 

between two samples, these formant-intrinsic methods are also vowel-

extrinsic, meaning one requires a full/extensive vowel inventory, which is not 

indicative of how humans process and normalize sound in real life. This 

brings us back to Adank et al.’s point, that humans are indeed exposed to a 

vast vowel inventory from a multitude of different speakers throughout our 

lifetimes, and that information may be used during the normalization process, 

regardless of how much information is given in a single utterance.  

In the present research, it is important to examine the benefits of using 

vowel normalization for both sociolinguistic and perceptual purposes, as 

normalization is an integral step in devising a distance measurement by which 

to compare regional varieties of American English. Normalization results in 

the ability to compare and measure the varieties and the vowel spaces among 

different speakers, and to assure that the measurement is reflective of both 

acoustic distance as well as perceptual distance. The distance measurement 

can be used for a number of purposes, not only illustrating how different 

varieties are in pronunciation, but correlating to perceptual distance, as well 

as geographic distance. 

Conclusions on Normalization Methods 

Vowel intrinsic studies perform very well in terms of retaining dialectal data 

but perform poorly when taking physiological/anatomical (e.g., gender-

related) differences into account. The Bark-difference metric would be the 

choice vowel-intrinsic method, due to its perceptual qualities and adequate 

performance in vowel space overlap. However, it does not manage to remove 

physiological differences, and although there are no cross-gender 

comparisons in this study, other anatomical differences between speakers are 

impossible to avoid. 

On the other hand, vowel extrinsic studies are highly ranked in removing 

physiological/anatomical differences and overlapping the vowel spaces well, 

and adequately ranked in retaining regional variation.32 One downside to these 

vowel-extrinsic methods is the number of vowel measurements one must 

                                                 
32 Despite the results being in either hertz, or a scaled metric, one can also apply a Bark transformation 

before conducting further normalization (Van Heuven, Adank, & van Hout, 1999). 
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obtain in order to produce relevant vowel-spaces for comparison, though, as 

with gender, this issue does not present a problem for the current research, as 

a wide variety of vowels are taken from each speaker.  

The present research is focused on highlighting regional differences in 

vowel pronunciation, a task in which both vowel-intrinsic methods and 

several vowel-extrinsic methods (e.g., Lobanov, Nearey) performed more 

than adequately in preserving sociolinguistic variation (Adank et al., 2004). 

Of the vowel-intrinsic methods, the Bark Difference Metric (Syrdal & Gopal, 

1986) would be best for individual phoneme analysis (such as specific vowel 

studies with ERP) due to its acoustic properties: ratios of F0 and F1, F1 and 

F2, and F2 and F3 are consistent inter-speaker. It is also based on the 

perceptual Bark scale and is better for identifying vowel categories and 

investigating cross-regional variation in limited samples than vowel-extrinsic 

normalization methods. However, for overall vowel-space analysis and 

comparison between regions in the present study, vowel-extrinsic Nearey1 is 

preferred due to its ability to maintain regional variation and adequate 

performance in merging vowel spaces. When a great deal of data for many 

vowels within the inventory exists, as is the case in the main section of this 

research, a vowel-extrinsic method such as this is both logistically feasible 

and technically appropriate. 

The resulting vowels’ formants were therefore normalized using Nearey’s 

(1977) modified normalization method, using the “Vowels” package for R 

(Kendall & Thomas, 2010). There, Nearey1 is a vowel-extrinsic, formant-

intrinsic method based on the following formula (Thomas, 2011c):  

Equation 1. Nearey1 normalization 

F*n[V] = anti-log(log(Fn[V]) – MEANlog) 

 

Where F*n[V] is the normalized value for formant n of vowel V (e.g., F1 of 

/ɑ/), and MEANlog is the log-mean of all three formants for the speaker’s 

vowels (Thomas, 2011c: 166)33. As stated, it was chosen due to the breadth of 

the vowel inventory available in this data set, and its handling of socio-

phonetic and regional variation (Adank et al., 2004; Clopper, 2009; Fabricius 

et al., 2009; Flynn & Foulkes, 2011).  

                                                 
33 It is possible to compute for only F1 and F2, or F1-F3 using Nearey1 in the “Vowels” package; 

however, results for F1 and F2 differ depending on this choice, given the nature of the algorithm. 
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4.4. Measures of acoustic properties 

Notably, the location of measurement in the speech signal was a principal 

consideration in the acoustic analysis. Transitional areas between vowels, 

consonants, and pauses cause changes in the acoustic signal, making 

consistency in the measurement method crucial to producing accurate 

representations of the vowels. The current analysis focuses on two types of 

measurement: first, featural measures of ‘backness’, ‘height’, and ‘gliding’ 

for each vowel, and secondly, measures of Euclidean distances between the 

vowels’ formants (i.e., the distance between the plotted F1F2 tokens) for 

each speaker.  

First, the vowel onset and offset were determined. This can vary depending 

on a vowel’s environment, such as whether the vowel is in initial position, 

following a burst, an aspirated stop, or preceding approximants. The vowel 

segment was established by hand using observations of change and transition 

in the formants and amplitude in the waveform (see Figure 4.2).34 To 

determine the target area where the vowel’s main segment lies, the beginning 

of voicing and a regular pattern of vocal fold vibration for vowels following 

voiceless consonants or a pause were examined, and the end to the transitional 

period where the formants’ energy fades. This method is especially useful for 

measuring vowels preceding approximates, such as /w/ or /j/, which do not 

otherwise have a clear division between vowel and consonant. These ‘vowel-

like’ consonants, along with /r/ and /l/, can present difficulties: like a vowel, 

they contain formants, are high in energy (amplitude), and have a long, slow 

transition when compared to other consonants. In the word yay /jeɪ/, for 

example, it would be very difficult to distinguish the exact transition from /j/ 

to /eɪ/. However, in such an example the target area where the signal 

amplitude is strongest following or preceding a transition would indicate the 

vowel’s main state, as differences in amplitude are evident even between 

approximants and vowels.  

Following the vowels’ segmentation, acoustic comparisons were carried 

out between the eight varieties using the following procedure: hertz values 

were gathered by measuring the first and second formants at the 20% and 

80% points in the vowel segment (see Figure 4.2) using a modified version 

of Mietta Lennes’ “Collect formant data from files” Praat script.35 The script 

was modified to collect only relevant data, and format the output for later use 

                                                 
34 Tools for automatic phonetic segmentation have recently been developed as well. ‘Forced aligners’ 

use orthographic transcriptions of a speech file and match the sounds to the transcriptions using an 

integrated pronunciation dictionary. These are most useful for longer texts, for example in 

sociolinguistic transcriptions of conversation, though errors do occur, and segments need to be checked 

for accuracy in acoustic analysis. They are not implemented here due to the relatively short speech 

sample length. 
35 Now part of the “Speech Corpus Toolkit for Praat, available at https://lennes.github.io/spect/ 
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in the data analysis. F3 values were also gathered and noted for words where 

final rhoticity was of interest (e.g., ‘mother’). 

 

Figure 4.2. Spectrogram of the words “Goat, Out” with vowel segmentation (orange) and 

measurement points (green) 

 

The points (20% and 80%) were used as targets in each vowel segment as 

opposed to the furthest temporal edges, to avoid contextual effects. 

Additionally, diphthongs present several considerations in measurement, both 

theoretically and physically; because most vowels display some amount of 

variation within a single signal, it can be difficult to define precisely where a 

monophthong becomes a diphthong. As such, they commonly contain two 

stages of vocalic characteristics (Thomas, 2002b: 182), and categorization of 

a token to be “a diphthong” is difficult as diphthongization varies to a strong 

degree by accent. Considering the focus of this study, many vowel categories 

that are traditionally considered either “monophthongs” or “diphthongs” 

exhibit such degrees of change within the vowel that it would be detrimental 

to measure these differently than other vowels; therefore, they are considered 

here as other vowels in terms of measurement and further descriptions in 

terms of amount of gliding are preferred over the terms “diphthong” and 

“monophthong”. It has also been argued that the formant trajectory is itself 

crucial for analyzing variation between regional dialects (Jacewicz & Fox, 

2013). When finding values for comparing “monophthongal”, non-gliding 

vowels, it would be feasible to find the F1 and F2 of each vowel’s midpoint 

and compare the differences. However, this does not represent formant 

change and duration, something crucial to characterizing vowels accurately 

and describing those which glide. Because the vowels are measured at 
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different points, the average height, backness, and distance scores may also 

reflect influence from glide reduction or extension (though only at the 

beginning and end).  

In addition to choosing a measurement technique, the point of 

measurement within a vowel, and usage of a normalization algorithm,36 

further considerations were made in the acoustic analyses. During annotation, 

for example, inconsistencies in the formants’ automatic measurements were 

noted and erroneous segments were here measured by hand. Care was taken 

in making sure each interval was correctly placed in the vowel segment, 

taking context into account (e.g., how approximants, nasals, and stops affect 

the formants’ transitions before and after vowels). Aside from Euclidean 

distance, there also exist other, alternative means of distance measurement, 

some of which were experimented with in this study, such as angular distance, 

and the aforementioned string-edit distance.  

Depending on the tools used for measurement, adjustments must be made 

based on the properties of a sound sample, for example the maximum 

formants shown in a window for a male versus female speaker, as these 

options can impact the accuracy of measurements being made. The speech 

samples for this project were recorded using a lapel microphone and portable 

recorder, and acoustic signals were digitized at a sampling rate of 48 and 92 

kHz, and measurements were taken from spectrograms using the software 

Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2019), which creates spectrograms using a Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT). Praat also uses Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) to 

track formant readings, but these were reviewed in conjunction with the 

spectrogram as there is potential for errors to occur. Unless individual 

measurement was warranted, for example in the case of muddled 

spectrograms or erroneous LPC values, the default spectrogram window 

length of .005s was used, though for clarification of some formant 

measurements it was raised to .01s, and samples were lowpass filtered at 

10000 Hz, with 6 dB/oct. re-emphasis. Most speakers’ vowel measurements 

were made assuming 5 formants with a 5000 Hz maximum frequency range, 

although at times 4 were used to clarify the LPC, which at times offered more 

reliable measurement and formant representation.  

 Additionally, the linear predictive coding results of the third formant were 

often inaccurate or needed to be checked. This could result in difficulty when 

classifying rhoticity for a speaker, as well as faulty normalizations in those 

methods which include F3 in the calculation. It was deemed important to 

include F3 measurements in some cases due to the importance of rhoticity in 

US dialect variation. Therefore, where possible, F3 was recorded by hand in 

addition to the LPC-based formant measures. Measurements used in the 

                                                 
36 A detailed description of normalization techniques follows in Section 4.4. 
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analysis were also color-coded by standard deviation within a vowel group 

and checked for outliers and speakers’ vowel spaces were also examined—of 

585 vowels, the total of all eight speakers’ vowels from the six condensed 

sentences: 76 vowels per speaker, with nine subsequent removals due to 

shortened or mis-pronunciations, F1 and F2 at 20% and 80% resulted in 2,340 

measurements. Nine of these were corrected for erroneous measurements, 

found by looking for outliers per vowel group, and 4 were re-labeled and re-

measured due to a typographical error. Both individual examinations of vowel 

features and an aggregated analysis of vowels together by vowel-type were 

conducted as well as over sentences: individual vowel scores as well as 

vowel-group means were examined in the linear mixed effects regression and 

PCA presented below (Section 4.4.1), and aggregated, sentence-normalized 

means were examined via Euclidean distances (Section 4.4.2). 

4.4.1. Featural scores 

In addition to determining which vowels are relevant for association with 

particular dialects, investigating the phenomena that affect those vowels is 

key, as differences that affect a single vowel can have drastic effects on 

perception and dialect association (e.g., fronting vs. backing of /oʊ/ in 

distinguishing southern vs. northern varieties). Therefore, not only the 

distributions and distances between the normalized vowels as plotted in the 

F1F2 plane are examined, but also the extent that each vowel was affected 

by a certain feature-related phenomenon, such as backing, raising, gliding, 

rhoticity, and merging. To calculate featural scores for testing the bearing of 

vowel-phenomena, measurements were taken for each vowel’s group: a) 

average height and b) backness of each vowel-type, c) a ‘centroid-distance 

score principally to show amount of centralization, d) gliding, and e) rhoticity. 

Height and backness were measured as the mean 20% and 80% points of 

Nearey1 normalized F1 and F2 values, respectively, of each vowel, and 

rhoticity was measured as the mean F3 for relevant rhotic vowels. Gliding 

was based on Euclidean distances between the 20% and 80% points of each 

vowel’s formants (F1 and F2), and centralization was based on the Euclidean 

distance of each vowel’s mean F1F2 (across 20% and 80% points) to the 

centroid of the vowel space. Pillai scores to investigate the cot-caught merger 

between regions were also obtained for observational purposes, but were not 

analyzed statistically alongside the other featural scores, which were 

otherwise based on acoustic measurements.37 The final measurements resulted 

                                                 
37 Pillai scores, as detailed in Nycz & Hall-Lew (2013), can be used to reflect the amount of difference 

and overlap found between the /ɑ/ and /ɔ/ classes, using the F1 and F2 values of the two vowel classes, 

and compares how much variance there is between their distributions, then assesses the degree of 
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in featural scores, provided in Appendix D, which indicate how much a vowel 

was impacted by each given featural factor per regional sample.  

To elucidate where differences between varieties lie with respect to these 

features, a linear mixed effects analysis was performed using R and the lme4 

and emmeans packages to investigate the relationship between individual 

‘Feature Scores’ as a function of ‘Region’, depending on each given ‘Vowel’ 

and the ‘Type’ of feature (e.g., backness, height, gliding); because there were 

several repetitions of the vowel in different words, the word in which the 

vowel occurs as ‘Context’ was also included as a random factor.38 Here, the 

‘Scores’ were the continuous, dependent variable, and ‘Region’, ‘Vowel’, and 

the ‘Type’ of feature were crossed independent variables, as the same feature 

effects per each vowel group were found in the eight regions. The estimated 

marginal means (EMM)39 were also investigated pairwise between the 

regions using a posthoc Tukey test to see which regions differed significantly 

from each other with respect to the features exhibited (Tables 4.1–4.5), 

stemming from methods of comparing means of vowel categories conducted 

by Clopper and Pisoni (2004c), who used one-way ANOVAs to ascertain 

which regional varieties differed significantly based on vowel differences. 

This modelling and comparison of means yielded the following vowel groups 

that differed significantly between the eight samples: /ɑ/, /æ/, /eɪ/, /ɛ/, /oʊ/, 

/oi/, /u/, /aɪ/, /aʊ/, /ɚ/, /i/, /ɔr/, which are examined below based on feature 

type.  

For each set of regional comparisons, z-scores illustrate how close to the 

average difference between two regions a particular set’s difference falls, and 

are most useful for interpreting the results meaningfully.40 For example, if the 

z-score of the difference between Inland North and Texas’ /ɑ/ F2 were 0, it 

would indicate that the two regions are not different. However, it is 

significantly above the average difference between two regions—5.492 

standard deviations—in terms of /ɑ/ backness scores. Since it is positive, it is 

                                                 
difference between the two. This can be done when comparing means for a data set with multiple 

dependent variables using MANOVA—multiple analysis of variance—here the F1 and F2 values per 

speaker for the /ɔ/ and /ɑ/ vowels. Other means of evaluating vocalic mergers include measuring 

Spectral Overlap (Wassink, 2006), or Euclidean distances between the vowels. While Spectral Overlap 

provides a good assessment of merging vowel categories, many tokens are needed, and it does not work 

especially well for naturalistic data (Nycz & Hall-Lew, 2013). Euclidean distance may also be used 

(Kendall & Fridland, 2012), though it may not properly reflect the presence or absence of a merger due 

to its inability to show degree of overlap, only distance between tokens of each vowel group. 
38 In modified R notation: (Score~Region*Vowel*Feature+(1|Context)) 
39 Estimated Marginal Means are similar to means based on the raw data, but can instead take into 

account other variables in the model, such as repeated measures, subjects, gender, etc. 
40 It is again important to keep in mind that these scores are not based on the means derived from raw 

formant values, but on the estimated marginal means produced by the linear mixed effects analysis. 

These estimates take into account all of the information provided in the model, and are therefore used 

as an alternative to other statistical comparisons of means, such as ANOVA. 
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shown that the F2 values for the /ɑ/ vowel were higher for Inland North than 

Texas, indicating that the Inland North has a fronter /ɑ/ (and greater F2). If it 

were negative, the F2 values for the first region would be lower than that of 

the second indicating a backer vowel for the first region than the other given 

region in the set (as is the case in the Central North’s /æ/ F2 compared with 

New England).  

In accordance with the Northern Cities Shift, the Inland North contrasts 

with all non-northern regions in terms of /ɑ/ backness, being fronter than the 

South, Texas, Midland, Non-regional, and West (Table 4.1). Its /ɛ/ is also 

backer than the South, Texas, and Midland regions. New England appears to 

differ from Central North and Non-regional in /æ/ backness, being backer 

than Central North, but fronter than Non-regional. The Midland contrasts 

most in /eɪ/ backness, appearing fronter than the Central North, Inland North, 

and South. The South differs in /oʊ/ backness from the Central North and 

Inland North, as is to be expected as a result of nucleus centralization. New 

England’s /u/ vowel is also shown to be significantly backer than most other 

varieties’, namely the Central North, South, Midland Non-regional, Texas, 

and West. With respect to /oi/ backness, a combination of glide reduction and 

subsequent backing in the South would appear to be responsible for 

significant differences with all the northern regions: Central North, Inland 

North, and New England. 

Table 4.1. Significant contrasts between regional samples’ ‘backness’ feature scores: a result 

of a linear mixed-effects regression and contrast of the estimated marginal means. The z-ratio 

indicates the direction of the contrast (CN /æ/ is backer than NE, and NE is fronter than NR). 

CN=Central North, IN=Inland North, S=South, M=Midland, NE=New England, NR=Non-

regional, T=Texas, W=West  

Feature = F2 backness: 

Contrast Estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

Vowel = ɑ     

IN – S 0.138 0.033 4.173 0.001 

IN – M 0.16 0.033 4.888 <.0001 

IN – NR 0.156 0.033 4.739 0.0001 

IN – TX 0.18 0.033 5.492 <.0001 

IN – W 0.168 0.033 5.123 <.0001 

Vowel = æ     

CN – NE -0.185 0.056 -3.335 0.019 

NE – NR 0.168 0.055 3.04 0.049 

Vowel = eɪ     
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Feature = F2 backness: 

Contrast Estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

CN – M -0.207 0.066 -3.154 0.034 

IN – M -0.202 0.065 -3.095 0.041 

S – M -0.211 0.065 -3.228 0.027 

Vowel = ɛ     

IN – S -0.179 0.052 -3.457 0.013 

IN – M -0.165 0.052 -3.183 0.032 

IN – TX -0.17 0.052 -3.288 0.023 

Vowel = o     

CN – S -0.251 0.066 -3.827 0.003 

IN – IS -0.281 0.066 -4.274 0.0001 

S – M 0.225 0.065 3.442 0.013 

Vowel = oi     

CN – S 0.225 0.065 3.447 0.013 

IN – S 0.236 0.066 3.602 0.008 

IS – NE -0.215 0.065 -3.291 0.022 

Vowel = u     

CN – NE 0.335 0.079 4.239 0.001 

IS – NE 0.472 0.084 5.6 <.0001 

M – NE 0.272 0.084 3.221 0.028 

NE – NR -0.468 0.084 -5.546 <.0001 

NE – TX -0.38 0.084 -4.509 0.0001 

NE – W -0.477 0.084 -5.651 <.0001 

 

Height is also involved in several regional contrasts, for example /ɛ/ raising 

in the southern regions wherein Texas and the South contrast significantly 

from New England (Table 4.2). Again, /ɑ/ is also implicated, but this time the 

southern varieties show more advancement of the feature: the South differs 

significantly from the Central North, Midland, New England and West with 

a lower z-score, and Texas is lower than the Midland. Interestingly, the Inland 

North is also shown to be lower than the Midland, though this may be the 

result of interacting processes related to /ɑ/ fronting in the Northern Cities 

Shift and differentiating between the back vowels. With respect to 
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diphthongs, /aɪ/ average height was also associated with significant 

differences. Texas differed from the geographically northern regions, Central 

North, Inland North, and New England, as well as from the Non-regional 

sample, a consequence of glide reduction raising the average F1 score 

(making the vowel lower). /aʊ/ average height also differed between the 

South and New England, showing it to be higher on the part of the South. 

 

Table 4.2. Significant contrasts between regional samples’ ‘height’ feature scores. 

Feature = F1 Height: 

Contrast Estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

Vowel = ɑ     

CN – S -0.119 0.033 -3.627 0.007 

IN – M 0.109 0.033 3.326 0.02 

S – M 0.168 0.033 5.098 <.0001 

S – NE 0.112 0.033 3.419 0.014 

S – W 0.122 0.033 3.707 0.005 

M – TX -0.102 0.033 -3.13 0.037 

Vowel = aɪ     

CN – TX -0.264 0.073 -3.593 0.008 

IN – TX -0.24 0.073 -3.276 0.023 

NE – TX -0.257 0.079 -3.247 0.026 

NR – TX -0.239 0.074 -3.251 0.025 

Vowel = aʊ     

S – NE 0.261 0.084 3.094 0.041 

Vowel = ɛ     

S – NE -0.185 0.052 -3.574 0.008 

NE – TX 0.164 0.052 3.174 0.032 

 

Rhoticity is also responsible for differences in a few, notable cases. With 

respect to r-lessness in words such as mother and water, New England, which 

is characteristically r-less, contrasts most with Texas and the West, where r-

fulness is strong (Table 4.3). Interestingly, Central North also differs from 

Texas with respect to F3, though this may be due to the strength of Texas’ r-

fulness, and not due to any r-reduction in the Central North. In words like 

floor the main contrast is between New England and the Midland. Another 
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interesting outcome of this analysis is the F3 contrast between the Inland 

North and West with respect to /ɑ/. Here, it is again likely due to the r-fulness 

of the West, and could be a consequence of r-insertion, a remnant of the 

westward expansion from the Midwest where r-insertion is a more common 

feature. It is also an anecdotally mentioned feature in the central California 

valley regions, were this sample originates.  

 

Table 4.3. Significant contrasts between regional samples’ ‘rhoticity’ feature scores. 

Feature = F3 Rhoticity 

Contrast Estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

Vowel = ɑ     

IN – W 0.102 0.033 3.118 0.038 

Vowel = ɚ     

CN – TX 0.282 0.086 3.276 0.024 

NE – TX 0.338 0.084 4.007 0.002 

NE – W 0.286 0.085 3.367 0.017 

Vowel =ɔr     

M – NE -0.27 0.084 -3.201 0.03 

 

Centroid-distance scores show distance from the center of the vowel space, 

and interacting shifts could also influence centralization in vowel groups 

(Table 4.4). Here, the z-scores illustrate how close to the average difference 

between two regions their centroid distances fall. One centroid distance is 

subtracted from the other; the South, therefore, has a larger centroid distance 

than the Central and Inland North for /oi/, meaning those vowels are 

pronounced in more peripheral areas. A positive number indicates a more 

peripheral pronunciation (higher centroid distance) for the first variety, and 

negative indicates more centralization for that vowel for the first variety. 

Starting with /ɑ/, one can see contrasts primarily from the southern regions. 

In fact, the South differs from all other regions except for Texas: Central 

North, Inland North, Midland, New England, Non-regional, and West, and 

Texas differs from the Central North as well. The South also contrasts with 

respect to /eɪ/, with a lower centroid distance for the South than the Midland, 

perhaps an effect of /eɪ/ centralization and lowering towards /æ/ in the South. 

There are contrasts in /i/ centroid distance between the Central North and 

South, as well as the Central North and Non-regional varieties, indicating a 

lower distance in the Central North’s /i/ than the Non-regional and South. The 

back diphthongs /oʊ/ and /oi/ also show contrasts: /oʊ/ has a higher z-score 
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in the relationship between the Inland North and the South, likely due to a 

combination of centralization of the nucleus in the South and offglide 

reduction in the Inland North, where /oʊ/ is far back and with little movement 

towards the front. /oi/ differs between the Central North and the South, as well 

as Texas, and the Inland North with the South and Texas, with z-scores 

indicating /oi/ is closer to the centroid for the Inland North and Central North, 

where the movement of the vowel takes it from the back to the front with a 

midpoint closer to the center, and likely due to /oi/ glide reduction in the 

South, which keeps the vowel farther back. 

 

Table 4.4. Significant contrasts between regional samples’ ‘centroid’ feature scores. The z-

scores illustrate how close to the average difference between two regions their centroid 

distances fall; a positive number indicates a more peripheral pronunciation (higher centroid 

distance) for the first variety, and negative indicates more centralization for that vowel for 

the first variety. 

Feature = Centroid Distance 

Contrast Estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

Vowel = ɑ     

CN – S -0.195 0.033 -5.934 <.0001 

CN – TX -0.106 0.033 -3.211 0.029 

IN – S -0.177 0.033 -5.364 <.0001 

S – M 0.149 0.033 4.524 0.0001 

S – NE 0.141 0.033 4.315 0.0001 

S – NR 0.118 0.033 3.578 0.008 

S – W 0.141 0.033 4.267 0.0001 

Vowel = eɪ     

S – M -0.199 0.065 -3.052 0.047 

Vowel = i     

CN – S -0.263 0.086 -3.068 0.045 

CN – NR -0.262 0.085 -3.063 0.045 

Vowel = o     

IN – S 0.202 0.066 3.075 0.044 
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Feature = Centroid Distance 

Contrast Estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

Vowel = oi     

CN – S -0.242 0.065 -3.697 0.005 

CN – TX -0.225 0.066 -3.432 0.014 

IN – S -0.24 0.066 -3.664 0.006 

IN – TX -0.224 0.066 -3.401 0.015 

 

Three diphthongs were identified as having significant contrasts in terms 

of distance between the formants found at the beginning and end of a vowel. 

In several cases this is indicative of glide reduction or the process of 

monophthongization but could also be due to other changes or differences in 

the vowel (Table 4.5). Contrasts were evident for /aɪ/ between Texas, where 

glide reduction is a well-noted feature, and the West, Non-regional, Midland, 

and the South, indicating less gliding on the part of Texas, but also between 

the South and the Central North and between Midland and the Central North. 

/eɪ/ differed between Texas and the Central North, Texas and the Inland 

North, and Texas and the West, with the Central North and Inland North 

having more distance between the beginning and end of the vowel. /oi/ glide 

reduction is a well-noted feature in southern regions, and the South contrasted 

with the Non-regional and Midland varieties in having less of an offglide, as 

did Texas with the Midland and Non-regional varieties. Additionally, Non-

regional contrasted with the Central North and New England, showing the 

Non-regional as having more distance, and more gliding, in the vowel. 
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Table 4.5. Significant contrasts between regional samples’ ‘gliding’ feature scores. 

Feature = Gliding 

Contrast Estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

Vowel = aɪ     

CN – S -0.236 0.07 -3.392 0.016 

CN – M -0.237 0.073 -3.245 0.026 

S – TX 0.341 0.069 4.921 <.0001 

M – TX 0.342 0.073 4.659 0.0001 

NE – TX 0.288 0.079 3.642 0.007 

NR – TX 0.239 0.074 3.255 0.025 

TX – W -0.277 0.079 -3.504 0.011 

Vowel = eɪ     

CN – TX -0.236 0.066 -3.597 0.008 

IN – TX -0.211 0.066 -3.21 0.029 

TX – W 0.205 0.066 3.13 0.037 

Vowel = oi     

CN – NR -0.22 0.065 -3.361 0.018 

S – M -0.223 0.065 -3.415 0.015 

S – NR -0.288 0.065 -4.405 0.0001 

M – TX 0.242 0.066 3.691 0.006 

NE – NR -0.208 0.065 -3.188 0.031 

NR – TX 0.307 0.066 4.676 0.0001 
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These results provide an indication of how individual vocalic 

characteristics differ significantly between varieties. However, it is also of 

interest to examine which vowel features contribute to variation and 

clustering among the regional samples. The sixty-three featural scores were 

examined as variables in a principal components analysis. A scree plot 

indicated tapering of eigen values after 7 factors. Eigen values at this stage 

indicated that the first four components explained 34.4%, 21.8%, 14.2%, and 

11% of the variance in feature measurements, the fifth 7.1%, sixth 6%, and 

seventh 5.6%. Solutions were then checked for goodness of fit with seven 

factors using Oblimin rotation in the factor loading matrix. Oblimin rotation 

was used due to the correlative nature and large number of variables when all 

are considered, for example low-back vowel merging could be implicated by 

F2 values for low, back vowels. The root mean square of the residuals 

(RMSR) was 0, empirical chi square was 0 with probability <1, and Tucker 

Lewis Index of factoring reliability was 0.891, overall indicating that seven 

factors was a good fit. The quality, or amount, of contribution for each 

variable per component is provided below (Table 4.6). 

 

Table 4.6. Contribution (as percentage) of each variable (top) and individual region (bottom) 

to seven principal components. Darker shading indicates a higher contribution. 

Feature Dim1 Dim2 Dim3 Dim4 Dim5 Dim6 Dim7 

ʌ_gliding 0.147 2.357 1.397 0.011 3.526 6.074 3.462 

ʌ_centroid 0.143 4.764 3.265 0.309 0.125 0.001 0.242 

ʌ_avg_heightF1 0.010 3.635 1.621 0.025 1.955 0.064 7.621 

ʌ_avg_backF2 0.055 4.033 0.608 0.541 5.662 0.340 1.791 

a_gliding 0.607 0.654 0.001 0.581 0.001 10.909 9.317 

a_centroid 3.845 0.208 0.198 0.580 0.267 1.835 0.000 

a_avg_heightF1 1.438 0.398 0.421 1.287 9.453 1.217 0.051 

a_avg_backF2 1.041 1.151 3.636 2.054 1.294 1.706 0.840 

a_avg_f3 2.428 0.541 2.229 0.308 0.609 0.108 4.358 

ae_gliding 1.024 0.496 0.987 2.664 5.361 0.434 4.754 

ae_centroid 0.861 4.066 0.960 2.580 0.002 0.016 0.034 

ae_avg_heightF1 1.107 1.028 6.715 0.191 0.200 0.001 0.171 

ae_avg_backF2 0.025 1.886 4.173 4.875 0.206 0.000 0.792 

aɪ_gliding 0.026 2.604 0.687 4.103 0.006 7.131 0.757 
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Feature Dim1 Dim2 Dim3 Dim4 Dim5 Dim6 Dim7 

aɪ_centroid 3.396 0.303 0.884 1.981 0.113 0.145 0.008 

aɪ_avg_heightF1 3.618 0.622 0.301 1.358 0.191 0.113 0.016 

aɪ_avg_backF2 2.447 1.875 0.048 1.881 0.092 2.072 0.001 

ɔ_gliding 0.440 0.082 0.000 0.743 3.297 4.663 14.591 

ɔ_centroid 3.866 0.024 0.001 1.638 0.077 0.631 0.609 

ɔ_avg_heightF1 0.474 2.824 0.775 0.005 3.894 5.487 1.313 

ɔ_avg_backF2 2.732 0.982 0.150 1.470 0.567 0.432 3.434 

au_gliding 2.015 3.845 0.029 0.011 0.388 0.027 0.585 

au_centroid 0.842 3.601 1.495 0.043 3.348 0.373 0.510 

au_avg_heightF1 3.022 0.605 2.530 0.082 0.026 0.473 0.480 

au_avg_backF2 3.355 0.063 0.627 0.962 2.606 0.108 0.398 

eɪ_gliding 0.656 1.399 0.150 9.083 0.691 0.002 0.005 

eɪ_centroid 0.023 4.787 2.536 1.517 0.101 0.288 0.083 

eɪ_avg_heightF1 2.538 0.014 0.997 4.193 0.003 1.255 0.759 

eɪ_avg_backF2 0.002 5.005 2.199 1.601 0.107 0.301 0.034 

ɛ_gliding 0.748 0.419 3.128 0.425 6.783 2.456 1.479 

ɛ_centroid 3.350 1.240 0.004 0.489 0.397 1.312 0.125 

ɛ_avg_heightF1 2.254 3.050 0.403 0.003 0.436 0.211 1.002 

ɛ_avg_backF2 3.546 0.749 0.266 0.454 0.349 1.161 0.456 

er_gliding 0.245 1.045 5.051 2.279 1.450 0.015 3.847 

er_centroid 2.436 0.734 0.551 1.720 3.808 0.524 0.050 

er_avg_heightF1 1.522 0.369 1.625 0.807 6.033 2.365 1.077 

er_avg_backF2 1.125 3.642 0.117 1.160 1.806 0.520 1.901 

er_avg_f3 0.900 1.711 0.292 0.918 2.624 4.673 5.145 

i_gliding 0.999 3.227 3.317 0.110 0.387 0.392 0.368 

i_centroid 2.308 2.785 0.204 0.604 0.037 1.517 0.124 

i_avg_heightF1 1.212 0.206 0.336 0.221 0.852 14.455 1.981 

i_avg_backF2 2.219 3.434 0.104 0.610 0.006 0.087 0.011 

oʊ_gliding 2.660 0.230 1.637 2.045 1.669 0.705 0.027 
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Feature Dim1 Dim2 Dim3 Dim4 Dim5 Dim6 Dim7 

oʊ _centroid 2.761 0.257 0.690 3.332 0.427 0.000 1.706 

oʊ_avg_heightF1 0.273 3.419 0.062 3.295 0.836 5.215 0.161 

oʊ_avg_backF2 2.792 0.320 0.701 2.954 0.697 0.010 1.590 

oi_gliding 1.101 1.115 4.402 1.256 0.647 1.520 1.352 

oi_centroid 4.227 0.390 0.125 0.050 0.319 0.029 0.061 

oi_avg_heightF1 1.679 0.294 0.190 0.607 11.002 0.042 0.005 

oi_avg_backF2 4.220 0.381 0.189 0.049 0.278 0.009 0.063 

or_gliding 0.014 0.582 2.491 3.760 0.962 5.268 5.566 

or_centroid 2.946 0.774 0.650 1.288 1.286 0.615 0.768 

or_avg_heightF1 2.466 1.712 0.968 1.311 0.670 0.002 0.788 

or_avg_backF2 1.827 0.162 1.000 0.170 5.104 5.720 0.410 

or_avg_f3 0.056 1.141 2.656 3.859 3.589 0.080 4.551 

u_gliding 0.105 1.576 6.425 2.111 0.207 1.099 0.004 

u_centroid 0.265 3.441 4.436 0.142 0.812 0.078 0.950 

u_avg_heightF1 1.827 0.394 1.759 2.840 0.105 0.101 5.604 

u_avg_backF2 1.377 1.691 3.004 2.059 0.001 1.471 0.312 

ʊ_gliding 0.300 3.123 3.911 1.590 0.060 0.126 1.459 

ʊ_centroid 0.841 1.127 2.127 4.673 2.019 1.550 0.003 

ʊ_avg_heightF1 2.384 0.227 0.093 6.127 0.168 0.467 0.008 

ʊ_avg_backF2 0.831 1.179 7.464 0.009 0.011 0.002 0.028 

 

Region Dim.1 Dim2 Dim3 Dim.4 Dim.5 Dim.6 Dim7 

Central North 23.046 23.591 0.274 0 0.773 2.969 36.847 

Inland North 17.693 8.758 4.119 0.245 1.136 2.622 52.927 

South 34.637 3.786 9.818 21.481 7.571 10.207 0 

Midland 0.055 9.289 29.607 11.241 18.939 15.657 2.712 

New England 5.286 40.134 34.531 1.406 1.988 1.844 2.311 

Non Regional 0.003 8.864 9.06 19.622 2.066 44.983 2.901 

Texas 18.373 5.517 1.573 43.569 0.826 16.872 0.77 

West 0.908 0.062 11.018 2.436 66.699 4.846 1.532 
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Although PCA is primarily used as a data-reduction technique, some 

observations may be garnered from these results which illustrate how each 

variety is reflected per component. The Central North, Inland North, Texas, 

and the South all load heavily on the first component, in which vowels that 

differ significantly between the northern and southern varieties, such as /oi/, 

/oʊ/, and /ɛ/, contribute highly, and the Midland, Non-regional, and West are 

lowest in their contributions on that component, indicating little contribution 

to variation. Interestingly, New England loads most heavily on the second and 

third components, in possible contrast with the Central North and Midland, 

respectively. The second component is a mixture of front gliding vowels, and 

the third component is composed primarily of back vowels’ contributions. 

The fourth component contains high loadings for Texas and the South with 

Non-regional and Midland regions and exhibits a number of gliding vowels. 

The fifth component loads highly for the West and then the Midland with 

several, mixed characteristics, including those of rhotic vowels, but not 

necessarily in F3. The sixth component contrasts Non-regional with the 

South, Midland, and Texas and contains such features as /ɑ/ and /aɪ/ gliding, 

and /i/ and /oʊ/ height. The final, seventh component, which only contributed 

to 5.6% of the overall variance, loads highly for the Central North and Inland 

North, and may contain information regarding those vocalic features which 

contribute the most to variation between the two, for example the low and 

central vowels /ɑ/, /ɔ/, and /ʌ/ as well as /æ/ gliding. Additional examination 

is carried out below to elucidate some of the observations garnered from the 

PCA.  

Subsequently, a hierarchical cluster analysis was performed on the PCA 

results,41 suggesting a 4-cluster solution of the regional samples based on the 

feature scores (average silhouette coefficient “sil”=.21; Figure 4.3).42  Internal 

cluster validation for the cluster analyses includes the silhouette coefficient 

(Rousseeuw, 1987), which examines how close each point in a cluster is to 

points in neighboring clusters as well as the distance between clusters, does 

not require comparison to another exemplar clustering, and determines 

whether the cluster structure obtained by the present analysis is appropriate 

(i.e., whether the regions are well-fitted for the particular clusters in which 

they appear). The first cluster was composed of the northern varieties, Central 

and Inland North, the second of the South and Texas, the third New England, 

and the fourth of the Midland, West, and Non-regional varieties. The structure 

and composition of these clusters, based on the PCA of featural scores, makes 

                                                 
41 See Husson, Josse, & Pagès (2010) for practical and methodological details regarding the 

incorporation of factorial or principal component data in cluster analyses. 
42 A silhouette coefficient of 1 indicates exceptionally distinct clusters, while a negative coefficient 

indicates a data point may be better suited in another cluster. A coefficient around 0 indicates that data 

is likely between clusters in some respects. 
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clear a distinction between the minimally-marked varieties and the others, and 

results in clusters that reflect larger geographical areas: the North; South; 

New England; and General, which is composed of minimally-marked 

varieties whose vocalic features contribute little to variation among the 

varieties. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Top: Hierarchical cluster analysis of the principal components derived from 

featural scores, using Ward’s criterion. Average silhouette coefficient=.21. Bottom: 

Scatterplot of extracted coordinates from PCA: Dim1= the first principal component, Dim2 

the second (bottom). TX=Texas, S=South, CN=Central North, IN=Inland North, NEN= New 

England, W=West, M=Midland, NR=Non-regional.  
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When the clusters are examined in terms of variables which contributed to 

them significantly (Table 4.7), those regions that are clustered in groups 1 and 

2 (the South and Texas, and Central North and Inland North) contained 

several features that varied greatly from other varieties and were relevant to 

the first principal component. Group 4, on the other hand (West, Midland, 

and Non-regional), contains features which do not contribute as greatly to this 

component as those in the other groups, supporting the labelling of these 

regions as minimally-marked, or “General”, varieties. Those regions that 

differ the most strongly with respect to the strength of their features are in the 

first two groups, while New England (Group 5) contributes to variation, but 

not with respect to the same features as the northern and southern varieties, 

and the quality of the Midland, West, and Non-regional varieties’ feature 

scores do not significantly contribute to variation in this degree of 

markedness. The second component appears to be associated with some 

amount of geographically-related variables, dividing northern varieties and 

southern. 

Table 4.7. Description of each cluster by quantitative variables; p.values indicate those 

featural scores significantly expressed within a particular cluster. For example, /oi/ gliding is 

significantly under-expressed in the first cluster (i.e., there is a lower gliding score), which 

contains Texas and the South.  

  v.test
43 

Mean 
in cat. 

Overall 
mean 

sd in  
cat. 

Overall 
sd 

p.value 

Cluster 1: 
Texas; 
South 

/aɪ/ F1 2.536 1.300 1.145 0.026 0.094 0.011 
/eɪ/ F1 2.258 0.981 0.916 0.039 0.044 0.024 
/ɛ/ F1 -2.003 0.920 0.990 0.011 0.054 0.045 
/oi/glide -2.114 0.172 0.335 0.008 0.118 0.035           

Cluster 2: 
Cnorth; 
Inorth 

/ɑ/ F2 2.193 0.935 0.854 0.044 0.056 0.028 
/ɔ/ F2 2.115 0.851 0.790 0.035 0.043 0.034 
/aʊ/ F2 -2.064 0.772 0.879 0.027 0.079 0.039 
/ɛ/ F2 -2.361 1.109 1.206 0.018 0.062 0.018 
/aʊ/glide -2.470 0.127 0.270 0.001 0.088 0.014 
/i/ F2 -2.470 1.380 1.518 0.024 0.086 0.014         

Cluster 3: 
 NEng 

/ʊ/ glide 2.508 0.101 0.035 0.000 0.026 0.012 
/æ/ F2 1.966 1.264 1.152 0.000 0.057 0.049 
/u/ F2 -2.178 0.723 1.054 0.000 0.152 0.029 
/ʊ/ F2 -2.297 0.920 1.041 0.000 0.052 0.022         

Cluster 4:  
West; Mid; 
NReg 

/u/ glide 2.481 0.242 0.151 0.037 0.075 0.013 
/æ/ F1 2.192 1.237 1.187 0.021 0.047 0.028 

  
                                                 
43 A v.test (Valeur test; Husson, Josse, & Pagès, 2010) compares the proportion of features in a cluster 

with those found in the overall population. Signs indicate whether a feature is positively or negatively-

represented in a cluster. 
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The components and cluster analysis solutions suggest those features which 

contribute most to the cluster groupings are often those noted in literature as 

marked regional features (/oi/ gliding, /i/ gliding, /ɛ/ height in the southern 

cluster, /æ/ height and gliding in the northern cluster, and vowel backness in 

New England). The exception involves those which were significant in cluster 

2, which contain more ‘expansive’ features, such as those implicated in the 

cot-caught merger. To clarify these inferences, the amount that each 

individual variety contributed to the first and second components (its squared 

cosine that was produced as a result of the PCA) was examined in order to 

determine which regions contain the most prominent features as a potential 

indicator of ‘markedness’. The cumulative amount that each individual region 

contributed to the first and second principal components was used as such an 

indicator and shown in Figure 4.4. These values express the division seen in 

the hierarchical cluster analysis, with Central North, Inland North, New 

England, South, and Texas comprising the varieties with the most significant 

markedness and the Midland, West, and Non-regional accents least-so.  

 

Figure 4.4. Mean amount of contribution (reported as a cumulative percentage) for each of 

the individual varieties with respect to the first and second principal components, interpreted 

as an indicator of phonetic ‘markedness’. 

4.4.2. Euclidean distances 

Euclidean distance of vowel formants is one often-used method for measuring 

such distances to reveal, for example, the amount of shift that has occurred 
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between vowel systems across dialects (Kendall & Fridland, 2012; Heeringa 

& Gooskens, 2003). This method is useful as an efficient means of measuring 

distance, but also manages to capture the difference between height and 

backness in the vowel space to a detailed degree. It can also be demonstrated 

clearly using conventional two-dimensional F1F2 vowel plots—aspects 

which are lacking in other measurement methods used for phonetic dialect 

comparison, such as Levenshtein Distance.  

Euclidean distance has many advantages in that it is relatively simple, 

straightforward, and involves no additional metrical transformations to the 

data. It is also possible to directly compare distances from vocalic information 

with other distance measurements, such as those perceived by listeners. 

Another method of acoustic distance measurement, angular distance, was 

experimented with in this study, with adequate results. However, the process 

involved in calculating the distances was far more complex, with little 

observed benefit. Its implementation and use is discussed, however, in 

Section 4.4.3. 

Following normalization, averages of F1 and F2 values were taken from 

all tokens per vowel category for each sample to result in mean F1 and F2 

values for each region’s vowel sets at both points. Euclidean distances were 

measured between normalized mean coordinates of two vowels between two 

regions at 20% and 80% points, and final averages of the Euclidean distance 

at 20% and 80% points were recorded to determine overall vocalic-acoustic 

distances between samples (as illustrated in Figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5. Steps in obtaining final vocalic distance scores between dialects. 

 

These Euclidean distances of the eight samples were examined to see 

which varieties exhibit the most prominent differences and similar 

distributions. As shown below in Table 4.8, the South (S) and New England 

(NE) show the greatest distances overall between the varieties, while 

Midland, West, and Non-regional standardized varieties, show a lesser degree 
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of distance from all others. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6, which provides a 

multi-dimensional representation of the Euclidean distances from the matrix, 

computed using classical multidimensional scaling. Non-regional, Midland, 

and West are medially situated with respect to distance from other varieties, 

with the speaker from Texas, closer to the Southern speaker. The Inland North 

and Central North speakers are positioned together, further from the other 

varieties, and New England is distant from all others, especially the South, 

the two of them comprising the varieties which are most distant overall.  

 

Table 4.8. Euclidean distance matrix of final vocalic distances between regions for all vowels 

(Nearey normalized). Farthest distances are darker, shortest distances are lighter. 

 CNorth INorth South Mid NEng NReg Tex West 

CNorth   
      

INorth 0.08   
     

South 0.153 0.161   
    

Mid 0.126 0.128 0.128   
   

NEng 0.153 0.132 0.186 0.129   
  

NReg 0.126 0.117 0.112 0.091 0.126   
 

Tex 0.156 0.148 0.095 0.11 0.159 0.115   

West 0.125 0.124 0.109 0.095 0.144 0.078 0.099  

 

The configuration of these varieties based on Euclidean distances between 

the vowels’ formants, normalized over the utterances, closely mirrors the 

configuration of regions presented in the principal components analysis of 

featural scores. Again, minimally-marked varieties are situated together 

centrally in a General grouping, while the southern, northern, and New 

England varieties are largely distant from each other. 
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Figure 4.6. Classical multi-dimensional scaling “map” of vocalic Euclidean distance matrix 

on two dimensions. Normalized Raw Stress= 0.004; Dispersion Accounted For= 0.995. 

Angular Distance 

This section explores the use of angular distance in comparison to Euclidean 

distance as a means of measuring the distance between vowel pronunciations. 

As is demonstrated with normalization, differences in the measurement 

algorithm can affect resulting acoustic distances between two vowels or 

groups of vowels, causing them to potentially appear more similar or different 

depending on the method used. The resulting distances between regional 

vowel sets are compared to indicate whether the methods used to obtain the 

distances are significantly different in terms of outcome.  

Orientation within the vowel space and duration are variables not initially 

factored into Euclidean distance, and it is therefore of use to see what, if any, 
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improvements may be made by incorporating such constituents by using 

angular distance. In this case, angular distance involves a comparison of the 

cosines for angles between the different vowels, which are treated as line 

segments within a 2D vowel space based on their measurements at 20% and 

80% points, situated around the centroid of the measured vowel coordinates. 

A distance matrix results when measurements have been completed across 

the entire vowel inventory for each dialect region.  

The use of geometrically-based calculations has recently been explored in 

dialectal research for the comparison of vowel variation (Fabricius, 2007; 

Watt & Fabricius, 2002), taking into account the importance of the two-

dimensional F1F2 representation of the vowel plot for sociophoneticians; it 

is not simply the individual differences of formants, but their relationship 

together with the placement of other vowels within the vowel space that 

describes their properties and variation. Because the shape of the vowel space, 

formed by the distribution of each vowel group, is often a major point of 

interest in such research, it would make sense to approach a comparative 

analysis based on differences in the shape of the vowel spaces, accomplished 

through geometric means. An additional benefit of thinking in terms of shape, 

angle, and movement within the vowel space, is that it can also account for 

differences in vowel trajectories, not only the distance between two points. 

When looking at accent variation it becomes apparent that trajectory varies 

greatly, especially when considering phenomena such as diphthongization. 

Physically, when plotted, vowel trajectories change both in magnitude (size), 

displacement towards a certain direction, and, theoretically, velocity could be 

incorporated as well; this would address the aspect of duration within vowel 

differences.44 The orientation within the vowel space is another crucial aspect 

to comparison, which is not accounted for in Euclidean distance, but which 

may be addressed using other means. Taking these properties into account 

could produce a measurement method which also accurately represents 

differences between plotted vowels. 

As presented in Fabricius’ (2007) investigation in the shifting of the TRAP, 

STRUT, LOT, and FOOT vowels in RP, the differences between vowel 

groups may be measured by the size of the angle between them from a 

common point. Using the tangent of an angle between two vowels to illustrate 

                                                 
44 With these concerns in mind, it is feasible then that the magnitude be measured in hertz, while the 

directional component is measured in degrees. Then, an x-y plane centered around origin (the center of 

the mouth, designated by the centroid of all vowel points measured for all speakers) and divided into 

four quadrants could be used to illustrate differences in changes between vowels (for example, upwards 

and right motions as +; downwards and left motions as -). With notation in rectangular form (x-y 

coordinates of the vector), the difference could then be found using vector components. Generally 

speaking, observing vowels as vectors is an approach to acoustic measurement which should be 

considered further in research on vowel variation. 
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a shift in the vowel groups’ distributions throughout the 20th century, she 

provides the example formula:  

 

Equation 2. Fabricius (2007) angular measurement formula: 

TAN Θ = ((F2 FOOT-F2 LOT)(F1 LOT-F1 FOOT))  

 

This produces an angle calculation between the FOOT and LOT vowels. 

The angle is then converted from degrees into radians and can be used to 

illustrate the amount of difference between the vowels, though it is not strictly 

a distance “metric”. The use of spatial geometry to help in vowel-space 

assessment is furthermore evident in Watt and Fabricius’ (2002) centroid-

based normalization method.  

Incorporating angular distance into a metric for comparing vowel 

pronunciations therefore provides the comparison of orientation; the position 

of the vowels in the space is taken into account, in addition to their distances 

from each another. Therefore, instead of only measuring the Euclidean 

distance between two vowel points, the difference of the angle between each 

and the origin/centroid is included in the computation. Another method of 

measurement which addresses orientation as a degree of difference is “Cosine 

similarity”: a measure of the cosine of an angle between two vectors, in this 

case originating from the center of the vowel space, leading to the point where 

the vowel is measured at the F1F2 coordinates. Cosine similarity is a metric 

commonly associated with machine learning and data mining to determine 

the similarity between two documents, such as in plagiarism software used to 

assess distance and similarity between several points on a plane (Hoad & 

Zobel, 2003). However, it is shown here that it may also be reasonably applied 

as a measurement of similarity between the angles and orientation of plotted 

vowel points.  

As shown below (Equation 3), the cosine similarity is the outcome of 

dividing the dot product of two vectors (F2 and F1 of Vowel A and Vowel B) 

by the magnitude (length from the origin): one multiplies the F2 of vowel A 

by the F2 of vowel B, added to the F1 of vowel A times the F1 of vowel B, 

which is divided by the square root of the squared F2 of vowel B, plus the 

squared F1 of vowel B, times the squared F2 of vowel A plus the squared F1 

of vowel A. The normalization method used in this example is “unscaled” 

(i.e., non-hertz-like) Lobanov, which is used here due to its output which 

provides the units on a scale that works well with the coordinates used in the 

angular distance algorithm, with the vowel space centered around (0,0) based 

on the z-scores in terms of standard deviation.  

Equation 3. Cosine similarity: 
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This, in effect, normalizes the distance by magnitude, resulting in a number 

ranging from 1 to –1 illustrating how similar the two points are, and making 

the length of each “vector” (distance from the origin of the vowel point) not 

a factor—instead, the result is a measure of similarity in orientation around 

the vowel space. Thus, two vowel points with the same orientation have a 

cosine similarity of 1, at 90˚ have similarity of 0, and two on completely 

opposite sides of the vowel space have a similarity of –1.  

 

 

Figure 4.7. The angular distance between two points is derived from cosine similarity. A and 

B are two vowel points, and C is the Euclidean distance between them. 

If one were to use this method in terms of determining distance (as opposed 

to similarity) of one vowel point to another, cosine similarity can be converted 

to “angular distance” by taking the arc cosine of the cosine similarity; that is, 

to multiply by a positive number with a positive difference, the more different 

getting a higher number: θ = arccos(A(x,y)). The resulting difference in 

angles within the vowel space is divided by 𝛑 (Figure 4.7). The outcome of 

the angular distances is illustrated below (Figure 4.8).  
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C

F1	B

F1	A
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Figure 4.8. Multi-dimensional scaling derived from angular distance matrix. Normalized 

Raw Stress= 0.015; Dispersion Accounted For= 0.984. 

 

While the configuration of the varieties remains relatively similar to the 

acoustic distances (comparing Figures 4.6 and 4.8), the main differences to 

note are the general distances between each of the varieties with its 

neighbors—all are spaced relatively evenly, indicating that stronger 

differences between varieties are not as accounted for in this metric. When 

working in terms of vectors, Euclidean distance is a measurement between 

the magnitude of each vector (originating at the center of the vowel space and 

ending at the vowel point on the plane). Angular distance, however, is a 

measurement of difference in orientation—that is, where the point lies within 

the vowel space—irrespective of magnitude. Therefore, because angular 

distance measures the differences in orientation, even if two vowels are very 

different in distance from the center on the same vector, their orientation may 
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still be quite similar. This would result in differing vowels being measured as 

similar, and vice-versa. One caveat of this method, therefore, is the 

normalization of magnitude, which removes information regarding how far a 

vowel is from the centroid. This minimizes differences between, for example, 

tense and lax vowels such as /i/ and /ɪ/, as these may lie on vectors that are 

very close in angle but differ in distance from the center of the vowel space.45  

Overall, groupings between the US varieties are clarified and made more 

distinct when using Euclidean distance. Additionally, while orientation within 

the vowel space is certainly an important aspect of vowel differentiation, it is 

not certain how it compares with other differences between vowels or whether 

a hierarchy exists for what listeners attend to in perception. For example, the 

distance between the vowels, or other factors that are not measured discretely, 

may be dampened or not addressed adequately by using this method of 

measurement, such as rounding effects. Therefore, simple Euclidean distance 

remains the method of choice for this research’s analysis in determining 

distance and difference between vowels, while further experimentation with 

angular distance and examining vowel properties in terms of displacement is 

considered a worthwhile avenue of study for future acoustic-phonetic 

research. 

4.5. Summary 

Here, several methodological issues were examined for measuring and 

comparing vowels. First, it was established that an acoustical method was 

preferred over phonetically comparing transcriptions. Euclidean distance was 

chosen as the primary means of measuring distance between vowel 

properties, resulting in a cross-comparison of regional samples. 

Normalization procedures were furthermore examined for appropriateness in 

terms of use in a sociolinguistic, dialectal, and perceptual study, and 

descriptions of the “featural scores” were provided.  

The results of these tests show which features are most prominent, and 

which varieties present such features, supporting most descriptive work on 

dialect variation and vowel inventories, such as the ANAE (Labov et al., 

2006) or Thomas (2001), as well as other empirical studies (Clopper et al., 

2005). The aim of the featural scores here was to show empirically which 

features are most prominent among the samples, and which may be 

responsible for characteristics that are associated with certain regional 

accents, notably as an indicator of degree of markedness. The principal 

                                                 
45 Simply using the dot-product (which is itself incorporated into cosine similarity) could theoretically 

maintain both measurements of magnitude and orientation. This, however, is not a valid distance metric 

and was not examined in detail for the current study. 
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component analysis revealed those features which contributed the most to 

variation among the samples, and inspection of the first component indicated 

high amounts of variation between varieties such as the Inland North, Central 

North, South, Texas, and New England. The cluster analysis of the principal 

components then indicated that, based on these feature variables, four main 

clusters could be created from the individual regional samples: North, South, 

New England, and General. However, the question was raised as to how these 

varieties differed from each other specifically. To investigate this, a linear 

mixed-effects regression analysis and posthoc tests revealed significant 

differences between the regions on the basis of each of the feature score 

categories: backness, height, gliding, distance from center, and rhoticity. The 

clusters are considered more fully when compared with groupings created by 

the perceptual results (Chapter 5), though the degree to which each of the 

investigated features plays a role in perception can only here be surmised 

based on the significance of their influence on a given cluster. Furthermore, 

listener identification ability and the relationship with attitudinal judgments, 

stereotyping, and markedness is addressed. 

With these results in mind, further analysis of the acoustic data is made in 

conjunction with the perceptual responses, which brings light to explicit 

awareness of accent characteristics, that are presented in Chapter 6.  
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5. Chapter Five: Perceptual methodology and 
analysis 

 

5.1. Introduction  

Research into sociophonetic and dialectal variation has expanded to include 

studies that not only address objective differences in language, but also delve 

into an important, and until recently, unaddressed aspect of sociophonetic 

variation: listener perception—a topic formerly predominated by such 

disciplines as psycholinguistics and speech processing. This involves 

studying how a listener generally hears or evaluates linguistic variation, such 

as differences in the perception of male versus female voices, or whether 

phonemic mergers are detected, as well as within-listener characteristics of 

groups’ perceptions (for example how listener perception of dialect can vary 

based on their origin, familiarity, or mother tongue). As noted by Thomas 

(2002a), however, production and perception do not always align, which itself 

presents more reason to examine variation from a social standpoint on both 

fronts, so that we may discover where misalignments in production and 

perception occur and why. This section focuses on these questions by 1) first 

addressing the methodology behind the perceptual study, 2) describing the 

process and results of a pilot study, as well as implications for the final study, 

3) describing the process and results of the final study, and 4) providing an 

analysis and discussion of the attitudinal results for both native and non-

native listeners, as well as comparison between the acoustic-phonetic 

distances and perceived distances. 

5.2. Perceptual methodology 

The methodological considerations regarding the perceptual portion of this 

study are much like those encountered in the productive portion in their 

multifaceted and cross-disciplinary nature. These include the construction of 

perceptual tasks such as dialect identification, open-ended responses and 
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descriptions, classification experiments and attitudinal questionnaires. This 

section describes the methods used in designing and administering perceptual 

experiments for the present project, following results from (1) a preliminary 

online survey of native-listener participants, and (2) a revised online survey 

of both native and non-native listeners. The perceptual portion of the study 

principally investigates naïve listeners’ perceptions of dialectal accent 

variation, and how their tendencies in grouping accents and perceiving 

differences among them correspond to categories and phonetic distances 

determined by acoustic analysis of the same accents. It also aims to address 

matters of stereotyping and familiarity as factors in perception, as well as the 

impact of features of pronunciation which are more salient than others, with 

a special focus on the perception of ‘standardness’. Because the methodology 

used in the initial pilot study greatly influenced that which was used in the 

second perceptual study, its methodology is discussed in great detail, as are 

the changes which were made for the later perceptual surveys. 

Perceptual Tasks 

Obtaining responses that accurately represent listener perception can be 

difficult, as self-evaluation and reporting may produce biased or otherwise 

unreliable data, and it is therefore important to construct tasks for participants 

which elicit as natural and instinctive responses as possible. These tasks can 

vary in their presentation and composition, from online questionnaires to 

laboratory-based neurological tests. Within sociophonetics, Thomas (2002a) 

mentions five areas that are frequently addressed within perceptual 

experiments, and provides a detailed description of prior studies that have 

focused on these topics, including: (1) identification tasks that evaluate 

listeners’ abilities to identify the regional dialect, ethnicity, or socioeconomic 

level of speakers; (2) stereotyping and its influence on the perception of 

sounds; (3) discrimination and detection of the presence of vowel mergers or 

splits; (4) categorization of phones; (5) attitude evaluations in which subjects 

assess the personality, character, or other personal traits of the speaker (p. 

117). Of these, matters of stereotyping and attitude evaluation are of special 

interest in this work, and additionally the perception of dialect similarity or 

difference, wherein identification plays a role. Below, the principal tasks 

involved in this study are described, and the following Table 5.1 lists the types 

of tasks included and the data gathered from those tasks. 

 

Table 5.1. Perceptual tasks and types of data gathered. 
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Question type Example Question 

Identification Try to locate this accent’s origin on the map.  

Certainty How certain are you of your choice? 

Goodness-of-fit How different from your own accent was accent X? 

Perceived distance How different were accents X and Y? 

Attitudinal judgment 

scores (scale 1-5) 

Accent X can be described as [Appealing; Intelligent; Clear; 

Pleasant; Familiar; Sophisticated; Rustic, etc.] 

Ranking task  Please order the following from Most (1) to Least (7) 

representative of a standard American Accent  

Open ended Did any words or sounds strike you as unusual?  

Do you have any additional comments? 

 

Regional identification and categorization 

Listeners rely on a multitude of factors when forming impressions of a 

speaker, and the ability to correctly identify their origin plays a key role in 

perception (Preston, 2011; Preston, 1993; Bezooijen & Gooskens, 1999). The 

listener uses such information to form a number of characterizations, often 

drawing from preconceived stereotypes of the suspected region. Additionally, 

the ease and accuracy by which an accent is identified indicates something 

about its level of linguistic markedness or how widely recognized it is. 

Identification tasks have therefore become relatively common in 

sociolinguistic studies, such as Preston’s (1993) study wherein participants 

matched nine speech samples with their locations along a line from Michigan 

to Alabama; participants form Indiana and Michigan, however, differed in 

their accuracy for certain accents—the closer to their own region, the better 

they performed—indicating that proximity to region raises identification 

ability. This supported evidence from Preston’s (1986) map-drawing study 

which also indicated that listeners from Michigan, Indiana, New York, and 

Hawaii labeled more regions that were situated closer to them geographically. 

Overall, participants were able to recognize broad regional categories, such 

as North and South. Tamasi (2003) also adopted identification and labelling 

tasks into her larger project on cognitive patterns of dialect perception, which 

used index cards of US states and asked participants to group and categorize 

them based on their speech. She found that listeners were able to distinguish 
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larger regional areas; however, as mentioned in Clopper (2004: 133), 

listeners’ familiarity with (or lack of knowledge regarding) United States 

geography could play a role in their labelling and identification abilities for 

certain states. Clopper and Pisoni (2004c) took sociophonetic identification 

further by incorporating sound samples and investigating which phonetic cues 

listeners attended to. Although overall matching ability of the recording to 

each of the six specific regions was quite low, twenty-five percent, listeners 

were again able to group listeners into larger regional areas (New England, 

South, North/West). Additional studies have looked phonological features as 

cues in regional accent identification, such as Wolfram, Hazen, and Schilling-

Estes’ (1999) examination of the /ɔ/ vowel in the Outer Banks as an indicator 

of “southern-ness” or “northern-ness”.  

Furthermore, non-native perception of accents has been investigated more 

fully, for example in terms of intelligibility (Bent & Bradlow, 2003; Stibbard 

& Lee, 2006), phoneme perception (Escudero et al., 2012), and adaptation 

and assimilation (Best et al., 2001; Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Baese-Berk et al., 

2013; Clopper & Bradlow, 2009). Research has shown that non-native and 

native listeners may differ in their classification performance, but when 

features were shared between the listener and speakers’ varieties, they were 

more sensitive to perception (Clopper & Bradlow, 2009). Additionally, while 

Fox and McGory (2007) reported that native listeners performed better on 

identification tasks, their region of origin made a difference and had an impact 

on their performance and sensitivity to varieties closer to their own, whereas 

Japanese learners did not display similar attentiveness and performed best 

with General American vowels. 

In traditional identification studies, a confusion matrix may also be 

employed during analysis to gain further insight into which accents are likely 

to be identified correctly and why. Identifications are noted in a table 

according to how a sample was labeled—for example, if a listener hears 

Sample A, and identifies it as Sample B, it is noted in the table as Sample A 

identified as Sample B. This method can reveal which regional accents are 

most often confused for each other or are simply mis-identified overall. 

Between two regions, a similarity index can then be derived from the marks 

by calculating the proportions of incorrect and correct identifications 

(Johnson, 2003). An additional tool when conducting identification tasks is a 

rating of certainty, asking how sure a listener is in having identified a region 

correctly, which can provide further insight into mis-identifications and 

confusion scores. 

Identification tasks necessitate the labelling of dialects and samples, but 

often the researcher may be trying to discover what attributes make dialects 

part of a certain group, such as “Northern” or “Southern”. Categorization 

tasks allow participants to group samples based on similarities, and these 
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tasks most often comprise two types: free-classification and forced choice 

tasks. Using free-classification, the participant is restricted by neither labeled 

nor a set number of categories. Forced-choice tasks, however, direct the 

participant to associate the material with a certain group or groups, delimiting 

the options available as in the previously mentioned identification tasks. A 

number of studies have, for example, studied both native and non-native 

listeners’ classifications of American dialects in light of their phonetic 

features (Clopper & Pisoni, 2007; Clopper & Bradlow, 2009). It should be 

noted that these methods can of course be used for means other than regional 

identification, and employed as well in, for example, attitudinal perception 

studies as discussed below. 

Distance and similarity 

One may also look to judgments of similarity or difference of a stimulus from 

various sources, such as other samples or the listener’s own accent (Clopper 

et al., 2006, 2012; Gooskens & Heeringa, 2004). Ratings of perceived 

distance, or “divergence”, from other samples can be compared to other 

distance data such as the acoustic distances calculated in the production 

portion of this study. One can also test the “category of goodness” to derive 

scalar distance scores based on a listener’s rating of difference from their own, 

self-perceived accent. 

Several studies in the field of dialectometry have addressed how listeners’ 

perceptions of similarity or distance of their own accent to the sample can 

relate to phonetically-based distances. Heeringa and Gooskens (2003; see also 

Gooskens & Heeringa, 2004), for example, compared perceived distances of 

Norwegian dialects with phonetic distances derived from Levenshtein 

distance, judged by Norwegian listeners from each of the dialect areas, to 

show that perceived distance was correlatable to phonetic Levenshtein 

distance, and Heeringa, Gooskens, and de Smedt (2008) investigated whether 

listeners based their ratings on linguistic information or previous knowledge 

of a dialect based on familiarity. By again correlating the perceptual distance 

with phonetic Levenshtein distance, as well as previously studied objective 

distances, they showed that familiarity indeed impacted distance judgments. 

With respect to the present study, while productive distances were calculated 

between samples based on acoustic properties, the perceived distances are 

derived from ratings of difference between two stimuli, and listeners also 

rated how similar or different each was to their own pronunciation. 

Attitudinal characteristics and stereotyping 

Listeners will also draw on pre-existing ideas and knowledge about a given 

accent or features to formulate their opinions and associations about a sample. 

Studies which examine peoples’ opinions of types of speech and the 
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associations they make with dialectal characteristics have been widespread in 

sociolinguistics and psychology, but are only recently being examined in 

terms of phonetics: Niedzielski (1999), for example, investigated the 

perception of Canadian Raising (/aʊ/ fronting and raising), by listeners from 

Detroit. Two groups of listeners were presented with different scenarios: one 

believed the speaker in a sound sample to be from Detroit, the other from 

Canada, and they were then given the option to choose which synthesized 

vowel token best matched a key /aʊ/ word. The findings showed that 60% of 

participants chose the raised vowel when they believed the speaker to be 

Canadian, as opposed to only 11% indicating a raised token when they 

believed the speaker was from Detroit. This was again supported by Hay et 

al.’s (2006) investigation into perception of New Zealand pronunciation, in 

which listeners reported raising of /ɪ/ when they were given an answer sheet 

that had “Australian” written on top, despite saying that they knew the speaker 

was from New Zealand. Such studies illustrate how pre-conceived 

associations with speaker origin can impact phonological processing, even 

when the sound samples are identical. 

In the aforementioned studies the speakers were the same, and the listener 

perceptions were based on assumed characteristics distinguished the listener 

groups. Another popular method, the “matched-guise” technique, has been a 

mainstay in social and psycho-linguistic methodologies, wherein one speaker 

uses several different manners of speech (guises), often different dialects or 

accents, unbeknownst to participants (Lambert et al., 1960; see Ball & Giles, 

1988, for an overview of methods and applications). This is used to elicit 

different reactions based on changes in speech alone, despite the speaker 

being the same person, and has led to insight into people’s perceptions and 

reactions to race (Purnell, Idsard, & Baugh, 1999), gender (Labov, 2010), and 

sexual orientation (Cambell-Kibler, 2007), based on speech characteristics 

alone. 

Stereotypes and attitudes towards dialects have been a well-documented 

aspect of language research, as have the influence of phonetic cues for 

speakers’ associations with social or attitudinal characteristics (Addington, 

1968). Campbell-Kibler (2007), for example, examined listeners’ 

observations in the presence or absence of word-final [ŋ] -ing (as in nothing 

or mixing, as opposed to nothin’ or mixin’), finding that, despite the identical 

sound samples, those who dropped -ing, “increased the perceived strength of 

Southern accents and dampened an accent heard as gay and urban” (p. 32). In 

particular, they looked for attitudinal associations such as “Lazy”, 

“Confident”, “Funny”, “Articulate”, “Gay”, and “Knowledgeable”, as well as 

ratings for masculinity, accentedness, education, and intelligence, among 

others, and succeeded in linking such generalized attitudinal opinions to a 

particular speech trait. 
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“Folk” and perceptual dialectology46 has continued research into lay-

people’s attitudinal associations towards regional varieties, incorporating 

methods such as matched-guise listening tests to elicit attitudes towards 

dialects, or map-drawing tasks to illustrate stereotypical characteristics held 

by listeners (Boberg, Nerbonne, & Watt, 2018; Preston, 1986, 1994, 1999; 

Tamasi, 2003), as recently evidenced by Evans’ (2013) study of regional 

accent perception in Washington State, wherein a geographical divide was 

made evident through map-drawing data that was aggregated using 

geographical imaging software. The analysis of the visual data was then 

combined with the participants’ written descriptions of the different regions, 

which were category-based (e.g., urban or country). Additionally, studies 

have investigated non-native perception of English varieties, such as Rindal 

(2010), who examined preferences and attitudes of Norwegian learners of 

English towards one variety of English over another (GenAm or RP), and how 

their reported attitudes intersect with the reality of actual usage and their 

produced accent. Thus, perceptual dialectology has expanded in recent years 

from these techniques to use many of the aforementioned methods in 

combination with computational or data-driven analysis to investigate 

listener’s subjective perceptions. One can also test the aforementioned 

‘category goodness’ using scalar ratings of similarity to their own accent, 

attitudinal ratings, and subjective reactions, as performed in the present 

research.  

Psycho and Neuro-linguistic methods 

When any of these methods are used for perceptual tests, participants may 

attend to certain highly-marked or stereotyped features as opposed to the 

entirety of an utterance, and despite rigorous statistical analyses there is no 

way to know for certain which features act as cues or the strength of one over 

another. Recently, however, neurological tests have arisen to examine this in 

more depth. These tests make use of several methods, such as discrimination 

tasks, sameness, oddball, and functional testing, to investigate how the brain 

reacts to certain language cues. Stringer and Iverson (2014), for example, 

investigated how listeners process sentences that exhibit a regional and non-

native accent feature in noise versus quiet settings using EEG, finding an 

effect in the Phonological Mapping Negativity, as well as N400, which is 

related to semantic anomalies. This was with respect to the standard versus 

non-native accent (with higher magnitude responses for both regional and 

non-native accents), though results for the regional versus standard accent 

were inconclusive. LaMonica (2015) ran an exploratory study investigating 

                                                 
46 See Niedzielski & Preston (2003) for a review of methods, backgrounds, and findings in “folk 

linguistics”. 
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whether the distance between different pronunciations of the vowel /oʊ/ 

(Inland North, South, Non-regional, and Swedish) is related to amplitude at 

the MMN (mismatched negativity) and P3a time frames, as well as the effect 

of accent exposure and familiarity among Americans living in Sweden. Using 

a multi-feature oddball paradigm, it was expected that the more acoustically 

different a pronunciation was from the standard, the higher the resulting 

amplitude will be for the ERP, and that this would be especially clear in 

regional and Swedish pronunciations versus a non-regional American 

standard. The stimuli were pre-selected from the recordings to contain the 

relevant features and to be an appropriate length for perceptual testing. 

Samples were minimally modified for the experiment, not to an extent that 

would degrade the quality of perception of the recordings: background noise 

was filtered and removed using Audacity’s “reduce noise” function, which 

employs a Band-pass filter upon selecting and analyzing a sample of recorded 

noise.47 The amplitude was normalized between samples as well to keep the 

volume even for listeners. 

Initial results indicated a large difference between the perception of a glide-

reduced /oʊ/ and diphthongized /oʊ/, as shown by a high P3a. Inland North 

was the most different in terms of maximum amplitude at 250-350 ms, with 

Swedish second and Southern being closest to the standard, Non-regional 

variety. Most interestingly, the Swedish pronunciation yielded a less positive 

P3a than Inland North, even though they were of similar acoustic distance to 

the standard, and a more negative MMN, showing possible later processing 

of ‘familiar’ Swedish-accented English for the American expats in Sweden. 

While this study is only preliminary, it points in the direction of further 

research into the effect of language exposure on adaptation and perceptual 

learning versus acoustic distance.  

Questionnaire medium 

Recent methodologies in sociolinguistic questionnaire design have begun to 

address both online and paper-based approaches (Mallinson et al., 2018; 

Macaulay, 2009; Dollinger, 2012; Krug & Sell, 2013; Wiersma, 2013). Fast 

response rates, large sample sizes, and ease of use are some of the benefits 

cited in online surveys. Sampling, however, is also noted as a principal issue 

(Krug & Sell, 2013), as a truly random sample is not feasible due to unequal 

access to the internet, and because restricting access to a certain subset of 

individuals is usually necessary but leads to further issues in sample size. 

While restrictions are possible, for example using stratified random sampling 

to identify 1) the types of speakers to be studied; and 2) to seek a quota of 

                                                 
47 This was also performed in Praat, but the results were considered comparable when performed by 

hand in Praat versus the tool in Audacity. 
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speakers who fit the specified categories (Tagliamonte, 2006: 23), one is then 

faced with lowered response and completion rates the more restricted controls 

become. In a study of the validity of online and offline surveys, response rates 

were noted by Wiersma (2013) as the premier issue faced in online surveys, 

especially as people turn more to phone-based internet usage, though this 

difficulty has since lessened with the development of smartphone-compatible 

surveys. Completion rates, however, are more difficult to control with online 

as opposed to in-person surveys, and it is therefore more difficult to estimate 

a final participant count beforehand. Survey platforms such as Amazon 

Mechanical Turk48 or Prolific49 offer some assistance in these respects, 

ensuring participant completion before submission: one must log in, be 

eligible to access the survey based on restrictions set by the researcher, and 

compensation is offered only upon completion of the survey and review by 

the researcher. The number of offered places may also be restricted by the 

researcher, who is provided with an estimate of eligible users before the 

survey is presented. Therefore, the researcher is able to determine the number 

of participants beforehand, and quality controls are possible via review of the 

results before acceptance. 

5.3. Study I: Pilot test 

Initially, a pilot test was administered to a preliminary group of test-

participants to determine which aspects of the survey would be successful on 

a larger scale. Therefore, this evaluative description of the pilot study focuses 

on methodological and analytical aspects which were deemed critical for 

inclusion in the final study and later improved upon, and includes a qualitative 

assessment of the data. For this test, an online form was disseminated using 

Amazon Mechanical Turk, which controlled for location (USA), and also 

assured that the same participant did not take the survey twice as one must 

sign in to be able to access the page. Participant compensation was also 

arranged by the service and determined by the researcher, solving any issues 

of fair payment to online participants, which can otherwise be difficult to 

coordinate. It was also possible to review each submission to check for quality 

before payment would be given and a survey response would be included in 

the data set. 

Participants 

Two groups of twenty listeners from across the United States (including 

Minnesota, Illinois, Texas, Virginia, Michigan, New Jersey, Florida, 

                                                 
48 https://www.mturk.com 
49 https://prolific.ac 
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Tennessee, Nebraska, California, South Carolina, Kentucky, Georgia, New 

Mexico, and Maine) performed separate perceptual tasks. The first task— 

Study A: Attitude and Identification—lasted approximately 20 minutes and 

was completed by nine female and eleven male participants, aged 20–56 

years. Participants listened to eight recordings and answered questions 

regarding attitude judgments, standardness, and identification after each one. 

The second task—Study B: Perceived Distance—took approximately 25 

minutes to complete, with six female and fourteen male participants, aged 22–

40 years (with the exception of one 89-year-old participant).  

Stimuli 

Eight speakers’ recordings (as presented in Chapter 3) of the six “condensed 

sentences” were used as stimuli, representing speech from three over-arching 

geographical areas, namely the northern, southern, and western United States, 

in addition to the Non-regional sample. In particular, the seven sub-regions 

represented were New England, Inland North, Central North, Midland, Inland 

South,50 Texas, and Central California.  

As reported in Chapter 4, these sentences elicited featural differences in 

the vowels brought on by regional shifts and mergers (e.g., the Northern Cities 

Shift: the raising and fronting of /æ/ and fronting and lowering of /ɑ/, and /ɛ/ 

backing; Southern Shift: the fronting of back vowels /u/ and /oʊ/ along with 

the upwards movement of /ɪ/ and /ɛ/ and centralization of /i/ and /eɪ/, and the 

cot-caught merger (/ɑ-ɔ/)). The Non-regional variety exhibited no marked 

extremes in terms of distinctive features (such as /oi/ or /aɪ/ glide-reduction 

in southern varieties, or /æ/ raising in the North), and samples originating in 

areas traditionally considered “General American” (West and Midland) 

ranged in featural markedness with some /u/-fronting evident in the West, as 

well as the cot-caught merger.  

As with the final acoustic analysis reported in Chapter 4, the pilot study 

focused on two types of measurement: first, measures of Euclidean distances 

between the vowels’ formants, and secondly, ‘backness’, ‘height’, and 

‘gliding’ measures for each key vowel from the condensed sentences (see 

Chapter 3 for a description of elicitation material). Hertz values were gathered 

as reported in Chapter 4, at two points in the vowel: 20% and 80%. Vowels’ 

formants were then normalized using Fabricius, Watt, and Johnson’s (2009) 

modified normalization method (herein: W&F), using the “Vowels” package 

                                                 
50 The inclusion of Inland South as opposed to South differs from the acoustic analysis presented in 

Chapter 4, as the pilot test was completed before the acoustic analysis and helped to motivate the 

decision to use a another southern speaker. The Inland Southern speaker’s demographic information is 

as follows: Age (36); location recorded (Tennessee); raised (Tennessee/Missouri); ethinicity 

(Caucasian); occupation (music instructor). 
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for R (Kendall & Thomas, 2010).51 As discussed in Section 4.3.1, W&F is a 

vowel-extrinsic method based on the centroid value established from the three 

corners of the vowel triangle (the mean minimum F1 and maximum F2 for 

the first point, middle F2 between the maximum and minimum for the second, 

and minimum F1 and F2 for the third). 

Euclidean distances of the eight samples were examined to see which 

varieties exhibit the most prominent differences and similar distributions, 

based on the mean F1 and F2 at both 20% and 80% for each key vowel group. 

The final distances were then composed of the mean distances for all vowel 

groups between two speakers. In the distance matrix (Table 5.2) New 

England, Central North, and New England show the greatest distances overall 

between the varieties, while Midland, West, and Non-regional standardized 

varieties, show a lesser degree of distance from all others. This is also evident 

in the multiple-dimensional scaling realization of the distances (Figure 5.1): 

Non-regional, Midland, and West are situated together, with the Inland 

Southern speaker closer to Texas. The Inland North and Central North 

speakers are positioned together, further away from the other varieties, and 

New England is distant from all others, especially Texas.  

Table 5.2. Pilot acoustic Euclidean distance proximity matrix; the Central North, New 

England, and Texas exhibit the greatest distances on average. 
 

Cnorth INorth ISouth Mid NEng NREG Texas West MEAN 

CNorth 
       

    0.180 
INorth 0.105 . 

      
0.158 

ISouth 0.164 0.162 . 
     

0.148 
Mid 0.181 0.161 0.139 . 

    
0.151 

NEng 0.208 0.176 0.19 0.18 . 
   

0.185 
NReg 0.212 0.181 0.148 0.132 0.157 . 

  
0.161 

Texas 0.181 0.168 0.113 0.166 0.215 0.191 . 
 

0.171 
West 0.211 0.158 0.126 0.103 0.175 0.112 0.168 . 0.150 

                                                 
51 The use of W&F differs from the normalization method chosen and reported in Chapter 4 (Nearey1), 

as it preceded the normalization analysis which indicated that Nearey1 performed slightly better. 
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Figure 5.1. Pilot acoustic Euclidean distance multi-dimensional scaling, based on proximity 

matrix; CN=Central North, IN=Inland North, IS=Inland South, M=Midland, NEN=New 

England, NR=Non-regional, TX=Texas, W=West. Normalized Raw Stress: 0.009; 

Dispersion Accounted For: 0.990. 

Procedure 

For both surveys, each recording was presented in direct comparison with 

every other recording (A–B, A–C, B–C). The individual speakers’ samples 

were used for the perceptual surveys in order to cover the many varieties 

represented in a reasonable time-period for the survey to be taken. Both 

surveys were presented online and participants were instructed to use 

headphones. Both surveys collected the following information: mobility, 

ethnicity, language background and proficiency, familiarity with US accents, 

and self-evaluated dialect information (e.g., the participant’s own accented-

ness, standardness). In this case, speech samples for varieties labeled A–H: A 

(Non-regional), B (Inland North), C (Central North), D (Inland South), E 

(Midland), F (New England), G (Texas), and H (West)) were presented in the 

same order for each of the 20 participants. Despite the risk of influence from 
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order-effects, attempts were made to keep the surveys short and with activities 

to avoid fatigue for later questions. In the attitude survey, A(Non-regional) 

was always first so that it could be compared to each subsequent variety. It is 

also important to note that participants could go back to adjust answers after 

hearing all of the samples and listen as many times as needed in both cases. 

While learning effects may therefore be a concern, a greater concern was that 

participants would not have any contextual reference for initial responses 

other than their own speech. This is especially important when including 

questions in the survey on an ordinal scale, as the participants could change 

their mind about what constituted a ‘2’ as they progressed. 

Study A recorded listeners’ attitudinal ratings towards speakers from 

different regions, and they rated the samples on a scale of 1-5 for the 

following attributes: Clarity, Confusion, Appeal, Pleasantness, Familiarity, 

Intelligence, and Standardness. A 0 “no opinion” option was also available 

for the attitudinal portion. They also again rated how “standard” each accent 

sounded and were tested on their ability to identify the sample’s regional 

location by picking a label from a list which corresponded to a number on a 

map.52  

Study B gathered data on 1) Listener’s perceived distance between each 

accent (rated on a scale of 1-5), and 2) Ranking of similarity to listener’s own 

accent, rated 1-5.  

Using the data from these variables, the relation of listeners’ ratings of 

attitude and perceived distance between accents (regardless of region of 

origin) to acoustic distances was examined, in particular their 

similarities/differences in grouping. Identification performance was also 

assessed in terms of ability to differentiate the accents accordingly.  

Acoustical and Perceptual Distance Comparison 

Multi-dimensional scaling was performed to observe how the accents related 

to each other in terms of perceived distance, and how these compared with 

the distributions formed by the acoustical analysis. The perceived distances 

resulted in groups resembling North, South, and Western or ‘General’ 

regions, with New England being an outlier. With the exception of the Central 

North and Inland North speakers, the varieties are assembled into similar 

Southern, Northern, and ‘General’ groups as seen in the acoustic distances (as 

illustrated in the multi-dimensional rendering in Figure 5.2). The Central 

North is farther from all except New England in terms of perception (i.e., both 

were perceived as being different from the other groups and could potentially 

be analyzed as forming their own category of ‘otherness’ as well). 

Explanations may include perceptual salience of features that are shared 

                                                 
52 This same task is repeated in the final survey, which is provided in the Appendix. 
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between varieties, such as the Central North and New England speakers’ 

centralized /oʊ/ offglide, as well as their relative ‘otherness’ and lack of larger 

regional grouping stereotype (as opposed to the other varieties which could 

be categorized as ‘standardized’ or ‘southern’). A Spearman’s rho correlation 

coefficient was computed to assess the relationship between perceived and 

acoustic distances. A moderate correlation was observed (r=.440, N=28, 

p=.019) between averaged vocalic acoustic distances among varieties and 

perceptual distance, in both circumstances taking into account the vowels that 

occur within all of the sentences as a whole, and not distinguishing phonemes 

which may be stronger perceptually or more distant acoustically. 

 

Figure 5.2. Pilot multi-dimensional scaling of perceptual distances based on mean response 

per variety in a distance matrix. Normalized Raw Stress: 0.004; Dispersion Accounted for: 

0.995. 

One result comes in clear contrast with the acoustic distances—while the 

Inland North and Central North samples are grouped with similar acoustic 

distances, they are not grouped together perceptually. This may have to do 

with the social perception that the Inland North accent is one of the 

standardized varieties (Preston, 1989). So, while it shares many phonetic 

features with the Central North, it is classified in the listeners’ view with the 

other standardized varieties.  

Perceptual distances
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Attitudinal Impressions 

Similarly, participants’ ratings for aggregated attitude judgments are 

examined in terms of resulting differences between samples, using chi-square 

distance to derive a proximity matrix for the resulting multi-dimensional 

scaling (Figure 5.3). Attitudinal judgments were in the same categorized 

groups as perceptual distances (even with different participants), but also 

slightly different than acoustic distances. This provided some explanation as 

to which effects may be influencing perception aside from phonetic similarity 

alone (e.g., previously held stereotypes or opinions of familiarity). With the 

exception of the Inland North, accents that are acoustically more similar to 

the Standard/Non-regional variety were also rated more positively. Overall, 

varieties judged as more ‘standardized’ are also rated more positively, that is, 

more appealing, pleasant, clear, and intelligent, but not more familiar. 

Varieties that were farthest from the standard, acoustically and perceptually 

(Texas, New England) were rated low on all judgments, with the exception 

of Texas and familiarity; it is also worth noting New England’s low 

familiarity rating, but relatively high identification. In analyzing the varieties, 

it appears there are three potential factors having an effect in the perception 

of attitudinal attributes: acoustic distance from the standard accent, 

stereotyping (e.g., traditionally standardized, or typically southern), and 

familiarity. 

  

Figure 5.3. Pilot study: multi-dimensional scaling (MDS; ALSCAL for non-proximity based 

values using Euclidean distance on mean attitudinal ratings) illustrating attitudinal 

relationships for all attitudinal factors. Stress: .00371; Squared correlation: .99993. 
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Varieties with closest acoustic distances to the Non-regional variety (West, 

Midland) are rated highly with positive attributes, while the New England 

sample was rated lowest for all positive attributes, as well as familiarity (see 

Figure 5.4, below). “Positive attributes” here include clarity, pleasantness, 

and appeal. Stereotyping effects are clearly also expected to play a role in the 

clustering of attitude judgments alongside perceived linguistic phenomena; 

that is to say, many of the factors such as ‘intelligence’ and ‘standardness’ 

may rely on a listener’s previously established associations of an accent with 

these attributes. The Inland North, for example, was perceived within the 

‘standardized’ group along with Midland, West and Non-regional varieties 

despite its acoustic distance, while the southern varieties, Texas and the 

Inland South, were consistently rated together in other attitudinal categories 

(such as ‘intelligence’), despite the Inland South being slightly closer 

acoustically to the standardized varieties. This suggests that listeners attend 

to associations with stereotyped features that influence their perception, even 

despite additional phonetic evidence to the contrary.  

 

Figure 5.4. Pilot study: Mean perceptual ratings of eight samples by listeners (N=20). 

5=highest, 1=lowest. Note that lines between points are for clarification purposes only. 

 

With respect to ‘intelligence’, there appears a bias towards the Southern 

accents as being perceived as lowest on the scale, while the minimally-

marked varieties (West and Midland) are most-so, suggesting the relation 

between standardization and perceived intelligence, as found with Preston’s 

(1989) study on attitudes towards regional varieties of American English. 
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Again, however, previously-held impressions based on stereotypes may be an 

overriding factor; for example, the New England sample is not ranked as least 

intelligent, despite being far from the standardized varieties distance-wise and 

containing highly-marked features. As illustrated in the mean ratings (Figure 

5.4), the two southern varieties are situated with the lowest scores, even 

though the Inland South sample is slightly closer acoustically to the Non-

regional variety and exhibits fewer marked features than either Texas or New 

England, indicating that acoustic-vocalic features may not play as much of a 

role in the perception of accents as intelligent-sounding as preconceived 

associations and stereotyping.  

With respect to ‘familiarity’, Inland South appears as the most-familiar, 

with Non-regional second-most and Texas third, while Central North and 

New England were rated as the least familiar. The fact that there is a mixture 

of high and low-marked varieties further evidences the complex nature of 

‘familiarity’. Stereotyped varieties with highly marked features are both the 

two highest and two lowest, and may have to do less with phonetic features, 

markedness, and stereotyping as it does with exposure and identifiability; just 

because a variety has unique features does not mean it is necessarily more 

recognizable or familiar. Therefore, analyzing this question of familiarity 

separately may help in analysis, since, although it may be implicated, it does 

not appear to be directly tied to distance from the standard, markedness, or 

stereotyping of features. 

While the four varieties closest acoustically to the Non-regional sample are 

rated as most ‘pleasant’, the three varieties that are most distant from the Non-

regional sample acoustically: Texas, Central North and New England, are in 

turn perceived as least ‘pleasant’ sounding. However, participants seemed 

hesitant to label a variety in terms of ‘pleasantness’, as the number of null 

responses (0 for no-opinion) for this question were much higher than other 

attributes. 

Also, external effects such as stereotyping seem not to play as much of a 

part in perceived ‘clarity’ as categorization as a standardized variety, and lack 

of marked features. The varieties exhibit similar ranking for ‘clarity’ as 

varieties judged as ‘standard’, and are also similar in their ‘pleasantness’. In 

contrast, there were not so many ‘very confusing’ responses; out of 160 total 

responses (20 possible for each variety), only 50 responses were above 1 (“not 

very confusing”). This may be due to the participants being native speakers 

of American English and not finding any of the accents especially confusing, 

along with the definition of ‘confusing’ being quite difficult to determine. It 

was intended, however, to be included in the survey as a counter-question (the 

opposite) to ‘clear’. Still, the Non-regional and West were the least confusing, 

while Midland and Inland North were second most, and Texas, New England, 

and Central North were most confusing. 
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Identification Ability 

After hearing a sample and providing judgment ratings, participants were also 

asked to identify the sample’s region based on a map with eight numbered 

regions (see Appendix C for the same map used in the identification portion 

of the final survey). Identification overall was poor for most accents; 

however, when divided into the four larger categories derived from the 

acoustic distances, they were at least 50% or better (Figure 5.5). Overall, 

listeners were 29.4% correct at identifying individual speakers’ regions, and 

when considered within the broader regional categories of “North”, “South”, 

“General” and “New England”, identification rates were 70% correct. 

Apparent discontinuities between the attitudinal ratings and identifications 

are also of note; for example, despite New England’s high level of 

identification, it was rated among the least familiar-sounding. It can also be 

noted that varieties which share few vocalic features with others were more 

identifiable. For example, New England was identified quite accurately, and 

that might well be because of the lack of shared features with other varieties, 

whereas the more ‘general’ varieties which share a large number of features 

such as the Midland, West, and Non-regional, are not as identifiable. 

However, although the two southern varieties share several features between 

them, they perform well in identification, with the ‘southern’ group being the 

most accurately identified cluster. 

 

Figure 5.5. Pilot study: Percentage of correct identifications. 

This indicates that the listeners had a difficult time identifying specific 

regions, especially those that were similar, but they are able to distinguish 
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between larger regiolects, and may suggest a three-way division between the 

varieties based on their uniqueness, identifiability and how many features 

they share with others, and is subject to further investigation and statistical 

analysis in the resulting final survey.  

5.3.1. Discussion 

The pilot study’s acoustical analysis of vowel variation and distance among 

the eight varieties revealed three distinct groups that support previous notions 

of regional demarcation—Northern, Southern, and “General” groupings, 

while Eastern New England stood apart from the other varieties.  

When these same sentences were presented to listeners, it was shown that 

their ratings of perceived distance between accents do relate to the acoustic 

distances. Similarities are especially evident in the clustered layout and 

categories that are created (North, South, General, New England). However, 

southern varieties were perceived as further from a ‘standard’ than they are 

acoustically. So, while the pilot study supported that phonetic similarities 

between accents are associated with perceived similarities, external effects, 

likely drawn from matters of stereotyping and familiarity, had additional 

influences on perception, as was seen in the attitudinal survey results. 

Differences which do arise may also be related to the influence of phonetic 

factors on perception (i.e., that some phenomena are more salient than others). 

Impact on Final Survey 

Improvements to the survey include balancing the number of attributes that 

fall into each category, as opposed to very different factors. Those used in the 

pilot, ‘Confusing’, ‘Standard’, ‘Intelligent’, ‘Familiar’ ‘Appealing’, ‘Clear’, 

‘Pleasant’, include several which could relate to standardness, a few that 

relate to stereotyping, and only one on familiarity. Some attitudinal judgments 

are more or less subjective than others; for example, the “Attitude” portion of 

the data could be arranged to distinguish between those that are more related 

to stereotype-based responses, such as ‘intelligence’, ‘pleasantness’, 

‘confusion’, and those that are reliant on some judgment of the accent’s 

pronunciation (e.g., distance to the Non-regional accent, standardness, or 

clarity). Additionally, ‘Familiarity’ could potentially be considered as a third, 

separate type, since it is not necessarily correlated to standardness or attitude 

judgments. This division and balancing of attitude types was therefore noted 

as a factor to be considered and analyzed more fully in the final survey. As a 

result, for the final survey ‘confusing’ was removed (as its purpose as a 

counter to ‘Clear’ resulted in decidedly unclear responses), ‘Frequently-

heard’ was added to relate to an accent that was not uncommon, though not 

necessarily familiar in one’s own community of practice, and ‘Rustic’ and 
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‘Sophisticated’ were added to derive additional, subjective, attitudinal 

opinions, resulting in the final attributes ‘Appealing’, ‘Intelligent’, ‘Clear’, 

‘Pleasant’, ‘Familiar’, ‘Sophisticated’; ‘Rustic’, and ‘Frequently-heard’. 

The participants were asked a number of background questions about their 

origins and self-perceived accents, as well as their identities with respect to 

accent and regional association. However, the survey questions were 

sometimes confusing to participants and needed simplification; for example, 

it was unclear to some whether the accent they identified with was the same 

as the region they came from. These questions were revised and specified for 

clarity. Due to the social effects of the participants on their perceptions, the 

final survey was made to take into account individual participants’ origins, 

mobility, familiarity with accents, and self-perceived standardization. In light 

of this, a significantly larger sample size was needed.  

The final version also involves non-native listeners, and addresses 

questions of second language perception, namely: how do speakers from 

outside the US perform in the identification task, how do their attitudinal 

judgments differ overall from the native participants, and how do these 

differences reflect on how broadly or specifically they perceive the distances? 

With differing levels of exposure and social influence, a highly proficient 

non-native group provides perspective on how the combination of perceptual 

and attitudinal factors, such as familiarity with the different accents, 

identifiability, and pre-existing associations/stereotypes may influence 

distance assessment. Ultimately, the combination of native and non-native 

results will illustrate relationships between such factors, and whether similar 

processes underlie the non-native listeners’ assessments; that is, as these 

listeners receive the same acoustic information,53 it is of interest to see 

whether differences in their attitudinal judgments are similarly reflected in 

their assessment of distances between accents. 

Additional adjustments were made to the final version, for example asking 

not only where a participant had lived, but also how long they had lived there. 

More questions were made obligatory, as some were skipped in the pilot test. 

Within the Likert scale for the attitudinal questionnaire, one of the options 

was ‘no opinion’, which resulted in ratings of 0, for example, in the clarity of 

the Non-regional accent, in which case the listener may as well have skipped 

the question. While some varieties exhibited more ‘no opinion’ answers than 

others, this necessitated their exclusion from the mean calculations. Instead, 

a 1–5 scale was used for the final version.  

                                                 
53 It should be noted that phonetic sensitivity also likely plays a role in non-native listener assessment 

of similarity between accents—that is, if they are more or less sensitive to differences in phonemes than 

native listeners given their own language backgrounds. As is discussed later in the main study, 

Germanic language speakers were assessed (Dutch, Swedish, Danish), as well as Finnish speakers. 
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Another change in the final survey resulted in the Inland South speaker 

from Tennessee being replaced with a Southern speaker from South Carolina. 

This was due to the phonetic similarity between Texas and the Inland South 

and their advancements in the Southern Shift, and the fact that historically 

Texas is linked to the Inland South through migration routes; therefore, a 

variety that was southern, but not directly related to the Texas variety, was 

chosen. Finally, for the pilot, the two surveys were presented in the same 

order; in the final, multiple versions of each with different orders were offered 

in order to avoid response biases from order effects.  

Overall, the final test was designed to receive a larger sample of 

participants than the pilot test, group them by region, and obtain clearer 

responses on the questionnaire. Additionally, instead of two surveys which 

contained a great deal of overlapping material in terms of background 

information and time spent listening to the samples, only one was presented 

with a combined, clarified layout. Questions regarding ‘standardness’ were 

adjusted, re-worded, or removed, due to the high occurrence of confusion 

among participants, to further address the topic of stereotyping, and the 

listening tasks were simplified as well. 

5.4. Study II: Data collection 

As noted, questionnaires and surveys have long been used to gather large 

quantities of data in an efficient and timely manner. However, a caveat of this 

method of data collection is in its implementation; it is difficult to tell how 

participants will answer the questions and in general how the survey will 

perform. With internet-based surveys becoming an accessible means of 

reaching many, geographically diverse participants, this becomes especially 

true (Dollinger, 2012; Macaulay, 2009). However, modern survey platforms 

make experiments easily accessible to diverse participants, and the resulting 

benefits of analyzing large amounts of data submissions are evident (Kendall 

& Fridland, 2012, 2016). They are furthermore readily available and can be 

constructed to represent the research intent and be based on previously trialed 

questions which are deemed reliable, while being presented in a secure, 

controlled format. 

The multi-faceted goal of the survey to gather listeners’ judgments on a) 

perceptual distance of dialects, b) familiarity, c) standardization, and d) 

attitudes, as well as their ability to identify/categorize dialectal regions and 

sub-regions in the US, necessitated that only relevant data was gathered in an 

efficient manner. First, the principal research questions pertaining to how 

acoustic and perceptual factors work together to explain 
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differences/similarities between the acoustic and perceptual data were 

reviewed before attempting to obtain data relevant to those questions: 

 

1. What are listeners’ attitudinal and underlying impressions of each 

accent? 

a. Which varieties have higher attitudinal scores, and do these 

relate to acoustic groupings? 

2. What role do identifiability and certainty of identification play in 

perception and categorization? 

3. How do listeners’ ratings of perceived distance between accents relate 

to the acoustic distances and clusters?  

a. How similar or different are the accents perceived to be from 

one another? 

b. Does the listener’s region of origin/nativeness have an effect 

on how similar they rate the various accents? 

5.4.1. Information collected 

In response to the question raised by the acoustical analysis—how differences 

between phonetic phenomena and overall vocalic distance compare with 

actual perceptions of these accents—the final test was designed to present 

listeners with speech samples from eight different accents, which they were 

to rate for a number of characteristics, identify, and rank in terms of 

‘standardness’. 

In order to elicit responses, 81 participants (32 female, 49 male), divided 

equally between five regions (South, West, Midland, North, New England) 

performed a series of perceptual tasks within an online survey which lasted 

approximately 35 minutes. Participants were prescreened to be between 20-

80 years old, and with English as their first language. They also had to have 

been born in one of a specially selected number of US states and be 

maintaining current residence within that same region. Five regions of origin, 

namely the North, New England, South, West, and Midland (Table 5.3), were 

determined by the selected states, which were selected to avoid multiple 

dialect boundaries when possible (as presented in the ANAE: Labov et al., 

2006). Listener’s town/city of residence and where they were raised were also 

provided, which clarified the region of origin for those living in states which 

do contain multiple boundaries (e.g., Ohio, New York, etc.). Due to 

participant availability, these differ from the eight regions presented in that 

the North and South were not divided into Inland and Central North, or South 

and Texas, respectively, nor was a non-regional option possible. Broader 

regional categories were therefore considered for listener recruiting as 

opposed to splitting regions into too small areas, for example Texas or the 
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Central North, and not obtaining participants from those geographically 

smaller or less populated regions (See Table 5.3). 
 

Table 5.3. Native listener target provenance 

South West Midland North New England 

Alabama (AL) Arizona (AZ) Illinois (IL) Michigan (MI) Connecticut (CT) 

Arkansas (AR) California 
(CA) 

Indiana (IN) Minnesota (MN) Maine (ME) 

Georgia (GA) Colorado 
(CO) 

Iowa (IA) New York (NY) Massachusetts 
(MA) 

Kentucky (KY) Idaho (ID) Kansas (KS) North Dakota 
(ND) 

New Hampshire 
(NH) 

Louisiana (LA) Montana 
(MT) 

Nebraska 
(NE) 

South Dakota 
(SD) 

Rhode Island (RI) 

Mississippi (MS) Nevada (NV) Ohio (OH) Wisconsin (WI) Vermont (VT) 

Missouri (MO) New Mexico (NM) 
  

North Carolina 
(NC) 

Oregon (OR) 
   

South Carolina 
(SC) 

Utah (UT) 
   

Tennessee (TN) Washington (WA) 
  

Texas (TX) Wyoming (WY) 
  

Virginia (VA) 
    

West Virginia (WV) 
   

 

 Socio-demographic information was also gathered with respect to the 

following: the origin and relative mobility of each individual listener (where 

they were raised, currently residing, and whether they had lived outside the 

region), the listener’s self-reported regional accent, the accent region with 

which they most identify (including Non-regional affiliation), the listener’s 

self-reported standardness, and their exposure and familiarity with US accents 

and dialects (see Appendix C for a full list of questions). ‘Mobility’ was 

considered due to previous research indicating mobile listeners (those who 

have lived in more than one region) perform better at identification tasks than 

those who have not moved from their region (Clopper & Pisoni, 2006), and 

because of interest in the perception of regional similarities between the 

listener and the sample. ‘Exposure’ has also been shown to impact dialect 

perception; see, for example, Evans and Iverson’s (2007) study of adult 

accent productive and perceptual change based on shifting to a new region in 

the UK. Additionally, aside from physical presence and exposure in a region, 
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a participant’s ties to a regional identity can impact their perception of 

differing, and this is gathered here via self-evaluated dialect information (e.g., 

the participant’s own accented-ness and standardness). 

Participants then listened to eight recordings and answered questions 

regarding attitude judgments, standardness, and identification after each one 

(see Table 5.4 below, as well as the Appendix). Attitudinal judgments were 

chosen following the pilot test which illustrate potentially positive and 

negative reactions and reflect a range of notions related to both standardness 

and aesthetic appeal: frequently-heard, familiar, clear, appealing, intelligent, 

sophisticated, rustic. The attitude judgments were furthermore chosen based 

on characteristics which both reflected those examined in previous studies 

(e.g., “intelligence”: Preston, 1986; Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013), as well as 

others that have not been examined in great detail with respect to accent, such 

as aesthetic appeal.  

It should also be noted that a multitude of factors are shown to play a role 

in listeners’ perceptions, for example their attitudes, ability to categorize 

dialects, and perceive vowel differences, such as region of origin for the 

participant, their exposure, mobility, etc. (see, for example, Preston, 1989; 

Clopper & Pisoni, 2006; Evans & Iverson, 2007). Furthermore, many of the 

influences on how one forms an attitude towards an accent are idiosyncratic; 

family, friends, media, and varying types and levels of positive or negative 

experiences and exposure to each variety are able to impact one’s perception 

at some level (Sanchez et al., 2015). However, there remains a generalized 

level of perceptual convergence among groups; individuals often develop 

attitudes towards language varieties that are perpetuated at a societal level. 

Therefore, judgments often reflect stereotypes and underlying attitudes 

present in society, regardless of the level of individual exposure to a variety, 

and are nevertheless valuable in studying how we generalize language 

attribute characteristics based on sound alone. 

 

Table 5.4. List of perceptual/attitudinal questions presented in the final survey. 

Question type Question from survey 

Open ended Did any words or sounds strike you as unusual? 

Identification Try to locate this accent’s origin on the map:54 

 

                                                 
54 The identification map is similar in construction to the map used in the language-background section 

of the survey. Therefore, it is assumed participants would be aware that 8 did not somehow refer to 

Mexico, but instead a non-regional variety (as it was labeled in the background questions).  
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Question type Question from survey 

 

Certainty How certain are you of your choice? 

Attitudinal judgment scores (scale 
1-5) 

Accent X can be described as... [Appealing; 
Intelligent; Clear; Pleasant; Familiar; 
Sophisticated; Rustic; Frequently-heard] 

 How “standard” in terms of American 
pronunciation did you find Accent X? 

Goodness-of-fit How different from your own accent of English 
was Accent X? 

Perceived distance How different were the Accents X and Y from each 
other? 

Ranking task (with visible labels) to 
elicit stereotyping with respect to 
standardization 

Please order the following from Most (1) to Least 
(7) representative of a standard American Accent  

 

Additional participants were invited to participate in the study to reflect non-

native listeners from European countries with high exposure to English that 

exhibit exceptionally high competence in L2 English, namely: The 

Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark.55 Participants from Norway 

were also invited to take part in the survey, but there were no respondents 

from this country. The number of listeners and their respective countries of 

origin are listed below in Table 5.5. Background questions relating to US 

regional accent identity were removed and adjusted as appropriate to be more 

relevant to non-native listeners.56  

 

                                                 
55 http://www.ef.edu. (2016). EF English Proficiency Index – A comprehensive ranking of countries by 

English skills. [online] Available at: http://www.ef.edu/epi/. 
56 In particular, the question: “How would you rate yourself in terms of having non-regional, non-

localized, ‘standard’ American pronunciation?” was changed to: “How would you rate yourself in terms 

of having a ‘standard’ American English pronunciation?”, and the question: “Which of the areas 

numbered above do you identify most with your own ACCENT” was removed.  
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Table 5.5. Non-native listener origins 

Country Participants 

Netherlands 24 

Sweden 9 

Finland 5 

Denmark 2 

Presentation and Ethical Considerations 

The survey was presented online, using Prolific Academic57 as a platform, and 

participants were instructed to use headphones. In this case, speech samples 

for varieties labeled A-H: A (Non-regional), B (Inland North), C (Central 

North), D (South), E (Midland), F (New England), G (Texas), and H (West) 

were presented in the same order for 48 participants, as well as the non-native 

group, while the 32 remaining heard them in the reverse order. Attempts were 

also made to keep the surveys short and with activities to avoid fatigue for 

later questions. As in the pilot test, participants were permitted to go back to 

adjust answers after hearing all of the samples and could listen as many times 

as needed in both cases. While learning effects were still a concern, the greater 

concern was maintained that participants would not have any contextual 

reference for initial responses other than their own speech. For the “Perceived 

Distance” task each recording was presented in direct comparison with every 

other recording (i.e., A–B, A–C, B–C, B–D, C–D, etc.), and listeners were 

asked to rate how different they sounded in terms of pronunciation and how 

different each was to their own self-perceived accent. In this case, it was 

preferred to use individual speakers’ samples, as opposed to multiple speakers 

per region, for the perceptual survey in order to cover the many varieties 

represented in a reasonable time-period for the survey to be taken. After 

listening to each sample, listeners were asked to identify it on a map using a 

drop-down list of possible regions to choose from and rate their level of 

certainty. The map contained vague boundaries between the regions, and 

numbers were used instead of regional labels in light of Hay et al.’s (2006) 

findings that even the mention of another region could influence accent 

perception. Finally, to examine explicit attitudes and language regard, the 

regions were made known to participants and presented on a labeled map. 

They were then asked to rank each for how “representative it was of a 

standard American accent.” This was presented at the end of the survey so 

that they would not be influenced by which accent could be related to a 

sample when undertaking the perceptual task, and the map was incorporated 

                                                 
57 http://www.prolific.ac 
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to give a sense of geography. This measurement aimed to elicit the listener’s 

explicit knowledge, that is, their preconceived, general judgments of how 

deviant a variety was with what is considered “representative of” a standard 

American accent. 

Using the data from these variables, the relation of listeners’ ratings of 

perceived distance between accents to acoustic distances is examined, in 

particular how they are clustered. The ability of listeners to differentiate the 

accents from each-other is also examined in identification questions, as well 

as attitudinal relations using several analytical methods, ranging from 

statistical tests to qualitative evaluations and observations. 

5.5. Perceptual data analysis 

The listeners’ responses to speech samples from each of the regional varieties 

shed light on differences in perception. The overall scores for each perceptual 

category are observed per region and listener origin along with their 

underlying impressions of each region’s standardness are examined to see the 

role they play in regional categorization. First, differences in attitudinal 

ratings for the different samples’ regions are presented; then, their ranking of 

each sample region’s representativeness of a standard American accent is 

examined. Finally, the listeners’ origins are examined with respect to the 

perception accents’ difference from each other. Both native and non-native 

results are presented in this way, and, finally, a combined analysis of 

acoustical and perceptual data is made. 

5.5.1. Native listener perceptions 

First, native listeners of American English were asked to rate each sample in 

terms of attitude, identify them, and rank each region based on their pre-

conceived notions of representativeness as a standard variety of American 

English. The origin of native listeners was also examined as having an effect 

on their attitudes as well as perceived similarity/distance towards each 

regional sample. 

Attitude 

Observations from the perceptual tests are examined below in a descriptive 

analysis.58 First, a summary of the mean ratings is presented (Figure 5.6), 

                                                 
58 Additionally, a mixed-effects generalized regression was made (in particular, a “cumulative link 

mixed model”, chosen to handle the ordinal responses) with the attitudinal rating as the dependent 

variable, and Region*Attitude as the fixed effects, and Listener as a random variable to account for the 
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followed by multi-dimensional scaling analysis of the different attributes, in 

order to describe the results in terms of their similarly-grouped categories 

(Figure 5.7). The average ratings investigated are then organized and 

described below in terms of regional differences based on the attitudinal 

attribute examined. 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Native Listeners’ mean ratings for each attitudinal variable per region (N=81) 

The mean attitude ratings make evident a hierarchy among the regions; 

certain regions are consistently rated high (such as the Non-regional, West, 

and Midland). Furthermore, some contain more variation in their ratings than 

others; Texas, for example, ranges with ratings from below 2.5 on average, to 

above 3.5, compared to New England, which remains relatively static in its 

ratings, staying around 2.5 and never reaching nor going below 2. 

The attitudinal judgments also illustrate a range of positive and negative 

reactions, and reflect the overarching factors of both acceptability/ 

standardness and aesthetic appeal; while some could be more associated with 

one over the other (e.g., ‘familiarity’ to standardness or ‘appeal’ to 

aesthetics), others were chosen which could potentially contain aspects of 

                                                 
fact that each of the 80 listeners gave multiple responses. Post-hoc Tukey tests on the estimated 

marginal means indicate contrasts between particular regions. As the focus of this dissertation is not 

distinguishing attitudinal differences between the varieties, only qualitative observations are addressed 

here and further results are included in the Appendix. 
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either (‘rustic-ness’, ‘intelligence’). Multi-dimensional scaling of the attitude 

responses by an alternating least-squares algorithm (ALSCAL), used to 

analyze data that are not proximities, revealed a four-way division between 

them: ‘frequency’, ‘familiarity’, and ‘clarity’ in one group, ‘appeal’, 

‘pleasantness’ and ‘intelligence’ in a second, and ‘rustic’ and ‘sophisticated’ 

as further outlying categories (Figure 5.7). The input for these differences 

between cases was based on the mean attitudinal judgment values.  

 

Figure 5.7. Multi-dimensional scaling of attitudinal variables. ALSCAL using Euclidean 

distance scaling model of ordinal measurements. Stress: .06585; RSQ: .99003. 

The first group (frequently-heard, familiar, clear) is composed of attributes 

related to a sense of standardness, while the second (appealing, pleasant, 

intelligent-sounding) reflects aesthetic qualities projected by the accent. The 

final two measurements, ‘sophisticated’ and ‘rustic’, are different in that they 

reflect characteristics of the speaker based on the accent; while it could also 

be argued that labelling an accent as ‘intelligent’ does this, it is an attribute 

that may refer solely to the manner of speech, without judgments on the 

personal character of the speaker. 
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Appealing, pleasant, intelligent 

‘Appeal’ is a quality that is often unexamined in perceptual research, due to 

its general and subjective nature. However, because aesthetics have become 

an important aspect of accent perception (e.g., in marketing (Mai & 

Hoffmann, 2011) or for purposes of speech synthesis), it was examined, 

alongside ‘Pleasantness’. Most accents were rated moderately for appeal, 

with the minimally-marked Non-regional, Midland, and West samples, along 

with the Inland North comprising the highest rated varieties. New England 

and Central North were rated as least appealing. A similar trend is noticed 

with ‘Pleasantness’: Non-regional is overwhelmingly rated as the highest in 

comparison with other varieties, while the Midland, West, and Inland North 

varieties are again also rated as moderately high. New England is 

overwhelmingly rated as “not very pleasant”, with Central North, South, and 

Texas moderately low. With respect to ‘Intelligence’, the Non-regional 

sample is again rated highest, with New England, Texas, and the South as 

lowest. Here, Texas and the South receive many lower ratings than in the 

Appealing and Pleasant categories, possibly hinting at the role of stereotyping 

in making such judgments. 

Familiar, clear, frequently-heard 

When rated for how familiar the accent was, the Non-regional sample 

received the highest rating on average, with West second-most, followed by 

Midland and Inland North. The Southern varieties were moderately familiar, 

and most notable in the low-ratings is New-England, with the highest “not 

very/not at all familiar” ratings. A similar quality, ‘Frequently-heard’ 

attempted to measure how common an accent was perceived as being. Most 

notable here is the very highly-ranked Non-regional, with minimally-marked 

Midland and West samples being second-most frequently-heard, along with 

the Inland North. The Central North and the two southern varieties were less 

frequently-heard, and New England was ranked as the least frequently-heard. 

In terms of ‘Clarity’ the minimally-marked varieties were most highly rated: 

Non-regional, Midland, and West, but with the inclusion of Inland North as 

similarly clear. The variety to receive the lowest average ratings for clarity 

was New England, with Texas second. 

Sophisticated, rustic 

The two final attitudinal categories, ‘Sophisticated’ and ‘Rustic’, are more 

subjective than the other judgments, though both have similarities with 

categories such as ‘Intelligent’ and ‘Pleasant’. Few samples received high 

ratings in the ‘Sophistication’ category, though it could be noted that the Non-

regional sample had the fewest low and most high scores on average. The 

clearest observation, however, is in the low scores: New England and Texas 
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samples were nearly equally rated as “not very” and “not at all sophisticated”, 

along with the South. The Central North sample received only slightly fewer 

low ratings on average. The ‘Rustic’ judgment sits in contrast with the other 

categories; while properties such as ‘Intelligent’, ‘Familiar’, ‘Pleasant’, etc. 

are more standardly aligned, rusticity relates to a more arcadian quality 

associated with localized, rural areas. The valency of this category appears to 

differ for many of the varieties in contrast with the other attitudinal categories; 

those that are typically rated high for other attitudes are rated low for rusticity 

and vice-verse. This is most clearly the case for the minimally-marked and 

southern varieties, but the Central North and New England remained medially 

rated despite lower attitude ratings overall. With respect to how rustic a 

variety was judged, the Non-regional and Midland varieties were similarly, 

low-rated, and the West received slightly fewer low rustic ratings along with 

the Inland North sample. Here, the two southern varieties are rated as highly 

rustic, with the Central North and New England as moderately so. The impact 

of stereotyping may be evident here, as an association with rustic, rural 

qualities is not unexpected with respect to the South. Although New England 

was consistently lowest-rated on average with respect to the other judgments, 

here it and the Central North are moderately judged in comparison to the 

Southern samples, scoring below ‘3’ on average in terms of ‘rusticity’. 

Overall, the ratings are notably comparable to those associated with 

familiarity, and one could infer from these results that the varieties that 

listeners are not as familiar with, such as the New England or Central North, 

are not as subjected to the same level of stereotypical associations as the 

Southern or minimally-marked varieties. 

In order to explore the perceptual categories underlying the accents, 

pairwise dissimilarities were computed between the mean results of all 

attitude-based ratings per pairs of samples (Appealing, Clear, Familiar, 

Frequently-heard, Intelligent, Pleasant, Rustic, Sophisticated). These were 

entered into a dissimilarity matrix, using Gower’s (1971) method to compute 

the values, which underwent a complete linkage59 hierarchical cluster 

analysis, illustrated below in Figure 5.8. 

 

                                                 
59 Prokić & Nerbonne (2008) did not recommend using complete linkage, or ‘farthest neighbor’ as a 

clustering technique; however, this method implies a direct comparison between each data point 

regardless of how close they are (e.g. ‘nearest neighbor’/’single linkage’). It is argued that, in light of 

the perceptual test, in which participants compare the varieties directly to each other, this method more 

aptly reflects the perceptual data. Furthermore, with the few data points used here, the argumentation 

presented therein may not be applicable to this case. 
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Figure 5.8. Dendrogram featuring complete linkage hierarchical clustering of native 

listeners’ eight attitudinal variables: “Appealing, Clear, Familiar, Frequently-heard, 

Intelligent, Pleasant, Rustic, Sophisticated”. Average silhouette coefficient: 0.57. 

Here, a clear demarcation exists between the varieties based on their 

attitudinal ratings, illustrating two factors (sil=.57): featurally ‘distinctive’, or 

marked, and ‘general’, or minimally-marked, accents. Those which are 

attuned to stereotypical associations (New England, Central North, South, and 

Texas) are grouped together despite their phonetic differences, as they elicited 

strong reactions from participants, that is, very high or very low scores on 

each of the attitudinal variables. The remaining samples (Non-regional, 

Inland North, Midland, and West) elicited fewer responses at the extreme 

ends of the spectrum.  

Identification 

The listeners also identified the origins of each sample on a map using a drop-

down list and rated their level of certainty. The number of correct 

identifications was calculated, as well as the number of identifications for an 

entire regional group, as illustrated in the confusion matrix in Table 5.6 and 

percentages in Figure 5.9. The groups were based categories created by the 

acoustic distances: North (Central North and Inland North), South (Texas and 

South), Minimally-marked (West, Midland, Non-regional); New England 

was kept as an outlier. Therefore, if a participant marked South as Texas, they 

were still considered correct in the group scores for “South”. Native listeners 
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performed with 32% overall correct identification, and 60% group 

identification, as shown in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.9. As one might predict, 

the Midland was mistaken for several regions, likely due to its minimally-

marked qualities. It was frequently identified as the Inland North (19%) and 

the West (22%), and the South and the West were also labeled as Midland 

(20% and 23%, respectively). 

Table 5.6. Confusion matrix of native listener identification. Each number corresponds to a 

sample’s (left column) identification as a region (top row); e.g., New England was identified 

correctly 41% of the time (N=81), and as Inland North 15%. Darker shading=higher 

percentage. 

 Identification 

Stimulus NReg CNorth INorth South Mid NEng Tex West 

NReg 0.32 0.10 0.15 0.02 0.10 0.14 0.00 0.17 

CNorth 0.09 0.25 0.26 0.01 0.07 0.15 0.02 0.15 

INorth 0.05 0.36 0.26 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.01 0.09 

South 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.43 0.20 0.00 0.31 0.02 

Mid 0.04 0.07 0.19 0.10 0.28 0.07 0.02 0.22 

NEng 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.41 0.09 0.05 

Tex 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.40 0.11 0.00 0.43 0.01 

West 0.14 0.10 0.14 0.06 0.23 0.06 0.07 0.20 

 

Figure 5.9. Percentage of native listener correct identifications per region, as well as per 

regional group. 

NReg CNorth INorth South Mid NEng Tex West
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In addition, in order to take ‘certainty’ into account, an “Identifiability Index” 

was also calculated to produce a measurement of how identifiable each 

variety was with the effect of how certain participants were of their choice, 

shown below in Figure 5.10. This compound measurement aggregates 

multiple scores—in this case, individual and within-group identification 

ability with certainty—by taking the mean proportion of correct 

identifications (Pi) per region divided by those within each regional group 

(Pg), multiplied by the mean certainty rating per region (μc):60  

Equation 4: Regional Identifiability Index  

I= 

 

  
NReg CNorth INorth South Mid NEng Tex West 

% correct 32.1 24.7 25.9 43.2 28.4 40.7 43.2 19.8 

% in group 59.3 50.6 61.7 74.1 54.3 40.7 82.7 56.8 

Certainty 3.06 3.23 0.44 4.64 4.26 4.79 4.33 3.84 

ID.Index  1.400 1.218 0.192 2.719 1.763 1.950 2.728 1.470 

Figure 5.10. Native identification index scores, comprised of how often a region was 

identified correctly (percentage correct), identified within the correct larger regional group 

(percent in group) and the mean certainty scores for identification. 

                                                 
60 Based on the rating scale used, scores can theoretically range from 0, for 100% incorrect 

identifications in-group and individually with average 1 certainty rating, to 5 for 100% correct 

identifications in both groups and 5 average certainty.  
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The results indicate that, overall, the Southern varieties are most identifiable, 

with New England second-most before the minimally-marked varieties. 

Interestingly, although the Inland North and Central North received similar 

results in identification ability, because the level of certainty was so low for 

listeners hearing the Inland North sample, its index score is much lower. The 

impact of certainty is expected to play a role in a listener’s perception and 

assessment of an accent, and these results are expected to differ with those of 

non-native listeners as well (presented in Chapter 5.5.2.).  

Representativeness, Stereotypability 

To examine the notions of stereotypes and attitude further, participants were 

finally presented with a labeled map of the seven US regions (i.e., the regions 

were known to participants) and asked to rank each for how “representative 

it was of a standard American accent.” This aimed to elicit listeners’ 

preconceived, general judgments of how deviant a variety is from a 

“representative, standard” American accent. As a result, the two southern 

regions were ranked consistently low, whereas the West, Midland, and Inland 

North and Central North regions were labeled as most representative.  

Figure 5.11 below contains the frequency of ranking per region, with 1 

being most representative, and seven least; ties were not allowed, and only 

the regional varieties were presented. Results clearly show a preference 

towards West and Midland, but also Inland North and Central North, as highly 

representative. The two southern varieties are clearly ranked as least 

representative of a standard American accent, while New England remains 

medially ranked. 

 

Figure 5.11. Above: Native mean ranked scores as “representative of a standard American 

accent” (N=81). 

CNorth INorth South Mid NEng Tex West
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Interestingly, these informed results directly reflect neither the attitudinal 

clusters, nor the perceptual distance groups previously illustrated, and overall, 

groupings are not so clearly observable. As shown in Figure 5.11, the West, 

Inland North, Central North, and Midland are grouped as highly-ranked in 

terms of representative standardness, Texas and the South opposite, and New 

England in the middle, as opposed to being in an extreme position.61 When 

presented with labels and a map, listeners seem to revert to underlying 

stereotypes and pre-conceived notions of standardness and 

representativeness; while the perceptual distances reflect the acoustical 

information processed by the listener, which is categorized based on phonetic 

cues, they are mitigated by perceptual biases that make two varieties seem 

more or less different than they are acoustically. This could explain why the 

Inland North, which is very different acoustically from minimally-marked 

varieties such as the West and Midland, is consistently clustered with these 

‘general’ varieties by listeners despite its marked features, which are actually 

more similar to the Central North. Overall, these results do not reflect the 

same categories as in the acoustic distances presented in Chapter 4, but neither 

are they directly parallel to the categories observed in the perceptual cluster 

analyses; they do, however, lend some clues into why differences between 

production and attitudinal perception may arise.  

Origin of Listener 

Attitudinal ratings as well as perceived distance ratings were examined to see 

how the listeners’ origins may affect how similar or different they perceived 

a pair of accents to be. This revealed details of how origin of the listener could 

play a role in perceived distance and attitude between a pair of accents, for 

example if Inland North and Non-regional were perceived as more similar by 

someone from the North than by someone from the South, or if listeners from 

the South differed in their attitude judgments of Southern accents.  

A cumulative link mixed effects model (chosen to handle ordinal 

responses) was performed, showing the origin of the listener to have an effect 

on attitudinal judgments. The aim was to investigate specifically whether the 

listeners’ aggregated attitude ratings were influenced for a given regional 

sample by their region of origin, taking into account the different types of 

attitude ratings provided, and with the individual listeners being included as 

a repeated random factor (Rating ~ Region * Attitude * List.Origin + (1 | 

Listener)). This was done by comparing the two mixed effects models: a 

model with no “origin effect” to the model described above including “origin” 

as a factor; a likelihood ratio test statistic was given of 422.14 on 256 degrees 

of freedom resulting in a p-value of <.001. A subsequent comparison of the 

                                                 
61 See Appendix E for the frequency table. 
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estimated marginal means with Tukey’s HSD was used to investigate which 

origins differed significantly between the samples. This secondary analysis of 

the estimates examined how regional identity may influence attitudinal 

perception (for detailed results, see Appendix E). The contrasts and original 

means are illustrated below in Figure 5.12. 

 

Figure 5.12. Contrasts between native listener region of origin (x-axis) for each variety’s 

mean attitudinal responses (N=40). For example, participants from the New England had 

lower overall attitudinal scores for the Inland North than those who came from the North. 

When judging attitude, listeners were relatively consistent between origins 

with a few notable exceptions. In response to the results, which indicate that 

there are significant differences in attitudinal perception between each pair of 

accents based on the listener’s origin, the following Table 5.7 indicates 

contrasts which existed between the varieties. First, it is worth noting that the 

Non-regional variety had the highest mean attitude ratings overall within the 

model, while New England had the lowest. It is then interesting to see how 

listeners from the five overarching regions generally rated samples from near 

or within their own region, and where differences lie. Listeners from New 

England, for example, had a slightly higher coefficient for attitudes towards 

their own variety than other listeners, and those from the North had higher 

mean ratings for the Inland North than other listeners. Most obvious, 
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however, is the listener group from the South, who had significantly higher 

mean attitude ratings for the two southern samples than listeners from the 

North and West (Table 5.7). In general, listeners from the South rated 

southern varieties more positively: listeners from the North and New England 

had significantly lower attitudinal ratings than listeners from the South when 

rating the Texas sample, and listeners from the South also rated the Texas 

variety more positively than those from the West. However, listeners from 

the South had significantly higher ratings of the West than those who were 

actually from the West, as well as of their own variety when compared to 

those from the West. This raises further questions of linguistic (in)security 

and the associations, positive and negative, that one may have with their own 

variety, and illustrates support for the influence that origin may have on the 

perception of accent. 

 

Table 5.7. Significant contrasts between listeners’ regions of origin, based on their attitudinal 

results (estimated means from mixed effects model). For example, the first line shows the 

difference in the estimated attitudinal means concerning southern speech for those listeners 

coming from the South (from whom attitude scores were higher), versus those from the West. 

Sample List.Origin estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

South South – West 1.107 0.390 2.836 0.037 

Texas N.Eng – South -1.08 0.392 -2.753 0.047 

 North – South -1.338 0.394 -3.398 0.006 

 South – West 1.365 0.392 3.483 0.005 

West South – West 1.123 0.393 2.866 0.033 

 

5.5.2.  Non-native listener perceptions 

Non-native listeners’ judgments and rankings were also examined in terms of 

attitude, ranking of known regions’ representativeness as standard, and 

identification ability. Furthermore, their mean perceived distances were 

compared to native listeners’ using a mixed-effects model in order to 

determine which samples differed in their perceptions between the groups. 

Attitude 

Overall, some similar observations can be gathered with respect to attitudinal 

judgments for the non-native listeners (presented in Figure 5.13) as well as 
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with the native group, with a few notable exceptions. As with native listeners, 

in terms of appeal, the varieties traditionally associated with more ‘general’ 

accents, the West, Inland North, Non-regional, and Midland, are on average 

higher than the southern varieties, New England, and the Central North, 

which received the lowest appeal scores from non-native listeners. However, 

with respect to ‘pleasant’-ness, non-native listeners rated only New England 

and the Central North below 3 on average, and, while the Non-regional accent 

was rated more positively, it was still lower for ‘pleasantness’ than the West. 

For ‘clarity’, however, the Non-regional variety is also rated highest in both 

groups, though for non-native listeners it is only rated very moderately, along 

with the Inland North and Midland, for ‘sophistication’ and ‘rusticness’ 

(while it is the highest for all in the native group). New England and the 

Central North were also rated the lowest for ‘intelligent’ among non-native 

listeners, as opposed to Texas in the native group. 

 

Figure 5.13. Non-native listener attitudinal results (means per each judgment type). 

It is interesting to note specifically how varieties were rated with respect 

to familiarity: the Central North is least familiar on average, closely followed 

by New England. On the opposite end of the spectrum, the West is considered 

most familiar, the South second-most, Non-regional third, and the Texas, 
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Inland North, and Midland accents receiving medial scores. This is in contrast 

to the native listeners, whose familiarity strongly favored the General samples 

(i.e., the Non-regional sample, with West and Midland second most), and the 

southern varieties were ranked medially with the Inland North. Both the 

Central North and New England were rated low for familiarity among both 

native and non-native listeners, but Central North was more unfamiliar to the 

non-native group than the native group.  

However, it is interesting to note that the West is ranked higher than the 

Non-regional variety for everything except clarity. The South and Texas are 

also closely rated in the middle, though Texas is rated higher in terms of 

familiarity, and the Midland and Inland North are moderately rated for 

everything, including ‘rustic’. Here, New England and the Central North are 

ranked together lowest overall, with little variance in their ratings, even when 

compared to Texas which was moderately scored relative to the native 

listeners. 

These results suggest that non-native listeners are attitudinally more 

favorable to more general varieties, but their familiarity may play a more 

visible role than with native listeners; accents that are perhaps less frequently 

heard outside the United States, such as New England and the Central North, 

are rated lowest. The only exception lies with respect to attributes of 

‘intelligence’ and ‘sophistication’, wherein the southern varieties, which are 

commonly subject to negative stereotyping in media both domestically and 

internationally, are the lowest rated. It is also interesting to note the contrast 

in how the “West” is perceived: here it is clearly the highest rated (with, of 

course, the exception of ‘rusticness’, for which it is lowest), even superseding 

the Non-regional sample, which was highest rated among native listeners. 

Again, the notion of exposure comes to mind, based on international media 

and familiarity with West Coast speakers, which was the variety rated as most 

frequently-heard by non-native listeners. 

Due to differences in the amount and type of exposure to regional US 

accents, disparities were expected between native and non-native listeners’ 

reported attitude ratings. A cumulative link mixed effects model and posthoc 

Tukey tests on the estimated marginal means compared the attitude ratings 

from each respondent for the various regions and attitudinal categories. This 

determined that, in contrast with native listeners, non-native listeners rated 

the Non-regional sample as more ‘rustic’, the Central North as less ‘clear’, 

the South as more ‘familiar’, the Midland as more ‘rustic’, and the West as 

more ‘sophisticated’ sounding, as shown in Table 5.8. 
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Table 5.8. Native – non-native contrasts of the estimated marginal means of the attitude 

ratings per region. For example, native and non-native listeners contrasted significantly in 

their ‘Rustic’ rating of the Midland sample with non-native ratings as ‘more rustic’ than 

native. 

Sample contrast estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

NReg Rustic -2.591 0.411 -6.298 <.0001 

CNorth Clear 1.560 0.402 3.882 0.010 

South Familiar -1.443 0.393 -3.671 0.021 

Mid Rustic -2.188 0.405 -5.398 <.0001 

West Sophisticated -1.449 0.395 -3.673 0.021 

Identification 

As expected, non-native listeners’ performance was slightly lower than native 

listeners in identifying the region of a sample’s origin, as shown in the 

confusion matrix below (Table 5.9) and in calculation of the identification 

index (Table 5.10; Figure 5.14), also supporting previous research on the 

topic of non-native classification (e.g., Clopper & Bradlow, 2009). 

Interestingly, New England was most often mistakenly identified as Central 

North (25% of the time), while Central North was only mis-identified as New 

England on one occasion. Also, while one would expect the South and Texas 

to be equally mistaken for each other, Texas was more often mistaken for the 

Midland (20%) than the South (10%). It is unlikely that these listeners were 

aware of the accent or its geographical proximity to the Midland; however, it 

is possible that the notion of a “country” or “rural” accent in the Midwest 

persists. It should also be noted that one participant consistently identified 

each accent as Non-regional. At first this result was removed, but upon 

consideration that it resulted from an inability to distinguish different 

American accents from a non-native perspective (as opposed to not 

performing the task), it was retained. Overall, the non-native group’s 

identification ability was 20.6% when only correct identifications were 

considered, and 45% when regional categories were considered. 
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Table 5.9. Confusion matrix of non-native listener identification. Each number corresponds 

to a sample’s (left column) proportion of identifications as a region (top row). E.g., South 

was identified correctly 23% of the time (N=40), but as Texas 58%. Darker shading=higher 

percentage. 

 Identification 

Stimulus NReg CNorth INorth South Mid NEng Tex West 

NReg 0.25 0.03 0.20 0.10 0.15 0.13 0.03 0.13 

CNorth 0.08 0.23 0.13 0.23 0.13 0.03 0.10 0.10 

INorth  0.15 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.03 0.15 

South 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.23 0.10 0.00 0.58 0.05 

Mid 0.08 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.08 0.10 0.20 

NEng 0.08 0.25 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.08 0.10 0.05 

Tex 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.10 0.20 0.08 0.35 0.03 

West 0.25 0.05 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.30 

 

Figure 5.14. Percentage of non-native listener correct identifications per region, as well as 

per regional group. 

 

 

 

 

 

NReg CNorth INorth South Mid NEng Tex West
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Table 5.10. Non-native identification index scores, comprised of how often a region was 

identified correctly (percentage correct), identified within the correct larger regional group 

(percent in group) and the mean certainty scores for identification. 
 

NReg CNorth INorth South Mid NEng Tex West 

% correct 25.0 22.5 12.5 22.5 12.5 7.5 35.0 30.0 

% in group 52.5 35.0 35.0 80.0 40.0 7.5 45.0 65.0 

Certainty 2.2 1.95 2.1 3.25 2.175 2.1 2.325 2.575 

Indent.Index 1.048 0.561 0.499 1.666 0.544 0.158 0.930 1.223 

 

There is a contrast evident not only between the native and non-native 

listeners’ abilities to identify accents’ regions accurately, but more so in the 

distribution of which varieties specifically are more or less identifiable 

between the two groups (Figure 5.15). Again, the South was among the most 

identifiable, though there was considerably more hesitancy with the Texas 

sample for non-native listeners, and the West and Non-regional samples are 

second-most identifiable for non-native listeners. Most notable is the low 

identifiability of New England, and the low level of certainty associated as 

well. 

 

Figure 5.15. Comparison of Identification Index scores per region, between native (light) and 

non-native (dark) listeners. 
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Native listeners were generally best at identifying regions which are 

phonetically quite distant from other varieties, that is, the two southern 

varieties and New England. These regions also contain distinctly salient 

features, such as monophthongization in the southern regions and r-lessness 

in New England, and are perceived as non-standard by native listeners. Non-

native listeners, however, do not demonstrate awareness of these same 

associations, and were best at identifying regions which exemplify a more 

general pronunciation of American English (the Non-regional sample and the 

West), as well as the often-exported general Southern accent; they also rated 

the Texas sample as less familiar than the South attitudinally, which is 

reflected here. Varieties which are not rated as familiar attitudinally (Central 

North and New England) were therefore not identifiable with any certainty, 

whereas the West was rated as most familiar, and had the second-highest 

identifiability score. These results parallel previous research into non-native 

classification of dialects, indicating that non-native listeners are better at 

processing standard varieties than regional varieties, and of those, more so 

those with which they have exposure and familiarity (Fox & McGory, 2007; 

Clopper & Bradlow, 2009).  

Representativeness, Stereotypability 

When these listeners were presented with labeled regions, and asked to rank 

them by how representative of a standard American accent they found each 

one, the results appear to be more distinct than those demonstrated by US 

listeners, illustrated below in Figure 5.16; the West and Texas remain 

bifurcated at either ends of the scale as most and least highly ranked, the 

Inland North and South having second-most high and low rankings 

(respectively), along with the Midland on the lower-end, and finally the 

Central North and New England having similarly medial and well-distributed 

rankings.62 

Again, it is important to note that this is based on participants’ classifying 

how representative they think each region to be, without hearing any samples. 

Thus, their pre-existing associations for each region (when viewing a 

geographical map) come to light: Non-native listeners were more likely to 

associate the Central North and Western regions with what they believed a 

standard American accent to be, while New England and Inland North were 

neither ranked high or low. 

                                                 
62 See Appendix E for the frequency table. 
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Figure 5.16. Mean non-native representativeness ranking per region (1=most standard, 

7=least)  

However, it was very clear to most participants that Texas was least 

representative, and perhaps owing to geographical proximity, the South and 

Midland varieties as well. Based on the categorizations, geography therefore 

appears to be a factor in non-native associations of accent representativeness: 

proximity to the south (Texas, Midland, and South) is associated with lower 

standardness, while northern-ness (Inland North, Central North, and New 

England) is more standardly-aligned. The West, in all circumstances, appears 

to be perceived as most representative, based on regional association. Native 

listeners have similar distributions, with a few notable exceptions: New 

England, for example, is associated with non-standardness, and the Midland 

is more so associated with standard representation of American accents than 

for non-native participants. 

Perceived Distance 

A distance matrix was created of the native and non-native listeners’ 

perceived distances between the varieties, resulting in the following output, 

rendered as a multi-dimensional scaling of the distances found in the matrix 

(using PROXSCAL, as the data were derived from proximities: Figures 5.17–

18). The effect of non-native origin on perceived distance was then compared 

with native listeners. 

CNorth INorth South Mid NEng Tex West
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Figure 5.17. Multi-dimensional scaling (PROXSCAL) of non-native listeners’ mean 

perceived distances (Normalized Raw Stress = 0.010; Dispersion Accounted For= 0.989). 
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Figure 5.18. Native listeners’ mean perceived distances (Normalized Raw Stress= 0.008; 

Dispersion Accounted For = 0.991). 
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A one-way ANOVA was run, this time comparing the non-native and native 

listeners’ mean perceived distances between each sample: specifically, the 

native and non-native listeners’ mean distance ratings between two regions 

were taken for each regional pair (e.g., Non-native distance; NR–IN; Native 

distance NR–IN). The following varieties presented in Table 5.11 were shown 

to have significantly different responses between the non-native and native 

perceptions of distance between the varieties, and observations are addressed 

below, in light of the compared scaled maps of the distance matrices. 

Table 5.11. ANOVA comparing averaged perceived distance scores for each region between 

US and EU respondents. DF= 1:119. 

Regions F Sig. 
 

(NReg-INorth) 7.177 0.008 
 

(NReg-Mid) 5.753 0.018 
 

(NReg-Tex) 5.22 0.024 
 

(CNorth-NEng) 18.572 <.001 
 

(INorth-Tex) 9.021 0.003 
 

(Mid-NEng) 5.575 0.02 
 

(Mid-Tex) 7.789 0.006 
 

(Mid-West) 9.314 0.003 
 

(NEng-West) 6.304 0.013 
 

Interestingly, the non-native and native listeners differed significantly in their 

perceived distances between several regions. For example, the perception of 

distance between the Non-regional sample and the Inland North, Midland, 

and Texas was different between the two groups: native listeners found the 

Non-regional sample to be closer to the Inland North and Midland, and more 

different from Texas, than the non-native listeners. Likewise, the Midland and 

Texas samples were found to be closer for the non-native listeners than native 

listeners. New England and the Central North were much closer for non-

native listeners, and because of its relative perception as ‘less distant’ for non-

native listeners, it was significantly closer to the Midland and West. While it 

is only possible to speculate here on explanations for these differences in 

perceived distance, it is apparent that influences from acoustic information 

interact with the listeners’ pre-conceived ideas of where these accents 

originate, and their attitudinal associations with them. Non-native listeners 

may have, for example, less knowledge of a New England accent than a native 

listener, and therefore do not differentiate that sample to the extent of native 

listeners. 
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5.5.3. Perceptual-acoustical analysis 

A comparison of the acoustical and perceptual results is warranted to 

investigate how the various factors work together to explain disparities 

between the results, such as differing acoustic vs. perceptual clusters. When 

the varieties were examined acoustically, clusters were divided based on 

similarities and differences in pronunciation into three geographical regions: 

Northern, Southern, and ‘General’, with New England being an outlier of the 

Northern branch (sil=.22). An analysis of the perceived distances shows 

clustering into similar Southern, Northern, and ‘General’ groups as seen in 

the acoustic distances, though the Inland North is perceptually associated with 

‘General’ varieties, whereas in the acoustic analysis it was paired with Central 

North (as illustrated in the hierarchical dendrogram comparing acoustic 

distance with native perceptual distance in Figure 5.19). This resulted in 

similar over-arching regions as found in previous studies’ efforts to analyze 

grouping of dialects, such as Clopper and Pisoni’s (2007) results from a 

hierarchical clustering analysis of a free classification task, which resulted in 

New England, South, and West as groups, though their results were derived 

from six accents: West, North Midland, North, South, South Midland, and 

New England.  

Despite these similarities in overarching groups, however, there are notable 

disparities between the two. In terms of perceptual distance, the Central North 

is farther from all except New England (i.e., both were perceived as being 

different from the other groups; this could be interpreted as forming their own 

category of ‘otherness’ as well). Explanations for this similarity in perception 

for the Central North and New England could be in part due to the perceptual 

salience, or “strength” of features that are shared between the varieties, such 

as the Central North and New England Speakers’ centralized /oʊ/ offglide; 

although their vocalic distances are not so close, it is possible that certain 

phonetic cues add more weight to perceptual assessment than others. Their 

shared relative ‘otherness’, as evidenced by their relatively low familiarity, 

identification, and certainty scores, and lack of larger regional grouping 

stereotype may also lend to their perceptual grouping, as opposed to the other 

varieties which could be categorized as being ‘General’ or ‘Southern’. 

Finally, their affiliation in the attitudinal assessment provides further 

evidence of their perceived similarity. There, they are more closely aligned 

as belonging to the group which contains highly perceptually marked features 

and are less associated with standardized speech, as opposed to the group 

which is minimally-marked and more standardized. These relationships seem 

especially reflected in the perceptual distances. 
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Figure 5.19. Dendrogram illustrating hierarchical clusters (using complete linkage) of 

acoustic distances (top-left) vs. native (bottom-left) and non-native (bottom-right) perceptual 

distances and attitudinal judgment clusters (top-right).63 

One final result comes in clear contrast with the acoustic distances: while the 

Inland North and Central North samples are grouped with similar acoustic 

distances, they are not grouped together perceptually. One possible 

interpretation for this may have to do with the belief that the Inland North 

accent is a more “standard” variety of American English (Preston, 1989). So, 

while it shares many phonetic features with the Central North, it is classified 

in the listeners’ view with the other standardized varieties. This appears to be 

supported by the attitudinal judgments as well, where the Inland North accent 

is classified clearly with the Midland and West. Because it is not minimally-

marked acoustically, there may be a pre-existing association with these 

General varieties taking place after hearing the speech before the attitudinal 

judgments take place. 

Furthermore, the incongruencies between native and non-native listeners’ 

perceptual distances illustrate the influence of outside factors in addition to 

acoustical input; although they ‘hear’ the same sounds, the perceived 

distances have several differences (Figure 5.20). The main clusters appear 

similar: Non-regional, West, Inland North, and Midland are together, as are 

                                                 
63 Average silhouette coefficient for acoustic distances (top-left): .22; native perceptual distances 

(bottom-left): .31; and attitudinal cluster distances (middle): .57. 
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the southern varieties and New England-Central North (native sil=.31; non-

native sil=.27). However, the non-native listeners’ distributions are quite 

balanced; no one accent or group of accents stands out as highly unique, as 

opposed to the native listeners who maintain the Southern, and Central North 

and New England varieties as quite distinct in comparison with the other 

varieties.64 

 

Figure 5.20. Comparison of native (top) and non-native (bottom) perceived distances. Non-

native silhouette coeffeicient: .27. 

                                                 
64 This is also reflected in the non-native group’s average silhouette coefficient (.27) that is lower than 

the native group, indicating less definition among the clusters. 
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An overarching observation in the perceived distance clusters in 

comparison with acoustic distances is the division between perceptually 

marked and unmarked varieties; those with particularly unique features and 

strong associated attitudes (Texas, South, Central North, and New England) 

are in one branch, while the generally perceived varieties are in the other. This 

reflects the cluster analysis of attitudinal variables (Section 5.5.1, Figure 5.8), 

and is in contrast to the acoustic distances’ clusters, which, while similar, are 

split based on North-South geography and consequential similarity of features 

between them. In light of these differences, a Spearman’s rho correlation was 

computed to assess the relationship between perceived and acoustic distances. 

A moderate correlation was reported (r=.380, N=28, p=.046) between the 

averaged final vocalic acoustic distances among varieties and mean 

perceptual distances of native listeners, in both circumstances taking into 

account the vowels that occur within all of the sentences as a whole. 

Taking into account the perceptual and attitudinal results, the question 

remains of how this perceptual information interacts with the acoustic 

information received by a listener. ‘Markedness’, for example, is based on 

underlying phonetic information, but may have implications for attitudinal 

and perceptual associations. For example, the Non-regional sample is 

phonetically unmarked, easy to identify with certainty, and attitudinally 

general, whereas the South is highly phonetically marked, easy to identify 

with certainty, and attitudinally marked. Therefore, while the acoustic 

information communicates similarity in the sounds, and categorizes the 

samples geographically into Northern, Southern, and “General” regions, the 

perceptual similarity is dependent on several possible, additional factors, such 

as salience and markedness of the features, attitudinal judgments, stereotypes, 

and/or identifiability. While this work has thus far focused on analyzing a) 

production and b) perception first separately and then in comparison, in light 

of how these factors work together cognitively, they must also be analyzed 

collectively. 

To combine these avenues of study, measures of the following variables 

were considered together, and a principal component analysis indicated which 

variables contribute to the distribution of regions. A principal component 

analysis was used due to the variety and wealth of variables examined: a 

measure of phonetic markedness was used, based on coordinates from the 

acoustic analysis’ PCA which showed an association with featural scores 

(Section 4.4.1, Figure 4.4); the identifiability index score (a combination of 

the identification scores and certainty ratings); each region’s mean judgment 

score for each attitude (Familiarity, Frequency, Pleasantness, Appeal, Clarity, 

Sophistication, Intelligence, and Rusticity); and the mean representativeness 

rank score. The aim of the PCA was to take these variables and identify how 
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much variation they demonstrate across the different regional samples. The 

most important of these are then described in terms of principal 

components—a set of uncorrelated variables which account for differing 

amounts of variation among the regional samples. Under these principal 

components, variables’ coefficients, or loadings, illustrate how much they 

contribute to each component.  

Both native and non-native results were included in the analysis to provide 

a fuller evaluation of perception but were identified as such to differentiate 

between their respective results. Initial eigen values indicated that the first 

three components explained 73%, 13%, and 6% of the variance respectively. 

The coordinates from the first two components of the analysis are displayed 

below (Figure 5.21). Here, the individual regions have been plotted based on 

their principal component scores alongside the attitudinal variables (the 

vectors), the vectors are based on the strength of their effect 

(longer=stronger). The closer a vector is to the axes (the first and second 

principal components), the higher the correlation to that component; 

furthermore, the closer in angle two vectors are, the more correlated those 

variables are. The color also corresponds to the cosine-squared value for the 

principal components illustrating how well the variable is accounted for by 

these first two components—red indicates that the variable is represented 

strongly by the first and second principal components, while blue requires 

further principal components than the first two; for example, ‘Markedness’ is 

well-represented in the first two principal components and is highly correlated 

with the first, whereas the identification index is highly correlated to the first 

principal component, but has a lower cosine-squared (so it is better 

represented by more than the first two components). 
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Figure 5.21. First and second principal components with indications of variables’ 

contributions (lines illustrate axes of differentiation between the variables and their strength; 

if the plot were rotated, each line could create an orthogonal axis). Red boxes indicate native 

listener participants’ results, green non-native listeners. 
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Here, one can see that the featurally minimally-marked varieties, Midland, 

West, and Non-regional, are grouped together on the right side of the x-axis 

(between quadrants 1 and 4 on the right-hand side of the figure), and are 

medially situated on the y-axis. They also comprise the group with the highest 

positive attitude ratings. In contrast, those varieties that were featurally more 

distinctive (i.e., having features that contributed to more variation among the 

samples) and less associated with a standard accent and higher markedness 

are grouped together on the left side of the x-axis, and are divided into two 

quadrants: those which had high identifiability (quadrant 2: Texas and the 

South), and those which had low identifiability (quadrant 3: New England 

and Central North). Those in quadrant 3 are additionally associated with being 

less familiar or frequently heard. The Inland North, however, is situated in 

quadrant four (the bottom right-hand side), closer to the minimally-marked 

varieties, indicating its perceived representation of standardness, but also its 

low identifiability and moderate familiarity. Most notably, with the acoustic 

markedness, attitudinal judgments, perceived representativeness of 

standardness, identifiability, and familiarity analyzed concurrently, the 

regional varieties are distributed in a similar configuration as shown in the 

perceived distances—a judgment that has been made with not only acoustic 

information information but with the perceived associations as well. 

To determine the factor structure—that is, to identify latent, underlying 

factors that may be influencing the variables’ distributions illustrated in the 

principal components analysis—an exploratory factor analysis (using 

maximum likelihood) was conducted using Varimax orthogonal rotation on 

three factors, which explained 56%, 30%, 8%, and 6% of the variance, with 

a root mean square of the residuals (RMSR) of .01 and Tucker Lewis Index 

of factor reliability of 1.112 (Table 5.12). While the PCA is useful in 

identifying the strength and importance of variables, in order to interpret this 

information in terms of meaningful, underlying elements, a factor analysis is 

a necessary step.  
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Table 5.12. Exploratory factor analysis, with loading values for the first four factors and 

complexity. The highest absolute values for each factor are shaded. 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Complex. 

Markedness -0.81 -0.3 0.04 -0.25 1.5 

IDIndex 0.07 -0.18 0.63 -0.01 1.2 

Standardness -0.29 -0.82 0.28 0.09 1.5 

Rustic -0.35 -0.72 0.28 -0.26 2.1 

Appealing 0.78 0.46 -0.04 0.43 2.3 

Clear 0.75 0.6 0.09 0.23 2.1 

Pleasant 0.87 0.37 -0.01 0.24 1.5 

Intelligent 0.61 0.69 -0.22 0.31 2.6 

Sophisticated 0.7 0.53 -0.39 0.26 2.8 

Familiar 0.95 0.19 0.1 -0.03 1.1 

Frequent 0.94 0.32 -0.01 -0.07 1.2 
 

Based on the results, the underlying factors can be adequately described 

according to the variables from which the regional distributions are derived, 

with the first being of utmost importance linked to familiarity and markedness 

alongside attitudinal judgments, the second to associations with standardness, 

and the third to identifiability. The fourth is composed of several variables 

that have relatively low loadings; however, they are highest for attitudinal 

judgments such as appeal and intelligence. Because these are loading highly 

for the first factor—familiarity and markedness—this indicates that the 

attitudinal judgments measure across several different underlying factors in 

perception. It is interesting to note from the PCA illustrated in Figure 5.21 

that familiarity and frequency also appear to have some relation to 

markedness as well as other attitudinal associations; their vectors’ positions 

in the figure between markedness and attitudes indicate a positive correlation 

between them, and they delineate those varieties which were judged as such.  

The familiarity and markedness of a variety are therefore suggested to play 

a key role in listeners’ perceptions, and with this information attitudinal 

judgments are possible, regardless of identifiability. With identification, 

further associations are, of course, made possible. Attitude is, therefore, 

implicated in several of these factors but is most associated with markedness. 

The combination of these variables contributes to the distributions shown in 

the PCA and perceived distances. Below (Figure 5.22), the following axes 

(identifiability, familiarity, standardness, markedness) reflect the latent 

variables described in the principal component and factor analyses. This 

suggests that a person’s categorization of an accent (the configuration of the 

varieties) relies on hearing marked acoustic features in addition to evaluating 
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the relative frequency or familiarity; their underlying attitudinal judgments 

associated with these categorizations (depending on the extent to which 

identification is possible to link these associations) are also implicated. 

 

Figure 5.22. Representation of factors that can contribute to a listener’s perception of an 

accent. The distribution represents that of the accents following a PCA and factor analysis of 

acoustic and perceptual variables, as well as that of the perceptual distance groupings. 

Following this, the question remains of precisely which features cue naïve 

listeners to make distinctions in markedness, how lessening of these marked 

features leads to certain attitudinal judgments, and which cues listeners use to 

distinguish between varieties grouped together perceptually, such as the 

Inland North and minimally-marked varieties, in order to make that 

association. Additionally, even if they are not so acoustically distant, why 

would these particular features indicate more standardness for the Inland 

North? This would suggest that listeners attend to associations with attitudinal 

characteristics that influence their perception, despite phonetic evidence to 

the contrary. These specific issues may be widely expanded upon and provide 

motives towards future avenues for research, as discussed in Chapter 6. 

Conclusion 

The perceptual data presented in this chapter demonstrate a number of results 

for further discussion. With respect to listeners’ attitudinal and underlying 
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impressions of each accent, the “General” varieties (Non-regional, West, 

Midland, and Inland North) were ranked highest in terms of 

representativeness as ‘standard’, as well as consistently highly rated in all 

attitudinal judgments (with the exception of ‘rustic’). The role of 

identifiability and certainty in perception and categorization furthermore 

becomes apparent: identifiability may be seen as one indicator of perceived 

markedness relative to a listener’s pre-existing associations of markedness 

and their familiarity with a variety; that is to say, it was easy for listeners to 

distinguish and identify particular varieties with which they were more 

familiar from the other varieties, making it possible to apply their own ideas 

regarding an accent’s attitudinal qualities. Certainty also plays a role in the 

ability to identify, as those accents which suggest more certainty in their 

identification are likely those with highly salient features which aid in 

identification and are therefore likely to receive stronger attitudinal responses. 

However, listeners still made meaningful attitudinal judgments in the absence 

of certain, or correct, identifications. This would suggest another means of 

categorization takes place prior to, or in place of, specific regional 

identification, such as markedness and some judgment of standardness. This 

was explored further in the combined analysis discussed below. 

Before a combined analysis was undertaken, when observing the acoustic 

distances in comparison with the native listeners’ perceived distances, 

similarities in the overall clusters were evident. However, the composition of 

the clusters contained notable disparities: First, New England and the Central 

North are closer perceptually than acoustically, and secondly, the Inland 

North is perceptually clustered closely with the ‘General’, minimally-marked 

varieties, while it is instead clustered with the Central North acoustically. 

Upon examining the attitudinal clusters formed by the listeners’ judgment 

scores, several similarities between those and the perceptual distances come 

to light, indicating the potential influence of attitude on perceived distance. 

Several notable observations may be made with respect to the differences 

in distance perception between native and non-native listeners. Initially, one 

notices that the groupings formed by the distance measurements are similar 

between both European and US listeners: General varieties such as West, 

Midland, and the Inland North are situated near the Non-regional sample, 

Texas and the South are together, and Central North and New England are 

farther from the other varieties. However, there is a difference in the 

configuration within these groups, illustrating group differences between 

them. A one-way ANOVA demonstrated a significant difference for several 

of the regions, namely for the Non-regional, Midland, and New England 

varieties. This is illustrated in that, while listeners from the US rated the West 

and Midland as closer together, the distance between the Inland North and 

Central North was not as high as in the non-native perceptions, and the Non-
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regional sample was perceived as less distant from the Inland North, as well 

as Texas. Also, though the Central North and New England varieties are 

situated farther from the others, they are significantly closer together in terms 

of perceived distance by European listeners than US listeners. One 

interpretation of these deviating results between native and non-native 

listeners could be that native listeners are therefore more cued-in to 

differences between the varieties, whereas non-native listeners’ perceptions 

are cued into differences between only the most familiar varieties. 

The attitudinal results are especially interesting when considered alongside 

ratings of identifiability/certainty, representativeness as a standard, and in 

light of the sample’s acoustic-phonetic markedness, showing that those which 

were the least certainly identifiable despite moderate markedness (Central 

North and New England) were also lower-rated, though the lowest levels of 

markedness relate to higher attitude ratings (e.g., Non-regional, West). Four 

factors were found to be potentially underlying these findings: 

markedness/familiarity, associations with a standard, identifiability, and 

attitude, which was implicated throughout. This relationship between featural 

and perceptual markedness is further explored in the discussion of the results 

in Chapter 6. 
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6. Chapter Six: Discussion 

 

6.1. Summary of results 

Here the results are reviewed in terms of the acoustic-phonetic analysis and 

the perceptual results and presented before the concluding discussion. The 

results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 illustrate a strong connection between 

several factors of perception and production, namely acoustic distance and 

markedness with perceived distance, attitudinal associations, identifiability, 

and the association with a standard or minimally-marked variety; these are 

discussed in light of the initial research questions: 

 Do perceptual distances between varieties align with acoustic-vocalic 

differences? In cases where distances do not match, could attitudinal and 

other perceptual judgments help to explain misalignments between them? 

o What accent qualities were expected from different US regions, 

and what did the speakers produce? 

o How are differences in pronunciation between eight varieties 

explained by the acoustic features and distance measurements 

between the eight chosen speakers? 

o How do the acoustic and perceptual factors work together to 

explain differences/similarities between the acoustic and 

perceptual data? 

 

The question of which accent qualities were expected and produced set the 

stage for further examination into the dialects’ differences, and was examined 

from a number of perspectives: first by comparing a speaker’s vowel formants 

to previous reports of those regional features, for example the formant values 

reported in the ANAE (Labov et al., 2006), and secondly by using the F1F2 

vowel formants to illustrate the layout of a speaker’s vowel-space and 

describe the position, movement, and characteristics of the vowels. The 

chosen speakers were shown to conform to the broad categorical expectations 

for each region, such as the Southern Shift or the Northern Cities Shift. 
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Then, a principal component and cluster analysis was used to detect the 

featural scores which are most relevant for examining variation between the 

sampled accents. The results reflected vowel qualities that are expected 

between these regional accents, provided information regarding markedness 

in terms of unique acoustic features between regions, and developed an 

understanding of what role specific phonetic differences play with respect to 

the acoustic distances. Following this, a mixed-effects linear regression 

analysis was run, and the estimated marginal means were examined with 

posthoc Tukey-tests on each vowel group’s featural scores, indicating those 

vowel features which differed significantly between the eight samples, and 

between which samples they differed most. These results were examined in 

conjunction with F1F2 vowel plots of the mean values per vowel category 

to aid in the analysis.  

In addition to identifying which featural scores were most relevant for 

clustering among the groups, differences in pronunciation between the eight 

varieties were examined using the acoustic measurements. There, the vowel 

formants were first measured and normalized. Then, to derive a degree of 

difference between two varieties’ vowels, a distance metric was used. The 

resulting distance, a continuous variable based on the average of multiple 

vowel measurements and comparisons, was used to analyze the amount of 

difference between two varieties. The overall distances between all varieties 

were then examined using a distance matrix, and the MDS presented in 

Chapter 4 (Figure 4.6) of the acoustic distances between samples resulted in 

four groups: North, South, Minimally-marked, and New England. This then 

led to the investigation of similarities or differences in how the acoustic and 

perceptual results are clustered, beginning with gathering the perceptual data. 

In addition to simply analyzing similarity between perceived and 

produced dialect differences, the following sub-questions were raised with 

respect to perception:  

a) What are listeners’ attitudinal and underlying impressions of each 

accent? 

b) How similar or different are the accents perceived to be from one 

another? 

c) What role do identifiability and certainty of identification play in 

perception and categorization? 

d) Are listeners’ perceptual ratings sensitive to provenance? 

e) Ultimately, what is the relationship between attitude judgments 

(appeal, familiarity, intelligence, etc.) and the categories formed by 

acoustic distance—especially from standardized varieties and those 

considered ‘general’? 
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  As with the acoustic distances, perceptual results indicated clusters 

resembling North, South, and ‘General’ regions, with New England being an 

outlier. However, notably, the Inland North was perceived as more similar to 

the minimally-marked varieties than the Central North, despite its acoustic 

results. Next, a cluster analysis was performed on the attitudinal ratings using 

pairwise dissimilarities of the mean results, which also resulted in four 

clusters, but revealed a difference in composition: instead of being grouped 

based primarily on geographical origin (e.g., the North, South, General, and 

New England clusters seen in the acoustical analysis), the clusters indicated 

markedness to be a source of division between the two groups: minimally-

marked (Non-regional, Inland North, Midland, West) and marked (New 

England, Central North, South, Texas). 

Attitudinal judgments 

Analyses of the native listeners’ attitudinal judgments further revealed three 

categories of judgment, 1) familiarity, frequency, and clarity 2) intelligent-

sounding, pleasantness, and appeal, and 3) rustic-ness and sophistication. The 

first is interpreted as relating to how common-place the accent is, the second 

with aesthetics of the accent, and the third more so with perceptions of the 

speaker’s personal characteristics. Participant responses indicated that, in 

general, minimally-marked accents were perceived more positively with 

higher ratings than more marked varieties, with the exception of the Inland 

North, which, despite its markedness, was rated highly positively. The New 

England and southern samples received the lowest ratings, with New England 

receiving the most low ratings overall; however, in terms of how “rustic” a 

variety was, the southern varieties were listed as most-so, and least in 

“sophistication”. 

While non-native listeners also rated the less-marked varieties generally 

more positively, the West was highest overall, in contrast to the native 

listeners’ Non-regional preference. They furthermore associated the Central 

North and New England with lowest attitudinal ratings, as opposed to the 

native listeners who rated the Central North more positively, and were more 

moderate in their associations with respect to southern varieties than native 

listeners. 

Informed Representative/Standardness ranking: 

A comparison of native and non-native listeners revealed a great deal in how 

pre-conceived associations of ‘standardness’ affect perception; for this task, 

Non-regional was not an option as choices were based on a labeled map, not 

speech samples. Listeners were, therefore, informed of the regions before 

making a judgment of representativeness, and results were based solely on 

their own mental associations, not on speech samples. Native listeners clearly 
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show a preference towards West and Midland, as well as the Central North, 

as more representative. The two southern varieties are clearly ranked as least 

representative of a standard American accent, while New England remains 

medially ranked. For non-native listeners, geography appears to be a factor in 

associations of accent representativeness: Proximity to the south (Texas, 

Midland, and South) results in lower associations with standardness, whereas 

‘northern-ness’ (Inland North, Central North, and New England) is associated 

with more standard rankings.  

For native listeners, the Midland is more associated with a standard 

representation of American accents than for non-native participants. Non-

native listeners, however, rated the Midland second-least representitve on 

average, along with the South on the lower-end. They also rank West and 

Texas as most and least representative, but there was more variation in 

responses. The Central North and New England have similarly medial and 

well-distributed rankings. Several cultural associations could influence this 

relationship, such as the stereotype of a “country” or “rural” accent in the 

Midwest which persists for non-native listeners, but is less prevalent among 

American listeners. The West, in all circumstances, appears to be perceived 

as most representative.  

From these informed judgments alone, pre-existing associations for each 

region therefore come to light: listeners were more likely to associate the 

Northern and Western regions with what they believed a standard American 

accent to be. This is in stark contrast to their attitudinal results based on 

hearing the accents alone, when they rate the Central North as consistently 

low, along with New England. In terms of representativeness, while New 

England was neither ranked very high nor low, it was very clear to most 

participants that Texas was least representative, and perhaps owing to 

geographical proximity, the South (and Midland) varieties as well. 

Mismatches between mental representations and elicited responses are not 

entirely unexpected (Preston, 2018), but further highlight the need for 

incorporation of attitudinal research and that of Language Regard into the 

study of listener classification and comprehension.  

Perceived distance comparison 

Native listeners appear to be cued-in to differences between varieties (such as 

minor similarities between Inland North and Central North), while non-native 

listeners’ perceptions are broader; they attend to only the most marked 

varieties, resulting in less-concentrated groupings. Similar clustering 

patterns, however, are found between both groups of listeners: General 

varieties such as West, Midland, and the Inland North are situated near the 

Non-regional sample. Texas and the South are together, and the Central North 

and New England are farther from the other varieties. However, US listeners’ 
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ratings created more distinctive groups that reflect traditional boundaries: The 

West and Midland are closer together, the Inland North and Central North 

were closer than non-native perceptions, and the Non-regional sample was 

closer to the Inland North, and further from Texas. Though Central North and 

New England are farther from the others in both groups, they are much more 

closely aligned for non-native listeners than US listeners.  

Identification ability 

As expected, addressing identification in terms of larger regional categories 

(such as ‘The South’, which included both the Texas sample and the eastern 

South sample) produced more accurate results: Identification overall was low 

for most accents in both native and non-native groups, but if taken into super-

regional categories, native listeners were 50% or better, supporting the 

findings of the pilot study as well as previous literature (Clopper & Pisoni, 

2004c; Preston, 1993).  

Overall, native listeners performed better than non-native listeners, with 

32% overall correct identification, and 60% identification of larger regional 

categories. The Midland was mistaken for several regions, likely due to its 

minimally-marked qualities. It was frequently identified as the Inland North 

(19%) and the West (22%), while the South and the West were also labeled 

as Midland (20% and 23%, respectively). Overall, the non-native group’s 

identification ability was 21% when only correct identifications were 

considered, and 45% when regional categories were considered. While one 

would expect the South and Texas to be equally mistaken for each other, 

Texas was more often mistaken for the Midland (20%) than the South (10%). 

New England was most often mistakenly identified as Central North (25%), 

while Central North was only misidentified as New England on one occasion.  

The level of certainty in identification was recognized as an important 

factor in terms of perception; if one is unsure with which region to associate 

an accent, it would be more difficult to link it to a specific region’s 

stereotypes, and, furthermore, it would be possible to simply guess to which 

region an accent belonged. Therefore, this result was incorporated into an 

index of identifiability, which impacted the Central North and New England 

most notably as being difficult to identify for non-native listeners, and the 

Inland North for native listeners; that is, despite their accuracy scores in 

identifying the region of origin, due to the lack of certainty in the participants’ 

responses, these regions were characterized as less identifiable. It is worth 

noting that, while identification scores reflect those presented in previous 

research (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c; Clopper & Bradlow, 2009), overall 

identification rates are not exceptionally high—at best, 60% on average for 

within-group identifications. In the not-so-unlikely event that a listener 

cannot completely accurately connect the sample to a region and apply their 
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associated attitudes, one may question whether prejudices can effectively 

influence perception. However, for those regions that cannot be identified 

with certainty or are misidentified, it is still evident that accents are judged 

consistently on an attitudinal level, for example as more or less 

familiar/frequently heard, or more or less rustic/sophisticated without needing 

to be necessarily identified regionally; that is, if they cannot rely on other 

information to categorize, these associations therefore contribute to 

perceptions of similarity and difference as well. 

Acoustic/Phonetic-Perceptual comparison 

Questions relating to the comparison of perceived and acoustic-phonetic 

distances were then examined in light of the presented results, specifically 

with respect to similarities and differences in the grouping of regions based 

on acoustic versus perceptual characteristics and attitudinal judgments. 

Finally, the relationship between phonetic features and perception was 

discussed, elucidating how these factors interact in their perceptual roles 

toward accent similarity and characterization. With the results of the acoustic 

distances in mind, the perceptual groups were expected to be divided into 

similar general clusters. A multi-dimensional scaling solution was plotted 

from a distance matrix of the mean perceptual distances between samples as 

well as a cluster analysis illustrating similar, geographically based groups.  

In order to determine whether perceived distances, measured on an ordinal 

scale from 1–5, were correlated to the acoustic distances, a Spearman’s 

correlation was performed on the two data sets, indicating a moderate 

correlation with perceived distance. Though broad geographic similarities 

exist between the perceived and acoustic distances, specific differences were 

tied to perceptual markedness of the regions; in particular, the Central North, 

New England, the South, and Texas were clustered together perceptually—

all varieties exhibiting strong attitudinal associations as well as unique 

features—whereas acoustic clusters were geographically grouped on a North-

South-General division, with, for example, the Inland North and Central 

North closer together based on the similarity of their features. Specifically, 

New England and the Central North were clustered together in perception but 

acoustically remained very distant. Secondly, the Inland North was clustered 

with the Central North in production, but instead with the ‘General’, 

minimally-marked varieties in perception.  

Examination of the attitudinal clusters formed by the listeners’ judgment 

scores illuminated several similarities between those and the perceptual 

distances, suggesting some influence of attitude on listeners’ perceived 

distances. Because the Inland North is clustered with minimally-marked 

varieties, which also have a strong association with standardness, pre-existing 

notions of standardness in this case would come into play before the attitudes 
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are assessed, thereby linking the Inland North to standardization despite its 

vocalic markedness. This led to a collective examination of the variables to 

investigate the potential influence of attitudinal variables on perception of the 

speech signal. 

A principal component analysis was conducted which included the 

variables ‘markedness’ (derived from the acoustic features), ‘identifiability’ 

(an index created from identification and certainty scores), attitudinal 

judgment scores, and informed representativeness scores in order to obtain a 

more comprehensive picture of how these variables contribute to how the 

regional samples are perceived in terms of distance. The results indicate that 

the regions were dispersed into groups that can be described by their 

markedness, identifiability, and positive attitudinal associations. A further 

factor analysis on the data indicated that the variables comprised four main 

factors which were significant for explaining variation between the grouped 

accents: Non-standardness, Identifiability, Attitudinal qualities, and 

Familiarity. These factors contribute to distinguishable differences among the 

dialects and converge to form perceptual clusters. The interplay between the 

factors is also evident in how it can affect perceptual categorization: in the 

PCA biplot (Figure 5.21) one can see that, despite low identifiability for a 

region, such as the Inland North, its other attitudinal scores (e.g., ‘Appeal’ 

and ‘Clarity’) may temper how far it is from other hard-to-identify varieties, 

reflecting the asymmetry between the MDS solutions of acoustic distance and 

perceptual distance. 

6.2. Discussion 

In cases where perception did not reflect production, such as in the perceived 

versus acoustic distances of the Inland North, factors were explored which 

may influence perception in addition to the acoustic information received by 

a listener, such as prior associations of that variety with a standard, 

geographical associations, and identifiability. For instance, although the 

Inland North variety is both ranked as one of the most representative of a 

standard American accent, as well as consistently categorized with 

minimally-marked varieties in perceptual ratings, it differs acoustically from 

the Non-regional and minimally-marked varieties in key features, and is much 

closer to the Central North variety in terms of vocalic features. Listeners, 

however, appear to ignore this and cater towards perceived attitudinal 

associations upon hearing those features (for example, that the accent is 

frequently heard, familiar, and clearly understood). This corresponds to 

results reported in Niedzielski (2010), wherein Michigan listeners appeared 

to filter out acoustic information regarding their variety’s non-standardness 
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in favor of their pre-existing, positive associations with it as a standard 

variety. On a similar line, the southern varieties do not differ so greatly from 

the minimally-marked varieties, yet are typically on the far end of perceptual 

ratings and rankings.  

 Therefore, the influence of pre-existing attitudinal associations with an 

accent may come into effect upon hearing it, supporting previous work on 

stereotyping and perceptual effects (Niedzielski, 1999; Campbell-Kibler, 

2007; Hay et al., 2006; Preston, 2010), and this is not to the same extent as 

when the origin of the accent has been revealed (as done through the 

‘representativeness ranking’ question). The results also indicate that easily-

identifiable regions are among those which carry phonetic uniqueness 

(supporting Clopper & Bradlow, 2008), as well as stronger attitudinal 

associations. Identifiability and markedness are therefore considered strong 

additional elements in perception.  

Here, results also show that even when regions are difficult to identify, 

attitudinal judgments are still made consistently; that is, even if a listener 

cannot identify a sample as being from New England, there are still attitudinal 

judgments that prevail across listeners. It has also been previously argued that 

some acoustic cues may factor into attitudinal judgments prior to 

identification (Preston, 2010), and this phenomenon was reflected in the 

results of Milroy and McClenaghan (1977; as reported in Preston, 2013: 159), 

who found that ratings of Scottish, southern Irish, Ulster, and RP were rated 

consistently regardless of whether samples were correctly identified. The 

evidence in this and the present study also indicate that some regional 

associations can be made before attitudinal judgments are applied: despite its 

low identifiability, the Inland North is consistently clustered perceptually 

with acoustically distant but similarly ‘standard’ varieties. This does not 

necessitate, however, that the region is specifically linked to a particular 

region and identified, but notions of how frequently-heard and familiar a 

variety is, in addition to notions of standardness and markedness may come 

into play, grouping accents into broad categories before attitudinal judgments 

such as ‘appealing’ are made.  

The naïve perceptual assessment of accent difference is, therefore, a 

combination of the acoustic input, as well as identifiability, pre-existing 

stereotypes, and attitudinal associations resulting in their perceived distances. 

This continues the line of investigation into the underlying cognitive 

structures of linguistic evaluation in terms of attitudinal associations, and 

especially the process of Language Regard (following Niedzielski & Preston, 

2003; Niedzielski, 2010; Preston, 2011), with a focus on people’s associations 

of regional similarity, difference, and classification, while taking into account 

(or disregarding) certain acoustic information. 
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Below, in Figure 6.1, it is illustrated how contributing factors to listeners’ 

evaluations of relatedness between varieties (perceived distances) involve 

judging the similarity/difference of a) acoustic cues (what are the features; are 

these features marked for certain regions),65 b) guessing the identity of the 

accent’s origin (can the region be easily identified), and c) pre-existing 

judgments and associations (what are the socio-attitudinal associations made 

with the region), which may override the acoustic information. This is 

principally evidenced by two of the presented findings: 1) Despite the fact 

that Central North and Inland North are more similar acoustically, perceptions 

linked to attitudes and pre-existing associations with the Inland North to 

standardness prevail, and they are judged as sounding less similar; 2) Despite 

the fact that the Midland and Texas are quite distant acoustically, non-native 

associations with the Midland and rural-ness override that information, and 

they are judged as more similar. Native listeners, however, judge the Midland 

as being more ‘General’, and rate it as more similar to the Non-regional and 

West samples.  

When only hearing the accents, native listeners’ attitudes towards the 

Inland North were more in line with those of other General varieties, implying 

that naïve attitude judgments were made after making some associations of 

the accent sample with a region, as opposed to associating acoustic features 

with attitudinal attributes. When an accent could not be identified or any 

associations made, such as the case of non-native listeners with New England 

or Central North, its attitudinal ratings were low; however, when the 

geography and labels were provided, these associations improved its ranking 

for standardness. 

With stereotyping effects in mind due to the results of the ranked 

standardness and the identification confusion matrix, these two factors in 

particular seem to play a role in attitudinal perception in conjunction with 

acoustic characteristics. In particular, it is suggested that the uninformed/ 

naïve perceptions (such as attitude judgments and distances) are a result of 

the acoustic information in conjunction with pre-established associations the 

listener has with what they suspect the accent to be and how certain they are 

of that association. The question remains, however, as to what listeners are 

doing when they hear those marked features, and what mechanisms are 

overriding their perceptions of similarity and difference between the varieties. 

In particular, those characteristics and features which act as attitudinal cues 

for the listener raise an interesting subject for further research. 

 

                                                 
65 It is important to note that, as per Niedzielski (2010), a listener must either be capable of perceiving 

and distinguishing certain marked features or will potentially filter them out depending on their 

experience with and sensitivity to the given variety. 
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Figure 6.1. Procedure of naïve listener evaluation for judging similarity between accents. 
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6.3. Conclusion 

The studies presented in this dissertation have illustrated both the parallels 

and disparities between the production and perception of accents in the United 

States, and furthermore examined how attitudinal information can allow us to 

understand more about the comprehension of various accents that a listener 

encounters—namely, the roles of acoustic and perceptual information, and 

how they interact with preconceived notions and stereotypes of accents when 

they are heard. To accomplish this, the project involved a 

perceptual/attitudinal and acoustical, vowel-based analysis of seven regional 

accents in the US and one non-regional US ‘standardized’ variety, with the 

aim to analyze how similar and different the accents are 1) acoustically and 

2) perceptually, and also to broadly investigate the interaction of acoustics 

with perception that affects our understanding of different accents from both 

native and non-native perspectives. Following previous research, the present 

study acknowledged the connection between production and comprehension, 

and the interplay of perception (‘sensing’ or hearing the signal and making a 

classification), with attitudes and stereotypes (Niedzielski, 2010; Preston, 

2011). 

Therefore, much of the present work was focused on analyzing both 

production and perception separately, then comparing the results: The 

acoustic information communicates similarity in the sounds, and is divided 

geographically into the three traditional regions (Northern, Southern, and 

“General”), and although similar groupings appear in the perceptual results, 

differences there were clearly dependent on many other factors as well—for 

example, salience and “markedness” of the features, attitudinal judgments, 

identifiability/certainty, perceived standardness, or familiarity. In light of 

these additional factors’ influences, results were analyzed collectively to 

determine which variables could be accountable for the clustering of certain 

accents. 

Results indicate that the naïve perceptual assessment is a combination of 

the acoustic input, as well as identifiability, pre-existing stereotypes, and 

attitudinal associations. This continues the line of investigation into the 

underlying cognitive structures of linguistic evaluation in terms of attitudinal 

associations (following Niedzielski & Preston, 2003; Niedzielski, 2010; 

Preston, 2011). Here, however, a quantitative focus was placed on people’s 

associations of regional similarity, difference, and classification, while taking 

into account (or disregarding) certain acoustic information. 
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6.3.1. Limitations 

As mentioned previously, this work primarily focuses on regiolects—

geographically based dialects on a continuum in which many sub-dialects and 

elements of standardization co-exist. It is not intended to be a comprehensive 

description of American English regional dialects and does not strive to act 

as a linguistic atlas or define dialect regions based on the samples obtained. 

Instead, it is designed to examine the perception of pronunciations commonly 

found across the United States. Naturally, speakers used for this study could 

exhibit some local features as well as idiolectal variation, but care was taken 

to find speakers who exemplified those features that characterize the regional 

standards cited in previous literature (see Chapter 2.2). Ideally, the local 

dialects and vernaculars that exist within these numerous sub-regions should 

also be documented and examined in detail; in this work, however, it was 

deemed prudent to focus on broader, categorical variation and to keep the 

overarching regiolects separate from smaller varieties, even those that are 

location-based in sub-regions (Appalachia or Western Pennsylvania, for 

example).  

The history of migration has not only contributed to the features seen 

among regionally-based varieties but resulted in established, cultural dialects 

spoken in many parts of the United States. These include both standardized 

and vernacular varieties that are found in ethnically-based communities, such 

as African American Vernacular English66, as well as varieties stemming from 

a Spanish-speaking background, such as Chicano English. These varieties, 

being so widespread throughout the US in their various forms, make a simple 

regional comparison almost impossible. The same applies to other ethnolects 

and cultural varieties of English that are often widely spread throughout 

various regions of the United States, or so localized that a regional 

comparison is not warranted.  

A phonetic comparison of America’s many socio-cultural dialects with 

other regional dialects would undoubtedly be a valuable contribution to 

American dialectology and comparative studies. Especially as varieties and 

features of socio-cultural dialects, such as African American English or 

Chicano English, become increasingly widely spoken throughout America, it 

would seem negligent to exclude some of the most prominent American 

varieties of speech. Concessions, however, were necessary with respect to 

collecting more insular and socially-based dialects as opposed to larger 

regiolects. Because this study primarily focuses on geographical variation, it 

                                                 
66 The difference between African American English (AAE) and African American Vernacular English 

(AAVE) should be noted: As discussed by Mufwene (2001a, 2001b), the labelling of African American 

English its itself complex and difficult to define but may include several varieties of English spoken by 

the African American speech community, such as African American Vernacular and the entire range 

of language varieties that are spoken therein, as well as Gullah. 
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is also important to note that many varieties, such as African American 

English, are not so easy to categorize as one dialect, and that there exist 

elaborate geographical and social idiosyncrasies as with any other dialect. 

However, due to the scope of this research, a project of such comprehensive 

scale was deemed too ambitious to collect and examine these dialects as well. 

Territories of the United States whose accents are not considered in this work 

include American Samoa and Puerto Rico, though an analysis of English 

spoken in these islands would also be deeply interesting. It is the author’s 

belief that this topic deserves further, in-depth review, similar to the work 

involved in the current project, involving a comparison of the many varieties 

of, for example, African American English: its history, movement, and 

evolution as a form of American English with sub-varieties. 

Because a large-scale corpus is not used, this project also depicts a 

representation of these areas that is superficial to an extent, with idiolectal 

variation exhibited in the individual representations of each region. Although 

only those speakers who were screened based on social demographics were 

then selected for the distance-measurement/perceptual study based on 

previously established phonological characteristics for major regiolects 

(Labov et al., 2006; Thomas, 2001; Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c), there remains 

an implied influence of idiolect. It is also unlikely that a single speaker would 

exhibit all the characteristic features for a particular region. Therefore, 

features were categorized by level of salience, based on such criteria as the 

stage of shift, as described in Chapter 2.3, showing which features were 

expected from each regional speaker. Even with the focus on regional 

varieties, not all features evident in the regiolects are addressed, only vocalic 

features. Thus, the acoustic measurements are based solely on combined 

vocalic distances, though, as mentioned previously, other studies have found 

prosodic, durational, and consonantal differences to exist as well (Clopper & 

Smiljanic, 2011; Fridland et al., 2014; Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong, 2005). 

Although vowel variation has been evidenced as a significant factor in 

regional dialect classification and perceptual categorization (Clopper & 

Pisoni, 2004c; Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong, 2005), distance metrics may be 

improved in the future by the inclusion of, for example, intonational or 

consonantal differences (see, for example Włodarczak et al., 2018, who 

showed how a combination of energy and F0 resulted in a measure of prosodic 

similarity across Swedish dialects). Both of these would be worthwhile 

additions to future metrics to provide for a more comparable account of 

production and perception. Furthermore, as mentioned in Temple (2014), 

exploration into the social indexicality of consonantal variation would 

“provide opportunities for further advances in the interaction between 

sociophonetics and phonetic and phonological theory” (p. 136). 
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As mentioned previously, idiosyncratic variation is unavoidable when 

dealing with individual, natural samples—rough versus clear voice quality, 

average pitch, and other individual characteristics may be implicated in 

judgments between varieties. Synthesis or partial-synthesis would aid in 

removing, for example, intonational differences as a confounding factor; 

however, the resulting samples would no longer be natural and may remove 

more information than is beneficial. 

With respect to the perceptual evaluation, there always persist difficulties 

in accurately collecting participant data via questionnaire in an efficient 

manner and large numbers. Participants, for example, had to supply self-

reported information and perform a great deal of self-assessment, which is 

not absolutely reliable, and checks are often necessary to ensure the gathered 

data is indeed consistent. While other means of collecting perceptual data are 

possible, including in-person surveys or laboratory testing, these considerably 

lower the number of participants, impose time limitations, and are more costly 

than online surveys, without guarantee that the data will be substantially more 

reliable (Dollinger, 2012; Wiersma, 2013). Though improvements have been 

made in terms of addressing response times and completion rates through 

more controlled survey platforms and modern survey accessibility via 

smartphones, with the unpredictable nature of technology these methods must 

constantly be updated and adapted. 

6.3.2. Directions for further research 

There exist a multitude of avenues through which the data gathered herein, or 

similar data, may be further examined. The consideration of overriding 

factors in accent perception is one that may be pursued through a variety of 

methods and may be implemented in future surveys and tests, from further 

psycho-sociological questionnaires to using cognitive and neurolinguistic 

evaluations.  

It furthermore remains unclear whether attitude judgments are tied to the 

linguistic features that are heard or the listener’s idea of the region itself; that 

is, at which point does attitude come into play—after the initial acoustic cues 

or after an attempt at identification is made? Here, results show that the 

listeners regularly rate difficult-to-identify regions with attitudinal 

consistency within their respective native and non-native groups; therefore, 

some acoustic cues could factor into attitudinal judgments passively prior to 

identification, though identification would likely clarify any attitudinal 

associations (Preston, 2010, 2013; Milroy & McClenaghan, 1977). Irvine 

(2001) argued that such associations between linguistic cues and attitude are 

able to occur below the level of consciousness, some before identifications 
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are made, but further cognitive research is needed to elucidate when and how 

this process is occurring. 

In particular, the question of which characteristics and features act as 

attitudinal cues listeners may attend to neurologically when they hear a 

marked feature is one that has begun to be explored. Using 

electroencephalography (EEG), investigators have been able to study 

listeners’ abilities to distinguish mergers such as /pın/–/pɛn/ in US English or 

épée ‘sword’ /epe/ vs. épais ‘thick’ /epɛ/ in French (Brunellière et al., 2009; 

Conrey et al., 2005; Goslin et al., 2012), and for Finnish learners of English 

to discriminate between native and foreign vowels (Peltola et al., 2003); 

however, English accent differences overall have not been widely examined, 

though Stringer and Iverson (2014) have used EEG to investigate listeners’ 

perceptions of sentences in noise with regional and non-native accents, and 

found an effect with respect to the perception of standard versus non-native 

accents. Overall, these developments in the field of neurolinguistics offer 

promising directions for future research in the perception of dialect 

differences as well and may be investigated further with respect to additional 

varieties of English and non-native listener perceptions. Further research into 

the ability of listeners to differentiate English dialect variation from a neuro-

cognitive perspective, therefore, remains necessary. Additionally, within-

group differences, such as those between specifically minimally-marked 

varieties, as well as additional insight into non-native perceptions of phonetic 

features, warrant future investigations, and investigations into the cognitive 

underpinnings of our impressions depending on the knowledge of a variety 

we have at our disposal are far from comprehensive. 

As mentioned previously, this work only considers broadly defined, 

geographically based, regional varieties of American English, and only those 

located in the mainland United States. There remains, however, a clear and 

obvious need to further explore similarities and differences between 

pronunciations of American dialects which are subject to micro-variation and 

social boundaries. Such opportunities are plentiful as the English language 

grows and adapts to new influences and makes research into these topics even 

more necessary to understand and visualize language change and variation. 
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Appendix A. Elicitation materials 

A.1. Eighty-five word-focus sentences, used for speaker evaluation. 
 

 

1. The movie doesn't start till 10 

2. Last night I slept on the cot 

3. He hit the ball with the bat 

4. I just lost my bet 

5. He should pick up his cigarette 

butt 

6. Please buy me a drill bit. 

7. Sure, I'll take a bite 

8. The fish took the bait 

9. When you go, take Pete 

10. That man loves to exploit 

11. In the driveway, I saw a newt 

12. This is my first time on a boat 

13. I don't know what you're talking 

about 

14. That poem was quite bawdy 

15. After New Years I'll work out my 

body 

16. That's just too bad 

17. Don't forget to make your bed 

18. The deer ate my nice rose bud 

19. I'll wait for him to make a bid 

20. That I just can't abide 

21. I can't believe she lied 

22. Look at the mess you made 

23. Your necklace has a pretty bead  

24. I am getting very annoyed 

25. I just saw someone completely 

nude 

26. Welcome to my humble abode 

27. After his song, the singer bowed 

28. I just threw out the apple core 

29. Let me drive the car 

30. I'd love to have a beer 

31. Lunch will be in one hour 

32. I woke up this morning at dawn 

33. Tomorrow I need to call Don 

34. I'll go to the store when I can 

35. This sure is a lot of fun 

36. I don't know where he's been 

37. Our house is made of pine 

38. The shot caused a lot of pain 

39. I ate every single bean 

40. Please take this coin 

41. I'll come today, after noon 

42. Let the dog have his bone 

43. I need to go into town 

44. The judge made a bad call 

45. She's a nice gal 

46. Please hand me my pen 

47. I'll wait to go until there's a lull 

48. I'll pay the bill 

49. Your paper is in the pile 

50. I didn't think he would bail 

51. You don't have to eat the peel 

52. Put the kettle on to boil 

53. I challenge you to a duel 

54. The soap is under your towel 

55. I went to the store to buy a saw  

56. Nah. I don't need that. 

57. Uh, what are you doing? 

58. I'd love a piece of pie 

59. We're going to the bay 

60. Watch out for the bee 

61. But he's such a nice boy 

62. I'll have some too 

63. Your present has a bow 
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64. The singer finished and took a 

bow 

65. There are a lot of dogs in that pen 

66. I went to the store with some 

coupons 

67. I used to know his mother 

68. He has five daughters 

69. He has four dogs 

70. Take the books to the library 

71. I really need a tire iron 

72. Put the oil in the pan 

73. You spilt milk on the floor 

74. I don't know where to find Mary 

75. Yesterday Don got married  

76. That little girl is so merry 

77. I don't know why I bother 

78. What a pretty horse 

79. That pan is greasy with butter 

80. Put the towels out with the wash 

81. Please wash the car 

82. Your water's boiling 

83. I saw a snake outside in a coil 

84. We need more tin foil 

85. I could use some tonic 

 

 

 

A.2. Word list (image cards) used for speaker evaluation

1. Knit 

2. Kit 

3. Dress 

4. Trap 

5. Stop 

6. Knot 

7. Nut 

8. Foot 

9. Bath 

10. Math 

11. Moth 

12. Nurse 

13. Fleece 

14. Peace 

15. Mace 

16. Lace 

17. Palm 

18. Thought 

19. Goat 

20. Goose 

21. Moose 

22. Rice 

23. Dice 

24. Toys 

25. South 

26. Deer 

27. Beer 

28. Square 

29. Dart 

30. North 

31. Horse 

32. Fur 

33. Happy 

34. Letter 

35. Comma 

36. Water 

37. Oil 

38. Log 

39. Dog 

40. Coupon 

41. Brush 

42. Toilet 

43. Pillow 

44. Tobacco 
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Appendix C: Survey
INFORMATION

Part I: Background information
Could you provide some details about yourself and your language background?

This survey contains a questionnaire regarding accented speech from various regions in the US, for research on
English accent perception undertaken at Stockholm University.

In Part 1 you will be asked to provide some information about yourself and your language background.  

In Part 2 you will listen to 8 varieities of American English, and rate some of their pronunciation characteristics as
well as how different they are from each other.

Considerations: 

1) * If possible, please use headphones so that you can hear the samples clearly. You may need to adjust the
volume of the sample.*

2) Also note that the recordings were completed in a natural setting by different speakers, so there is some minor
variation in the sentences due to speaker error and/or physiological difference that is not reflective of the speaker's
accent. Please try to only consider the ACCENT's pronunciation when completing the survey.

3) Recordings are labelled A-H, but may not necessarily be presented in that order.

Additional information: 

The survey is entirely anonymous. We will not ask for your name, and the background information you provide about
yourself (age, gender, etc.) will be used for research categorization only.

The questionnaire takes on average 35 minutes to complete.

Thank you very much for your help in advance!

 

Please indicate below to proceed:

I consent to participate in this survey, which will involve listening to recordings of sentences and stating your
judgements and reactions to them.
 
I understand that data will be kept confidential, and that my personal information will not be stored with the data. I
am free to withdraw at any time without giving a reason.
 
I consent to the publication of study results wherein no identification of participants can be made. 

Agree

I agree to take part in this survey, and understand that the information I submit will remain anonymous and I
am free to stop at any time. *

Please record your Prolific participant ID [Found at the top of the Prolific survey start page]
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Gender: * Male

Female

Other

Birth month/year (MM/YY) *

 

Where were you raised? (Feel free to list as many locations as necessary). *

Please list any locations you have lived in for 3 or more years. *

Where are you living now? *

City State

United States

Country

Below, please add any additional languages you are proficient in, and rate your proficiency on the following scale:

1 (Elementary)

2 (Limited)

3 (Average)

4 (Full)

5 (Native/Bi-lingual)

*
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Part I: Background information
(cont.)

What is your ethnic background?

What is the highest level of education you have completed? *

 

Have you ever been diagnosed with a hearing disorder?

 

Which of the areas numbered above do you identify most with your own ACCENT (not necessarily the same
as geographic location). *

What type of accent do you consider yourself to have when speaking English? (e.g. General American,
Texan, Mainer, African-American, Canadian, RP, Italian-accented English, Swedish-accented English, etc. Be
as detailed as you wish). *
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Part II: Accent similarity

How would you rate yourself in terms of having non-regional, non-localized, 'standard' American
pronunciation? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Language, location-specific, or non-standard accent (when compared to standard
American pronunciation)

Very standard

American
accent

How familiar are you with the variety of accents in the United States? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very unfamiliar Very familiar

How would you rate your level of exposure to the variety of accents in the United States? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Practically no exposure to accents other than your

own

Lots of exposure to many accents of American

English

Where does the majority of your exposure come from (e.g. television, internet, work, school, travel)? *

Please listen to the following sets of sentences, and answer the questions that follow. 

A

<audio controls="controls" src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/81.mp3" />

(Optional) Did any
words or sounds
strike you as
unusual?

⏯
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (Non-Regional)/"General"

Try to locate this accent's origin on the map: *

How certain are you
of your choice? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

No idea Very certain

Please fill in the following circles in terms of ways to describe Accent A:

Accent A can be
described as... *

 1 Definitely not 2 Not very 3 Moderately 4 Very 5 Extremely

Appealing

Intelligent

Clear

Pleasant

Familiar

Sophisticated

Rustic

Frequently-heard

How "standard" in
terms of American
pronunciation did you
find Accent A? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very non-standard Very standard

How different from
your own accent of
English was accent
A? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

B

<audio src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/71.mp3" controls="controls" />

⏯
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(Optional) Did any
words or sounds
strike you as
unusual?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (Non-Regional)

Try to locate this accent's origin on the map: *

How certain are you
of your choice? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

No idea Very certain

Please fill in the following circles in terms of ways to describe Accent B:

Accent B can be
described as... *

 1 Definitely not 2 Not very 3 Moderately 4 Very 5 Extremely

Appealing

Intelligent

Clear

Pleasant

Familiar

Sophisticated

Rustic

Frequently-heard

How "standard" in
terms of American
pronunciation did you
find Accent B? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very non-standard Very standard

How different from
your own accent of
English was accent
B? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different
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How different were
the accents A and B
from each other? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

C

<audio src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/76.mp3" controls="controls" />

(Optional) Did any
words or sounds
strike you as
unusual?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (Non-Regional)

Try to locate this accent's origin on the map: *

How certain are you
of your choice? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

No idea Very certain

Please fill in the following circles in terms of ways to describe Accent C:

Accent C can be
described as... *

 1 Definitely not 2 Not very 3 Moderately 4 Very 5 Extremely

Appealing

Intelligent

Clear

Pleasant

Familiar

Sophisticated

Rustic

Frequently-heard

⏯
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How "standard" in
terms of American
pronunciation did you
find Accent C? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very non-standard Very standard

How different from
your own accent was
accent C? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

Below, compare the samples. If you would like to re-listen to any part, the recordings of each are provided again for
reference (but you do not have to re-listen to the entire sample).

C

<audio src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/76.mp3" controls="controls" />

A

<audio src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/81.mp3" controls="controls" />

How different were the accents A and C? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

B

<audio src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/71.mp3" controls="controls" />

How different were the accents B and C? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

D

<audio controls="controls" src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/82.mp3" />

(Optional) Did any
words or sounds
strike you as
unusual?

⏯

⏯

⏯

⏯
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (Non-Regional)

Try to locate this accent's origin on the map: *

How certain are you
of your choice? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

No idea Very certain

Please fill in the following circles in terms of ways to describe Accent D:

Accent D can be
described as... *

 1 Definitely not 2 Not very 3 Moderately 4 Very 5 Extremely

Appealing

Intelligent

Clear

Pleasant

Familiar

Sophisticated

Rustic

Frequently-heard

How different from
your own accent was
accent D? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

Below, compare the samples. If you would like to re-listen to any part, the recordings of each are provided again for
reference (but you do not have to re-listen to the entire sample).

D

<audio controls="controls" src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/82.mp3" />

A

<audio src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/81.mp3" controls="controls" />

⏯

⏯
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[survey continued for samples E-H] 

How different were the accents A and D? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

B

<audio src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/71.mp3" controls="controls" />

How different were the accents B and D? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

C

<audio src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/76.mp3" controls="controls" />

How different were the accents C and D? *

 1 2 3 4 5  

Very similar Very different

E

<audio controls="controls" src="http://usaccentproject.weebly.com/uploads/1/9/2/4/19246705/70.mp3" />

(Optional) Did any
words or sounds
strike you as
unusual?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (Non-Regional)

Try to locate this accent's origin on the map: *

⏯

⏯

⏯
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[End of survey content]
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Appendix D. Featural Scores  

Table D.1. Featural Scores and Pillai Score per sample 

Feature CN IN IS M NEN NR TX W 

*pillai_merger 0.134 0.944 0.441 0.197 0.332 0.58 0.513 0.649 

ʌ_gliding 0.038 0.097 0.131 0.136 0.137 0.07 0.065 0.045 

ʌ_centroid 0.073 0.09 0.069 0.184 0.152 0.178 0.061 0.154 

ʌ_avg_heightF1 0.939 1.058 1. 1.124 1.091 1.078 1.024 1.13 

ʌ_avg_backF2 0.994 1.008 0.988 0.94 0.95 0.905 1.011 1.018 

a_gliding 0.046 0.1 0.142 0.101 0.038 0.011 0.045 0.093 

a_centroid 0.287 0.307 0.414 0.303 0.297 0.359 0.387 0.339 

a_avg_heightF1 1.216 1.278 1.334 1.168 1.221 1.252 1.27 1.214 

a_avg_backF2 0.891 0.978 0.836 0.816 0.879 0.82 0.797 0.808 

a_avg_F3 0.992 1.019 0.952 1.002 1.007 1.008 0.985 0.916 
ae_gliding 0.12 0.043 0.006 0.067 0.061 0.032 0.072 0.091 

ae_centroid 0.165 0.171 0.213 0.302 0.265 0.255 0.27 0.239 

ae_avg_heightF1 1.144 1.118 1.18 1.264 1.144 1.232 1.199 1.214 

ae_avg_backF2 1.084 1.156 1.128 1.158 1.264 1.098 1.213 1.111 

aɪ_gliding 0.239 0.27 0.438 0.476 0.41 0.377 0.097 0.407 

aɪ_centroid 0.092 0.113 0.294 0.156 0.133 0.117 0.363 0.142 

aɪ_avg_heightF1 1.062 1.086 1.274 1.132 1.062 1.09 1.326 1.122 

aɪ_avg_backF2 1.098 1.096 1.034 1.094 1.16 1.094 0.942 1.053 

ɔ_gliding 0.037 0.109 0.05 0.052 0.041 0.077 0.045 0.044 

ɔ_centroid 0.294 0.311 0.411 0.336 0.309 0.337 0.346 0.352 

ɔ_avg_heightF1 1.221 1.181 1.246 1.186 1.156 1.152 1.199 1.147 

ɔ_avg_backF2 0.885 0.816 0.74 0.788 0.799 0.764 0.786 0.744 

au_gliding 0.126 0.128 0.345 0.332 0.35 0.328 0.305 0.242 

au_centroid 0.339 0.336 0.374 0.345 0.23 0.32 0.343 0.316 

au_avg_heightF1 1.203 1.111 1.334 1.296 1.073 1.222 1.318 1.285 

au_avg_backF2 0.798 0.744 0.932 0.914 0.843 0.845 0.986 0.968 

eɪ_gliding 0.091 0.117 0.145 0.262 0.231 0.141 0.301 0.103 

eɪ_centroid 0.245 0.253 0.224 0.438 0.37 0.343 0.292 0.337 
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Feature CN IN IS M NEN NR TX W 
eɪ_avg_heightF1 0.878 0.873 0.942 0.902 0.916 0.895 1.018 0.896 

eɪ_avg_backF2 1.277 1.284 1.275 1.486 1.418 1.386 1.344 1.38 

ɛ_gliding 0.045 0.056 0.074 0.039 0.066 0.013 0.071 0.074 

ɛ_centroid 0.074 0.062 0.229 0.204 0.186 0.138 0.215 0.185 

ɛ_avg_heightF1 0.97 1.03 0.909 0.994 1.092 1.008 0.93 0.986 

ɛ_avg_backF2 1.127 1.091 1.272 1.258 1.203 1.19 1.263 1.24 

er_gliding 0.045 0.113 0.089 0.038 0.141 0.071 0.043 0.085 

er_centroid 0.05 0.06 0.139 0.097 0.102 0.131 0.112 0.168 

er_avg_heightF1 0.948 0.926 0.892 0.936 0.963 0.896 0.884 0.82 

er_avg_backF2 1.016 1.029 0.946 0.968 0.954 0.954 0.997 1.002 

er_avg_f3 0.962 0.796 0.88 0.93 1.025 0.912 0.686 0.732 

i_gliding 0.026 0.028 0.013 0.046 0.037 0.035 0.018 0.036 

i_centroid 0.39 0.48 0.65 0.555 0.62 0.651 0.597 0.571 

i_avg_heightF1 0.733 0.65 0.645 0.698 0.673 0.606 0.62 0.674 

i_avg_backF2 1.356 1.402 1.61 1.532 1.592 1.586 1.53 1.536 

oʊ_gliding 0.029 0.068 0.164 0.093 0.16 0.083 0.24 0.14 

oʊ_centroid 0.298 0.327 0.085 0.281 0.226 0.183 0.23 0.246 

oʊ_avg_heightF1 0.912 0.902 0.904 0.874 0.874 0.868 0.866 0.9 

oʊ_avg_backF2 0.764 0.736 1.018 0.794 0.855 0.91 0.855 0.822 

oi_gliding 0.3 0.4 0.18 0.439 0.296 0.532 0.164 0.369 

oi_centroid 0.162 0.147 0.39 0.196 0.169 0.201 0.337 0.281 

oi_avg_heightF1 1.016 0.994 0.912 0.928 0.98 0.95 0.929 1.05 

oi_avg_backF2 0.896 0.908 0.67 0.865 0.886 0.855 0.721 0.782 

or_gliding 0.093 0.07 0.127 0.02 0.143 0.173 0.084 0.054 

or_centroid 0.068 0.083 0.184 0.166 0.017 0.078 0.191 0.104 

or_avg_heightF1 0.913 0.898 0.824 0.846 0.998 0.91 0.791 0.878 

or_avg_backF2 1.058 1.054 0.956 0.958 1.058 1.021 1.036 1.044 

or_avg_f3 0.886 0.808 0.956 0.769 1.039 0.934 0.844 0.947 

u_gliding 0.086 0.09 0.127 0.223 0.097 0.294 0.082 0.209 

u_centroid 0.146 0.242 0.286 0.242 0.407 0.227 0.274 0.248 

u_avg_heightF1 0.836 0.758 0.732 0.746 0.744 0.8 0.712 0.78 

u_avg_backF2 1.062 0.96 1.196 0.994 0.723 1.191 1.104 1.2 
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Feature CN IN IS M NEN NR TX W 
ʊ_gliding 0.028 0.023 0.018 0.034 0.101 0.026 0.039 0.01 

ʊ_centroid 0.117 0.122 0.181 0.122 0.172 0.138 0.121 0.159 

ʊ_avg_heightF1 0.864 0.87 0.8 0.864 0.874 0.842 0.86 0.828 

ʊ_avg_backF2 1.049 1.002 1.048 1.086 0.92 1.057 1.066 1.095 
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Appendix E. Further perceptual results 

Table E.1. Results of cumulative link mixed effects regression with significant posthoc Tukey 

contrasts based on estimated marginal means (p=<.01) 

Attitude = Appealing:    

 Region emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 Non.Reg 0.714 0.219 0.283 1.145 

 C.North -0.821 0.222 -1.257 -0.385 

 I.North 0.268 0.225 -0.173 0.710 

 South -0.306 0.224 -0.746 0.133 

 Midland 0.606 0.219 0.176 1.036 

 N.Eng -1.348 0.229 -1.799 -0.898 

 Texas -0.759 0.222 -1.195 -0.324 

 West 0.357 0.221 -0.076 0.792 

      

Attitude = clear:    

 Region emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 Non.Reg 2.757 0.235 2.297 3.218 

 C.North 0.488 0.230 0.037 0.939 

 I.North 1.470 0.225 1.028 1.912 

 South 0.551 0.226 0.108 0.995 

 Midland 2.007 0.228 1.559 2.455 

 N.Eng -0.541 0.228 -0.988 -0.094 

 Texas -0.198 0.222 -0.634 0.237 

 West 2.039 0.234 1.580 2.498 
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Attitude = familiar:    

 Region emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 Non.Reg 1.981 0.233 1.524 2.439 

 C.North -0.404 0.225 -0.847 0.038 

 I.North 0.680 0.233 0.223 1.137 

 South 0.020 0.234 -0.438 0.479 

 Midland 0.904 0.232 0.450 1.359 

 N.Eng -1.164 0.235 -1.625 -0.703 

 Texas 0.366 0.245 -0.113 0.847 

 West 1.149 0.245 0.668 1.631 

      

Attitude = frequent:    

 Region emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 Non.Reg 1.795 0.240 1.323 2.267 

 C.North -0.391 0.224 -0.832 0.049 

 I.North 0.160 0.239 -0.309 0.630 

 South -0.392 0.229 -0.841 0.055 

 Midland 0.733 0.238 0.266 1.200 

 N.Eng -1.336 0.229 -1.786 -0.886 

 Texas -0.383 0.238 -0.849 0.083 

 West 0.731 0.245 0.250 1.212 

      

Attitude = intelligent:    

 Region emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 Non.Reg 1.372 0.222 0.935 1.809 

 C.North -0.757 0.220 -1.190 -0.325 

 I.North 0.308 0.223 -0.128 0.745 

 South -0.929 0.229 -1.378 -0.479 

 Midland 0.763 0.220 0.330 1.196 

 N.Eng -1.337 0.224 -1.777 -0.897 

 Texas -1.396 0.222 -1.832 -0.960 

 West 0.278 0.221 -0.154 0.712 
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Attitude = pleasant:    

 Region emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 Non.Reg 1.624 0.226 1.181 2.067 

 C.North -0.593 0.227 -1.039 -0.147 

 I.North 0.826 0.223 0.389 1.264 

 South 0.280 0.225 -0.161 0.722 

 Midland 1.006 0.223 0.569 1.444 

 N.Eng -1.271 0.226 -1.715 -0.826 

 Texas -0.102 0.229 -0.552 0.348 

 West 0.988 0.227 0.543 1.433 

      

Attitude = rustic:    

 Region emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 Non.Reg -2.540 0.242 -3.016 -2.064 

 C.North -0.266 0.252 -0.761 0.228 

 I.North -1.554 0.243 -2.031 -1.076 

 South 1.079 0.246 0.595 1.563 

 Midland -2.335 0.247 -2.820 -1.849 

 N.Eng -0.507 0.244 -0.986 -0.027 

 Texas 1.682 0.237 1.216 2.148 

 West -1.245 0.249 -1.734 -0.757 

      

Attitude = sophisticated:   

 Region emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 Non.Reg 0.615 0.223 0.176 1.054 

 C.North -1.572 0.225 -2.014 -1.129 

 I.North -0.557 0.226 -1.001 -0.112 

 South -1.858 0.222 -2.295 -1.421 

 Midland -0.192 0.225 -0.634 0.250 

 N.Eng -2.210 0.225 -2.653 -1.768 

 Texas -2.024 0.222 -2.461 -1.588 

 West -0.695 0.230 -1.148 -0.243 
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Contrasts. 
       

Attitude = appealing: 
     

  
contrast 

 
estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

 
Non.Reg - C.North 1.536 0.280 5.484 <.0001 

  
- South 1.020 0.281 3.63 0.006 

  
- N.Eng 2.063 0.286 7.204 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.474 0.279 5.269 <.0001 

 
C.North - I.North -1.089 0.284 -3.83 0.003 

  
- Midland -1.428 0.279 -5.103 <.0001 

  
- West -1.179 0.281 -4.191 0.000 

 
I.North - N.Eng 1.616 0.290 5.567 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.028 0.284 3.618 0.007 

 
South - N.Eng 1.042 0.289 3.607 0.007 

 
Midland - N.Eng 1.955 0.286 6.835 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.366 0.279 4.89 <.0001 

 
N.Eng - West -1.706 0.287 -5.935 <.0001 

 
Texas - West -1.117 0.281 -3.976 0.001 

        

Attitude = clear: 
     

        

 
Non.Reg - C.North 2.269 0.298 7.616 <.0001 

  
- I.North 1.287 0.292 4.396 0.000 

  
- South 2.206 0.294 7.48 <.0001 

  
- N.Eng 3.299 0.297 11.074 <.0001 

  
- Texas 2.956 0.293 10.083 <.0001 

 
C.North - I.North -0.982 0.290 -3.387 0.016 

  
- Midland -1.519 0.292 -5.189 <.0001 

  
- N.Eng 1.029 0.292 3.521 0.010 

  
- West -1.551 0.297 -5.22 <.0001 

 
I.North - N.Eng 2.012 0.289 6.95 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.669 0.284 5.863 <.0001 

 
South - Midland -1.455 0.289 -5.026 <.0001 

  
- N.Eng 1.093 0.289 3.777 0.004 

  
- West -1.487 0.294 -5.057 <.0001 

 
Midland - N.Eng 2.549 0.292 8.717 <.0001 

  
- Texas 2.206 0.287 7.671 <.0001 
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N.Eng - West -2.581 0.296 -8.695 <.0001 

 
Texas - West -2.238 0.292 -7.661 <.0001 

        

Attitude = familiar: 
     

        

 
Non.Reg - C.North 2.386 0.294 8.11 <.0001 

  
- I.North 1.301 0.298 4.358 0.000 

  
- South 1.961 0.300 6.529 <.0001 

  
- Midland 1.076 0.297 3.619 0.007 

  
- N.Eng 3.146 0.302 10.406 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.614 0.308 5.239 <.0001 

 
C.North - I.North -1.084 0.293 -3.701 0.005 

  
- Midland -1.309 0.292 -4.477 0.000 

  
- West -1.554 0.303 -5.12 <.0001 

 
I.North - N.Eng 1.845 0.300 6.133 <.0001 

 
South - N.Eng 1.185 0.301 3.937 0.002 

  
- West -1.128 0.309 -3.647 0.006 

 
Midland - N.Eng 2.069 0.300 6.892 <.0001 

 
N.Eng - Texas -1.531 0.309 -4.941 <.0001 

  
- West -2.314 0.311 -7.439 <.0001 

        

Attitude = frequent: 
     

        

 
Non.Reg - C.North 2.187 0.299 7.308 <.0001 

  
- I.North 1.635 0.309 5.275 <.0001 

  
- South 2.188 0.302 7.236 <.0001 

  
- Midland 1.062 0.308 3.445 0.013 

  
- N.Eng 3.131 0.303 10.303 <.0001 

  
- Texas 2.178 0.309 7.044 <.0001 

  
- West 1.064 0.313 3.389 0.016 

 
C.North - Midland -1.125 0.296 -3.792 0.003 

  
- N.Eng 0.944 0.289 3.265 0.024 

  
- West -1.123 0.302 -3.713 0.005 

 
I.North - N.Eng 1.496 0.301 4.965 <.0001 

 
South - Midland -1.126 0.299 -3.757 0.004 

  
- West -1.124 0.305 -3.68 0.005 
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Midland - N.Eng 2.069 0.301 6.875 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.116 0.306 3.64 0.006 

 
N.Eng - West -2.067 0.306 -6.743 <.0001 

 
Texas - West -1.114 0.312 -3.569 0.008 

        

Attitude = intelligent: 
     

        

 
Non.Reg - C.North 2.130 0.281 7.561 <.0001 

  
- I.North 1.064 0.282 3.768 0.004 

  
- South 2.302 0.288 7.973 <.0001 

  
- N.Eng 2.710 0.285 9.499 <.0001 

  
- Texas 2.769 0.283 9.755 <.0001 

  
- West 1.094 0.281 3.891 0.002 

 
C.North - I.North -1.066 0.280 -3.794 0.003 

  
- Midland -1.521 0.279 -5.438 <.0001 

  
- West -1.036 0.279 -3.707 0.005 

 
I.North - South 1.237 0.287 4.298 0.000 

  
- N.Eng 1.646 0.284 5.788 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.704 0.282 6.027 <.0001 

 
South - Midland -1.693 0.286 -5.904 <.0001 

  
- West -1.208 0.286 -4.216 0.000 

 
Midland - N.Eng 2.101 0.283 7.42 <.0001 

  
- Texas 2.160 0.281 7.668 <.0001 

 
N.Eng - West -1.616 0.282 -5.714 <.0001 

 
Texas - West -1.675 0.281 -5.953 <.0001 

        

Attitude = pleasant: 
     

         
Non.Reg - C.North 2.217 0.289 7.657 <.0001 

  
- South 1.344 0.287 4.681 0.000 

  
- N.Eng 2.895 0.289 9.992 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.726 0.290 5.936 <.0001 

 
C.North - I.North -1.420 0.286 -4.952 <.0001 

  
- Midland -1.600 0.287 -5.574 <.0001 

  
- West -1.581 0.290 -5.453 <.0001 

 
I.North - N.Eng 2.098 0.286 7.317 <.0001 

 
South - N.Eng 1.551 0.288 5.387 <.0001 
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Midland - N.Eng 2.278 0.287 7.937 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.109 0.288 3.845 0.003 

 
N.Eng - Texas -1.169 0.291 -4.016 0.001 

  
- West -2.259 0.289 -7.792 <.0001 

 
Texas - West -1.090 0.291 -3.742 0.004 

        

Attitude = rustic: 
     

        

 
Non.Reg - C.North -2.273 0.321 -7.07 <.0001 

  
- South -3.620 0.319 -11.342 <.0001 

  
- N.Eng -2.033 0.315 -6.451 <.0001 

  
- Texas -4.222 0.312 -13.499 <.0001 

  
- West -1.294 0.317 -4.074 0.001 

 
C.North - I.North 1.287 0.321 3.999 0.001 

  
- South -1.346 0.324 -4.146 0.000 

  
- Midland 2.068 0.325 6.36 <.0001 

  
- Texas -1.949 0.318 -6.128 <.0001 

 
I.North - South -2.633 0.318 -8.258 <.0001 

  
- N.Eng -1.046 0.315 -3.317 0.020 

  
- Texas -3.236 0.312 -10.357 <.0001 

 
South - Midland 3.414 0.322 10.577 <.0001 

  
- N.Eng 1.586 0.318 4.979 <.0001 

  
- West 2.325 0.322 7.202 <.0001 

 
Midland - N.Eng -1.827 0.318 -5.732 <.0001 

  
- Texas -4.017 0.316 -12.691 <.0001 

  
- West -1.089 0.321 -3.389 0.016 

 
N.Eng - Texas -2.189 0.311 -7.019 <.0001 

 
Texas - West 2.928 0.316 9.253 <.0001 
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Attitude = sophisticated: 
    

        

 
Non.Reg - C.North 2.187 0.286 7.635 <.0001 

  
- I.North 1.172 0.286 4.094 0.001 

  
- South 2.474 0.284 8.697 <.0001 

  
- N.Eng 2.826 0.287 9.844 <.0001 

  
- Texas 2.640 0.284 9.278 <.0001 

  
- West 1.311 0.289 4.522 0.000 

 
C.North - I.North -1.014 0.287 -3.53 0.009 

  
- Midland -1.379 0.287 -4.804 <.0001 

 
I.North - South 1.301 0.285 4.562 0.000 

  
- N.Eng 1.653 0.287 5.747 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.467 0.285 5.145 <.0001 

 
South - Midland -1.666 0.285 -5.845 <.0001 

  
- West -1.162 0.288 -4.032 0.001 

 
Midland - N.Eng 2.018 0.287 7.02 <.0001 

  
- Texas 1.832 0.285 6.429 <.0001 

 
N.Eng - West -1.515 0.290 -5.211 <.0001 

 
Texas - West -1.329 0.288 -4.608 0.000 

 

 

Table E.2. Native listener emmeans for Listener region of Origin based on aggregated attitude 

scores 

 
Region 

= A: 
   

 
List.Origin emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 
MID 0.987 0.280 0.437 1.537 

 
NENG 0.870 0.280 0.321 1.419 

 
NORTH 1.749 0.285 1.189 2.310 

 
SOUTH 1.118 0.275 0.578 1.657 

 
WEST 0.832 0.279 0.285 1.379 
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Region = B: 
   

 
List.Origin emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 
MID -0.470 0.277 -1.014 0.073 

 
NENG -0.901 0.284 -1.458 -0.344 

 
NORTH -0.396 0.283 -0.951 0.158 

 
SOUTH -0.378 0.273 -0.914 0.157 

 
WEST -0.731 0.278 -1.277 -0.185 

      

Region = C: 
   

 
List.Origin emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 
MID 0.468 0.279 -0.078 1.016 

 
NENG -0.137 0.281 -0.689 0.413 

 
NORTH 0.682 0.287 0.119 1.245 

 
SOUTH -0.070 0.275 -0.609 0.469 

 
WEST 0.131 0.277 -0.412 0.675 

      

Region = D: 
   

 
List.Origin emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 
MID -0.347 0.278 -0.894 0.199 

 
NENG -0.430 0.285 -0.991 0.129 

 
NORTH -0.183 0.284 -0.742 0.374 

 
SOUTH 0.510 0.275 -0.029 1.050 

 
WEST -0.597 0.276 -1.140 -0.054 

      

Region = E: 
   

 
List.Origin emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 
MID 0.649 0.278 0.102 1.195 

 
NENG 0.159 0.280 -0.389 0.708 

 
NORTH -0.072 0.282 -0.626 0.482 

 
SOUTH 0.853 0.271 0.321 1.385 

 
WEST 0.745 0.285 0.185 1.305 
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Region = F: 
   

 
List.Origin emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 
MID -1.276 0.281 -1.828 -0.724 

 
NENG -0.875 0.285 -1.435 -0.316 

 
NORTH -1.264 0.284 -1.821 -0.708 

 
SOUTH -1.370 0.274 -1.908 -0.831 

 
WEST -1.531 0.277 -2.076 -0.987 

      

Region = G: 
   

 
List.Origin emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 
MID -0.461 0.278 -1.007 0.084 

 
NENG -0.489 0.282 -1.043 0.064 

 
NORTH -0.747 0.284 -1.305 -0.190 

 
SOUTH 0.590 0.272 0.057 1.124 

 
WEST -0.773 0.281 -1.326 -0.221 

      

Region = H: 
   

 
List.Origin emmean SE asymp.LCL asymp.UCL 

 
MID 0.223 0.282 -0.330 0.777 

 
NENG 0.681 0.286 0.120 1.242 

 
NORTH 0.500 0.286 -0.061 1.063 

 
SOUTH 1.036 0.273 0.499 1.572 

 
WEST -0.089 0.281 -0.641 0.463 

 

 

Table E.3. Native listener contrasts for Listener region of Origin based on aggregated attitude 

scores 
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Contrasts        

Region = A:      

 contrast   estimate SE z.ratio p.value 

 MID - NENG 0.117 0.396 0.296 0.998 

 MID - NORTH -0.762 0.399 -1.906 0.313 

 MID - SOUTH -0.130 0.392 -0.332 0.997 

 MID - WEST 0.154 0.395 0.392 0.995 

 NENG - NORTH -0.879 0.399 -2.2 0.179 

 NENG - SOUTH -0.247 0.392 -0.631 0.970 

 NENG - WEST 0.037 0.394 0.096 1 

 NORTH - SOUTH 0.631 0.396 1.595 0.500 

 NORTH - WEST 0.917 0.398 2.299 0.145 

 SOUTH - WEST 0.285 0.391 0.729 0.949 

        

Region = B:      

 MID - NENG 0.430 0.396 1.087 0.813 

 MID - NORTH -0.074 0.395 -0.188 0.999 

 MID - SOUTH -0.092 0.389 -0.237 0.999 

 MID - WEST 0.260 0.392 0.664 0.964 

 NENG - NORTH -0.505 0.400 -1.261 0.715 

 NENG - SOUTH -0.523 0.393 -1.328 0.673 

 NENG - WEST -0.170 0.397 -0.429 0.993 

 NORTH - SOUTH -0.017 0.393 -0.046 1 

 NORTH - WEST 0.334 0.396 0.844 0.916 

 SOUTH - WEST 0.352 0.389 0.905 0.895 
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Region = C:      

 MID - NENG 0.606 0.396 1.532 0.541 

 MID - NORTH -0.213 0.400 -0.534 0.983 

 MID - SOUTH 0.539 0.391 1.376 0.642 

 MID - WEST 0.337 0.393 0.859 0.911 

 NENG - NORTH -0.820 0.401 -2.041 0.246 

 NENG - SOUTH -0.067 0.393 -0.171 0.999 

 NENG - WEST -0.268 0.394 -0.681 0.960 

 NORTH - SOUTH 0.752 0.397 1.893 0.320 

 NORTH - WEST 0.551 0.399 1.382 0.639 

 SOUTH - WEST -0.201 0.390 -0.516 0.985 

        

Region = D:      

 MID - NENG 0.083 0.399 0.208 0.999 

 MID - NORTH -0.163 0.398 -0.411 0.994 

 MID - SOUTH -0.857 0.391 -2.189 0.183 

 MID - WEST 0.249 0.392 0.636 0.969 

 NENG - NORTH -0.246 0.403 -0.612 0.973 

 NENG - SOUTH -0.940 0.396 -2.371 0.123 

 NENG - WEST 0.166 0.397 0.419 0.993 

 NORTH - SOUTH -0.694 0.396 -1.752 0.401 

 NORTH - WEST 0.413 0.396 1.041 0.836 

 SOUTH - WEST 1.107 0.390 2.836 0.036 

        

Region = E:      

 MID - NENG 0.489 0.395 1.239 0.728 

 MID - NORTH 0.721 0.397 1.817 0.363 

 MID - SOUTH -0.204 0.388 -0.525 0.984 

 MID - WEST -0.096 0.398 -0.242 0.999 

 NENG - NORTH 0.231 0.397 0.582 0.977 

 NENG - SOUTH -0.693 0.389 -1.78 0.385 

 NENG - WEST -0.586 0.399 -1.466 0.584 

 NORTH - SOUTH -0.925 0.391 -2.362 0.125 

 NORTH - WEST -0.817 0.401 -2.035 0.249 

 SOUTH - WEST 0.107 0.393 0.274 0.998 
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Region = F:      

 MID - NENG -0.400 0.400 -1.001 0.855 

 MID - NORTH -0.011 0.399 -0.029 1 

 MID - SOUTH 0.093 0.392 0.238 0.999 

 MID - WEST 0.255 0.394 0.647 0.967 

 NENG - NORTH 0.388 0.402 0.967 0.869 

 NENG - SOUTH 0.494 0.395 1.25 0.722 

 NENG - WEST 0.655 0.397 1.651 0.465 

 NORTH - SOUTH 0.105 0.394 0.267 0.998 

 NORTH - WEST 0.266 0.396 0.674 0.962 

 SOUTH - WEST 0.161 0.389 0.415 0.993 

        

Region = G:      

 MID - NENG 0.027 0.396 0.07 1 

 MID - NORTH 0.286 0.397 0.72 0.951 

 MID - SOUTH -1.051 0.389 -2.702 0.053 

 MID - WEST 0.312 0.395 0.79 0.933 

 NENG - NORTH 0.258 0.400 0.645 0.967 

 NENG - SOUTH -1.079 0.392 -2.753 0.046 

 NENG - WEST 0.284 0.398 0.714 0.953 

 NORTH - SOUTH -1.338 0.393 -3.398 0.006 

 NORTH - WEST 0.026 0.400 0.065 1 

 SOUTH - WEST 1.364 0.391 3.483 0.004 

        

Region = H:      

 MID - NENG -0.457 0.402 -1.138 0.786 

 MID - NORTH -0.276 0.402 -0.688 0.959 

 MID - SOUTH -0.812 0.393 -2.066 0.234 

 MID - WEST 0.312 0.398 0.784 0.935 

 NENG - NORTH 0.180 0.405 0.446 0.991 

 NENG - SOUTH -0.354 0.395 -0.897 0.898 

 NENG - WEST 0.770 0.401 1.919 0.307 

 NORTH - SOUTH -0.535 0.396 -1.352 0.658 

 NORTH - WEST 0.589 0.401 1.467 0.583 

 SOUTH - WEST 1.125 0.392 2.866 0.033 
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Table E.4. Frequency Table native ratings of representativeness  

 

Rank CN IN S M NEN TX W 

1 8 17 3 14 8 1 30 
2 21 14 4 20 8 1 13 
3 18 21 6 9 10 4 13 
4 14 16 7 12 14 8 10 
5 9 7 19 15 21 7 3 

6 4 2 25 11 9 25 5 
7 7 4 17 0 11 35 7 

 

Table E.5. Frequency Table non-native ratings of representativeness  

 

Rank CN IN S M NEN TX W 

1 9 4 1 1 5 2 18 

2 5 10 3 2 8 1 11 

3 7 8 5 7 5 4 4 

4 5 8 7 8 8 2 2 

5 3 7 10 7 9 3 1 

6 8 1 8 12 1 6 4 

7 3 2 6 3 4 22 0 
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Sammanfattning  

1.1 Inledning  

Denna avhandling undersöker faktorer som rör akustisk fonetik samt attityder 

till och perception av regionala accenter av amerikansk engelska. Den ger en 

översikt över den regionala fonetiska variationen bland talare av amerikansk 

engelska och undersöker effekterna av akustiska kontra attitydbaserade 

faktorer på lyssnares uppfattningar av regionala amerikanska 

accenter. Avhandlingen angriper frågan om på vilket sätt den 

akustiska information som lyssnare erhåller förenas med förutfattade 

associationer kring accenterna vid bedömningen av skillnader och likheter 

mellan regionala accenter. Både infödda amerikanska och icke-infödda 

lyssnare beaktas på grund av intresset för bruket av regionalt färgad engelska 

i både inhemska och internationella miljöer. 
Denna avhandling kombinerar därmed folklingvistik (vardagliga 

uppfattningar kring språk), sociolingvistik, kognitiv lingvistik, samt akustisk 

fonetik i forskning kring dialektologi. Studien angriper följande ämnen och 

frågor om hur vokalers akustiska egenskaper samt attitydfaktorer bidrar till 

uppfattningen av amerikanska accenter. 
  
 På vilket sätt kan attitydfaktorer och andra perceptuella bedömningar 

förklara diskrepansen mellan akustiska respektive perceptuella 

avstånd mellan regionala accenter?  

 I vilken grad påverkas lyssnare av vad som verkligen uttalas 

respektive förväntningar baserade på attityder till och associationer 

kring uttalet?  

  
Akustiska och socio-perceptuella data används för att belysa de 

underliggande kognitiva processer genom vilka lyssnaren bildar sig ett 

intryck av hur lika och olika regionala accenter är i förhållande till varandra, 

samt till vilken grad dessa utgör en standardiserad uttalsvariant. Bland de 

frågor som angrips är: 

a) Vad är lyssnarnas attityd till och underliggande intryck av de olika 

accenterna?       
b) Hur lika eller olika uppfattas accenterna vara i förhållande till 

varandra?       
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c) Vilken roll spelar förmågan att kunna identifiera accenten samt 

bedömarens självupplevda säkerhet i sin identifiering för perception 

och kategorisering?       
d) Påverkas en lyssnares perceptuella bedömningar av sitt eget 

geografiska ursprung?      
e) Vilket förhållandet råder mellan attitydmässiga bedömningar och de 

kategorier som kan urskiljas på basis av akustiska distansmått?       

1.2 Dialektinspelningar 

Dialekinspelningar genomfördes inom de geografiska områden som av 

Labov et al. (2006) benämns ”Inland North”, ”Central North”, ”New 

England”, ”South”, ”Texas”, ”Midland”, och ”West”. De förväntade 

uttalsmässiga dragen för dessa områden baserades likaledes på Labov et al. 

(2006). Inspelningarna utfördes främst på småorter eller i lantlig miljö. Ett 

antal demografiska urvalskriterier tillämpades för att i största mån erhålla 

inspelningar med regionalt färgat tal samt minska sannolikheten för 

standariserat uttal. Manliga talare i åldersgruppen 30 till 55 år valdes, och 

deras inspelningar utvärderades därefter i förhållande till tidigare kända och 

för varje region förväntade vokala uttalsegenskaper. En talare valdes därefter 

ut per region, vars inspelning låg till grund för de efterföljande perceptuella 

undersökningarna.  
En ”standardiserad”, icke-regional talare inkluderades även i studien. I 

jämförelse med övriga talare uppvisade denna få uppenbart regionala drag i 

sitt tal och hade däröver högre utbildningsnivå och geografisk mobilitet under 

sin livstid (Clopper & Pisoni 2006, 2005; Bowie, 2000). Det huvudsakliga 

språkliga eliciteringsmaterial som användes i studien var sex komprimerade 

meningar som spelades in under en intervju. Dessa meningar innehöll de 

vokala drag som bedömdes som relevanta för regional klassificering. 

1.3 Akustisk analys 

Den akustiska analysen fokuserade på två typer av mätningar: för det första 

måtten för parametrarna ”bakre-främre”, vokalhöjd, samt s.k. ”gliding” för 

varje vokal, och för det andra de euklidiska avstånden mellan vokalernas 

formanter för varje talare. Efter vokalsegmenteringen genomfördes akustiska 

jämförelser mellan de åtta regionala accenterna. Vokalformanternas värden 

mättes vid två punkter: 20% respektive 80% in i vokalens totala duration. 

Därefter utfördes en vokalnormalisering enligt Nearey1-metoden (Nearey 

1977). 
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Den efterföljande analysen avsåg att fastställa vilka s.k. ”featural scores” 

som var mest relevanta för att undersöka variation inom det aktuella regionala 

urvalet. Resultaten återspeglade förväntade vokala skillnader mellan de valda 

regionala accenterna. De gav vidare information om vilken roll enskilda 

fonetiska skillnader spelar för de akustiska avstånden mellan accenterna, samt 

en inblick i vilka akustiska drag som bidrog särskilt starkt till att särskilja 

vissa regioner. Studien fastställde även vilka vokalegenskaper som skilde sig 

signifikant mellan de åtta regionerna. 

1.4 Euklidiska avstånd 

Medelvärdet för de två första vokalformanterna (F1 och F2) beräknadess för 

varje vokal vid 20% samt 80% punkterna. Därefter beräknades de 

genomsnittliga F1 och F2-värdena för varje enskild regions vokaluppsättning 

som helhet. Det euklidiska avståndet beräknades mellan normaliserade 

medelkoordinater för två vokaler mellan två regioner för 20% samt 80% 

punkterna. Medelvärden för det euklidiska avståndet vid dessa punkter 

användes för att skatta det övergripande akustiska avståndet mellan de olika 

regionerna.  
Det resulterande avståndsmåttet användes för att parvis analysera 

skillnaden mellan regionerna. De akustiska avståndsmåtten resulterade i fyra 

grupperingar: ”North”, ”South”, ”low-marked”, samt ”New England”. Nästa 

steg bestod i att jämföra dessa akustiska grupperingar med perceptuella 

bedömningar. 

1.5 Perceptuella resultat 

81 personer (32 kvinnor och 49 män) från fem regioner (”South”, ”West”, 

”Midland”, ”North”, ”New England”) deltog i en serie bedömningsuppgifter 

via en onlineundersökning som varade i cirka 35 minuter. Deltagarna var 

mellan 20–80 år med engelska som modersmål. Ett ytterligare krav var att de 

måste vara födda samt för tillfället bo i en av någon av ett antal utvalda 

amerikanska stater. 
I likhet med de akustiska avståndsmåtten uppvisade de perceptuella 

resultaten kluster bestående av ”North”, ”South”, ”mer allmänna regioner” 

(dvs ”West”, ”Midland”, och den icke-regionala talaren), samt ”New 

England” som utstickare. I kontrast till de akustiska resultaten bedömdes 

emellertid ”Inland North” som mer lik gruppen ”low-marked” än ”Central 

North”. En klusteranalys utfördes därefter på attitydmässiga bedömningar. 

Denna resulterade likaledes i fyra kluster, som dock skilde sig i 
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sammansättning. Istället för geografiskt ursprung, såsom ”North”, ”South”, 

”General”, och ”New England” i den akustiska analysen, framstod graden av 

geografisk markering som källa till indelning i två grupper: ”low-marked” 

(”Non-regional”, ”Inland North”, ”Midland”, ”West”) respektive ”marked” 

(”New England”, ”Central North”, ”South”, ”Texas”). 

Attitydmässiga bedömningar 

De infödda talarnas attitydbedömningar visade på tre övergripande 

bedömningskategorier: 1) ”kännedom”, ”frekvens”, och ”tydlighet”; 2) 

”intelligent”, ”behaglig”, och ”tilltalande”; samt 3) ”lantlig” och 

”sofistikerad”. Svaren pekade på att accenter som bedöms som ”low-

marked” i allmänhet uppfattades mer positivt, med högre bedömningspoäng 

än mer markerade accenter. Undantaget var ”Inland North”, som trots höga 

poäng för ”markedness” bedömdes mycket positivt. Accenter från ”New 

England” samt den amerikanska södern fick å andra sidan de lägsta 

övergripande bedömningarna. New England erhöll det allra lägsta betyget, 

medan accenter från den amerikanska södern ansågs mest de ”lantliga” och 

minst ”sofistikerade”. 
Emedan icke-infödda bedömare i likhet med infödda generellt sett gav 

mindre utmärkande accenter en mer positiv bedömning, rankade de regionen 

”West” totalt sett högst till skillnad från infödda som föredrog icke-regionala 

accenter. Icke-infödda lyssnare gav dessutom ”Central North” och ”New 

England” den lägsta attitydmässiga bedömningen, i kontrast till infödda som 

rankade ”Central North” mer positivt. Icke-infödda gav även accenter från 

den amerikanska södern en mindre extrem bedömning.  

Bedömning av standardmässighet 

Denna uppgift syftade till att blottlägga underliggande associationer kring 

”standardmässighet” (”standardness”) bland accenterna. Deltagarna ombads 

bedöma hur representativa de ansåg de enskilda accenterna vara för ett 

standardiserat amerikanskt uttal. Bedömningsuppgiften baserades på en 

geografisk karta med dialektregioner angivna, vilket innebär att svaren 

speglar befintliga associationer kring de olika regionerna. Deltagarna visade 

sig mer benägna att associera norra och västliga regioner av USA med vad de 

ansåg vara en standardiserad amerikansk accent. Detta skiljer sig från 

resultaten i attitydstudien så tillvida att ”Central North” tillsammans med 

New England i denna erhöll generellt sett låga poäng. De flesta deltagara 

ansåg Texas vara minst representativt för ett standarduttal. ”South” samt 

”Midland” erhöll även låga poäng, medan New England rankades varken 

särskilt högt eller lågt.  
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Upplevd avståndsjämförelse 

Uppgiften att bedöma det upplevda avståndet eller skillnaden mellan accenter 

gav upphov till ett antal kluster eller grupperingar. Dessa upplevda 

distanskluster skiljer sig något från de akustiska avstånden mellan 

accenterna. Vissa av klustren delades av infödda och icke-infödda bedömare. 

”West”, ”Midland” och ”Inland North” bedömdes av båda ligga nära den 

icke-regionala accenten. ”Texas” och ”South” ansågs ligga nära varandra. 

”Central North” och ”New England” låg längre från samtliga övriga 

accenter. De infödda amerikanernas bedömningar uppvisade dock fler 

distinkta grupperingar, som återspeglar traditionella dialektområden inom 

USA. ”West” och ”Midland” bedömdes som närliggande. De upplevde 

”Inland North” och ”Central North” som mer lika än vad icke-infödda 

bedömare gjorde. Den icke-regionala accenten bedömdes som närmare 

”Inland North” och längre från ”Texas”. Central North och New England 

ansågs avvika från övriga accenter enligt båda bedömargrupper men 

upplevdes sinsemellan mer lika av icke-infödda lyssnare. 

Identifieringsförmåga 

Som förväntat var försökspersonerna i allmänhet bättre på att identifiera det 

regionala ursprunget för mer övergripande regionala grupperingar (såsom 

”South”, vilket inkluderade både Texas samt sydöstra USA) än för enskilda 

regionala accenter. Både infödda och icke-infödda deltagare erhåll låga poäng 

vid identifiering av de flesta accenter. Vid bedömningen av övergripande 

regionala kategorier hade infödda dock minst 50% rätt, vilket ligger i linjer 

med tidigare forskning (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004c; Preston, 1993). 
Infödda lyssnare var i allmänhet bättre än icke-infödda på att bedöma 

geografiskt ursprung. Deras genomsnittliga poäng för korrekt identifikation 

av regionalt ursprung var 32% för enskilda accenter och 60% för större 

geografiska grupperingar. ”Midland” misstogs för ett antal regioner, sannolikt 

på grund en relativt låg förekomst av distinkta uttalsdrag. ”Midland” misstogs 

ofta för ”Inland North” (19%) och ”West” (22%); ”South” och ”West” 

identifierades felaktigt som ”Midland” (20% respektive 23%). De icke-

infödda deltagarnas identifieringsförmåga uppgick till 20,6% för enskilda 

regionala accenter och 45% för övergripande regionala kategorier. Emedan 

det ansågs rimligt att anta att ”South” och ”Texas” skulle misstas för varandra 

i ungefär samma utsträckning, misstogs ”Texas” oftare för ”Midland” 

(20%) än ”South” (10%). ”New England” identifierades oftast 

felaktigt som ”Central North” (25%), medan ”Central North” bara 

klassificerades som ”New England” vid ett tillfälle. 
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Jämförelse mellan akustiska respektive perceptuella skillnader  

Nästa steg syftade till att jämföra de akustisk-fonetiska avstånden mellan 

accenterna med de upplevda/bedömda avstånd som framkommit i de 

perceptuella testen. Målet var att fastställa likheter och skillnader mellan de 

regionala grupperingar som framkommit på basis av akustiska mätningar 

samt perceptuella och attitydmässiga bedömningar. Dessutom var avsikten att 

studera förhållandet mellan uttalsmässiga särdrag och perceptuella 

bedömningar, för att nå insikt om vilken roll dessa faktorer spelar vid 

bedömningen av likhet mellan accenter och karakterisering. 
En Principle Component analys utfördes på variablerna ”markedness” 

(härledd från den akustiska analysen), ”identifiability”' (ett index baserat på 

resultatet från identifieringsuppgiften samt graden av upplevd visshet vid 

denna identifiering), attitydbedömningspoäng, samt ”informed 

representativeness” (från bedömningsuppgiften som tillämpade en geografisk 

karta). Resultaten visade på att de regionala accenterna bildade grupper 

främst baserat på ”markedness”, ”identifiability”, samt positiva 

attitydmässiga associationer. En faktoranalys indikerade att dessa variabler 

innefattade fyra signifikanta huvudfaktorer som förklarade variationen 

mellan de grupperade accenterna: ”Non-standardness”, ”identifiability”, 

”Attitudinal qualities” samt ”Familiarity”. Dessa faktorer bidrar till 

uppkomsten av urskiljbara skillnader samt kluster mellan accenterna. 

1.6 Diskussion 

När de perceptuella bedömningarna inte väl återspeglade de tidigare 

resultaten från studiet av talproduktionen, såsom var fallet med det upplevda 

kontra akustiska avståndet för ”Inland North”, undersöktes vilka faktorer som 

kunde tänkas påverka uppfattningen utöver den akustiska information som 

lyssnarna mottagit. Bland dessa faktorer var associationer med ett 

standariserat uttal, diverse geografiska associationer, samt förmågan att 

identifiera accenten regionalt. Accenten ”Inland North” rankades som en av 

de mest representativa för ett standardiserat amerikansk uttal och bedömdes 

vara relativt lågt geografiskt markerad i perceptuella skattningar. ”Inland 

North” skiljde sig dock akustiskt sett från andra mindre markerade accenter i 

fråga om viktiga uttalsmässiga särdrag, och var betydligt närmare ”Central 

North” baserat på vokala drag. Lyssnare verkar med andra ord ignorera detta 

och i stället ta fasta på attitydmässiga associationer (till exempel att accenten 

ofta påträffas, är bekant, och anses tydlig att förstå). 
När infödda deltagare endast fick höra ljudinspelningar var deras 

attitydmässiga bedömningar av ”Inland North” mer lika de som uppmättes för 

andra, mer generella accenter (”West”, ”Non-regional” samt ”Midland”). 
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Detta tyder på att attitydmässiga bedömningar sker efter det att diverse 

associationer, såsom regionalt ursprung, gjorts på basis av ljudmaterialet, 

snarare än att de baseras direkt på akustiska egenskaper. När en accent inte 

kunde identifieras eller klara associationer uppstod, såsom i fallet med icke-

infödda deltagare i förhållande till ”New England” och ”Central North”, 

erhölls i allmänhet låga attitydmässiga bedömningspoäng. När information 

om geografiskt ursprung samt regional beteckning tillhandahölls steg dock 

den upplevda graden av ”standardness”, rimligtvis pga de associationer som 

den bifogade informationen gav upphov till.  
Den perceptuella bedömningen av skillnader mellan regionala 

amerikanska accenter baseras med andra ord på akustisk information, 

identifierbarhet, förutfattade meningar och stereotyper, samt attitydmässiga 

associationer. De perceptuella avstånd bland regionala accenter som framkom 

genom denna studie speglar således en kombination av dessa faktorer. Denna 

avhandling bidrar därmed till den pågående forskningen om de kognitiva 

strukturer som ligger bakom språkliga bedömningar och attitydmässiga 

associationer (Niedzielski & Preston, 2003; Niedzielski, 2010; Preston, 

2011), med fokus på associationer kring regional likhet kontra skillnad och 

klassificering, samt i vilken grad akustisk information bidrar till dessa.  
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